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of the State

Gaological'

Comm'iss'i,on:

Gentlemen:-I have the honor to transmit to you, herewith, and to
for publication as Bulletin No. XXY of the Virginia Geological
Survey Series of Reports, a manuscript and illustrations of a reporb on
"The Valley Coal Fields of Virginia," by Marius R. Campbell ancl others,
with a chapter on "The X'orests of the Valley Coal Fields of Virginia," by
recommencl

Fred C. Peclerson.

This report has been prepared by the Virginia Geological Survey in
coiiperation with the Unitecl States Geologicai Survey and the office of
State X'orester. The field work on yhich the report is based had its inception during the administration of the late Doctor Thomas I-r. Watson as
State Geologist, ancl it was completed and the results prepared for publication before his death. This report is the eighth one of a series of detailecl
reports by the Virginia Geological Survey on the coal resources of southwest Yirginia, under the coiiperative agreement of the State ancl X'ecleral
Surveys. The report is accompanied by a geologic map of the area covered.
Respectfully submittetl,

Ar,snnr W'rr,r,reu Gr,ns,
Acting Director.

THE VALLEY COAL FIELDS OF VIRGINIA
By Metrus R.

CeMpsnLL AND ornnBg.

INTRODUCTION
CENERAI, STATEUENT.
Throughout that part of the Appalachian VaIIey province, extencling
from northern Pennsylvania to near the south line of Virginia, there
is a more or less continuous outcrop of coal-bearing rocks which are very
much older than the rocks of the well-knowa bituminous coal fields lying
to the northwest. The coal beds in this belt are greatly rlisturbed, being
folded and faulted in much the same manner as are the beds in the anthracite fields of Pennsylvania, ancl the coal itself is so metamorphosed that
it has passed the rank of bituminous coal and is intermediate in character between bituminous coal and anthracite. As these coal beds crop out
in or near the valley of virginia, the areas in which they occur wiII here
be called the "Valley coal felds.,,
The coal beds of the Valley fields have been known for at least 100
years, but so many unsuccessful attempts have been made to mine them
and. place the coal on the market that the public has become skeptical
about the value of the coal and the possibility of any one being abre to
mine ancl market it in a satisfactory manner. The result of such a reputation has been clisastrous to the development of the fields, with the result

that at the present time there are in operation only three or four small
shipping mines ancl a half-dozen or so wagon mines catering alone to the
local trade. capitalists have been loath to invest in an enterprise in which
there have been so many failures, and the local people have not hatl the
means to finance a mine that extended much below clrainage level, eonsequently most of the operations have been confined to smail drift or slope
mines which served the needs of the neighborhood for a year or two ancl
then were alloweil to cave ancl become unworkable.

For a long time both the State and the Federal Geological Surveys
have been of the opinion that the past failures in these fielcls have been
due not so much to bad mining conditions and poor quality of coar as
they have to a combination of circumstances that has placed the coal of

TEE YALIEY COAL SIELDS OF VIBGINIA.

the valley fields at a great disadvantage in the available markets. Thus
with the best Pocahontas and New River coals selling for less than one
dollar per ton at the mines, as they tlid for many years prior to 191?, it
was practically impossible to market the Valley coals for power purposes,
and similarly with Pennsylvania anthracite, at not to exceecl $2.50 per
ton at the mine; it was difficult, if not impossible for the Valiey coals to
hold their own in the domestic coal market.
The Worid, War, with the resulting high price of "smokeless" coal ancl
of anthracite, completely changecl these contlitions ancl has seemingly macle
it possible for operators in the valley fields with moclerate capital t<,
compete in both the steam and domestic markets with the output of the
giant organizations in the other regions. Since the war, contlitions haYe
not materially improvecl, as far as price and available tonnage of coal are
concernecl, so that general conditions in the coal trade continue to be
favorable to the introduction of a fuel that is primarily a domestlc coal
but that in a small way would also be a competitor of the steam coals of
the country. Whether or not these contlitions will continue in the future
can be tokl only by actual trial; at the present time there seems to be
Iittle hope that fuel from a new soulce coulcl successfully compete with
the high-rank steaming coals of the bituminous freltls, but there does seem
to be an excellent opportunity for such competition with anthracite. Owing to the high cost of labor in the anthracite fields, the high royaities that
have to be paid for productive territory, ancl the high cost of cleep mining there seems to be little prospect that the selling price of anthracite
wiII be materially lowerecl from its present stantlartl antl consequently
the time is opportune for the introduction of any fuel that would be accepted as a satisfactory substitut6.
The present report, preparecl by geologists of the united states GeoIogical Suwey in codperation with the Geological survey of Yirgi:ria, is
brought forwartl with the idea that the coal of the valley fie1ds offers one
of the best substitutes for anthracite that has yet been proposed and that
the present is the psychologic moment for it to secure its proper place in
the domestic trade of the country.
If this view of the situation is correct, the valley fields present a great
opportunity for the operator who has sufficient means to erect and equip a
plant with moalern machinery for the mining of coal, the hantlling of it in a
large way, and for its preparation for the market, provided he will be
content to charge a moclerate price, at least until his market is established.

PBINCIPAI, COAL FIELDS.

The writer fully believes that a market built up in this manner and with
this coal can be maintained almost indefinitely, or possibly until the coal
of these fields approaches exhaustion.

.

I,OCATION OF THX COAI, ETEIDS.

The Valley coal fields, as shown in Fig. 1, are locatetl in the counties
of Augusta, Bland, Botetourt, Montgomery, Pulaski, Roanoke, Smyth, ancl
Wythe. They may be roughly subtlivided, according to their relative importance, into five groups as follows: (1) The fields of Montgomery antl

Pulaski counties, Yirginia; (2) the fields of Wythe Countn Virginia;
(3) the frelds of Morgan ancl Berkeley countieis, IMest Virginia; (4) the
fields of Bland and Smyth counties, Yirginia; (5) the fielcls of Roanoke
and Botetourt countiesl (6) the fields of Augusta ancl Rockingham counties; ancl (?) the scattering fieids of little or no economic importance.
(1) The coal frelds of Montgomery and Pulaski counties, Virginia,
have the greatest }inear extent of outcrop of workable coal becls antl the
greatest development of mines of any of the fields in the Valley region
and they are also the most accessible to railroads. In these fieltls there
are two or three mines that have been in operation most of the time since
1902, and the Merrimac mine (PI. XY A) in Montgomery County has the
unique distinction of having furnished coal for the Confederate frigate
Merri,mac in its momentous engagement with the Mon'i,tor in Hampton
Roads on March 9, 1"862. These fieltls are so situatecl that they are
crossecl by the main ]ine of the Virginian Railway and. by the main line
ancl the Bristol branch of the Norfolk ancl Western Railway as well as by
a short branch of the latter system which runs from Christiansburg to
Blacksburg.

The coal 'fieltls of Wythe County are second in importance to those
of Montgomery and Pulaski counties. They are two in number, the larger

(2)

extending nearly across the northern part of the county in an east-west
tlirection, and the smaller consisting of a detached basin or trough in the
rocks in the vicinity of Max Meatlows. This trough contains coal that
compares favorably in quatity and quantity with the coal in the acljoining
part of Pulaski County, ancl it is being clevelopecl by a fairly large mine
that in the near future probably will become a shipping mine with railroacl connections. Most of this ffeld is within easy reach of the railroad
at Gunton Park or at the town of Max Meadows. Irittle is known regarcling the fielcl in the northern part of the county, but it appears to
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eontain considemble coal of a lower ran\1 however, than the coal in the
Max Meadows trough. rt is not so favorably situateal regarcring routes of
transportation as the other field and would. require branch railroad lines
from 6 to 10 miles in iength to give an adequate ouuet for the coal.

(3) The coal field next on the list is that usually called the Meacrow
Branch fiekl of Morgan and Berkeley counties, west virginia. As this
field lies outsicle of virginia it will not be considered further, but a brief
description by the writer can be found in a paper entitreil: The Mead,ow
Branch Coal Fi,eld of West Virgintn, U. S. Geol. Survey, Butl.
!Z5l pp.
330-344, 7904.

(4) The next group of fields worthy of a separate description are
those of Biand and smyth counties, Yirginia. These fiercrs consist of a
narrow belt of coal-bearing rocks which extends for a clistance of more
than 30 miles, but judging from the eviclence at hand, the coar beds are
generally thin and irregular, the coal is high in ash ancl on the whole not
particularly promising. No commercial development in these counties has '
been attemptecl and on account of the lack of railroad connections ancl
the high percentage of ash carriecl by the coal it croes not seem probable
that it will be usecl for several generations, if incleed it ever can be minerl
and cleaned in a profitable way.
' (5)

The northeastward extension of the Brushy Mountain fiekl of
Montgomery county is consiclered as a separate field for convenience of
description and wili be called here the coal field of Boanoke ancl Botetourt
courities. This fielcl is not active at the present time, but in the past has
attracted considerable attention because of its nearness to James River
and the possibility of transporting its coal to Richmoncl by this water
route.

(6)

An area of coal-bearing rocks in Augusta anil Rockingham coun-

ties has in the past received considerable attention in a pubiic discussion
as to its prospective value. At that time the field was extensively prospected. and the Dora mine was wiilely known from its prominence in the discussion. The feld is of cloubtful value, but probably has enough coal to
be classed as a coal field.

(?) Besides the principal fielcls and groups of coal fiekrs risted above,
there are scattering occurrences of coal beds of this same general geologic
age in various parts of the Appalachian Yalley province of virginia, but,

-lfoli.noition

of tbis term

see

p.

98.
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it does
purposes.

judging by the eviclence now at hand,
coal beds

will

ever be used

for fuel

not seem probable that these

FIEI,D WOBK.
The field work upon which this report is based has been clone largely
by members of the united states Geological survey working in coiiperation with the Geological Suwey of virginia. The fleld examination wag
begun in 1912 by Ralph W. Ilowell, ancl much of the success of the final
*otk ir to be attributed to his painstaking efforts to gather all of the facts
regarding the actual and reported occurrence and character of coal. Before
HoweII could. complete the work he was called off for geologic work in
other parts of the country and on other problems, and finally he was ambushecl and

foully muralereal while engaged in private geologic work in

Baluchistan, Asia.
upon the death of IIowelI the preparation of the report on the valley
fietds felt to the writer, and desultory work has been carrietl on for a
number of years, the delay being caused largely by the lack of an atlequate
base map upon which to portray the outcrops of the coal becls'
In 1923 it was finally decided that the present base maps could not be
userl ancl that a new base would have to be prepared from planetable surjt was founcl that
veys in the field. Before this plan was put into effect
the region by the
of
the Army Air Service was willing to make a survey
photographic method ancl as this promised to save time and to supply inhnitely more details, an agreement was enteretl into for the suwey of the
outcrop of coal-beariog t*k* from the catawba sanatorium in Roanoke
Countlr southwestwatd to th. western borders of Wythe County' One
flight was macle in June which gave photogtaphs coYering the Brushy
Mountain field from catawba sanatorium to the Empire mine in Pulaski

county ancl also a belt of country from wytheville eastward ,across New
River. clouds preventerl the taking of photographs of the fielcl farther
west. weather conditions in the latter part of the summer were very batl
and although other flights were attemptecl no results were obtainecl.
with the approach of winter, the idea of completing the taking of airplane photographs was given up and then the only recourse was to prepare
in. U..t base possible *itn tnu odds and ends of airplane photographs, foot
traverses, and inad.equate topographic maps. In order to combine this
heterogeneous mass of material the topographic base map's were photographed up.to a scale of 11/2 inches to the mile, and on this base all of
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CRTDIT TO AUTHORS.

the data were plotted, on the assumption that prominent places such as
Blacksburg, Christiansburg, Radford, Dublin, Pulaski, Max Meadows, ancl
Wytheville are correcUy locaterl.
As the new ilata are not sufficient to cover the entire surface, the map
has not the same degree of detail and exactness in one part that it has in
another. fn what roughly may be considered as the coal field., the roads,
streams, ancl prominent ridges are correctly located, but in the broad areas
of limestone only a few of the roads were traversed ancl few clata were obtained on other features. Because of this heterogeneous character, the map
is not very satisfactory, but it is the best that coulcl be made unrler th€
circumstances. An attempt is made to indicate by different kinds of lines
the different character of the'data, showing some as quite accurate, and
some of varying degrees of accuracy, merging in certain places outside of
the coal fields with that which is quite inaccurate.
In the field work carriecl on in 1-923, the writer was assistecl by Kent K.
Kimball anrl Curt H. Gudheim. Kimball devoted his time and attention
to the mapping of the Price Mountain coal field and to him is due much of
the creclit of working out the geologic structure of this interesting fielcl.
Gudheim was associated with Kimball in his work and later was of great
assistance to the witer in the geologic mapping of the coal beds ancl associated rocks of Montgomery, Pulaski, and Roanoke counties and in sampling the coal beds for analysis. To both these men the ,writer is greatly
inilebtetl for faithful and efficient service in the field work.
As explained in cletail later, a report on the Valley coal fielcls must of
necessity deal with the geologic structure as well as with the coal beds,
for the structure has much to clo with the workable extent of the beds anil
with the manner in which mines should be developed. This phase of the
subject has been marle a joint study by Professor Boy J. Hoklen of the Virginia Polyteehnic Institute at Blacksburg and the writer. This study was
not conducted jointly in the field, but each author has made special studies
of certain parts of the flelds and the chapter dealing with geologic structure
is a combination of the observations and conclusions of the two authors.
'Where
they cliffer in their interpretations of the facts, the opinion of each
is stated so that due credit may be given each for his contribution as well
as fix his responsibility for the statements he has made.
As the report embraces material collected by a number of men, it is not
thought possible to credit each one on the title page, but their names are
given under the various heaclings of the text so as to give them full credit
for the work clone and make them responiible for the statements containeil
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in their parts of the report. Parts unsignecl are understood to have been
prepared by Marius R. Campbell who alone is responsible for the matter
containecl therein.
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During the progress of the work in the field, the authors have been
greatly aided by a number of citizens who, realizing the importance of the
commercial development of these coal felds, have cheerfully furnished information regarding coal prospects and in certain cases have at considerable expense unwaterecl some of these prospects so that the coai bed
could be measured and samples of the coal secured for analysis. The mine
operators and owners, without exception, have cordially cotiperated with the
geologists, for they realizecl fu11y that the time has come to deal fairly anil
openly with the public and that the value of a geological report is
greatly enhancecl by an impartial statement of facts without exaggeration

or

concealment

of any kind; also most of the operators have encountered

difficulties of a geological nature ancl they are eager for any assistance that
can be given in the solution of these problems.
Tor the information thus contributed by those interested in the fields,
the authors wish to express their gratitude and to assure the persons furnishing it that it has been very helpful in drarving conclusions regarding
the commercial value of the coal and the extent of the coal beds. The
authors do not pretend to be able to answer in the report all of the questions that may arise concerning the geology of these fields, particularly
concerning the extent of the coal beds beneath the surface, but they have in
the course of their examinations of the fields, acquired considerable data
bearing on this and other troublesome questions and the geologic eviclence
as weII as the meaning of this evidence is contained in the present report.

GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS
GENERAL STATEMXNT,

In most coal fields one needs to be acquainted with only one or two
geologic lormations in orcler to do systematic prospecting or to carry on
mining operations, but in the Valley coal fie1ds of Virginia the conclitions
are different from those which prevail in most other coal fields, and to
prospect intelligently ancl even to plan a mine successfully, one should be
acquainted not only with the geologic formations that cauy coal, but he
should have a working knowledge of such other formations as in any respect
resemble the coal-bearins formation or are liable to come in contact with it.

NEED OF GEOLOGIC INI'ORMATION.

For those who carry on exploration in ailvance of mine clevelopment
the need of a knowledge of the formations resembling the coal-bearing
formation is particularly great, for the prospector may waste much time,
energy, and money, if he cloes not unclerstand that certain formations, although containing thin seams of coal or material whic\ in a weathererl
condition, resemble coal, still do not carry beds of coal of commercial value.
The need of a general knowleclge of the character of the associated
geologic formations is equally urgent, for it is only by being abie to clifferentiate the formations that one may be sure of the geologic structure
in which he is prospecting or in whish his mine is being developed. The
geologic distribution of the formations on the surface coupled with their
attitude,-that is, the way they lie or stand-is the only clue, asitle from
the informatioa to be derived from deep drilling, that one can obtain regarding the unrlerground extension and the depth of the coai beds.
As this wide knowleclge of the geologic formations cropping out in
the Valley coal f.elds seems essential to the practical man, a general geologic column or sequence of formations is presented on PI. I, with information regarding the relation of the formations to the coal becls, so
that every person, though unfamiliar with the science of geology, may
Iearn something of their characteristics and be able to identfy them in
the felcl.

The rocks of the Vailey coal fiekls are of three. ilistinct kincls : limestone, shale, and, sanclstonel ft must not be inferred, however, from this
simple statement, .tttat it is an easy task to separate the rocks into these
groups, because the limestone is rarely pure, generally grailing into shale
or sanclstone, and the same intergradation takes place between the other
kinds of roc\. Because of this merging of characteristics ancl also because of the fact that the weathered. outcrop of a rock generally appea$
very different from the same rock that has not been subjectecl to weathering processes, it is sometimes difficult to determine whether it should be
classed as an earthy limestone, a shale, or a calcareous sanclstone.

CIIARACTEB OF N,OCKS EXPBESSED

IN

SURFACE FEATURES.

General effect of tlifferent rocks.

The easiest way to become familiar with the rocks of a region is to
stucly carefully the surface features, such as hills, valleys, plateaus, ancl
mountains that have been carvecl from them, for each kintl of rock or
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formation procluces features characteristic of that particular formation.
Thus, as limestone is more or less readily soluble and. where relatively
pure weathers clown much more rapidly than other rocks, it generally
forms broad valleys or plains, such as those which make up the surface
of the Valley of Virginia. In the humicl climate of the eastern part of
the United States, Iimestone rarely if ever forms mountains or even hills
of any considerable height unless it contains a great abunclance of chert
or sandstone. Shale is variable in composition ancl texture, but in general it is more easily affected by weathering than sanclstone ancl hence in
many places it also may be found iu the bottoms of valleys, but where it
is sancly it may be quite resistant to the processes of erosion ancl form
low hills and ridges. Sanrlstone is the most resistant rock in the Valley
coal felds ancl consequently it forms in many places the crests antl upper
slopes of the more pronounced ridges and mountains. There arer'however,
differences in the resistant properties of sandstone for in many of the beds
the grains of sand are very loosely cementecl and sueh rock soon falis to
pieces or disintegrates under the influence of the weather. If, however, a
porous sanclstone has been long saturatecl with silica-bearing waters the
interstices between the grains may have become entirely fillecl with harcl
vitreous quartz, and in that condition the rock becomes a quartzite ancl is
more resistant than granite.
The prominent surface featufes that characterize the Appalachian Valley are its ridges and. valleys. The valleys are considerably greater in
width and in longituclinal extent than the riclges and the riclges themselves
difier in height, but on examination, it will be founcl that every ridge has
been preservecl as a ridge, in the general process of lowering the surface of
the land by erosion, because it is composecl of some bed of sanalstone or
quartzite, and that the higher ridges are almost universally due to thicker
or more resistant beds of santlstone or quartzite than those making the
lower ridges. The valleys on the other hand, are almost without exception, excavated in limestone or shale, both of which are soft and easily
removed by erosion.
The, relation of the surface features to the underlying formations is
well-brought-out in the cross-sections at the bottom of the map, Pl. 1.
As these sections represent the geology along lines approximately at right
angles to the trend of the main ridges anrl valleys, they show that each
ridge is formed by the outcrop of a hard becl of rock anrl each valley by
one that is easy to dissolve or to wear mechanically by the streams.
Pl. I also gives a column representing the various formations, as they
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are piled one upon another in their normal succession from the.Iowest
and oldest up to the highest anil youngest; ancl the resistant or mountainmaking formations are shown as projecting to the left in much the same
way as they project above the general surface of the region. This columu
has been extendecl upward to inelude the formations that carry coal in the
great bituminous flelds to the northwest, so that the reacler may have a
clear idea of the relative positions in the geologic column of the coalbearing formations and groups of formations.
Riilge-making formations.

fn the geologic column there are three groups of sandstone that are
more resistant than the others and these make mountainous ridges of the
first order of magnitucle. The lowest anil olclest of these becls are the
Cambrian quartzites, the uppermost bed of which, the Erwin quart,zrte,
is shown at the base of the column. These beds make the mountains on
the southeastern sicle of the Vallen such as Irick Mountain (PI. XXI B)
south of Wytheville, Mays Mountain south of Max Meaclows, the ridges
south of New River, from the mouth of Cripple Creek to the mouth
of l-,ittle River, and Pilot Mountain south of Christiansburg. The
next mountain-making formation. is the Clinch ancl associatecl sanclstones,
mainly of Silurian age. These sandstones form the crest of Draper Mountain (Pl. XIX), Cove Mountain, Paris, and Catawba mountains, Walker
Mountain, Gap Mountain, Buckeye Mountain, Spruce Run Mountain,
Sinking Creek Mountain, ancl aII of the high riclges to the northwest of
those listed above, to and including East River Mountain on the extreme
northwest side of the Appiachian Valley province. The third formation
of prominence is the Lee formation at the base of the great mass of coalbearing rocks of the bituminous fields to the northwest. This formation,
where it is upturned on the southeast side of the coal fielcl, forms a mountain as high and rugged as any of the mountains composed of the Clinch
sandstone, but it cloes not extencl southeastward beyoncl the margin of the
coal field ancl hence is not known anywhere in or adjacent to the Valley
coal fields.

A ridge-maker of the secontl order of magnitude is composecl of the
flaggy sandstones at and near the top of the Devonian and the betl of conglomerate (Ingles conglomerate member) and its containing sanclstone at
the base of the Carboniferous system. These becls make the ridges that
generally bound the Valiey coal fielcls on the northwest. In Montgomery
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County this ridge is known as Brushy Mountainl in Pulaski County, as
LitUe Walker Mountain (P1. IIA), Tract Mountain and Caseknife Riclge;
in Tfythe County as Little Walker, or Brushy Mountain I and in Bland
County, as Brushy Mountain.
In addition to the ridges or mountains mentioned above, there are
several, ridge-makers of the thircl order of magnitude. The most important of these ridges in the Valley proper is made by the Tellico sandstone which lies between the Athens anil the Sevier shales. The outcrop
of this sanclstone is usually on the northwest slope of the Clinch sandstOne mountains, and so is not conspicuous, but where the sand.stone stand.s
alone it makes a ridge of some importance. The most prominent ridge
composecl of this sandstone is Pine Ridge which begins at Wytheville ancl
runs westward on the north'side of the State Roadr-or Yalley Pike as it
is more commonly callecl-for a clistance of about 9 miles. Another rirlge
of this sanclstone which is even more striking than Pine Riclge is a rarrge
of sharp conical hills on the northwest sirle of Paris Mountain and the
eastward extension of the same ridge on the north face of Catawba Mountain in Roanoke County, ancl the third ridge of importance composecl of
the Tellico sanclstone is an interruptecl ridge lying in thre. south side of

Draper Valley, mainly in Pulaski County.
Other ridges of tlis order of magnitude are formecl by cherty or sandy
layers in the Shenancloah limestone. The low ridges formerl by these beds
are not generally clearecl and farmed because the great number of chert or
sanclstone fragments on the surface makes the soil poor and tillage difficult
if not impossible. As a consequence these riclges are generally covereal
with trees and are thus conspicuous objects in the lanclscape.
Valley-making f oxmations.
The best known of the valley-making formations is the great Shenanthe floors of most of the valleys of Virginia
from the northern to the southern bounclaries of the State. Its greatest
exposure (see Pls. V and XXI) in this district is in the Valley of Virginia,
which extends from the mountains ancl hills marking the northwestern
margin of the Blue Ridge province on the southeast to Brushy Mountain
on the northwest; it also shows on the northwest side of W'alker Mountain,
in Crockett Cove on the northwest side of Cove Mountain, and on the same
side of most other ridges composed of the Clinch santlstone.
The shale which overlies the Shenancloah limestone is probably more
easily soluble than the iimestone ancl as a consequence it is quickly eroclecl
cloah limestone which forms
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into even deeper valleys than those formed in the limestone. A good example
of the deepening of the shale valley below that of the limestone occuts in
Montgomery County where the North Fork of Roanoke River has erotlecl
a very deep valley in the clark Athens shaie which directly overlies the
Shenancloah limestone, and the Sevier shale lying a little higher in the section woulcl likewise be cleeply eroded were it not for the protection afiordecl by the Clinch and overlying sandstones. These hard beds form the
crests of ritlges and the Sevier shale outcrops high up on their northwest
slopes. The reason why both of thege shale formations are naturally valley-makers is because they are strongly calcareous ancl the calcareou$
matter clissolves very readily causing the shale to break down and be
carriecl away by the rain and the rills which gash the side of the moun*
tain. Both formations make good farming land for the same reason that
they are goocl valley-makers, ancl consequently their outcrops are generalIy cleared and farmecl even where they are high on the steep slope of a
Clinch sa,ndstone ridge. The shale formations also show in outcrop in
Draper Valley on the south slope of Draper Mountain, in Crockett Cove
on the northwestern slope of Cove Mountain, anil in Millers Cove in Roanoke
County.

Another valley:61piog shale of considerable importance is the soft
of the Devonion system, which being black resembles
in color the Athens shale just described. The Devonian shale is not, howevet, calcareous ancl therefore does not produce a rich ancl fertile soil such
as characterizes the outcrop of the Athens shale. The Devonian black
shale is notecl for the poor quality of its soil ancl the valleys carved in it
are almost universally knoun throughout the miclclle ancl southern Appalachians as "poor valleys." As this shale lies just above the great group
of mountain-making bedsr-the Clinch ancl associaterl sandstones-antl a$
these beds dip generally toward the southeast the poor valleys occur at
the southeastern base of the higher ridges or mountains, such as Walker,
Gap, Sinking Creek, Cove, Catawba, ancl Paris mountains.
The Maccrady sha1e, which is a recl shale lying just above the coalbearing Joruation of the Valley coal fields, is essentially a valley-making
formation, as it is soft and easily eroded, but its outcrop is usually too
narrow to permit of the development of extensive valleys and., as it is generally in contact with the Shenandoah limestone on the south, the valleys
formed in the shale are merged with the much broader valleys formed in
the limestone. Near the edge of the bituminous coal fielcl, far to the
northwest, the Maccrady shale is normally overlain by the Carboniferous
shale near the base

-
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of the shale
by the
formetl
valley
is merged with and is indistinguishable from the
erosion of the Carboniferous limestone. On account of this association of
easily eroded beds the Maccracly shale d"oes not stantl out as an intliviilual
valley-maker, especially when compareil with the ones previously describecl.
In the northern part of the Appalachian Valiey province the Carbonifer.
ous limestone makes extensive tracts of rolling valley country which, in
area, are comparable to the valley floor made by the Shenancloah limestone, but as this part of the province is not considerecl here in detail,
these valleys wiII not be described.
Iimestone ancl here again a valley which is due to the erosion

.

DESCBIPTION OF FOBMATIONS.
General statemeut.

The geoiogic column given in Pl. I represents in a general way only
the formations showing in outcrop in Montgomery, Pulaski, Wythe, antl
Bland counties, but even in this restricted area there is consiilerable
variation in thickness of the formations and in places entire formations
may be absent or new ones may come in. In general most of the formations grow thinner toward the northwest, for the materials of which they
are composecl were derived from the wearing down of a land area to the
southeast, in the region of the Blue Bidge or the Pieclmdnt plateau, antl
the coa^rse fragments of these materials were dropped near shore while the
flner materials were swept northwestwarcl farther and farther out into the

of this thinning of the sediment away from the point of
supply on the shore of the Devonian sea, this system also ilecreases
markedly in a southwesterly as well as in a northwesterly direction from
a thickness of over 5,000 feet on New River to only a few inches in the
vicinity of Birmingham, Alabama. On account of these irregularities the
sea.

Because

reader should not be surprised to find that some formations are thicker or
thinner than they are representecl on Pl. I, or that some disappear ancl
others take their places or appear in other portions of the column. For
the benefit of those reaclers who desire to become better acquainteil with
the geologic formations of the region specif.ed. above, a brief descriptiou
of the formations or groups of forqations, as seems best suited to the purpose of this paper, will be given. These tlescriptions will begin with the
lowest aud oldest rocks and proceecl to the youngest and highest forma-

tions

iu regular

orcler.
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The oltlest rocks here consiclereil are some quartzites of Cambrian age
that form the mountains (except Draper Mountain) which lie south of
the Norfolk and W'estern Railway. These formations have no special
signif.cance with regard to the coal, but they sewe as a conYenient ancl
well-marked starting point in the consideration of the overlying formal
tions that are intimately associated in their outcrop with the coal beds.
The uppermost bed of this group is the Erwin quartzite which is taken as
the base of the column in Pl. I.
Shenantloah limestone.
Above the Erwin quartzite there is a great mass of limestone antl shale,
having a thickness of 6,000 or ?,000 feet which for convenience has been
calied the Shenandoah limestone, because it forms the floor of the well'
known Shenancloah Valtey in the northern part of the State. Although
this mass will be generally referrecl to as though it were a single limestone
formation, it is known to consist of many recognizable units which tliffer
considerably in their physical character and appearance, and which on tletaiied geologic mapping would be separated ancl shown inclivirlually on the
map. X'or the purposes of this paper, however, the limestone will be
treated as a unif as in most cases it is difficult to determine what part of
the mass is exposed at any particular place.
The first of these recognizable units overlying the Erwin quartzites is
a mass of clark limestone or dolomite 1 800 to 1,000 feet thick which is generally known as the Shady limestone. This formation is of great importance in many places in the Valley of Virginia for it canies iron ancl manganese which, when the limestone decomposes, as it does very readily,
segregate in the residual clay, forming cleposits of ore.
Above the Shad,y limestone there is a formation about 11000 feet thic\
composed of rusty brown or purplish shale or Limestone interbecltled with
thin bancls of purple shale, which has been callerl the Watauga shale. The
largest area of outcrop of the Watauga shale in the part of Pulaski County
covereil by this report is arouncl the east end of Draper Mountain. From
this point it extends eastward down Peak Creek to its mouth and west-

warcl along New River to the western etlge of the county. In W'ybhe
County, a belt of Watauga shale which is cut ofi by the Pulaski fault on
" Dolomite is distinguished from a limestone by the fact that it is a double
ci,rbonate of calcium (lime) and magnesium (Ca, Mg) COr, whereas a limestone, when
pure, consists entirely of calcium of carbonate, CaCOr.
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tbe south side of Draper Mountain extends nearly clue west along the
State Road to within about 6 miles of '[Vytheville. Here the outcrop
swings to the south in a course nearly parallel with the Norfoik antl
W'estern Railway, past W'ytheville, Crocketts,.Rural Retreat, antl Clroseclose, as shown in Pl. I. West of Groseclose in Smyth County it extends indefinitely westwarcl, but generally south of the railroatl.
The Watauga shale changes greaUy in charaeter in a northwesterly
clirection ancl in Pulaski County just south of the outcrop of the coalbearing formation there are only a few narrow bands of purplish shale
interbedded with limestone, which is supposed to represent the Watauga
shale. Good exposures of this shale are not easily found, the most common showing being a bancl of red soil in freshly plowecl fields. In tracing
these bands care must be taken to tlistiuguish them from the red shale of
the Maccrady formation which is of Carboniferous age antl is separate<l
from the Cambrian shale by a profountl fault. The purplish ancl reil shale
occurring in Montgomery County between Blacksburg ancl New.River ancl
north of the Price Forks roacl are doubtless also the representative of the
Watauga shale. An effort was macle to map these bands of purplish shale
west of Blacksburg, but finally the project was abantlonecl because no bantl
is continuous for more than a few hundred yards an<t, without better
exposures on the upland, it was all but impossible to tletermine whether an
exposure noted in one place shoulcl be connectetl with another showing at
some clistance or whether it shoultl be regarded. as separate ancl distinct.
As explainecl on page 149, the disconnectetl condition of these shale bantls
in this area carr'be explainecl only on the supposition that the limestone
has been broken into fragments ancl these fragments mixecl, so that now
they are without apparent orcler or arrangement.
'Watauga
shale lies a mass of limestone about 800 feet in
Above the
thickness which has been called the llonaker limestone. This limestone is
generally dark in color, though in places it contains layers of blue, or
clove-colored limestone.

limestone is overlain by
shale which has been
yellowish
calcareous
a distinct bantl of greenish and
well-tlevelopetl in the
is
not
called the Nolichucky shale. Though this becl
area here being considered, it seems probable that certain thin bands of
yeliowish shale near the base of the Knox tlolomite are its representatives.
The Nolichucky, in its fype locality, has a thickness of 300 feet, but in
this region it is very much thinner and apparently is broken by bantls of

In the southern part of Virginia the llonaker

limestone.

t7

KNOX DOI,OMITE.

The great body of limestone overlying the Nolichucky shale is generally known in the South ug ths Knox dolomite, rilthough not all of the layers
are composed of that material. It is a heterogeneous nQass of ilolomite,
pure bluish or alove-colored limestone, whitish dolomite, chert or flintbearing limestone, and in places decidedly sancly limestone. The chert
ancl sandstone fragments show prominently when the limestone clecomposes ancl are excellent horizon-markers as they weather very slowly aucl
consequently tencl to accumulate on the surface. The Knox clolomite is
about 3,600 feet thic\ the lower part belonging to the Cambrian system
and the upper part to the Ordovician system.

A layer of sandy limestone occurring from 1,500 to 2,000 feet below
the top of the Knox dolomite was fountl to be fairly constant in the region
east of Blacksburg ancl as it was desirable to determine the structure of
the limestone mass in this region in order to have some iclea of its depth
the band of sandy limestone was tracecl in the fieltl antl it appears on the
geologic map, Pl. I. In this work it was assumecl that there is but one
of these layers of sanclstone ancl consequently where it is repeated the
repetition is due to faulting as shown on the map.
A careful study of the fossils that may be found in certain parts of
this great mass of limestone combined with an equally close stud.y of the
physical charactelistics of the limestone itself woukl doubtless enable one
to map and identify many other divisions and thus bring out the structural relations of the component parts of the mass, as well as to determine
the age of the limestone exposed at any given locality. But the writer hatl
no time to rlevote to such a detailed study ancl that is the reason why, on
the map, all of the formations composing the Shenandoah limestone are
grouped into a single unit.
In practical work there is a certain phase of this limestone that may
cause the layman o even the geologist consiclerable trouble, both in
tracing formations and in determining the geologic structure. This is the
brecciatecl condition of the limestone which at many places completely
obliterates the original bedding planes, so that a determination of strike or
dip is impoSsible. This brecciated condition of the limestone was notetl
by the writer 1 in his reconnaissance of this region in 1893 anrl the following description of the breccia was given:

"In the vicinity of Radford this formation

carries heavy becls of

Umestone conglomerate; these beds or rather masses appear to be free
l Paleozoic overlaps
Soc. Am.,

vol. V.,

1894.

in Montgomery and Pulaski

counties,

Virginia. Bull

Geol.
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from bedding planes, ancl in only one place could their attituile relative
to the regularly beclded limestone be determined. On the bank of the
[New] river, two miles below Radford; where the railroad has macle a
sidehill cut, the face of the cliff is well exposecl ancl shows the contact
of the conglomerate ancl limestone. The limestones are somewhat
folded, and were evidently eroded previous to the deposition of the
conglomerate, for the surface upon which the conglomerate was laicl
tlown is smooth and regular and cut across the edges of the folclecl
strata below. The conglomerate is composed of yellowish white chalklike matrix, in which are embedded pebbles of a character similar to the
matrix. The pebbles are of varioui sizes, from g'rains as large as the
head of a pin to masses from six to nine inches in cliameter, and more or
less rounclecl. In a few cases the smaller grains are of foreign material,
but the whole is so deeply decayed that it is difficult to determine the
genesis of the rock. In places it seems to be a subaerial deposi! while
in others it appea.rs like a true water-cleposited conglomerate. Its
meaning is obscure, but the writer is of the opinion that it indicates the
existence of overlaps in early Paleozoic time probably during the deposition of the Shenandoah limestone itself ; that the limestone was folded
and elevated above sea level and formed cliffs alons which the masses
and half-rounded fragments washed from the banl were recementecl
ancl formed these curious cleposits of conglomerate."

It seems now that the application of the term conglomerate was a
mistake, as the cemented material is almost entirely angular or subangular, ancl hence that the more appropriate term is to call it a breccia.
The limestone breccia is now known to be much more wiclely distributed than it was supposed to be by the writer in 1893. In recent
work in this region he has founcl it in great abunclance along New River
from the vicinity of Radford down to the crossing of the Pulaski fault
below Belspring, ancl on many of the small streams, flowing into New
River.
Regarding its mode of formation, the writer is much less inclined to
attribute it to the geologic past than he was 30 years ago. A more extended experience in widely separatecl fields has led him to believe that it
is possible to account for this breccia by the processes that are going on
all the time in a humid region. Thus the writer has seen similar breccias
being deposited under the following conditions: (1) tleposition on the
surface by springs, (2) deposition in the channels of streams flowing on
the surface, and (3) deposition in caverns anrl undergrounal channek. fn
this particular region the writer has seen only one of these processes going
on at the present time and that is No. 2,-deposition by streams flowing
on the surface. This is a common phenomenon in this region, as breccias
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of this character may be founcl as they are forming to-clay in many streams,
but the writer has no doubt that the other two processes are now or have
been in operation too as they are some of the most common operations in
nature. PI. VIII A shows a cliff of the limestone breccia on the Norfolk
and Western Railway just below Peppers Ferry on New River which has
many of the characteristics of a spring deposit. As shown by the photograph, the cliff resembles the "Liberty Cup" that is such a common feature
of hot springs depositing calcareous tufa in Yellowstone Park and other
localities in the West.
Although the writer made no attempt to determine accurately the
geographic clistribution of the limestone breccia, the data at hand seem
to show that, if not limited to the basin of New River; it certainly is more
common there than in other parts of the district. This apparent limitation not only to the drainage basin of New River but iargely to the
vicinity of the river itself may have a physiographic signiflcance, as the
breccia seems to have been largely formed at the time when New River
began to cut into the Blacksburg peneplain (for description see pp. 132134) that marks the upland level about 400 feet above the river. It seems
probable that in a basin which was reduced to a very perfect peneplain, the
stteams, both those flowing in caverns and narrow undergrouncl channels,
would be more heavily chargerl with carbonate of lime than streams in a
more ruggecl region, that flow swiftly into the trunk streams. Much of
the water in such a basin woukl flow toward the trunk stream in unilerground channels and would enter the main stream as springs, either at
water level or higher up on the river banks. As the river deepened its
channel the spring would tend to discharge at lower anil lower levels, but
with the final result that the breccia would be deposited from top to
bottom of the cliffs, as it appears to-day in places on New River.
Overlying the Knox dolomite there is generally a band of blue, fossiliferous limestone that has been called Chickamauga limestone. In the
Valiey coal fields the limestone above the Knox dolomite in the region
southeast of Brushy Mountain is very different from that which overlies
the Knox northwest of Walker Mountain. X'or that reason no single section represents the natural conditions in all parts of the area here being
considereil. As, however, the composition of the limestone overlying the
Knox is not a vital question in the consideration of the coal, the writer
witrl content himself with the statement that in general there are blue
Iimestone beds above the Knox anrl in this region it is perhaps fair to
assign them a thickness of about 200 feet. This ma.y include more than
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the true Chickamauga, but as no attempt was made to subtlivide the rocks,
will be lumped together uncler that name.

they

Sevier and associatetl shales anrl sandstones.

Above the Shenandoah limestone is a great mass of generally shaly
'Wythe
attains a
which in the counties of Montgomdry, Pulaski, and
thickness ranging from 1,400 to 2,400 feet. This mass is made up of the
Athens (biack) shale at the base, the TeIIico (red and gray) sandstone,
ancl the Sevier shale. The top ancl bottom members are calcateous ancl
hence are generally cleared ancl farmecl, but the middle member is santly
and not adapted to cultivation. The Tellico sanclstone is responsible for
Pine Ridge which extencls westward from the reservoir at the town of
IVytheville for about 9 miles, Iying entirely, north of the State Road or

roc\

Valley Pike as it is frequentiy callecl. It is also prominent on the northwest slope of Paris Mountain in Montgomery County and Catawba Mountain in Roanoke County, where it forms a row of sharp, conical, forestcovered. knobs. In W-ythe County the sandstone is generally greenish in
color, but in Montgomery and Roanoke counties it is bright red, resembling the typical Teliico of East Tennessee. In Paris and Catawba
mountains the sandstone is several hunclrecl feet thick at the west end, but
it thins rapidly eastwarcl and probably disappears as a distinctly sandy
phase a short distance east of the Catawba Sanatorium.
The Athens shale and the Tellico santlstone are phases of deposition
Iimited to the southern ancl eastern parts of the Appalachian Valley province ancl consequently they do not show northwest of Walker Mountain
in Bland County. In that county the shale is entirely calcareous, but at
the base it is of a distinctlv red color.
Clinch antl associatetl sanilstones.
The next division above the shale group just mentionetl is a Yery resistant mass composed largely of sanclstones, some of which are massive
and unusually resistant to erosion. This group is, as notetl before, the
principal mountain-forming group of beds in the geologic column. Its
aggregate thickness varies considerably, but probably ayerages about 660
feet. It generally contains in ascending order the Juniata and Clinch sanilstones, the Clinton formation which here is particularly santly antl massive, ancl the Helderberg limestone of Devonian age. The santlstones, with
the exception of the Juniata, are clistinctly white or gmy, antl they are in-
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color. The Helclerberg
limestone is too readily soluble to show at the surface, but the chert or
flint that it contains strews the lower southern slopes of the larger ridges.
This limestone carries considerable iron ancl on dissolution it is in places
replaced by beds of brown iron ore. Deposits of ore, having such an origin
are, according to report, abundant on the south slope of W'alker Mountain and also on the south slope of Cove Mountain.

terbedded with softer sanclstone and shale of a reil

The best exposure of the Clinch ancl associated formations, exclusive
of the Helderberg limestone, that occurs in these fields is in the gap cut
by New River through Walker Mountain. Here in grading for the Virginian Railway almost every foot of this group of formations is exposed.
Devonian shale and santlstone.

Overlying the Helderberg limestone which is included as the uppermost formation .in the Clinch group of sandstones, as described in the
prececling paragraph, is the great mass of Devonian shale and santlstone
which, on New River has a thickness of about 5,000 feet. At the base
for a distance of 600 or 800 feet the material is fine-grained black shale
which merges upwarcl into more and more saddy material, until the upper

par! for a

distance of fully 3,000 feet consists of thin-beddecl reddish
or flags, with occasional beds of rather coarse white sanclstone.
The black shale is very soft ancl is rapidly eroclecl, forming valleys, whereas the sandstones of the upper part are quite resistant and form ridges of
the second order of importance. The base of the black shaie is clearly
marked as the shale is sharply differentiaterl from the limestone that
unclerlies it. The top of the system has no clear line of separation between the flaggy sanclstones of the Devonian and the sandstones of the
Carboniferous. Generally throughout the counties here consiclerecl there
is a white quartz conglomerate at about the clivision line between the two
systems, and as this rock is quite distinctive in character antl clifferent
from that which lies below. it has been taken as the basal becl of the
sanclstones

Carboniferous.

The shale anrl sanclstone of the Devonian system are recognizecl by
geologists as having been derived from a lanil area lyrng to the northeast
of the present Appalachian Highlands ancl as the material composing this
system was washecl into the sea on the west, it was swept by currents in
all clirections, but with rapidly diminishing thickness in a clirection op-
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posite to that from which it came. As a cousequence of this motle of tleposition the Devonian formations decrease in thickness rapitlly in a
westerly ancl a southerly direction. Because of this rapid clecrease the
measurement of 51000 feet made at the gap New River has cut through
Walker Mountain will not hold in either a southerly or westerly direction.
It is probable that in Smyth County the Devonian sanclstone and shale
are not more than 4,000 feet thick and it is possible that they measure
even less than that number of feet.
Carboniferous system.
GENEBAL CEABACTEB.

This review of the formations in the Valley coal flelds has now reachecl
the Carboniferous system which is of paramount interest, as it contains
the coal beds for which these fields are noted. As a matter of convenience
geologists have divicled the Carboniferous system into three parts or
series, calling the lower series the Mississippian; the midclle, the Pennsylvanian I and the upper the Permian. The coal beds of the great
bituminous fieids of the Appalachian region belong in the'Pennsylvanian
and Permian series, but the coal of the Yalley fielils belongs in the Mississippian series. Up to the close of the Devonian period practically all
of the formations in the Appalachian region had been laid down in a sea,
which in general extended only a short distance to the southeast of the
region here being consiclerecl, but which stretchecl to the northwest far
beyond. the limits of what is now generally known as the Appalachian
Highlands. The eastern shore of this sea shifted its position considerably
from time to time, but in a general way it may be saitl that throughout
Paleozoic time the sea was bounded on the southeast by a continental
area which furnished by its erosion material for most of the formations
lairl clown in the sea to the west. At certain times the lancl was so low
that the streams carried to the sea only a small volume of the finest
material ancl consequently the formations then depositecl are composecl
largely of lirnestone or shale of the finest texture. At other times the
land on the southeast stood at a higher level, the streams were rapid ancl
turbulenf ancl the amount and coarseness of the material delivered to the
sea was very great. The beds resulting from the tleposition of such
material are sanclstones of varying degree of coarseness or conglomerates,
depending on the height of the adjacent land and the tlistance from the
shore at which the material was deposited.

cARBoNrFxRous FoRMATToNS LArD DowN oN THE
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PRICE FORMATION.

aboue Ingles conglomerata.-The marine conditions which prevailecl cluring the Devonian period came to an enc[ by al uplift of this
part of the crust of the earth which raised the sea bottom above water
level and it became dry iand. This land was probably the western margin
of a continental area which lay to the east of this region and possibly

Part

included a large part of what is now the Atlantic ocean. The uplift of
the land caused the streams to flow more swiftly antl the f,rst materials
to be brought clown from the high land in the interior of this continental
area wele sancl ancl white quartz pebbles. These were spread out over the
lancl surface by the stleams of water anci since have been consolidatecl
into a sanalstone carrying white quartz pebbles, or a conglomelate as the
geologist calis it. The succeeding deposits on this lani[ area consistetl
of sand which has since been consolidated into sand.stone, of mud which

in the slvamps on the low lantl,
that now has produced coal (PL XVIII). As the lancl was apparently
very flat the streams became ponded with the material which they transported and great swamps were produced in which land plants flourishecl
in great abunclance and with great luxuriance. These plants, consisting
mostly of ferns, were burieal in the mud and water and after long ages
became coal. At first the swamps were transient, existing for only a
short time and the coal beds resulting from the vegetation are very thin,
but after about 1,000 feet of material had been deposited on the lancl,
conrlitions wele..such that the swamps remainetl for a long period of time
and a great quantity of vegetal matter accumulatecl making a very thick
coal bed. The number and thickness of the coal beds will be more fully
has prorlucecl shaIe, and the vegetal lemains

clescribed

in another

place.

After about ?00 feet more of sa4d, mud, antl coal had been depositetl
on the land, the character of the material changed somewhat and retl
sand and red mud. were washecl down and spread out in successive layers.
At first the red material only came at long intervals and the consequence
is that red sanclstone and red shale are ip thin layers, but as time went on
these incursions of red material became mole anal mole numelous, until
finally the entire load carried by the streams was of this character. As
the red sandstone and shale is distinctly difierent from the gray sandstone
and dark shale of the coal-bearing rocks, they are generally regarclerl as
a separate anrl distinct formation, but since the change from one to the
other is gradual it is difficult to say where the line separating them shoulcl
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It has generally been the c-ustom of the writer to disregard. the
thin bantls of recl in the upper part of the Price formation, and to draw
the upper iine of the formation at the place where the material becomes
be clrawn.

prevailingly red.
Coal beds occur at many horizons in the Price formation, but the most
important beds are founcl near its middle. Several me&surements in this
region show that the most important coal beds are about 11000 feet above
the base of the formation, marked by the contact of the conglomerate
member and the underlying Devonian sanclstone, and about ?00 feet
below the base of the red shale overlying the Price formation
The regularity and linear extent of the coal becls in the counties here
being considered is one of thq most surprising features, but cloubtless if
these beds could be traced into adjacent areas, they would be found to be
quite different from what they are in the type locality. The Menimac
("Big Bed") appears to be known throughout Montgomery and Pulaski
counties (P1. XVIII) and it is quite possible that if adequate prospecting
hacl been done, it could be traced some clistance into Wythe County. Such
an extensive bed means of course ihat at the time of its formation, there
must have been a continuous swamp of a corresponding size. Such a large
swamp would imply a flat country and the presence here and there in the
formation of marine fossil shells also implies that the land was near sea
level and that occasional subsidences of the land allowed the sea to encroach
upon what before was dry land.
The Price formation changes in a southwesterly clirection almost as
rapidly as the Devonian changes. In its type locality in Montgomery
County, it is 1,?00 or 1,800 feet thic\ but in the I-,ick Creek field in
western Bland and eastern Smyth Countn it is reduced to a thiclness of
about 600 feet and the more important coal beds, insteacl of coming near
the middle of the folmation, as they do in Price Mountain, occur practicaliy at the top, within a few feet of the red. Maccrady shale.
The Price formation was first systematically studied by the Rogers

brothers,-Henry D. Rogers in Pennslyvania a,nd. \Milliam B. Rogers in
Yirginia. In their report of progress for the year 1836 (published in
1838); both used a series of numbers to designate the formations of the
Paleozoic era, beginning with Number I for the oklest. Accortling to
this scheme, the Price formation, as it is now known, was No. X, ancl in
most of the early reports on the geology of these states, this formation
is referretl to as No. X. Such a system of terminology is not satisfactory,
for sooner or later the formations will be subdivided and possibly new
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formations discovered which wili not fit into the accepted scheme. This
method of numbering the formations was dropped within 20 years, for
in 1858 when the fi.nal report of the First Geological Survey of Pennsylvania was published a fanciful scheme was used by lIenry D. Rogers
in which the Price formation or its equivalent appears under the title of
'as
Yespertine. Unfortunately this scheme had defects as objectionable
the scheme of numbering formations anil eventualty it hatl to give place
to a more elastic system. The last report in which it was usetl was the
final report on the geology of Virginia by'William B. Rogers, which however was not published until 1884. Apparently the editor of this posthumous report, Major Jed Eotchkiss, inserted in the table of formations,
the name Montgomery grits .as being equivalent to what was called in the
body of the report, the Vespertine or No. X formation. As no description
of the formation was given, it left the matter in an uncertain contlition
as to what group of rocks Major Hotchkiss intended to apply the term
Montgomery grits.
In 1893 the writer matle a reconnaissance survey of the Dublin quadrangle, lying partly in the counties of Montgomery and Pulaski. No
report of this work was published, because of the inatlequacy of the base
map, but the same formations, though possibly in less satisfactory development, were clescribetl in the Pocahontas folio (Geologic Atlas of the

United States, folio 26, 1396). In this report the writer considered the
('Montgomery foradvisability of using the term "Montgomery grits" or
mation," but because of the lack of definition in Rogers' report of 1884
and the absence of a definite type locality, the name was not acceptetl
and a new one, the ttPrice sandstone," was proposed for the coal-bearing
formation of the Valley fields. This name, derived from Price Mountain
in Montgomery County, which in a way may be considered' the type
locality of the formation, has now come into general use, and this name
with the lithotogic part changed from "sandstone" to "formation" will
be employed here to clesignate the coal-bearing formation which rests
upon the Devonian sanclstones and in turn is overlain by a red shale that
has come to be known as the Maccrady shale.
The rocks composing the Price formation, like most rocks that have
been formed on the lancl, consist of sanclstone antl shale with oecasional
beds of coal, but few of the beds are continuous for any great d.istance,
showing that the material composing them was brought to its position by
streams flowing on the land ancl that while sanal was being iaid down in
one place mucl was being clepositecl in another. As a consequence no one
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in the formation can be depended upon in tracing and itlentifying the
coal out-crops, for each berl is a local development of coarse or fine
material dumped out locally by running water. The bnly exception to
the statement made above is a becl of conglomerate that marks the base
of the formation. As this. is an important horizon marker it will be
treated as a special member of the formation.
Ingles conglomerate member.-The most distinctive betl in the Price
formation is a white quarl,z conglomerate (P1. 4) at the. base of the
formation. This bed, in places, consists entirely of white or gray sanclstone, but generally white quartz pebbles occur in the sanclstone, either
scattered through it in thin and irregular layers or depositecl in a thick
bed which consists of well-rouncled quartz .pebbles, ranging tp to tl2
inches in diameter, cementecl by gray or white quartzose sancl.
The great value of this bed of conglomerate as an horizon marker
woulcl seem to inclicate that it should be treated as an indepenilent formamation and its outcrop shown on the geologic map. The writer appreciates full well the importance of the bed to any one who contemplates
the tracing and mapping of geologic formations in this region, and he
made a determined. effort to represent the bed on the map accompanying
this report, but finally after much efiort had been spent on the work the
project was abancloned as hardly worth the extra efiort ancl time requisite
for its accomplishment. The abandoment of the mapping was tlue to
(1) the general thinness of the bed, (2) the irregularity of its clistribution and its apparent absence in places, (3) the difficulty of fincling it in
place even after many blocks of the conglomerate had been fountl on the
surface, (a) the inaccessibiiity of most ol the outcrops which are high
on the slope or at the crest of brush-covered, ridges, and (5) the fact that
the base of the conglomerate is already shown by the line separating the
Devonian system from the Price formation of the Carboniferous.
One of the best and most easily accessible exposures of this betl of
conglomerate is on a small ridge, known as Ingles Mountain, back of
Radforcl and just south of the olcl State roacl. It here caps an arch of
Devonian sandstone ancl shale, but erosion has cut away the crown of the
arch leaving the conglomerate on the two limbs of the fold as shown in
Fig. ?. On the south limb it is weii showr consisting of a white conglomerate at least 20 feet thick. Because of the excellent exposure of
the conglomerate on Ingles Mountain it is proposed to regartl this as the
type iocality and to call the betl the Ingles conglomerate member of the
Price formation. This is clone for the reason that on account of the imbed
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portance of this bed in correlation ancl, in geologic mapping

sary to refer to

giving

it

it

it will

be neces-

frequently antl this can be ilone much more easily by

a name.

The Ingles conglomerate is quite prominent on Brushy Mountain from
Millers Cove on the east to New River on the west. It generally crops out
at the crest or high up on the southern slope of the riclge. In places it is
impossible to fnd an outcropping ledge of the conglomerate, but its presence is indicated by blocks of sandstone containing white quartz pebbles,
that are more or less abundant on the surface. In other places the Ingies
conglomerate is thick ancl massive and it forms very conspicuous ledges
on the sides or at the crest of the riclge. Where it is thick ancl of uniform
texture, it has been extensively usecl for millstones ancl many old pits in
which the rock has been qparried for this purpose can be seen on
Brushy Mountain. With the ad.vent of roller mills for the grintling
of grain the demand for millstones has decreased, until the industry of
quarrying and shipping them is almost a thing of the past. There is still,
however, a small demancl which is met by local farmers, working at odtl
times in quarrying the rock and in dressing it for the market. One of
the most extensive quarries in the Ingles conglomerate lies on the south
slope of Brushy Mountain just north of Poverty Gap. Pl. IV represents
the rock in this quaTry and some of the millstones as they showed in 1914.

The Ingles conglomerate is well shown in Poverty Gap antl near the
station of McOoy on the Virginian Railroad nearly opposite the Parrott
coal mine. It is particularly prominent west of New River in Little
Walker Mountain from the tiver to the end of the syncline north of the
head of Crockett Cove. In this stretch of the mountain the conglomerate
may be seen and studied atthe following easily accessible places: (1) on
the Norfolk and Western Railway, about 1,200 feet below the Parrott coal
mine; near the summit of Little Walker Mountain where it is crossecl by
(2) the road leading from Dublin to Pearisburg; (3) the road. leatling
north from near the head of Back Creek; ( ) the road leading from
Pulaski to Mechanicsburg; (5) the logging tramroacl above the old Altoona coal mine (loc. 47); ancl (6) the roatl leading from the heacl of
Crockett Cove northeastward into the valley of Little l[alker Creek.

The Ingles conglomerate is also present in the ridge locally known
as Brushy Mountain, extend"ing westwarcl from the east encl of Tract
Mountain on the north sitle of the Norfolk ancl W'estern Railwan as far
as Cove Cftek, but in this ridge the conglomeratic character of the rock is
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less constant than it is in Lrittle W'alker Mountain, and in places the
pebbles appear to be lacking. The conglomerate is also present on the
headwaters of Beaverdam Cree\ northeast of Max Meaclows, ancl from
this place it extends eastwarcl in Caseknife Ridge to the Pulaski fault just
south of the town of Pulaski. In this part of the fieid, however, the
conglomerate is not conspicuous ancl in many places it may be absent.

In the Reecl Creek fielcl the conglomerate in places is well developed,
but in others it is rather inconspicuous or is wanting. In Blantl County
similar conditions prevail, but the conglomerate was observed in places
from the extreme eastern encl of the fiekl as far west as the mouth of
Lick Creek in the eastern eclge of Smyth County.
East of Montgomery County the conglomerate was observecl in Brushy
Mountain to its extreme eastern encl in Millers Cove ancl also in North
Mountain as far as Stone Coal Gap in Botetourt County. In this region it is
not very conspicuous but in all cases where it was sought fragments coultl
be fou:rd.
MACCRADY SEAT,E.

Over$ing the Price formation is a mass of recl shale which is an excellent key rock for the iilentification of adjacent formations. This shale
has been recognizecl by most geologists who have examinetl the region,
but none, except the more recent workers, have thought it of sufficient
importance to cleserve a special name. The writer callecl it in the Pocahontas folio the Pulaski shale, because of its excellent exposure in the
town of Pulaski, but as the name Puiaski hail previously been given to
another geologic formation, it is not regardecl as appropriate for the
designation of the shale herein describecl. Recently the name Maccratly
'W.
has been proposed for this shale by G.
Stose,l who in his examination
of the Saltvilie district found that the outcrop of the shale passes through
the village of Maccrady in the vicinity of Saltville. The shale here is
well exposed, but its thickness is very much IesB than the thickness assigned to it in the Pulaski feicl. As the name Pulaski is not acceptable,
the name Maccracly is here usecl in its stead.
The Maccracly shale has been recognized by all geologists as resting
on the Price formation, but its upper limit is not so well established. In
the fields here treated there is no Carboniferous formation overlying the
Maccracly, but

--.-.-lStose,

in the Saltville district it is clearly overlain by calcareous

George W., Salt and gypsum deposits of southwestern'Virginia: U. S.
Geol. Survey Bull. 530, pp. 233-235, l9l3; anrl Bulletin VIII, Virginia Geological
Survey, 1913, pp. 51-73.
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shale anil earthy limestone which belong . to a higher formation. The
thickness of the Maccrady shale varies greaUy in difierent parts of this
region. At the type locality Stose determinecl its thickness to range from
330 to 435 feet, whereas on New River its thickness can not be less than
800 feet, and it may be considerably more, because it is everywhere
bounded. on the upper side by the Pulaski fault ancl its fuil thickness may
not be present in a4y of the measured sections.
Several geologists have maintainecl that the Maccrady shale is not inherently red, but that it turns recl on weathering. This opinion seems
to be based on the supposition that the present red color is due to the
oxidation of carbonate of iron and that the original color of the shale
was bluish antl not recl as it appears now. It is quite possible that some
of the red color of the shale is due to the oxidation of iron carbonate,
but recent drill cores have shown that the shale holcls its real color to a
depth of at least 1,000 feet and consequently we must conclude tha! the
clayey and sancly material when it was deposited was of a deep recl color:
FOBMATIONS ABOVE

TIIE

MACCRADY SHAI,E.

The singular coinciclence that everywhere throughout the counties of
'Wythe,
Montgomery, Pulaski,
anil Bland the fault which bountls the
1
including the Maccrady shale, always cuts that shale,
shingie-biock
rarely passing below it and never revealing another formation lying above
i! is most interesting and suggestive. It seems hartlly possible that faults
of the magnitucle of those involved in these structures woulcl always occur
at the same horizon unless there were some goocl reason for their doing
so. In this case there seems to be no explanation why an overlying formation should not at some place be exposecl by the faul! if such a formation
existed at the time the faulting took place, and the very fact that such a
formation is not exposed is rather strong eviclence that it was not present
at that time. In other words it means probably that deposition ended
here with the laying down of the Maccrady shaie ancl that the great limestone ancl shale formations of the Mississippian as well as the coal-bearing
formations of the Pennsylvanian anil Permian were neyer depositetl in
this region. Of course, the evidence so far presented is entirely negative
in character ancl can not of itseif be consiclerecl as conclusive, but it is to
say the least strongly suggestive. This question will be more fully considered under the heading Geologic Structure.
1

X'or the deffnition of this term see pp. 33-34.
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The formations of the Carboniferous system lying above the Maccratly
shale have no direct bearing upon the geology of the Yalley coal fielcls
ancl hence they will not be tlescribed, here, but their general eharacter ancl
thickness are indicated in the geologic columns shown on Plate 1. Descriptions of most of these formations may be found in the pubiications of
the Virginia Geological Survey.'

GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE
Bv Mmrus R. CeMpsnLL

AND Rov

J. Ilor,nnr.2

GENEBAI STATEMENT

A thorough knowledge of the geologic structure of a coal field is fully
as important as a knowledge of its stratigraphy, its geographic relations,
or its transportation facilities, especially where the coal beds dip steeply
as they clo in the Valley coal fielcls of Virginia.
As these fields lie in or are adjacent to the Great Valley, it may be saitl,
even without examination, that ttreir structure is complicatetl, but careful mapping of the outcrops of the formations ancl a detailed stucly of
their attitude and relations have shown that the structure in the fields of
Montgomery, Pulaski, and Wythe counties is unusually complicatecl ancl
that this complicated structure is so intimately associatetl with the outcrops of the coal beds ancl with their possible undergrountl extension that
successful mining operations can not be carriecl on without the operator
knowing something of the structural problems with which he may have to
deal. On account therefore, of the close relation which geologic structure
has to mining operations, the writers feel that they are justified in consiclering quite carefuliy the geologic structure as it appears to-tlay, as well
as the probable methotls by which such structures have been clevelopetl in the
1

The coal resources and general geology of the Pound quatlrangle

Bull. IX,

in Virginia'

1914.

The coal resources of the Clintwood and Bucu quadrangles, Va., Bull. XII, 1916.
The geology and coal resources of Buchanan County, Va., Bull. XVIIT! 1918.
The geology and coal resources of the coal-bearing portion of Tazewell County,

Va., Bull XIX, 1919.
The geology and coal resources of Dickenson County, Ya., Bull XXI, 1921.
The geology and coal resources of Russell County, Va., Bull. XXIT' 1922.
Geology antl mineral resources of Wise County and the coal-bearing portion of
Scott County, Va., Bull XXIV, 1923.
2
As much of the field work of the two authors of this part of the report has
been done inrlepenrlently, it is necessary in many cases to designate the one responsible
for any observation or for a conclusion stated in the text. fn all such cases,
Mr. Campbell will be referred to as the senior author and Professor llolclen as the

junior author.
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past, so that, as facts are brought to light

in future

operations by cleep
mining or deep clrilling, the operators may have some substantial basis
for interpreting underground conilitions.
The dominant geologic structures in the Valley coal fields of Yirginia,
as well as that of the southwestern part of the Appalachian llighlanils'
are (1) large, more or less open, folds (PI. VI) in the rock formations constituting the crust of the eart\ as shown in cross-section in X'ig. 2M, antl
(2) blocks of the formation composing the earth's crust that have been
broken apart and shoved up one block upon another, as shown in Fig. 2N.

X"ig. 2.-Cross-sections

illustrating open folds antl shingle-blocks.

Before entering upon a diseussion of the origin of the folds

it is de-

sirable that the reader unclerstand thoroughly the meaning of the terms
ttanticline" and "syncline" &nd also unclerstand how to recognize such
structures in the fielil, because book geology and fieitl geology are Yery
ilifferent things ancl unless one is ab]e to reatl natute's book of rocks he
can make little practical headway in reading the printecl page.
The term "anticline" is derived from a Greek word meaning to slope
from or in other worcls to dip away from, ancl the term ttsyncline" has a
similar derivation and means to slope to or towarcls. An anticline then
in cross-section is an arch with siiles or limbs tlipping away from a meclian
Iine known as the axis, ancl a syncline is a trough with sides or limbs
clipping toward the axis. Fig. 3 represents sections across M, an anticline
anrt N, a s;mcline. It is very easy to distinguish the two forms on paper,
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but in the fietrl the case is different and sometimes it is tlifficult to tell
one from the other. In X'ig. 3M the beds of rocks a b c arc bent into the
form of an arch or anticline. In such a case it will be noticed that the
beds a b c appear on the two sides of the arch in reYerse ortler ancl that
the youngest or highest bed is farthest from the axis of the fold, antl as
one approaches the axis one comes upon older and older becls ancl when
he finds that he has reachecl the oldest betl of rock involveil in the fold,
then he may feel assured that he is on the axis bf the fold. Similarly, in
crossing a syncliri: the beds appear in reverse orcler, but the youngest betl
is in the middle or on the axis ancl the oltler beds occur in regular suc-ce'ssion outwarcl from the axis in both directions.

Fig. 3.-Cross-sections showing the difrerence between anticlines and

synclines.

This may seem very simple, but when a group of betls are closely
folded, as in Fig. 4, and the beds on both limbs of the folcl dip in the
same clirection, then the problem becomes complex anal one must study
the beds and their succession very carefully in orcler to determine the
character of the folds. From the exposures at the surface (O P) it is impossible to unravel such. a structure until one determines the succession of
the strata. Thus if the natural desceniling order of the strata is a b c tl,
then it is easy, if these beds can be everywhere recognizecl, to interpret
the first structure on the left as an anticline with the axis at o ancl the
seconcl as a syncline with the axis at d, and so on. If the betl b is a coal
bed then the identification is renclerecl easier, but in such a case one must
remember that the first exposure from the left is right side up, but the next
one is overturned and so on throughout the succession of folds (P1. Vr).
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rn the Appalachian region open folds comprise two classes: (1) those
that are bent down, or synclines, and (Z) those that are bent up into
anticlines. The synclines may be long and narrow, like a trough, or they

may be broad and round, like a basin; the anticlines may also be iong and
narrow, like an arch,.or they may be broad and round, like a dome. In
the Appaiachian region the fokls, of both the synclinal and the anticlinal
varieties, are generally very long and -narrow, but in places a fold may be
broad in proportion to its length, and in such cases it forms a dome. if
the fold is an anticline, or a basin, if it is a syncline.

I'ig. 4.-cross-section of closed folds.
in such

fold.s.

The letters show how formations are repeated

rn the simplest form of a rock foid the beds crip toward the axis if
the fold is a syncline (see fig. B), ancl away from the axis if it is an anticline, and the dips are approximately the same in both limbs of the fold.
x'rom this simple type the fold may pass by insensible gradations into
an
unsymmetrical folct in which the dips on one limb are steeper
than they
are on the other ancl finally into a folcl one iimb of which is overturnecl
so that the beds of rock in one rimb are turned upside down. rn
an
extreme case the fold may be overturned to such an extent that
the rocks

in both limbs not onty dip in the
approximately the same, as shown

rf

same direction, but the angre

in

of clip

is

X'iE. 4.

the fold is composecr of beds of britile rocks or the beds are not
of overrying roc\ the overturned limb
of a fold may break and a fault or break result. As the foids in the
Appalachian region are generany rong and narrow, so the faults
resurting
from the breaking of the overturned rimb are generalry rong, extending
in many cases more than 100 miles. where severar faulted folds are
crushetl together they take the form of blocks, as shown in x'ig.
2N.
These blocks are generally rong and narrow, and when
they are erodecr
their edges may form the entire surface of the country. ti*iog
to the
confined closely by a great mass
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roof,
resenblance which these overlapping blocks bear to shingles on a
shingle-blocks
The
they will be referred to hereafter as "shingle-blocks."

the open folds may clifier consiclerably in their appearance' clepending upon the dip of the beds composing them' Thus some, made up
of f.at that dip very gently toward the southeas! have a great wicltb"
locally
whereas others, madt up of steeply dipping betls or of becls that
stand on edge, are corresponclingly narrow, but no matter whether they
are wide or narrow all have been formed in the same general manner
may
which will be described on another page. similarly the open folcls
amount
in
the
and
beds
constituent
vary considerably in the clips of their
the southeast limb of the syncline is overturnecl toward the northwest
in the
anrl the amount the northwert ti*t of the anticline is overturned
restill
are
foltls
same direction, but the essential characteristics of the
as

ieii

as

tained'

srRuctuR's.
'PEN-F'LD

The open-fold type of structure is well illustrated by the Catawba
westsyncline *t l.h ti", mainly in Roanoke County, but extenrls to the
Christiansburg'
of
northeast
anil
terminates
warcl into Montgomery County
The hard rocks invoivecl in this trough-shaped fold show at the surface
in the ridge called in the west Paris Mountain ancl in the east catawba
Mountain. Northeast of christiansburg this ridge shows a clecided' cuwe
to the south as it swings about the canoe-shapeil end of the syncline, but
the canoe-shaped end is'not perfect as the south side of the syncline has
absent'
been crushetl and fautted so that the hard rock rim is generally
it is
as
The east end of this trough is almost due north of Roanoke and
rocks
off the territory here being consiclerecl it will not be clescribecl. ^ _The
involved in this great trough range from near the base of the Shenand'oah
juclglimestone to the Price formation of the carboniferous system, but,
ing from the reports of those who have examinetl the latter formation, its
b.dt are very thin and the coal is of very poor quality'
"*1This fold is of the type shown at c in X'ig' 2M, except that in the
has
Catawba syncline the ovlrturned limb of the fold (E in fig' 2M)
remain
been cut so ciosely by the fault that only here antl there do trzices
of this
outerop
the
marks
which
ridge
of the hard rocks composing the
rimrock.
On New River south of Brushy Mountain there are a number of open
anticlines anrl synclines, the most prominent of which is the Price Moun-

tain anticline. This fold makes a low

woodlecl

ridge soutbwest of Blacks-
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(A) lrillstones manufact'red from rngles'conglomerate. photograph by Ralph w.
Howell.

(B)_, Quarry in Ingles conglomerate on Brushv Mountain. I-hotograph by Ralph
W. Howell.
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(Ai Ilillstones manufactured from rngles conglomerate. photograph bv Ralph \v.
no\Yet l-

(B)__ Quarrf in rrrglcs co.glomerate
\Y. Hou,ell.

.n B'.shv lro.ntain.

T']hotograph try Ralph
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burg (see Pl. V B), called Price Mountain, ancl as this is the most prominent feature in the landscape its name has been given to the anticline
which produced it. This anticline takes the form of an ellipsoidal tlome
with a length of ? miles ancl a wid-th of 2t7o rniles. The lowest rock
exposecl on the axis of the anticline is the Ingles conglomerate, which
has not yet been cut through by the streams that drain the upper part of
the ridge. Around this central core of the anticline the formations higher
in the series crop out in concentric zones: first the remaining portion of
the Price formation, including the Merrimac coal bed; and second, a
band of rerl Maccrady shale which extencls around the clorne, except at
the extreme west end.
Ileretofore, those who have examinetl the Price Mountain coal fielcl
have regarded the structure as yery simple, consisting merely' of an
elongate dome with the formations cropping out in concentric zones
around its central area. This view has been helcl despite the well-known
fact that for a number of years coal beds have been prospectetl at its
eastern end. In the present examination of this part of the field, the
writers found not only that the coal beds of the Price formation are exposed, but that the Ingles conglomerate, containing an abunclance of tlistinctive pebbles shows in outcrop as a thin bed from the vicinity of the
shaft near the middle of the Virginian Railway tunnel northwartl to'the
extreme eastern point of the anticline. At first some doubt was felt about
this being the same as the Ingles conglomerate member of the Price
formation, but this cloubt was removed by the fincling of marine fossils
lying just to the southeast of the outcrop of the conglomerate. These
fossils were prononnced by George H. Girty to be species of Devonian age.
The presence of basal Carboniferous antl upper Devonian rocks on the
margin of this ilome shows clearly that its structure is not so simple as
has been supposecl, and that a subsidary fold or a fault must be invoked
to account for their presence. The geologic structure of this fold will
be considerecl more in detail on pages t+l-745.
South of Price Mountain there are two other open anticlines in
Devonian and Carboniferous rocks, separated by synclines in the Shenandoah limestone. The first anticline south of Price Mountain is not
marked by any surface ridge from which it may be named, bu! as its
axis passes nearly through the town of East Radford, it will be nametl
here the East Raclforil anticline. As shown on Pl. I, this anticline, whieh
is undoubtedly faulted at its western encl, is about 312 miles long by 3/a
of a mile broad, crossing New River midway between Peppers X'eny antl
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the mouth of Crab Creek. The other anticline, lying south of Baclfortl
forms at its west end two low ridges known as Ingles Mountain ancl at its
east end a ridge known as Berringer Mountain. These are low ridges, but
because of their location in the midst of the Great Yalley, are conspicuous
topographic features. This fold will be called the Berringer Mountain
anticline for the ridge at its eastern enrl.
The anticlines mentionecl above are separated from the Price Mountain
folcl by a cleep syncline in the Shenandoah limestone, which, because its
axis is supposed to pass through that village, will be called the Vickers
syncline. This fold has not been recognized east of Yickers, but in the
other direction it has been traced with certainty beyond Belspriug in
Pulaski County. This fokl is of considerable magnitucle for a measurement along the railroad of the limestone bed by bed as it clisappears
below the level of the grade (Pl. XI A) shows that fully 1,800 feet of
rock is involvecl in the folcl.'
The open syncline between the East Radford and Berringer anticlines
is weli marked on the Norfolk and Western Railway and in the valley of
Plum Creek. The actual measurement of the rocks in the railroad. cuts
along New River shows that only about 600 feet of limestone is involvecl
in this trough. As the only town in this basin is the village of Walton
on Crab Creek, that name will here be applied to the syncline.
Lying between the Price anticline and Brushy Mountain, a part of
the Walker shingle-block, is a rather broad shallow syncline in the limestone, which will be referrecl to as the Toms Creek syncline. This foltl
is well developed east of the river, but probably comes to a point a few
miles west of the Parrott coal mine (Ioc. 35, Pl. I) in Pulaski County.
X'okls of this type, both anticlines ancl synclines, are present in the
hilly area west of Pulaski and north of this town anrl Max Meatlows.
The first fold to be encountered in passing northward from New River
near the mouth of Reed Creek is the Draper anticline which, in its erodetl
form is responsible for Draper Mountain and Draper Valley. The structure of the mountain and valley is shown in cross-sections F-F', C[-G[',
ancl I[-I[' on Pl. I. The hard bed of Clinch ancl associatecl sanalstones
which forms the mountain is shown as a cololecl bancl below the surface
and its position before erosion occurred, by the broken liaes above the
surface. X'rom this section it will be seen that the anticline is overturnetl
toward the northwest and that the southeastern limb, as represented by
the hard beds, formerly lay entirely above the present surface, so the
valley has no bounding rim on the southeast side.

OPEN FOLDS NORTH OF DRAPEB

MOUNTAIN.

3I

North of the Draper anticline lies the syncline which carries the Max
frelcl. The syncline, however, is much larger than the coal
field, extending as it does from Draper Mountain on the south to the
summit of Cove Mountain on the north and to the summit of Tract
Mountain north of Pulaski. The youngest rocks involvecl in this trough
are those comprising the Maccrady shale that occupias the midclle of the
trough from Gunton Park westwarcl to Miiler Creek which the trough
crosses 2 miles north of Max Mead.ows. The rocks south of the axis of
Meadows eoal

the trough are much disturbed and. generally are either upturnecl so as to
staud on edge or are overturnecl so as to dip steeply to the south. The
rocks forming the north limb of the trough or syncline clip generally south
toward the axis about 20o. This trough in a general way is outlined
by the ridges made by the Clinch anrl associatecl sandstones in Cove
Mountain on the north and Draper Mountain on the south. The structure of the Max Meaclows syncline and the Draper anticline is shown in
sections G-G', I[-I[', anil I-I' on Pl. I.
North of the Max Meadows syncline there is an anticline ancl a syncline before the observer reaches Little IValker Mountain. The anticline
Iies directly north of the Max Meaclows syncline, in fact these two folds
have one of- their limbs in common. This relationship is well shown in
the sections'referrecl to above. At Pulaski, as shown in section G-G', the
fold is a simple unbroken anticline, but farther west it expancls, is faulted,
ancl becomes a shingle-block, as shown in sections I[-H' and I-I'.
The Crockett anticline, lying north of Cove Mountain, is faulted, onto
the Empire syncline (named for the mining town of Empire at the foot
of Little Walker Mountain in the Little Walker Mountain coal fielcl), as
is well shown in sections G-G' and I[-I['. This fold rises westward and
clies out as a definite synclinal trough in the Carboniferous rocks (see
section J-J') near the head of Crockett Cove, or rather it decreases in
size to a.mere wrinkle and this wrinkle merges into the sloping structure
of the shingle-block of Walker Mountain. The two limbs of this trough
north of Puiaski are well markeil in section G-G' by the ridges of Tract
Mountain and Little Walker Mountain, both composed of the same Devono-Carboniferous rocks. The north limb of the syncline is better marked
by the great riclge of W'alker Mountain which characterizes the shingleblock into which the Empire syncline merges both to the east ancl the west.
This great group of open anticlines ancl synclines inclucles another
member on the north which, though not directly connectetl with the coal
fields, has doubtless afiected them indirectly to some extent. This mem.
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ber is an anticlinal wrinkle on the southeast sitle of the Walker Mountain
shingle-block ancl is indicatecl on ihe geologic map, Pl. I, by the duplication'of the outcrop of the Clinch anil associated sandstones and limestones
in the valley lying between w'alker ancl Lrittle walker mountains. This
anticline is marked on the surface by a low riclge which appears to be a
spur branching ofi,from the southeastern slope of walker Mountain. It
is limited on the north by a valley drained by spur Branch, ancl because

of this fact it will here be called the spur anticline. This anticline

at a point about 4 miles east
'wytheville-Bland. road ancl from this point
of thb crossing of the direct

separates from the main walker Mountain

projects distinctly into the valley of Little Walker Creek' It plunges
northeastward and is soon lost near the county line because the hartl
Ciinch ancl associateil santlstones that make the riclge farther to the west
soon pass below water level and the overlying black Devonian shale is too
soft to stand above the general level, no matter what its structure may be.
The development of this minor fold nearly opposite the tlecitled bencl
in Little Walker Mountain west of loc. 47 which is in itself an anticlinal

it

structure suggests at once that there may possibly be some connection
between these wrinkles, but careful study of the fietd notes cloes not show
any structural features connecting them. It is possible, however, that
the mere dying down of the Spur anticline made it necessary for a wrinkle
to appear in the overlying rocks in order to adjust themselves to the
changed condition.

There

is only one other pronouncecl open foitl in the territory

here

being describerl and that is the Pine Mountain syncline west of wytheville.
The axis of this trough is marked by Pine Mountain, a low ridge, which
extends from the city reservoir at'Wytheville westward on the north side
of the wytheville-Marion roarl for a distance of about 9 miles or to a
point nearly due north of Rural Retreat. The trough is very narrow,

feing markld mainly by bands of outcrop of the Tellico dandstone,
the Athens shale in a wide expanse of the shenancloah limestone.

ancl

SITINGf,E.BLOCK STRUCTURE.

The most important shingle-block in the territory here described ie
that which is dominated by walker Mountain, but with Brushy or l-iitue
W'alker Mountain as a suborclinate feature in the lanclscape. This block
develops from an anticlinal fold in the sinking creek valley in craig
County, nearly due north of the eastern extremity of the map shown as

WALKER MOUNTAIN

SHINGI,E-BLOCK.
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r. x'rom this point the block stretches southwestwarcl in unbroken
continuity for a distance of 80 or 90 miles to the western eclge of smyth
county, where it is gradually concealecl by the encroachment of the fault
which farther east limits the block on the southeast side.
Pl.

a:
o

bi
[8

l'ig. 6.-cross-section of walker Mounfain

shingle-block, as

it

shows on New River.

The best place to gain a clear conception of the magnitude ancl general structure of this great shingle-block is along New River from Goodwins x'erry to Belspring. The section here exposecr is represented with
true dips in x'ig. 5 and it includes the section through the two mountains,
walker and Brushy as well as rocks on the two sides of these backbone
ritlges. The lower limit of the block is determined by a fault which cross€s
the river at Goodwins Ferry and marks the northwestern limit of this
outcrop of shenandoah limestone. From this fault to Brushy Mountain
the clip of the rocks is very constant, being in the neighborhood of db
d.egrees to the southeast. south of Brushy Mountain the dips grow less
and less until the rocks in places are nearly flat. The block is terminateil
on the upper side by the red shale of the Maccrady formation which is
well exposecl in the vicinity of the postoffice of parrott. At the point
where the Norfolk antl w'estern Raiiway crosses Back creek the shingleblock is cut off or concealecl by a fault which separates the Maccrady shale
on the north from another mass of the shenandoah limestone on the
south. The entire thickness of this great block of formations is about
9,000 feet.

It may even be questioned whether, in the vicinity of New River, this
block of strata shoulcl be considered as a shingie-block or as an open folil
of the synelinal type, for it is possible that beneath the rimestone on its
southeast side the syncline is complete. East of New River, it seems prob.
able that as far as Biacksburg this is the case and that the southeast limb
of the Toms creek syncline is the same as the north limb of the price
Mountain anticline. The solution of this question is possible only after
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sufficient deep drilling has been clone between Brushy Mountain on the
north antl Price Moontain on the south to establish the continuity of the
coal-bearing rocks between them. This has not been done antl the only
statement that can be made at the present time is that, from a geological
point of view, it is highty probable that such a connection exists antl the

PI. I have been drawn to represent that probability.
of New River there are some surface indications of a similar
structure, but the eviclence is not such as eonstitutes proof of the existence
of a syncline in this locality; it seems, howevet, .to point in that clirection'
The evidence bearing on tiris question is to be found on New River antl
New
along the outcrop of the Price formation and the Maccratly shale from
flattensudden
River to the Dublin-Pearisburg road. At New River the
ing of the dips in the coal-bearing formation as shown in the surface exindication'
po"ro"., and in the Parrott coal mine (see fig' 22), is the chief
but near the mouth of Back Creek there is an increase in the dip of the

cross-sections on

'west

Maccrady reil shale, the meaning of which is uncertain but

it

indicates either

a slight h.pr..sioo'in the bottom of a broatl flat syncline or the upturned"
edge of a synciinal folcl.
west of the Parrott mine the coal bed on the outcrop holds a fairly
in the Belle
consta^nt dip of from 40" to 55" to the south anc[, as shown
Ilampton mirr. loow abandoned), this dip holds for a distance of at least
400 feet down the coal bed below the surface. Notwithstandi.ng this steep
dip at the outcrop that part of the Price formation lying above the coal
a great
bed and having u thi"ko.tt of not more than ?00 feet occupies
width of outcrop, measuring in places near$ a mile' This great wiclth
few hunean be accountecl for on the supposition that at the depth of a
crumplecl
baclly
is
formation
the
that
d.red feet the eoal berl lies flat=or
and perhaps faulted in this region. The dips observecl along the oIcI
35o antl
railroad to the Belle Eampton mine are in few places less than
formathe
that
indicating
the rocks dip both to the south and to the north
contlitions
tion is greatly crumpled. This of itself shows that structural
must be difierent from what they are on New River, for, as shown in the
Parrott mine (fig. 22), the coal bed is relatively undisturbecl ancl any
must
crushing or folding that may have occurred in the river section'
probably
be farther south than the lower end of the Parrott slope ancl
even south of the edge of the limestone'
Inordertofindasoiutionfortheseeminglyexceptionalstruetural
of the outconditions in this part of the field a careful sulYey was macle
Dublin'
the
and'
River
New
crop of the Maccrady formation between
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Pearisburg road. rn this examination it was found that the red shale of
the Maccrady, which is so prominent on New River and-there is in direct
contact with the Shenandoah limestone, cloes not hold this relationship
far to the west. At a distance of 2 miles up Back creek the red shale belt
gradually veers ofi to the north and the shale in contact with the limestone
is of a yellow color ancl very similar to that which occurs in the upper part
of the Price formation. As shown on the geologic map, pl. r, this belt
of red shale continues westward to beyond the Dublin-pearisburg roatl
and, as the fault swings closer to Little walker Mountain, is again brought
in contact with the shenandoah limestone. rn passing westwarcl it was
observecl that the shale on the southern side of this bett dips more steeply
antl is more distorted by the small folds than it is on the northern sid.e and
also that the yellow shale south of the belt of red is similarly distorted
in its bedding. The belt of red shale grows narrower ancl narrower towarcl the west but so far as known the narrowness of the outcron is not

the result of greater dips in the shale.
Manifestly there are two possible interpretations that may be made of
the facts cited above as follows: (1) The yellow shale in contact with the
limestone on Back creek may be an'upper part of the Maccrady shale that
is not red and the steeper dips on the south may mean oniy that the
general dip of this limb of the syncline is not regular but is as representecl
in section A, x'ig. 6; (2) that the yellow shale next the limestone is price
and that it is brought up with southeast dips on the overturneil limb of
a syncline, the axis of which is near the middle of the belt of red shale.
As the shale south of the belt of red share is concealecl beneath the
limestone at both ends it is impossible to prove which of these explanations
is the correct one without drilling.
The only d.eep drill hole that has been put down in this territory is one
located at the point (loc. 88) where the red shale veers off to the north, .
2 miles up Back creek from the railroad; and drilled by the owner of the
Beile Hampton mine. The results of this drilling have never been maile
public, but the writers were assured by several persons that the hole was
tlrilletl to a depth of approximately 11400 feet, but rumors disagree as to
whether the coal was penetrated at a depth of 900 feet or at the bottom
of the hole. owing to this. uncertiinty the well supplies little evidence
regarding the structure in this region.
As doubtless the hole was drilled to get information regarding the
Merrimac coal bed, it is hardly conceivable that clrilling opu"utioo woukl
have been continued for any great distance after the coal becl had been
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penetrateil. X'or this reason the writers are inclinetl to think that the
Merrimac coal beil is more likely to be 1,400 feet below the surface than
900 feet. If this assumption is correct then it would seem that the
structure representetl in section B, X'ig. 6, is essentially correct but if the
coal was struck at 900 feet then section A woultl more nearly represent
the facts.
-6

=i
::
:

tr'ig. 6.-Cross-gection showing two interpretations of the structure in the Little
- Walker Mountain eoal field, 2 miles west of New River' Section A representr
the structure if the coal bed was struck at a depth of 900 feet in well at loc. 38,
and section B if it was struck at depth of 1,400 feet.

Doubtless there are many shingle-blocks

in the great mass of

Shenan-

iloah limestone in the southern part of the territory here tlescribecl, but in
this limestone mass the cletails are difficult to determine and no efiort was
made to work out the structure.

FAlILlS.
0ver-thrust faults.
The third structural feature of importance in these fielcls is the great

faults or breaks in the rocks which separate the shingle-blocks just tlescribed. They aiso in places separate the shingie-blocks from the open
folcls ancl more rarely separate one open folcl from another foltl of the
same character. The cause of these breaks ancl the manner in which
they occurred wiil be describecl on another page.
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as the shingle-blocks are by crefinition bounded on both sirtes
by faults
is obvious that the 'walker block must have a fault on its northern
as
well as on its southern sid.e. The faurt on its northern
side lies in the
valley just north of TValker Mountaiu and arthough not
shown on pl. r
crosses the entire mappecl territory. As the youngest
formation on the
north side of this fault is in praces the Maccracly shale and
the ordest on
the south sid.e, the midcrie part of the shenandoah rimestone,
it is obvious
that the stratigraphic displacement on the plane of this fault is not
ress
than 9,000 feet. As this fault passes through the town of Blancr
it is here
called the Bland fault.
The lValker shingle-block is generaly bounded on the south
side by a
great fault which has a stratigraphic dispracement about
as great as that
of the Bland fault just described. This fault is known
to extid westwarcl
in a nearly direct line from the eastern borcler of the territory here described, to the base of rract Mountain a few miles
west of Empire. Here
ij t-urns back abruptly at a sharp angle and trenas eastward
iown Tract
x'ork of Peak creek where, as shown i" pl xrrr A, it has been
exposecr in
an old quarry. x'rom the quany it continues eastwaral
to the Back creek
roacl where it turns abruptly southward. to the
town of puiaski.
it again makes an abrupt angre and pursues an easterly course to therlere
encl
of Draper Mountain. Because it passes through the iown of pulaski,
it
ie here clenominated the pulaski fault.
X'rom the eastern edge_of the territory representecl
on the map, pl. f,
to the east end of Draper Mouatain the slenandoah rimestone
on one sicre
of the Pulaski fault is in contact with sandstone or
shale on the other side,
but throughout its course on the southeast side of Draper
Mountain, shenandoah limestone lies on both sides of the fault
trace ancl at some praees
it is difficult to separate the one from the other.
At the west encl of Draper Mountain the fault ries just south of
the
ridge and presses close to the foot of rlamilton Knob (see pr.
xrxB).
rt continues westward at the foot of a row ridge to the eastern edge of
the
town of Max Meadows. rlere it turns in a wonderful manner
abrupfly to
the northeast around the end of the ridge previously mentioned
and
follows eastward. along the south bank to the head
of Beaverdam creek
justsouth of Gunton Park or as it was formerly
caled, clark summit. .rt
continues in the same course to a point about harf-a
mile beyoncr the
summit where it turns back abruptly and follows a
westwari course
practically parallel wit\ but about a mile north of its previous
cogrse.
rn its westward. course the fault is very irregular and Jonseqoentiy
the

it.
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wirtth of the belt of limestoue varies eonsiderably. It crosses MiIIer
general
Creek nearly a mile north of the railroacl antl thence pursu:s It
to the south side of Queens Knob north of w-ytheville,
westerly
"oo"*u
with and at the
pI.
XXI A, and thence in a general way parallel
shown in
'wythe
county antl
across
Mountain
Brushy
or
south foot of Irittle'walker
Tennessee'
into
indefnitely to the southwest
In adclition to the two faults just describecl, there are several others
or
which are not connected with the larger faults at the surface but may
seems
that
faults
of
these
may not be connectetl untlergrouncl. One
to
obviously uot to be connected with the Pulaski fault, though it appears
Cove
sicle
north
unite with it, is a fault in TVythe County on the
-of
Mountain, which will here be referred to as the Cove fault' This fault
trencls
develops io th. Crockett anticline in Tract Mountain and thence
sitle
southwestward along the north side of Tract Mountain and the south
of l-rittle'Walker Mountain and either uaites with the Pulaski fault a short
that fault'
clistance east of the stony x'ork.of Beecl creek or passes under
another
on
consicleretl
further
be
The relationship of these faults will
south
on
the
limestone
page. The cove fault separates the shenantloah
north'
on
the
l"o* D.oooian and Carboniferous formations
just cleseribecl,
Another fault that very much resembles the cove fault,
Montoccurs in Roanoke county only a sholt distance northeast of the
Pulaski
the
gomery County line. Thi; fauit apparently branches ofr from
Iaolt just wiinio Montgomery County. In reality the fault is on the
northeast
northwest limb of uo uoti"liou that plunges sharply toward the
anticline
this
of
encl
the
on
shale
sevier
ancl the limestone ancl calcareous
known
Valley,
the
of
wall
north
the
in
recess
have been eroded in a great
-aecount
fault
the
cove,
this
of
prominence
the
of
as Millers cove. on
fault.
Millers
the
called.
here
is
cutting through it on the northwest side
Alihough tn. n.ta eyiclence is not entirely conclusive regarding the
tlat
relation of the Millers fault to the Pulaski fault, the writers believe
to
lying
limestone
the Pulaski fault cuts across it and the shenandoah
limestone
of
the southeast of the Pulaski fault merely overricles the belt
which marks the point of the anticline in Millers cove. This supposition
in the
is strengthened uy the finding of eviclence of the presence o{ a fault
great Jass of limestone lying between Dry creek ancl the. Blacksburgi{ewport road. In this area Brushy Mountain bends distinctly to the
area
north and, as the supposed fault bencls to the sout\ there is a large
has
consequently
ancl
caYernous
is
very
of Chickamauga limestone which
from
separated.
evidently
is
mainly underground drainage. This limestone
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the limestone on the south by a fault and hence it

seems probable

that the

Chickamauga limestone does not belong with the great mass of the limestone in this belt, but is probably a remnant of the faultecl anticline of
Millers Cove which was caught ancl pushed forward by the Pulaski fault

and so is not now directly connectec[ with the mass to which it formerly
belonged. The northeastward. extension of the Millers fault will be more

fully

considerecl uncler the description of the coal fielils of Roanoke antl
Botetourt counties.
The most remarkable faults in this region are three in the vicinity of
New Biver, which are rudely elliptical in outline ancl surroundecl areas
of Carboniferous and Devonian rocks, separating them from the Shenandoah limestone which crops out on all sides of the central mass of you:rger
rocks. Such occurrences, where the erosion of the okler, overlying rocks
has exposed the younger or underlying rocks, have generally been callecl
fensters from the German word ttfensterr" meaning a window. This term
is very appropriate, {or in a geological sense, one looks at the younger
rocks through an opening or "window" in the overlying, older rocks. As
no English term for such a feature is available the German term will be used.
The best known fenster in the New River region is that of Price
Mountain, a low ridge about 5 miles long, lying about miclway between
Christiansburg and Blacksburg and west of the main roacl leading from
one of these towns to the other. The ridge trends east-west anrl its highest
point is scarcely more than 400 leet abovi the level of the valleys on either
side. The structure of the ridge has already been described as that of an
elongate dome with the rocks dipping in general away from the bentrat
part. Not only do the Carboniferous rocks comprising the mountain dip
in this manner, but the Shenandoah limestone surrouncling it dips correspondingly away from the more'central part of the dome.
The most important structural feature observecl in this fenster and the
one which makes it possible to correlate the fault surrouncling it with some
other fault of the region, is the almost perfect parallelism between the
beds of limestone and the beds of the coal-bearing rocks upon which they
rest even in places where the latter are overturned, as shown in crosssection A-A'. This fault has no apparent surface connection with any of
the great faults of the region, but its magnitud.e, as inclicated by the clisplacement of the rocks now in contact, ranks it as a part of one of the
major faults ancl hence it is supposed that there must be a connection, but if so, the connection is beneath the surfaee. This phase of the
question is more fully considerecl on pages 84-86.
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The next fenster, iying about 3 miles southwest of Price Mountain, is
crossecl by New River between Peppers Ferry and Walton. This fenster is
about 3 miles long anrl its western extremity which is narrow antl sharply
pointed is at the ferry across New River, in East Raclford. The roeks
composing this fenster have been somewhat of a puzzle to the various
geologists who have examined them. Thus the senior authorrl who made
a reconnaissance examination of this region in 1893, mappecl the shale in
this fenster as of Cambrian age ancl correlatetl it with the shale showing
in the vicinity of Glraysonton in the southern part of Montgomery County.

This correlation was made on the grounds of physical similarity antl structural relations, as the shale of the fenster was observecl on New River to
lie beneath the Shenandoah limestone on both margins of its exposure.
Not only was the shale seen to underlie the limestone but the limestone has
approximately the same dip as the underlying shale (see Pl. IX B), antl to
all intents and purposes the relation between these two formations seemecl
to be conformable. Many years later this fenster was studied by Heath M.
Robinson while he was a stuclent at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute
at Blacksburg, ancl though his conclusions were not published, it is unclerstood that he iletermined the shale to be of Carboniferous age ancl consequently equivalent to some part of the Price formation' In coming to
this conclusioin, Robinson was doubtless largely influencecl by the fact
that prospecting for coal had been clone in the river blufr opposite East
Radford ancl, accorcling to report, some coal had been founcl.
RecenUy the senior author has again stuclied this fenster, antl in the
light of the knowledge gained by previous exa,minations anrl the results
of his own study he has come to the clefinite conclusion that the shale of
this fenster is of Devonian age. Eis conclusion is based on the following
eviclence: (1) Very little coal was founcl in the olil prospect opposite
East Radforrl. The writer searched in vain to finil coal fragments on the
old ilump, but without avail; but it is evident that the prospect was sunk
in black shale that looketl very much as weathered coal will look when it
has been exposed for a long time. The writer will not seriously question
the frnding of some coal in this olrt prospect, for it is a well-known fact
that in places in this region the Devonian black shale does carry small
seams of coal and it is altogether probable that such seams were encountereal hele. The character of the material as well as the eviclent
thinness of the coal points rather strongly to the Devonian rather than the
"

paleozoic overlaps in Montgomery and Pulaski counties,
vol. 5, pp. 17I-190, 1894.
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of the beds.l (p) Typical Devonian black shale is
of this fenster in the bed of a small
stream entering New River from the west a few hundred yard.s above
Peppers Ferry. (3) The most conclusive evid.ence regarding the age of
the shale was obtainetl, however, at the east end of the fenster, for in
tracing the contact of the shale and the limestone around this broarl
outcrop it was founrl that a bed of conglomerate occurs in contact with
the limestone around the east end and for a considerable distance on
carboniferous age

erposed on the northern margin

either side of the fenster. From the general distribution of the outcrop

of this conglomerate, as well as its

exposures in ravines, it was clearly
determined that the conglomerate overlies the shale, ancl as there is uo
indication of the shale having been overturned, it seems safe to assume
that the conglomerate is in normal relation to the shale and hence is

younger than the shale. This conclusion is strengthenecl by the fact
that the only known bed of cbnglomerate that is definitely uuro.iut"d *ith
the Devonian formations is the rngles conglomerate at the base of the
Price formation, hence the conclusion seems inevitable that the conglomerate at the east end of the East Radford fenster is the basal member of
the carboniferous system and that it lies conformably above shale ancl
sanilstone of Devonian age. The fenster is thdrefore, at least partly anticlinal in structure with the Shenandoah limestone also partaking of the
same structure as though the two were folded after they assumed their
present positions. PI. rx B clearly shows the relation of the Devonian
shale to the overlying shenandoah limestone. The man is standing at the
fault and the shale and limestone both dip to the left (north) about
20'. At the west end the structure of the fenster, however, is not so
simple as it ends in a sharp point ancl hence it is either a very closelv

folded anticline or 'a faulted mass of shale.
The third fenster in this immecliate vicinity is a long narrow area of
Devonian and carboniferous rocks which forms trngles ancl Berringer
mountains, low ridges, but rather prominent objects in the limestone
region. The length of this fenster is about g miles and the width about
L mile. rngles, Mountain forms the west end of the fenster, extending
from a point about rlue south of East Radforcr to rngles x'erry on New
River on the south side of the old state road; Berringer Mountain lies

--lll"--ai"g.

to recent nevspaper accounts, a bed of coal several feet-Run,
thick has
at a s allow depth in a well drilled on Raalford
The

recently been struck

this being^rrue coal, but think thar lt il ;.;'likely ro
f*n:".:f.,p,tt:lt
-lb-q*
|rave been the black coaly_shale
of the Devonian which in many surface prosfects

hag been mistaken for a sblid bed of clear coal.
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at the other end of the fenster and is a broail swell on the north side of
the old state road; the area between these two ritlges at the extreme ends
of the fenster is low with rather sharp knobs here and there on its
margins, rising above the general level.
The reason for the existence of these two mountains is. that although
the mass of the fenster is composed of rather easily erotled Devonian shale,
the two enals are capped by flaggy sandstone ancl a betl of conglomerate,
which is evidently the basal bed or Ingles conglomerate of the carboniferous.

The structure is markerlly anticlinal in character, particularly on the
roa,il leading from Raclford to the mouth of Little River, at the west entl
of the fenster. This road crosses the point of the anticline where it

plunges untler New River ancl the conglomerate shows the form of a
prrf.ct arch as it crosses the highway ancl the railroad which runs
clirectly below the highway. East of Ingles Ferry the arch increases in
magniiude an6 has been breached on its crest by small streams leaving
two prominent ridges, known as Ingles Mountain, that are composed' of
the conglomerate on the flanks of the fold. on the south sicle, this becl
dips abiut 20' to the south and it forms the south side and' crest of
the more prominent of the two rid.ges. The north ridge is less continuous
or
and regular than the south ridge, as it is made by the steeply clipping

is
overturnecl limb of the anticline. The structure of the two rid'ges
well-shown on a neighborhood road which closses at the east end of the
Fig' ?'
northernmost ridge, as shown roughly in section D-D', Pl' I, ancl

x'ig.7.-Cross-sectionoflnglesMountainshowinganticlinalstructure.

over this

descending from the southern riclge to the oid state road
neighborhootl roacl, one crosses in descending order the Ingles conglomermore santly
ut.r" oo the crest of the ridge, then the upper sanclstones ancl
ritlges the
shales of the Devoniao, _uo-d lastiy in the valley between the

In

th9
black shale marking the bottom part of this system' The roeks on
crushecl
bailly
are
they
but
order,
reverse
in
northern limb are crossecl
and not so easily idenJifred as are those on the south limb'
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Both ridges of conglomerate come to an encl west of Badford Run,
by the encroachment of the fault which separates the Devonion ancl Carboniferous rocks of this fenster from the overlying Shenandoah limestone
or Sevier shale.
In Radfortl Run and across the divide to Plum Creek the black shale
of the Devonian crops out all along the State roacl ancl the presence of
this shale is responsible for the deep murl holes antl the deep ruts that
generaily mark this stretch of the highway which is now largely abanclonecl by through automobile traffic. This traffic follows from the divicle
between the creek valleys mentioned above clirectly to East Batlforil a
roacl which was under construction when the field was last visitecl, antl
consequenUy is not accurately plotted on the map.
The attitude of the Shenancloah limestone on the norih side of the
fenster is well-shown on Plum Creek. X'ormerly a roacl followetl clown
this creek from the main Valley pike, but it is now closetl; the contact
can still be seen, however, by the traveler leaving his conveyance where the
pike crosses Plum Creek ancl proceeding down that creek about a quarter of
a mile. Ilere the limestone can be clearly seen overlying the Devonian
shale and dipping to the north down the creek at an angle of about 20o.
As far as the authors are aware, this is the oniy place where the relations
of the rocks on the north side of this fenster are clearly shown.
A littie farther east the north limb of the fenster is crossecl by roacls
leading both from Vickers and Walton on the Norfolk ancl Western
Bailway. In approaching the fenster. from either of these places one
passes from the limestone soil which characterizes the outcrop o{ the
Shenandoah to the sandy shale of the upper Devonian without seeing the
actual contact, but the general position of this contact may be fxecl by
the presence of considerable iron ore and by the line of sharp conical
knobs which appear both to the right and the left. These knobs are
composerl of and held up above the surrouncling region by fragments of the
Ingles conglomerate which have been preservecl on the fault plane or of
the lowest layers of the Shenandoah limestone which here ancl there have
been silicified and hartlened by silica-bearing waters that have circulatetl
along the plane of the fault.
From near the fault the road leacls due south to the Vailey pike and
in following this road one clescencls in the Devonian system from thinbedded brown sanclstone at the top, through sandy shale to the black
shale which lies at the bottom of the sandy ancl shaly formation.' Just
before reaching the Yalley pike the roacl passes over a ledge of siliceous
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is the Helclerberg limestone ancl marks
the axis of the anticline. South of this axis the broatl valley of Plum
Creek is cut in the same black shale that was just. crossed north of the
outcrop of the Helderberg limestone.
From the point where the road just mentionetl joins the VaIIey pike,
ore can go northeast up another branch of PIum Cree\ crossing the axis
of Helderberg limestone and then by climbing the wooded knob to the
east pass successively up through the Devonian rocks from the black
shale in the valley to more and more sancly material until he reaches the
summit which is composed of a nearly flat-lying betl of Ingles conglomerate, as shown in Fie. 8.
Iimestone which without doubt

l'ig. 8.-Iongitudinal
at the

base

section of Berringer Mountain from the Helberberg limestone
to the Ingles Conglomerate at the top.

The evidence obtained in the localities just describecl shows clearly
that the Berringer fenster is anticlinal in character antl that at least in
one place on the north side the Shenandoah limestone rests on the
Devonian rocks with conformable dips of about 20".
The structure of the Berringer fenster is quite simple, but the structure of the surrounding mass of older rock is much more complicated'
In general the structure outside of the fault seems to be mainly antic1inal, but the overlying material at the west entl insteatl of being the
Shenandoah limestone, as is commoniy the case, is Sevier shale, and the
same shale rests against and persumably upon the Ingles conglomerate on

the south side of the east end. This outcrop of calcareous shale or thinbettded limestone can be followed eastward to the railroacl where it is well
exposetl, as shown in Pl. IX A, in a sicle-hill cut. The shale is not conforrnable with the adjacent masses of the Shenancloah limestone antl
hence they must be separated by a fault or by faults' Incleecl, the structure of the surrouncling limestone anil shale mass is apparently so complicated that, with the present knowleclge of the sequence ancl tlistribution of the indiviclual members of the limestone, it is practically impossible to formulate a theory that will account for the obsewetl facts.
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In a general way the authors believe that originally the body of limestone was thrust over the Berringer fenster in much the same mahner
that it was thrust over the Price Mountain fenster, but that subsequent
to the main overthrust another fault, possibly the one that bounds the
Catawba syncline on the south, occurreil and another mass of limestone
was thrust upon the f.rst overthrust mass on the south side of Berringer
ancl Ingles mountains. Subsequent erosion has removecl the limestone
from the top of the Berringer anticline, exposing the fenster, but it has
not yet reached the various layers on the south side of the uplift.
At the west end of the fenster the relations of the Sevier shale are
not so apparen! but even here it seems certain that it is separated from
the overlying limestone by a fault or faults. The shale crosses New
River and is exposed at the base of the river bluff south of Ingles X'err5
but does not come to the surface west of this place.
The most nearly incomprehensible fault of this region is one that
bounds on both sides a narrow band not over 400 feet wicle of the lower
part of the Shenandoah limestone which is embeclclecl unconformably in
the Devonian ancl Carboniferous rocks just north of Draper Mountain
and which presumably extencls more or less continuously from one encl
of .the mountain to the other and is seemingly united with the great mass
of the same kind of limestone at either end.
So far as is known the frrst publication calling attention to this iimestone outcrop in the Devonian shale is that of Mccreath ancl d'rnvilliers.l
These geologists found a mass of limestone in the Devonian shale on the
north side of llamilton Knob, part of which hacl been replacecl by iron
ore., They examined it in connection with their study of the mineral
resources of this region and their opinion was that the limestone is of
carboniferous age, but they gave no eviclence upon which that conclusion
was based nor any explanation of the anomalous relations which this
mass of limestone bears to the adjacent upper Devonian shale.
The senior author of this paper, in his examination of this region in
1893, founcl limestone at three places on this line of outcrop north of
Draper Mountain: (1) at the north foot of llamilton Knob, presumably
the same as that clescribeil by McOreath ancl drfnvilliers; (Z) on Beaverdam creek near where that stream is crossed by the wagon roarl leading
from Gunton Park to the Locust Hili Iron mine, and (B) an exposure
on the old road, now abancloned, leading from Gunton Par! or Clark
Summit, as it was then known, to Pulaski.
l The New River-Cripple Creek mineral region
of Virginia, p.

l4l.
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The limestone at locality No. 2 is well exposecl in the clearetl fielcls of
a farm lying on the north slope of the clivitle between the tlrainage basin
of Beavertlam Creek and the creek flowing in general to the south by way
of the Locust Hill Iron ore mine. The road at locality No. 3 is no longei
open to travel, as the stream flowing in this valley has been impountletl
to supply water for the town of Pulaski, but the limestone may still be
seen along the old rodcl now over'grown with unclerbrush from the reservoir eastward across the summit separating this stream from the small

branch that flows through the town, nearly to the road leacling southwaral from Pulaski to Draper Valley. East of this roatl the limestoqe was
not seen, but its position is indicated by an old iron-ore pit at loe. 54
and by recl calcareous soil as far as the main Pulaski fault about onequarter of a mile south of Peak Creek.
The most striking feature of this band of outcrop is its utber tlisregarcl of formation bounflaries or strike lines. Thus beginning at the
east encl, the limestone holtls a nearly straight course in the mitltlle of
the Devonian sanilstones and shales to within about 2 miles of Gunto:r
Park where the strike of the Devonian locks changes mole to the south
and the belt of limestone cuts acloss the upper palt of the system until,
near the crossing of the county line, it is in contact with the Ingles conglomerate. From this point the limestone benrls distincuy toward the
south, crossing at nearly right angles the entire Devonian system of
rocks from the sandstones at the top to the black shale at the base nea,r

the Locust HilI iron ore mine.
The senior author, at the time of his examination in 1893, was familiar
with the statement of McQreath and cl'Invilliers regartling the Carboniferous age of the limestone in the ore pit north of Hamilton l(nob ancl
he studied the rock carefully to find some fossils by which it could be
clefinitely correlated with well-known limestones in other areas, but no
fossils were found anal on the basis of its physical appealance he callecl
it shenandoah.l The mere matter of catling it shenandoah, however, dicl
not make the solution of the problem of its origin any less clifficult ancl
the senior author felt that the only explanation possible was t0 suppose
that the Devonian shale was here laid down unconformably on a vely
rugged sulface of the Shenandoah limestone and that subsequent erosion
has exposecl the unclerlying rock in this narrow zone.
The junior author, in his studies of the iron ore deposits of the state
of virginia, has long been familiar with the presence of this narrow bantl
1Op. cit., p. 187.
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of limestone north of Draper Mountain whose outcrop is generally marketl
by the cleposits of iron ore ancl manganese. Ile has seen the limestone at
many places, the chert resulting from its decomposition at othersr. ancl
iron ote, which is a replacement produc! at still other places. Ile noted
its peculiar relation to the Devonian shale and regarded it, though he
has not so stated in print as being of Devonian age and conformable to
the adjacent Devonian shale and sanclstone.
In the course of the present examination, the limestone was fountl at
a number of localities in this belt, old ore pits at many other localities,
and decomposition products such as chert fragments and. limestone soil
at many other places so that in a general way the authors regarcl the
limestone as practically continuous, though it is possible tlat in places
the belt thins down to a feather edge and possibly disappears completely.
The bed of limestone appea$ to dip steeply or to stanrl on edge and to be
inclosecl generally by Devonian shale having a similar attitucle or, as on
Beaverclam Creek, in contact with the bed of conglomerate marking the
base of the Price formation. As the limestone where it appears at the
surface has all of the physical characteristics of the lower part of the
Shenandoah limestone, there seems to be no reasonable question regard-

ing its

age.

The geologic structure of this bed of limestone is, however, not so
easily settled, and in fact, to the writers it seems to be one of the most
obscure questions with which they have had to deal in this region of complicated structure. It is clearly bounded on both sides by a fault or
faults and it certainly has no ilirect structural relation to the acljacent
shale. It mus! therefore, be regarcled as something in the nature of an
overthrust mass, but the probable mode of its formation will not be consiclererl here, but will be taken up in connection with the mode of forma-

tion of the great Pulaski and other faults of this

region.

Nomal faults.
Most geologists are of the opinion that practically ali of the faults of
the Appalachian region are of the overthrust variety, but cluring the progress of the present work a great many so-callecl normal faults were observecl, particularly in the Devonian shale in the various fensters on or
near New River.
The term "normal fault" is applied by geologists to a kincl of fault
that is produced by tension or a stretching of that part of the eartbls
crust in which the fault occurs. If the tension or pulling stress is exertecl
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until the rocks can stand no more, rupture occurs antl the rocls break
and are displaced in such a manner that the faultecl mass occupied more
space than the original block before tension was applietl.

The rocks

in or near the bottom of the Catawba syncline

are cut in

a number of places by normal faults. They generally occur where a small
wrinkle interrupts the generally regular dip toward the axis of the syncline.
There are probably many of these faults in the Catawba basin, but the only
ones observecl were those which cut ancl offset the boundary between the
Shenandoah limestone and the Athens shale. Two o{ these are shown on
Pl. I, the most prominent being the one at the mouth of MilI Creek which
is shown in Pl. XVI A. The band of blue limestone shown in the view,sucl-

denly comes to an encl and its continuation is about a quarter of a mile to
the west or in the direction in which the picture was taken. The limestone
on the right is forced" up or the shale on the left forced. rlown along the

fault

plane.

The Devonian or Carboniferous shale composing most of the fensters
here d.escribecl are cut in many places by small normal faults. Ordinarily
such faults are not recognizecl because the displacement is small and the
rocks are of such a character that it is clifficult, if not impossible, to iclentify on the surface a given bed for any distance, and so an ofiset can not be
tletected. In the comparatiyely fresh cuts matle by the railroatls, both by
the Yirginian in the shale of the Price formation at the west end of the
Price Mountain fenster and the Norfolk and Western in the Devonian
shale in the Radford fenster on New River, normai fauits were observecl
at many places. The best example was seen in a railroad cut about a
quarter of a mile above Peppers X'erry. A sketch of the rocks in this
cut, macle by K. K. Kimball, is shown in Fig. 9. Similar faults, though
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X'ig. 9-Normal faults in railroad cut near Peppers Ferry.

not so perfectly developed, may be seen on the Virginian Railway nort'h
of the place where it crosses Stroubles Creek at the west encl of Price
Mountain.
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one of the most important normal faults in the price Mountain coar
felcl is that which offsets the outcrop of the Merrimac coal becl between
the present workings of the Merrimac mine, loc. p8, and the abandonecl
workings of the olcl l-,ykens Hill mine, loc. 27, as shown in X,ig. 21. This
fault trends in the general direction of the major structures of the region,
crossing the outcrop of the coal bed at a very small angle and duplicating
the outcrop for a distance of about 1,800 feet.
Normal faults are also of common occurrence in the coal mines of
this region. Generally the amount of movement on the fault plane has
been so slight that the coal bed is displaced only a few inches or a few
feet and in such cases they are rarely recognized as faults, but in places
faults of a much greater magnitude have been encountereil. The largest
one seen by the writers occurs in the Slusser mine as clescribecl in cletail
on pages 159-160. Ilere, as shown by 3ig. 19, the offset of the coal bed is
about 15 feet and it is perfectly clear that it was caused by tension or a
pulling apart of the rocks at some time in the past. Fig. Z0 shows a
"jump" or incipient normal fault in the ..College, mine at loc. 19.
Fault-line phenomena.

In

of the region

examinetl in the progress of this work
to show that the great fault planes,
especially that of the Pualski fault, have afforded avenues for the circulation of water ancl the deposition of mineral matter, wherever the conditions were favorable for such deposition, that was carrieil in solution.
rn most places the water carried silica in solution ancr consequently the
rocks along the contact are in such places siticified, but in other places
the water carried iron in solution and the result has been the deposition
of brown ore in sufficient abunclance to be of commercial importance.
The phenomena referred to above have no bearing upon the development of faults or other strudtures in the rocks, but the presence of iron
ore or silicified rocks may be used as excellent guides to the location of a

many parts

eviclence was founcl which tended

fault and for that reason they are considered here. Another reason for
their consideration is that even such dissimilar rocks as sandstone and
limestone when subjected to the action of silica-bearing water are changecl
into quartzites which are so similar that it is with the qreatest difficultv
that they can be differentiated.
Thus on the Berringer fenster there are a number of sharp serrate
knobs on the fault line on the north side of the fenster that stancl up dis-
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tinctly above the general level of the county. They are manifestly composed of .rock that is hartler than the average santlstone of the upper
bevonian, but when one climbs these knobs he may have great clifficulty
in decicling whether the quartzite he fincls is merely a local silicifiecl
phase of the overthrust limestone or a fragment of a white quartzose
sanclstone at the base of the Carboniferous. The writers have not hacl
time to study these rocks as carefully as is desirable, but they must aclmit
their inability to setile this question from a cursoly examination in the
field. The lerlge of limestone show:r in Pl. IX B resting upon the Devonian
shale is silicifietl to such an extent that it is harder than the adjacent beds
of limestone, so it stands out prominently in the railroacl cut'
The deposition of iron ore aucl manganese on the fault plane is much
less common than the deposition of silica antl probably it tlepencls largely
upon a local supply of these materials in nearby rocks which may be
leached out by the water.and carrietl to the sulface and oxidized antl
deposited in the clay that lemains when the lime is dissolvetl. Iron ore
is founcl at both encls and on the north sicle of Draper Mountain ancl is
presenl in smaller amount on the slopes of Ing1es ancl Berringer mouniains. The l-,ocust Hiil mine (see Pl. XIX B) at the foot of Hamilton
Knob southeast of Max Meadows is an open cut from which a large
amount of iron ore has been taken during the past 25 years. other ore'
bodies have been worked out ancl the pits abandonecl, so that olcl ore pits
are good guides to the presence below of a more or less important mass
of limestone and to a fault in its vicinity.
with this brief r6sum6 of the structure of the valley coal fieltls as far
as that structure has been determinecl, it will now be possible to tlevote
some time ancl space to the questions of how these varied structures were
producecl, what were the conilitions attending their produetion, antl when

the event or events took plaee.
OBIGIN OT GEOLOGIC

STR,UCTUN,ES.

Ilistory of-the ilevelopment of itleas'
The development of ideas regarcling the origin of the geologic structure of the Appalachian region is most interesting, as it shows how
prone humanity is to stick to the old ancl how loath it is to aceept anything new. one neeil not woncler at the hesitation of the laymen in
,.o"ptiog the teachings of moclern science when we remember that it

EARLIEST DESCRIPTION BY

HITCIICOCK.
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took geologists B0 or more years to formurate a reasonable nypotu"sis
regarding the mocle of formation of the folds and faults of the Appalachian region. rn order to make the case clear, the writers will
clevote
a small space to a historical statement regarding the deveropment of
ideas on this subject.
Prior to the inauguration of geological work by the state of Massachusetts in 1830, there hircl been litfle o" oo .yrt.matic study of the
attitude or structure of the rocks in the Appaiachian region. The
Massachusetts survey was under the direction of professor Edward
Eitchcock of Amherst college. rn his report of lgBB Hitchcock clicl litfle
more than his predecessors, for he merely noted that in western Massao,husetts the rocks generally dip to the east.
rlis explanation was that
the rocks constitute a series of unconformable cleposits all dipping in the
same direction, but at different angles.
The next important contribution to the knowlerlge of the strueture
of the Appalachian region was macle by Henry D. Rogers in a report
eutitled, "Description of the Geology of the state of New Jersey,,, a fi.nar
report of the state Geologist, publishecl in the spring of 1g40. rn this
report Rogers first calied attention to the unsymmetrical shape of the
anticlines in northern New Jersey as well as in the general Appatachian
valley as far south as Tennessee, as follows (p. ap);
,,"This departure flog a central position in the synclinal axis of the

valley is a very usual feature in t'he axes of tne Lpfarucnian chain.
rt results as a necessary cons-equence from the nortfriestern dips
bel^olerng to
anticlinaj ax-eg rying next to the southeast, or-ilat of the
-the
schooley Mountain chain, being stie.per than the southeaster'dips from
the axis of elevation northwesi of il. This want
*y**.tri in the
dip of the strata would not claim a special mention "t
i" tiir pr"". but for
the truly remarkable circumstance ihat throognoot
lhe whole
tength_ of the Apparachian chain, embracing manv hundred
"uu"iv anticlinar
?Tes, the same rule prevails with scarcely an Exception, the northwestern
dips being steeper lhan the opposite southeaster'n ooZ*.ii- ----'

This recognition by rlenry D. Rogers of the generar unsymmetrical

character of Appalachian fords was reany the frst ray of light
that was shect
on the structure of this region. rt, however, was not followed
by Hitchcock
who, in his "Elementary Geologyr, published the sarne yeu*, oi.recl
a new

explanation of the prevailing southeastward clips of ttt. Appalachian
which the Rogers brothers (rlenry D. ancl wiiliam B.) ciaim was
Iugio-"
based. on a verbal communication made by them
to professor Hitchcock
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a few months before the book was published. In this publication Hitdcock attributes the prelailing southeast clips to an actual inversion of all
the strata involved.
In 1841 the Rogers brothers, in an oral communication matle to the
Anerican pirilosophical Society, staterl that in their opinion the southeast dips so common in the Appalachian region are not clue to geaeral
inversion of the strata but to closely compressecl foltls in which the strata
on the two limbs are essentially parailel, ancl hence dip in the same
direction and at approximately the same angle of inclination. This statemen! supplementing the one made the year previous by Eenry D' Bogers
gave the key by which Appalachian geologic structure could.be interseconcl etlition of his
f,reted and ii was adopted Uy nit"tr.o.k who, in the
aclvocate in print
to
first
was
the
1841,
August,
iextbook, published in
in the same
ttipping
and
parallet
limbs
the idea that closed folds with
opposite
from
rocks
of
mass
a
clirection, are clue to two forces compressing
the
approaches
way
any
in
clirections. This is the first statement that
southeastwarcl
general
present conception of the manner in which the
iips of the Appalachian region were ptoduced. But even after enunciating it llitchcock could not carry it out to its logical conclusion, for in
order to account for several parallel folcls he had to invoke some other
condition that would lead to the repetition of the phenomena. This he tlitl
by assuming that the proeess was faciiitatecl by the elevation of parts of
the rocky crust by the wave-like action of molten matter beneath.
The Rogers brothers stated their final conclusious on this subject in
1
a paper .otitt.4 ,.The Physical structure of the Appalachian chain.."
f" tttlt paper they make the following statement (pp' a83-494) :

"The above-described. phenomena of the dips- in the-Appalachian
th; Peculiar character
range may, we think, be really
" accountecl for by
of itre fleiures of the strata. These flexures, unlike the symmetrical
curvature usually assigned to anticlinal and synclinal axes, present, in
ui*ott ev.ry ioslarrcela steeper or more-rapicl arg.hing on.the northwest than southeast side of eiety cottoex bencl; antl, -as a tlirect consequence, a steeper incurvation oo th" southeast than the_northwest siale
On the southeastern sicle of the chain,
oi.o.ry concave turn;

is most sudden and the flexures most closely
where ihe
"""out"r.
present
a succession of alternately conYex anil concave
they
crowrled,
iolds, in uu.fr dt which the lines of greatest dip on the opposite sides
of the axes approach to parallelism, u}d huoe _a nearly uniform inclination of from'forty-frve to sixty degrees toward the southeast'"

lTrang. Assoc. Am. Geol. antl Nat.,

1840-1842.
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statement just quoted gives a fairly crear picture of Apparaehian
- - Ih.as
folds,
they are known to-day, qnd it is interesting to note thlt io tnu
same paper, these pioneers in Appalachian geology give an equally
clear
pieture of the great longitudinal faults, whic\ as far as the writers
are
aware, is the first recognition of the presence of faults in this region.
Their statement is as follows (p. a9a) :

.

"A feature of.frequent occurrence in certain portions of the Appalachian belt is the passage of an inverted or forded flexure into a
fault. These rlislocaiionsf preserving the general:ai";;;;" of the
anticlinal axes, out of. whicri they gr"ow, are" usuaily proronged to a
great clistance, having^ in some instan-ces-for exar',pli io .oolir*.rt."o
virgrnia--a length of about 100 miles. These rin'es i,t t""if occur in
all,cases.along the northwestern side of the anticlinal, or the southeastern side of the syncrinar axis, ancl never in the opposite situation.r,

The authors of these quotations do not say distincfly that these great
longitudinal faults are different from normal faults which even
before
this time had been clearly recognized in Europe and which had generarly
been referred to as the only kind of fauit in the earthrs
crust. Althougi
the Rogers brothers did not specificaily state that these faults are in
the
nature of overthrusts, they nevertheress so describe them
that it is perfectly clear that they fully understood their character. Their
description
of the great fault herein cailed the pulaski fault shows that thev understoocl its character. This description is as follows (pp. a96ag?j
:

"B'ut a few miles further toward the southwest, the whole of this
fNorth Mountain] sinks from viev, excepting an-isolated knob,here-or there, of trrr'rrataer
*rri"n ro, u
short distance serve. to mark the irregurat prog"or-.tr,
ofTrr.lurt.
At
1."41, the di,slocation attains what ilay tt cittea its maxilum innot infrequenfly, the limesrone Ath, valtes
l:::,tlr-,.1n:_.t1]f
.yg attitude,
restrng rn an rnverted
with a genile southward dip, directiy
upon the southeasterry dippinggrits and" rt ut.r otit. ror*'iioo
o."t
beneath the carbonifeious iim6st"one here constituting
1n.-ro"iururt"*
,-Lopu
9f the Brushy Mountain. The seam of seml-bituminous coat
lMerrimac coal bed], generalry. embraced between irr... Jruiu i*, lo
virtue of the dislocatioi, made to assume the anomalou,
ot
passing uncler the valley limestone at a ilistance of o"tv "orraitio"
--'' u f-ew hunarerl
feet, dipping in the same direction with thai ,o.[.;
enormous mountain,mass

rlere it is clearly stated that the coar bed on the south side
of B"ushy
-Mountain
passes beneath the rimestone to the southeas!
tnoosn it ie
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clear that this limestone normally belongs many thousands of feet below
the coal bed. In this quotation they make the statement that the limestone is inverted or overtumeal. There is no basis for such a statement,
for almost invariabiy the lowest or old.est part of the limestone is to be
found at or near its northwestern edge.
Although great creclit must be given to the Rogers brothers for their
powers of observation antl their keenness in interpreting what they saw,
rtiit tttuy failecl completely to grasp the mechanics of the problem in

hand. That failure may not be surprising when we consicler that the
problems presenterl to them for solution were new to science ancl also
inut tn. magnitude of the forces involvecl ancl the results accomplishecl
seem to be beyoud the comprehension of man. Nevertheless, the principles of mechanics do not recognize any mass of material too large or
any force too great for them to apply.
The summing up of their conclusions as to the mannel in which the
folcls and faults, that they hacl so wonderfully tlescribed, were proiluced
is most interesting. It is as follows (p. 508) :

.,That the wave-like flexures of our Appalachian strata are the
flep $eleat\
or lateral
horizontal
gr-eat
some
to
anrl not of a folding clue simplv
.o*ptuttion, *itt up-puut trom ihe-following.considerations' Tn the
n"rt'-pir.., ii is abs6lutely impossible to conciive that any force, of an
Lowever vast, 6xerted in the direction of a ta-ngent to the
i"i."'riry"surface,.coulil
by itself shove a thick ancl lm.Perfectly flexiblo
earth,s
crust into u syste- oi.ior. alternate folds. B.eyoncl the,imperceptible
th6 whole tract laterally from the line of application of the
U"igi"g

result of an actual onward, biuowy moou-e"t, proceetling

but
i;;t;" "fflexure coultl arise other, pe"]'Japs, -tha.1 some.diminutive,
crust, and
irt.dl* pii*tio"r, cdusecl fy in6q:uatities in the strata or
wooid bu destit-ute oj a1f law of parlllfr.r?, it iJ needless'to
""-utk,
strikingly characterizes the
ai
that-which
gradation,
such
i;liil *a
waves of the

Ipp"i".nir"" and other regions. No -systeq of na-rrow
stiita, however fla-t, could originate frbm the most enormous lateral

;;;;;;t if

b]-

sorne vertical oscillation, proilucing
Precisely such an alternate movement
ensue, if a suclession of actual waoes on the surface of the subterranean fluid rock rolled in a given direction beneath the bentling
unacco'mpanied

lines of uo."y fle",ttt.
farallel
^would

crust.'
Thus.we see that the great stumbling block in the pathway of all of
the early geologists was to account for the succession of parallel foltls
that had been proilucerl in the Appalaehian region. As stated by the
Rogers brothers,

it

seemed inconceivable

that such foltls coulcl have been
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produced by tangential pressure and that it was necessary
a molten mass below the rocks that were folclecl.

wayes on

to
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with the publication in L8d8 of H. D. Rogers'final report embracing
the results of the x'irst Geological survey of pennsylvania, what may be
regarded as the first stage in the investigation of the geology of the
Appalachian region came to a close, but with harcly more than a beginning made on the problem of the mechanics of Apparachian. structure.
rt is true that Eitchcock's fieicl was limited ancr it is not surprising that
he failetl to solve the problem, but the territory stuclied by the Rogers
brothers was almost unlimited ancl certainly embraced all of the structures that are now considered typical, from the faultecl shingle-blocks
of the southern part of Virginia to the open ancl largely unfaiiltecl fokls

of Pennsylvania.

The correct explanation of the method oJ fomation of overturnecl
rock folds and the development of overthrust faults from the breaking
of these folds under strong tangential pressure, was macle by James M.
slryru, state Geologist of rennessee. rn his report on the "Geology
of rennesseer" publisheil in 1869, he offers the forlowing explanation of
the peculiar geologic structure of East Tennessee (p. 16?):
"The formations of East rennessee were originally horizontal. rf
now we suppose a,vast force to be_applied alonglhe southeastern edge
of these horizontal formations, and to act in a ilorthwesterlv directifi
the strata, if not able to_ resist, woulcl yielcl ancl rise up, like ini.t aotn,
ln_great wrinkles or folds, or erse, ratking the prop6r decr; of flexibili-f-, woulcl break along lines of reast resiitan"ej io'loog p"arattet lanas
or ribbons which would be crowderl together, the edgEs'of one overIapping the adjacent edge of the other.r,

This was a great aclvance over anything that hacl precedecl it ancl
a rational explanation of the phenomena before them.
The next great forward step in the interpretation of Appalachian
geologic structure was the recognition that in many places the ilevelopment of faults was much more complicated than safford had supposJd
and the result was very different from jrthe edge of one
fband or ribbon]
overlapping the adjacent edge of the other." rt remained for c. w.
rlayes,l of the unitecl states Geological survey, to show that the movement on some fault planes had been much greater than was formerly
supposed and that the formations in contact with the overthrust mass
l The overthrrxt faults of
the southern Appalachian, BuIl. Geor, soc. Am.,
gave geologists

vol. 2, pp. 141-154, 1891.
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would ilepend largely upon whether or not there hacl been preliminary
folciing and erosion before the fhulting occurred. Ilayes' opening sentence is as follows:
,.Through the work of the Rogers brothers in ?errnsylvania al}cl
Virginia aid of Safforrl in Tenness-ee, the characteristic forms of Appalachian structure have long been familiar to geologists. The un'symmetricai fold has been rJcognizecl as the norma] structural form
if,roogh pennsylvania, Maryland-, and a portion of Virginia. In East
TennJssee the ieversed fauli,t transverseio the steep limb. of the anticline, becomes common. Recent study iu the Southern Appalachians
has shown a modiflcation of these weli recognized types, napelS.broatl
overthrust faults which, as cleveloped in northwestern Georgra_ are
comparable in masnituae wittr thosiof the Scottish Highlancls and. the
Rocky Mountains,-as clescribed by Geikie ancl McConnell'"

The appearance of Elayes, paper openecl a new era in the btucly of
structural geology in the Appalachians antl showed clearly that broacl
overthrust faults might logically be expected wherever the rocks have
been severely compressed and the conditions such that rock fokls were
procluced. Hayes also shod'ed in this paper that frequently compression
subsequent to the gteat overthrust will foltl both the overritling and the
overriclen rocks into an apparently conformable sequence which is very
clifficult to interpret in a correct manner. Geologists working in the
Appalachian regions since 1891 have found that most of the faults are of
the overthrust variety and that here ancl there conditions have been
favorable for the development of overthrusts up to 8 or L0 miles in extent
and possibly much more, if the exact location of the original break could
be determined.

The last important contribution to the theoretical stutly of AppaIachian structure was the formulation in 1893 by Bailey wi}lis'9 of the
principie of competent and incompetent strata and stluctures as follows
(p.250)

:

..If

we describe the sufficiently firm stratum by the worcl _competent,
we may formulate the law of anticlinal dev_elop-menf as deduced from
these dxperiments, as follows: In strata under load an anticline arises
;;;t u toe of initiat dip, when a thrust, sufficiently powerful to raise
l The term "reversed" fault was used by Hayes to apply to a fault in which the

..mauiL'dip of tU" to"ft plane is not torrarcl the doivndhrown side as it is in a
normal fault. A reversed f-ault is an overthrust fault'
, The mechanics of Appalachian structure. fhirteenth annual report of the
Unitetl States Geological Survey, pp. 2ll-281'

1893'
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the loatl, is transmitted by a competent stratum. lfhe resulting anticline supports the load as an arch, ancl being adequate to that clufy
it may be called a competent structure. From the conclitions of the
case it follows that none other than a competent structure can clevelop
by bending. If the thrust be not powerful enough to raise the load
there will be no uplift; or if the layers be so plastic that they yiekl
to the thrust by swelling, then the principal result of deformation is
change of form other than by simple flexure, ancl it assumes some
phase

of flowing. This is

incompetent structure."

Application of the principles to local structures.
GENEBAL STATXMENT.

From the bistorical account just given it is apparent that uost of the
broad features characteristic of the Valley coal f.elds have been worked
out and now it remains to be seen whether or"not the seemingly abnormal
features of this local district can be explained in a manner which shall
make them accord with the principles just enumerated. Before that is
undertaken, however, it seems desirable to review briefly the previous
structural work that has been d"one and the statements that have been
made regarding the geologic structure of the Yalley coal fields of Montgomery, Pulaski, and Wythe counties.
STRUCTUBA.L WORK PRIOR TO

TEE PRESENT EXAMINATION.

The first geological report dealing with the coal or the structure of
the coal fields of this region was that of 'WiIIiam B. Bogers, publishecl
in 1838 or 1839. As State Geologist he was expectecl to cover all the
territory embraced in what is now Virginia ancl West Yirginia, and
necessarily with such a large region to examine, his work partook largely
of the nature of a rapid reconnaissance. Ele, however, mentions the
various fields described later in this report, but he confined his attention
largely to the coal itself and so has left iittle information on the geologic
structure of this most interesting region. Ilis main contribution was the
correct determination of the relation of the Shenandoah limestone to the
coal bed on the south slope of Brushy and LitUe Walker mountains. In
his report for 1838 ancl also in the joint paper of the Rogers bro-thers,
alreacly referred. to on page 58, he states clea^rly that the coal becl dips
beneath the limestone which he regarded as having been faulted over
the coal (see statement on page 59). This was a yery important generalization, but it seems to have been ignored or forgotten by most of
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those who have been interestetl in this coal fieltl. Rogers mentions the
Price Mountain fieltl, but he makes no attempt to interpret its structure.

The next report with which the writers are familiar is that by J. P.
Iresley,l published in 1862. H.e tlescribed the coal flelds of Montgomery
County, giving one page of cross-sections covering most of the important
geologic structures of the region. Some parts of his interpretations are
very good indeed, but he hacl no conception of overthrust faults, antl so
all of the faults of the region are representecl as being nearly vertical
ancl as cutting the coal beds and other rocks obliquely as they tlescencl
below the surface. The Price Mountain coal fieltl is shown as a wetlgeshaped block of Carboniferous sanclstone ancl shale, of anticlinal structure, lying between larger masses of the Shenaniloah limestone.

The next report of this region, that is available, is that of Professor
William M. X'ontaine,'z publishecl in 18??. This paper deals with all of
the areas of MissiSsippian coal-bearing rocks in the two states of Virginia and west virginia. on account of the large size of the feltl

little cletailed information is given on the structure. The following quotations from Professor X'ontaine's paper, however, show that
he hacl essentially the same ideas regarding the structure of the Montgomery County fielcls as that expressed, by Lesley in 1862, despite the
fact that in the interim between the appearance of I-,esley',s aad x'ontaine's
pape$ safford had clearly stated what is now universally regardetl as
the true theory of the mode of development of Appalachian struetures.
Fontaine's statements are as follows:
covered,

,.The structure of this field which bears the name of Price Mountain,
is one of the most curious products of the force which has pr-otluced the
numerous faults in this region. It is a belt, with an anticiinal structure,
about ? miles long, and}l/z miles wide, running nearly east antl west."
(p. L1?).

"In this portion fthe highest part of Price Mountail]- ile coals are
worked. Here we nna tfre ied marlites fMaccrady shale] forming th9
outer band on each side of the ridge, ancl cut off abruptly north antl
south by the Lower Silurian limesfone, which also sweeps arountl the
The field seems to be a prism of Vespertine
eastern"encl.
." (p. 118).
strata, engulfed by a clouble fault in the limestone.
lCoal formations of southern Virginia: Proc. Am Phil. Soc., vol 9, pp.
30-38, r862.

2Notes on the Vespertine strata of Virginia and West
Sci., 3d ser., vol. 13, pp. 37-48 antl 115-123, 1877.

Virginia: Am. Jour.
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The next contribution to the subject was macle by the senior author 1
in 1894 when he published some of the results of a reconnaissance examination of the Dublin quaclrangle in 1898. The full results of this
work were, on account of the inadequacy of the base map, never published. Although at that time the author hacl comparatively little experience in geologic mapping anil the interpret'ation of complicatecl structures, he hacl hacl the advantage of two years association with C. TV'. Edyes
ancl had assistecl in working out some of the details of the broad overthrust faults which llayes hacl so graphically portrayecl in his paper of
189L, already referreil to.
fn his work along New River the senior author was greatly impressecl
with the apparently anomalous relations of the various formations which
Iie between the ridges of Cambrian quartzite on the southeast and Brushy
Mountain, composecl of coal-bearing rocks of Mississippian age, on the
northwest-relations which involve the exposure of young Paleozoic formations in isolatecl masses, completely surrounclecl by the Shenandoah
Iimestone. The contact and attitude of this limestone on the southeast
side of a mass of younger rocks he readily unclerstoocl, as that is the
constant relation and attitucle of formations along an overthrust fault
of the Appalachian type. At that time faults of this type hacl just been
recognized as the dominant ones in Appalachian structure and the senior
author was thoroughly familiar with some of their vagaries, but he was
not aware that similar relations on the northwest sicle of a mass of
younger rocks coulcl also be explained by the same t5rpe of fault. Its
possibility, however, was considered, but the author could not bring himself to accept such an apparently far-fetchecl explanation, any more than
he could accept the theory of block faulting to account for this apparently anomalous relation, hence he was forcecl to the conclusion that the
anticlines of Mississippian or Devonian rocks merely restecl on the surface

of the

Shenandoah limestones

in

unconformable contac! due

to their

deposition on the limestone after it had been raisecl ancl denuded by
erosion, and this view was publishecl in the paper cited above.
It sekloms happens that after a lapse of 30 years a geologist has an
opportunity to correct the errors of his youth, but such is the present
case and the senior author takes this opportunity to publicly acknowlthe error of his previous explanation ancl, to correct, as far as possible,
the false impression conveyecl by it.

^
Soc.

lPaleozoic overlaps in Montgomery and Pulaski counties, Virginia, Bull.
Geol.
Am., vol.5, pp. l7I-I90, 1894.
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No other tlescription of the geologic structure of this region has
but several geoiogists have been famiiiar with the facts

been pubiishecl,

for a long time ancl have recognized that the correct explanation has not
yet been ofiered. The junior author for a number of years hacl been
carrying on desultory studies of the structure and stratigraphy of the
Price Mountain coal field in connection with his studies as Professor
of Geology at the Virginia Polltechnic Institute at Blacksburg, ancl
he had become convincecl that the fault which surrounds Price Mountain and which separates the coal-bearing rocks from the conformably
overlying Shenandoah limestone is the same as the fault showing similar
geologic relations at the south foot of Brushy Mountain, some 4 miles to
the north, and that the structure of Price Mountain is that of a fenster,
as stated on a previous page. AIso Mr. Heath M. Robinson, one of the
junior author's stuclents, had found and described a similar fenster just
above Peppers Ferry on New River, but Robinson's description and conclusions have not been published.
The object of the present chapter is to bring together all of the
hown related facts that have a bearing on the structure of these fields;
to consider the facts carefully in oriler to determine the manner in which
the faulting took place; to discuss briefly the mechanics involvecl in the
movement; ancl lastfy to point out some of the possible consequences of
such a fault on the position of coal becls, on their geographic distribution,
and the manner in which they can best be exploited, ancl also, in a brief
way, on the influence such faults have had on the deposition of ore in
workable deposits.
TEEORETICAI CONSIDEBATIONS.

One object of this paper is to show that the Pulaski fault throughout
the course mentionecl on pages 43-44 and. ?6-7? is a single broacl overthrust; that the minimum amount of movement on the plane of this
fault as measured from the position of the fault south of Draper Mountain to the foot of Little Walker Mountain is 9 miles; ancl that three
fensters, Price Mountain, East Radford, and Berringer Mountain, previously describecl, are merely parts of the formations underlying this
fault plane that have been exposecl by holes cut by etosion in the overthrust limestone mass.
In orcler to prove the points specified above it wili be necessary frrst
to consicler, as briefly as possible, the mode of formation of overthrust

ET'FXCT OF COMPRXSSIVE STRTSSES ON

ROCKS.
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faults and then see if the development of a fauit of this character coukl
u,'der certain conditions have led to the production of such features as
the fensters.
Ail geoiogists are agreed that Appalachian structure is the result of
compressive forces acting horizontally toward. one another from opposite
sides of a given region or that the force has acted from one sicte only
and movement towarcl the other side has been resistecr by a great mass of
horizontal rocks that have servecl as a buttress. rt is at once manifest
that the resultant stiucture will depend rargely upon the composition of
the material ancl upon the way such material behaves uncler strons com-

pressive stresses.

We shall assume, therefore, that the blocks A and B, Fig. 10, represent
two conditions of the earth's crust: A, where it is composed of heterogeneous rocks, or rocks so deformed ancl intimately folited that under
pressure they behave practically the same as homogeneous rocks (see
Pl. xr B) ; and B, where the rocks are flat-rying ancl very resistant to
compressive stresses acting in a horizontal direction. rf these blocks are
held firmly in position by boxes having rigicl bases, side wans, and. end.s
on the lef! and pressure is applied at o and b on the righ! the blocks,
because of the rigid walls of the boxes, can not find reliei by moyement
either downwarcl or to the leftl consequenily, the only direction in which
relief can be obtained is upward. on account of this direction of relief
the forces representecl by the arrows may be considered as madle up of a
horizontal component c e and, f 'h, and, a vertical component e d, and h g.
The result of the resolution of the forces into these two components is a
tendency to move along the diagonals c d, and g. The results of such
f
a change in the direction of the thrusts will depend largely upon the
eharacter ancl arrangement of the materials composing blocks A ancl B.
rn block A, composecl of homogeneous or intimately foided non-resistant
rocks, the tendency of a strong force appliecl at the point a will be to
shear the block along the line c d,, b.ur in block B, composecl of very
resistant rocks in a horizontal position, the force g would rarely, if
I
ever, result in shearing, because it is applied to the rocks in aimost the

Fig. l0-Diagram showing efiect of stresges on
petent strata.

(A)

ineompetent and

iB;

com-
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rlirection of their greatest strengt\ ancl consequently, if the pressure is
intense enoug\ they will be deformecl in some other way rather than be
shearecl at a low angle to their bedcling planes.
If horizontal stresses tlevelop ia the crust of the earth similar results
may be expected. If the rocks are practicaliy homogeneous a horizontal
thrust may result in slicing directly through the ,rock mass ancl in the
thrusting of the block thus cut off far out of its normal position, but if
the rocks are flat-Iying, homogeneous, and fairly resistant, then slicing will
not take place and the results of the thrust will be manifest in other lorms
of clistortion or clisplacement.
overthrust faults produced directly without the intervention of rock
folds have been described in the Scottish Highlands ancl it is probable
that some of the faults of the BIue Ridge anrl the Piedmont provinces of
the Unitect States may have been formecl in a similar manner. This
methorl of the production of overthrust faults does not howevet, seen
to apply to the VaIIey coal fielcls of*Virginia because: (1) the rocks involved in the faulting are not homogeneous, anal (2) there are abuntlant
eviclences of the formation of foltls in conjunction with or but little
preceding the formation of the overthrust faults. Because of the apparent inapplicability ol this method of fault production, it seems desirable to test other methocls to see if they have not a more direct bearing on the case in hand.
If the biock to be experimented with is composed. of horizontal layers
of hard a.nd soft materials as shown in A, Fig. 11, then the efiect of compression will be to cause the layers to bow upward as shown in block B.
In this upwarrl bowing, however, the thrust will not be transmittetl to
the same extent by all iayers composing the block, for some layers, being
hard and resistant, are capable of transmitting the thrust antl of supporting themselves as well as a loacl of superincumbent strata, whereas
other beds are incapable of transmitting a thrust, but are cleformetl by
it ancl the materials composing such beds flow untler pressule into every
available space. The rocks representecl in the block in Fig. 11 simulate
'the
strata involvetl in the folds of the Valley coal fields, for the formations

Fig. ll.-Diagram showing the development of an anticline in a compentent rtratum
under intense horizontal pressure.
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are heterogeneous in character, some soft and yielding ancl some harcl antl

resistant. The harder and thicker formations are generally competent
to transmit a thrust without bendinq ancl therefore are senerallv called
dtcompetent formations"
or ttcompet"ent strata,, ancl the soft members,
"incompetent strata."
ff a horizontal thrust

is applied to the block A at the point a the
in Fig. 11 to the line c d anil
this upward thrust wiii tend to tift the competent stratum a b into an
arc\ the incompetent strata below flowing into the space proclucetl by
the upwarcl bowing of the competent stratum. As a consequence of the
upward deflection of the horizontal thrust, the arch formed. of the
competent stratum o b is generally developeil as an unsymmetrical fold
with the longer limb on the sicle from which the force acts. As the timb
r is nearly in the line of the deflected force it is manifest that further
application of the force at the point a in block B will result in the movement of the nearly straight limb o in the direction of the beclcling accentuating the lack of symmetry of the folcl anrl causing the limb g lo be
rotated more and more to ihe left. At some point in this rotation the
thrust will act at right angles to the limb y ancl at that point the rocls
will probabiy break ancl a fault will be the result. If the thrust continues the limb c will override the limb u and. an overthrust fault is
horizontal force

will

be deflected as shown

n*H"tfr"

conditions assumed in this th*rrticut case are fairiy comwith the conditions found in the Yalley coal f.elds, it seems
reasonable to suppose that similar results were procluced when the rocks
of this region were folclecl as they'must have been in the geologic past.
Let us'assume, therefore, that section A in Fig. 12 represents the
rocks as they were originally iaid down in the Valley coal fields. As
they were in gengral deposited in the sea it is safe to conclude that they were
approximately horizonta! ancl so they are representecl in section A. W-e
will then suppose that these rocks are subject to a strong thrust from the
right (southeast) at b and that this thrust afiects the various layers of
parable

rock clifferentlS depending upon their competency to transmit the thrust.
The layer a b may be assumed to represent the Shenandoah limestone,
the most nearly competent formation that is involvetl in the fokls of this
region. The thrust (represented by the arrow) directecl against the
shenancloah limestone (layer a b) wili cause this competent stratum to
rise in an arch ancl the magnitucle of this arch will clepencl upon the competency of the etratum.

Fig. 12.--4lock diagrams showing the progressive development of folcls and shingleblocks

in competent and incompetent etrata.

FOBMATION OF
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I'OLD.
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Some may question the statement made above that compressive stresses
wili aiways tend to cause competent strata to bulge upward ancl form an

arch. Some geologists have argued that the phenomenon of overthrust
faults in the Appalachian region could as readily be explained by underthrusting from the northwest as by overthrusting from the southeast.
underthrusting would involve clown-folding as the initial movement and
this the authors are unwilling to admit ever occurs, except possibly on a
very small scale where a void is produced by the rising of some competent stratum. When strong tangential pressure is applied to rocks, the
tendency is for them to move along the line of least resistance, which
certainly is not clownward, for in that direction the rocks are under much
stronger gravitational pressure than are those nearer to or at the surface.
Underthrusting, as the authors understand that term, could not possibly
happen, because it would mean movement not in the direction of least
resistance, but in the direction of greater difficulties and this will not
happen, for the laws of mechanics are inexorable. The only place where
such a movement might take place is in the readjustment of a non-competent stratum under an arch formed by a competent stratum. In such a
place the rocks would be to a large extent relieved from pressure and they
would be free to move in whatever direction involved the least resistance.
but such movements would be small and of little consequence beside ihe
great movements of arching andl overthrusting.
We shall then proceed upon the proposition that the eompetent strata
will always move upward uncler strong tangential pressure. If the competent stratum a b is very resistant then the arch will be wide and it will
rise to a similar heigh! but if the layer is not so resistant, the arch will
be narrower and the height will be less. We shall assume, therefore, that
the thrust is able to raise the layer u b in an arch whose original wiclth
is o b (Sect. B). As the arc}r r c b rises, its weight will more anil more rest
upon the points o ancl b ancl consequently these points will not rise no
matter how great the pressure may be.
Most of the force exerted at b is consumecl in raising the arch r c b,
but some of it is transmitted to the resistant layer to the ieft of the
point z. Not only is the thrust transmitted through the competent layer
a b to the left of the point o, but it is also transmittect through the incompetent layer below a b, for notwithstanding the tact tlnat this layer
when free to move is totally incompetent to transmit the thrust, when
confi"ned, as it is uncler the stratum a b it aets as a rigid body antl
transmits some of the thrust to the left of the point r. As all of these
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forces are cleflected upward. there is a constant pressure upward on the
layer a b throughout the entire block but at the point r this is more than
counteracteil by the weight of the strata bearing on this point. As the
arch r c b grows in height, the block is shortened ancl more ancl more of
the force transmitted. through the incompetent rocks below the layer a b
ancl so there is constantly a growing tendency to form another arch to

the left of the one originally produced.
This point has been neglected by those who have attempted to explain
the mechanics of Appalachian structure. They have founcl it easy to
aceount for the formation of one foltl, but they have ofierecl no rational
explanation of how other and parallel folds were protlucetl. In the
laboratory experiments which have been cariecl on from time to time to
tluplicate Appalachian structure, efforts have been matle to proiluce more
than one fo1d, but in all cases known to the writers the effort has been
unsuccessful. Increasecl pressure has pilecl up the initial fold to a great
height, but it has not led to the formation of. even a second fold, not
to mention the many parallel folds that characterize certain parts of the Appalachian region. The reason for this failure, as seen by the writers, is that
all models rest upon a rigid base which is not in any way connectecl with
the model and does not transmit any of the thrust. In nature there is
no such rigid base; the competent rocks involved in the folding rest upon
a great mass of incompetent rocks which nevertheless clo transmit much
of the thrust, because they are confined. and are compellecl to transmit
that portion of the thrust which is not consumetl in their intimate deformation ancl recrystallization. No theory concerning the formation of
Appalachian structure is correct unless it will account for the formation of more than one longitudinal fold, either contemporaneously or
in a later epoch of fotding. The writers have considered the possibility
of the formation of succeeding folds at a later date than the initial folcl,
but they must confess that they are unable to account for their formation in that manner. They have assumed, therefore, that the parailel
folds at least of a single group were procluced practically at the same
time.

resuming the consideration of 'the stresses that act in block B,
X'ig. 12, it will be seen from the diagram that most of the force is
exertecl in the formation of the initial folcl c, as represented by the arrow

In

stresses which are transmittetl to the left
through the incompetent materiai underlying the eompetent layer o b
and that these stresses act in an upward direction but tlistinctly in-

iI, buI that there are other
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clined toward the left. These are represented by the arrows e and
f.
As a large part of the weight of the rising fold a c b is borne by the
competent layer at the point r, the friction of the competent laver upon
the underlying incompetent material tends to transmit iiru ttlroj , t*m
the incompetent to the competent layer ancr consequently this force acts
at the point c in much the same fashion that the original thrust actetl
at the point b, with the result that there is a tendency to the left of the
point r to form another fold which, as it is supported by the same competent stratum, ab wirr be of.the same proportions as the folcl c. The result
of this tendency to lift the competent stratum to the left of the point o
is, on the further application of the force, the production of the fokl g
which in form will be similar to the fold c, except that it will probably
be lower in altitude.
As a consequence of the greater and greater development of the foids
c and g, more and more of the weight of the fold comes upon the points
o ancl y and as a result more and more of the original thrust is trans.
mitted to the unfolded. portion of the competent stratum and this results
in the formation of a new fold. h (sect. c) to the ieft. rf the folds c and, g
are tleveloped to such an extent that they break ancl produce an overthrust
fault, it might be supposed that the mere matter of breaking wouirl
relieve the pressure to such an extent that litfle, if any of the thrust
would be transmitted to the unfolded rocks on the reft, such is not
necessarily the case, for with the increased thickening of the material
above the competent stratum comes a qreat increase in the friction on
the rocks beneath and this increase in fr;ction is a very material help in
transmitting the thrust into the unfolded rocksl also, as the fauiting
does not relieve the incompetent mass below the stratum o b the stress
which at the surface results in great overthrust faults will, at a clept\ be
transmitted beyoncl the fold g and will be rargery instrumental in producing
the fold h. rt seems quite probable, however, that in certain cases where
the strata involved. include a becl of great competency, the entire thrust
may be taken up in the development of a single forcl and the overturned
fault which is the result o{ its breakine.
rn section D the thrust has proceedecr to such an extent that three
foltls, a, g, and. h, have been produced, all of the sa^me general pattern,
but the one at the right which received the most direct thrust is the
largest and the others clecrease in magnitude gradually to the left. Each
fold is unsymmetrical in cross section ancl shouicl the pressure be continued. in the same direction woulcr be riabre to break on the steeper side
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where the thrust operates at right angles to the becltling of the strata.
In section E breaks mm and. o[t are representecl as having occurrecl in the
two folils c and g, but the fold h has not yet reached the breaking point.
In the lolds c and g, the rocks have not only broken but the right-hantl
limb of the fold c has been thrust over ancl upon thq right-hancl limb
of the folcl g ancl this in turn has been thrust upon the folcl la. In the
process of breaking and overritling the left limb of each folcl has practically disappeared, having been stretched, crushed, ancl shearecl ofr so
that the remaining portion is scareely recognizable. In places in the
Appaiachians the senior author has-observecl broken ancl d.isorclerecl blocks
of formations on an overthrugt fault plane anil he is thoroughly satisfiecl
that these blocks are fragments of the overturnecl and crushed limb of
the underlying syncline. Usually, however, the limb is so baclly crushetl
as to be unrecognizable. In this form the folds lose their character as
folds and become merely a series of blocks with curved" ends which are
so disposecl that the one on the right or on the southeast in the fieltl is
thrust upon the next one to the northwes! and in this form they are
what on a previous page were denominated "shingle-blocks," The typical
lotm of such blocks is shown in X'ig. 2.
. ManifesUy the case shown in Fig. 12 is the simplest that can be
imagined, but in nature it is unlikely that such simple cases have occurrecl
in many places or in many epochs of the past. It is probably impossible
for any geologist to grasp all of the variable factors that may enter into

such a problem ancl materially afiect the geologic structure producetl,
but it is comparatively easy to visualize a few of the contlitions that apparently have had an effect on past crustal movements.
The condition that has probably hatl the greatest effec! because it is
more likely to have been present in all cases of folcling of the rock form,ations, is that of variability in composition of the individual members ancl
the consequent variability in the competency of those formations in trans-

mitting a thrust. It is seemingly impossible to evaluate this conclition
and make due allowance for its effect, u:rless the change in the character
of a given formation is so great as to change completely the competency
of the mass of sedimentary rocks involved in the movement.
Another condition that appears to have been present in several parts
of the Appalachian region cluring the time when foicling was in progress,
is the presence in certain areas of masses of rock that seem to have been
stationary antl immovable,-buttresses against which the rock foltls have
been crushed and obliteratecl as completely as waves of the ocean crash
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a rocky shore ancl are clestroyed by the impact. trfhy these
of rocks shoulcl have been thus immovable is one of the problems
that at the present time is seemingly unsolvable.
other complications, though the authors finct difficulty in evaluating
them, doubtless occur when periods of great stress are separated by long
periods of quiescence. Reeent studies in regions frequently subjecteil
to
earthquakes have shown that in such regions the crust of the earth is
uncler stress all the time. These stresses generally accumulate in zones
of weakness until they reach the elastic rimit of the rocks and then a
break and a slip occur. The movement tends to relieve the pressure for
a time, but eventually it accumulates again until it finds rehef by another
break in the same or a clifierent place.
During the periocl of fokling in the Appalachians it is probable that
against
masses

the d.eformation which we see to-day was accomplished

in much the

same

manner, by a series of impulses rather than by one grear moyement. rf this
theory is co*ect, then it is safe to assume that shlngle-bloeks such as are
represented. in section E, Fig. 1P or x'ig. 2, may have after a long periocl
been subjected to a seconcl compression, and in this second perioil they
may have behaved very difierenily from what they dirt in the epoch of
original compression and de-formation. rf such an epoch of movement
occurs after a broad overthrust has occurrecl, the plane of the fault will
doubtless be folded, the magnitude of the folds depending upon the intensity of the pressure applied in the seconcl epoch, uoa tt u resulting
structures will be similar to the fensters described on New River. At
present this ca,' be presented merely as a suggestion, but if the suggestion

is true, and the authors are fully convinced, that all of the folding anil
faulting of the rocks of the Appalachian region did not take place in one
epoch, but has been repeated, possibly many times, m&X be responsible
for many of the hitherto unexplained complications in the geologic structure.

rn

certain

it

seems probabte that the thrust from the southeast
epoch has, on account of some conclition not now under-

cases,

in a certain given

stood, resulted in the production of one gigantic anticling strongly resembling some that Bailey wilis 1 producetr experimentalry in 1g98.
when such a fold broke, the resulting fault was extensive, for in reality all

of the pressure which, in other localities was distributed in the production
of several folds and their resuiting overthrusts faults, was concentratecl in

-;op.

"tt.
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one fold and one fault of extraorclinary great magnitucle- Sueh, the
authors believe to have been the origin of broail overthrust faults, such
as were describecl by Hayes 1 and also such as the Pulaski fault herein
describeal. The production of normal faults, or faults tlue alone to tension,
in a region that in general has been subjected only to compressive stresses,
is one of the seeming anomalies of this region. The formation of normal
faults under such conditions is not remarkable, however, when one considers the stresses that are ploduced by the thrusting of a great mass of
rock thousands of feet thick over other rocks of different composition and
competency. As the overthrust mass is more or less competent it probably
cloes not lest upon all parts of the overriclclen mass antl consequently those
parts are subject to very sevele tolsional stlesses resulting from the clrag
of the overthrust mass. In this marner were probabty producerl most if
not all of the normal faults described in this paper.
Another source of complications in broad overthrust faults is the possibility, if not probability, that the faulting did not occur while the formations were still on the bottom of the sea, nor immecliately after they were
upraised into ilry lanfl, but that it oecurred very much later, after erosion
had had an opportunity to remoye the rocks irregularly after they had
been converted into clry land, or possibly after they had been seriously
disturbed in a previous epoch of deformation. Geologists are much tlivitlecl in their opinions on the question of possible erosion before faulting,
some holding that all the cleformation in the Appalachian region occurled
-in one great conyulsion, while others are of the opinion that the Appalachian .,revo1ution" was a long-clrawn-out affair ancl that it probably
consistecl of a number of epochs of fokling ancl faultinS separated by

long epochs of

erosion.
PULASKI FAULT.

Ertent of the fault.-The full extent of the Pulaski fault has not been
determined. It has been traced continuously from Pulaski southwestward to the vicinity of Timberriclge, a smail village 6 miles southwest of
Greenville, Tennessee (see fig. 13), where it apparently- dies out in an
anticline of Knox dolomite which plunges in a southwesterly clirection
uncler a similar structure in the Athens shale. In the opposite direction
the fault has been traced from Pulaski to a point about 5 miles northwest
of FincasUe, Yirginia. It extends still farther towarcl. the northeast, but
the evidence available at the present time inclicates that its termination
1Op. cit.

'
will
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in the vicinity of Eagle Rock. x'ig. 18
of the Pulaski fault, as it is known at the present time.
The southwestern termination appears to be well established, but the
northeastern extremity has not been positively determined and it is possible that the fault may continue beyoncl the iimit shown in Fig. 1-3.
The Pulaski fault, as ouuined in x'ig. 18, is about p00 miles in length.
As far as length is concerned it can not be regarded as one of the great
faults of the Appalachian region, but, as cretermined by the amount of
known and measurable overthrust, it is one of the largest that has been described. There is a general impression among geologists that broad overthrust movement is directly connectecr with great longitudinal exten! but
be found near James River

shows the extent

such is not necessariiy the case; in fact the general rule seems to be that the
stresses which accumulated in the region to the southeast of the Appalch-

ian Yalley were relievecl in one place by great movement on a certain
fault and in another place by equaily great movement on another fault
or a distribution of tne movement among several faults, no one of which
is great enough to be out of the ordinary class. The relation of one of
these broad overthrusts to another and their general distribution
throughout a large regron is shown diagrammaticaily in Fig. 14, the net result
being that the northwestward. movement in clitrereni parts of the region
has_been practicaliy the same though distributed throughout

a number of
faults of varying amount of overthrust. x'rom the staiements just made
and from the cliagram (fig. 14), it must not be inferred that faurts are
equally abundant in all parts of the Appalachian region, for it
is a wenknown fact that such is oot the case. rn the ,o.Jh.* part faults
are
the rule and open folcls are the exception, but in the centrar ancr northeln
part of the province, open folds are the rule and fauits are the
exception.
But no matter whether faurts are few in number or relativery rare the
northwestwarcl movement is {airly evenly distributed among
them.
Tn a general way the faults of the Appalachian
valJy province are
rudely parallel, but the pulaski fault proves to be a decided eiception,
for
in places it departs widery from the generar trend of the geologic structures characteristic of that part of the province. x'ig. 1s Jows
the
Pulaski fault with relation to certain other faults which are
associated
with it or which come ciose to or in contact with it in some part
of its
course. The course of the pulaski faurt, from its southwestern
extremity to
the vicinity of Abingdon, virginia, conforms stricily to the general
structural features of that region, though it shows no harmony- nor relation
to the Blancl fault which near the state rine veers off to the west
in its
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into Tenaessee. The cause of this great tlivergence of the two
faults is that in Tennessee they lie on opposite siiles of a great syncline
which apparently was thrust bodily to the northwest and the original
relationship of the two faults on opposite sides of the trough is presewecl
despite the cleformation that has taken place in the surrountling rocks.l

course
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X'ig. 14.-En echelon arrangement of the overthrust faults.

Northwest of Abingdon the Pulaski fault trentls to the right, away
from the Bland fault and in doing so it crosses at a low angle all of the
formations making up the Walker Mou:rtain shingle-block. Because of
this transgression of the overthrust .mass, W'alker Mountain makes its
first appearance as a low ridge (Chestnut Ridge) nearly due west to
Glade Spring. X'rom tlis small beginning, the mountain increases in
magnitude eastward until, on the boundary between TV'ashington ancl
Smyih counties it attains the prominence that it holds generally in the
Valley coal fields. Just north of Chilhowie, Brushy Mountain makes its
appearance in a similar manrler to the south of Walker Mountain.
X'rom this place eastward to the eastern boundary of Montgomery
County the course of the Pulaski fault is most irregular, crossing a
number of anticlines anrl synclines, as has been described on previous
pages of this report. At the boundary of Montgomery County notetl
above the Puiaski fault occupies its normai position at the southern foot
of Brushy Mountain, but east of the crossing of this line the Pulaski
fault bencls slightly to the south away from Brushy Mountain which here
'Detailed maps,of these structures may be found in the Bristol (No.59),
Estillville (No. I2), Greenville (No. 118), and the Morristown (No, 17) foliog of

the Unitecl States Geological Survey.
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turns slightly in tbe opposite direction. At the point where these two
structural lines diverge a subordinate fault appea s seerningly from beneath the overthrust limestone mass. This fault passes through Millers
Cove and because of this fact it is here namecl the Millers fault. It extends down the valley of Craig Creek and bounds on the northwest a
syncline, which because of its broken condition suggests that the entire
syncline lying between MiIIers fault on the north anrl the Pulaski fault
on the south-here calied the Craig Creek syncline-has been shovecl
towards the northwest against the Sinking Creek anticline.
The Pulaski fault as shown in Tig. 2g, extends eastwarcl from the
junction of MiIIers fault, cutting close to the south base of Cove Mountain anrl badly crushing the Clinch sanclstone on the south limb of this
syncline between Cove Mountain and McAfee Gap. X'rom McAfee Gap
to Stone Coal Gap the southeast limb of the syncline is concealed and the
Shenandoah limestone rests upon the Price formation in the middle of
the syncline. Northeast of Stone Coal Gap the Clinch sanclstone in the
upturned iimb of the syncline is preServecl in Caldwell Mountain, and
consequently the Pulaski fault lies somewhere south of this ridge. At
North Fork gap, 5 miles northwest of Fincastle, the fault leaves the foot
of the mountain ancl turns slightly to the east where it is lost in the flat
floor of the broad valley. It has not been traced farther to the northeast.
but it may be expected to terminate in a great overturned anticline on
Jarnes River. This structure is an irregula,r anticline of large dimensions
overturned to the northwest ancl pitching to the northeast. On the far
side of the river it is about 6 miles wide. Mays Mountain is an erosion
remnant of its southeast limb and Rat llole Mountain, of its northwest
limb. In the latter mountain the Clinch and associatetl sandstones, overturned to the northwest, are duplicated by faulting which occurrecl before
the formation of the g:reat anticline. Ten miles to the northeast there is
relatively little folding ancl faulting. James River in the vicinity of Eagle
Rock is, therefore, the dividing line between a region of little overthrusting on the northeast and a region of much overthrusting on the southwest.
In view of these conditions the Pulaski fault may be expected to terminate
in this region.
Structural relat'i,ons in the local, f,al,d,s.---By the enumeration of faults
along the contact of the Shenancloah limestone and the oyerrialen mass
of younger formations and the lack of enumeration of similar faults
within the mass of the limestone, the writers do not for a moment wish

FOLDING AFTER FAULTING.
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to be understood as maintaining that the overthrust mass of the Shenandoah limestone, throughout the Yaliey coal fields here consiilered, is
a unit without a break of any kind. For a mass of rock, such as this
must originally have been, thrust many miles out of its normal position,
must necessarily have suffered much and it would not be surprising to
frnd it cut by rumerous thrust ancl normal faults by which it adjusted
itself to the clifferent conditions that it encountered in difierent stages of
its journey. In acldition to the vidissitudes of such a broacl thrust
there is ample evidence, as will be shown later, that since the overthrust
mass reached its present position, it has again been subjectetl to compression which wrinkied it and in places may have faulted it in a small
way.

In spite, however, of the possible occurrence of faults i:r the overthrust limestone, the writers believe that they are fully justified in considering the limestone surrounding the projecting point of the uplancl
between Pulaski and Wytheville as a unit and that it reachecl its present
position by the same overthrust movement that affected the rocks from
Greensville, Tennessee, to James River, Virginia. Two possible explanations may be offcrecl for the cond.itions in and surrouncling the area
referrecl to above: (1) that the overthrust mass of limestone originally
covered the entire area ancl that because of later uplift, corrugations by
folcling, and then erosion, the overthrust mass has been largely removecll or
(2) that Draper, Cove, ancl Tract mountain anticlines were formecl prior
to the overthrust ancl the limestone never extencled much farther over
them than it does to-day.
Both explanations suggested in the preceding paragraph present problems that are difficult, if not impossible, to solve at the present time, so
it may be that the true explanation should combine the two, applying one
explanation to certain parts of the area and the other explanation to
other parts of the area. For instance, the Cove anticline ancl the Crockett
fault seemingly must have been developed prior to the overthrust of the
Pulaski fault for it is impossible to conceive of such a fold and fault as
having originated and developed under thousancls of feet of roc\ as
they must have clone if the Shenandoah limestone was originally thrust
as far to the northwest as LitUe Walker Mountain. Another point in
favor of the seconrl explanation is that the Max Meaclows syncline, which
is bounrled on the norih by the -Crockett anticline ancl on the south
partly by the Draper anticline, has its south limb, as marked. by the
Clinch sandstone, completely obliterated by the Pulaski lault from Queens
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Knob on the west to Max Meadows on the east and that this same rim
is bacliy overturned ancl shattererl from Max Meadows to the hook in the
west encl of Draper Mountain north of Graham X'orge. As this sanilstone rim is either overturned or crushecl out of existence by the Pulaski
fault, the syncline must have beel developerl in about its present form.
before faulting took place. It is evident, therefore, that the Shenancloah
limestone overrode this syncline'to a certain extent, for it crushecl and
obliteratetl its south limb, ancl left such a mass of limestone across the
axis of the syncline that, even to-day, after having been exposerl to
erosion for untold millions of years, there is, as shown on Pl. 1, a tongue
of limestone lying unconformably across the axis of the basin from Max
Meadows to Gunton Park, a distance of 5 miies.
One can not but woncler how thick some of these overthrusr masses
of limestone really are. This can be toicl only by clriiling, and unfortunately very little drilling has been done in this region. It seems quite
probable that the tongue of limestone extending from Max Meaclows to
Gunton Park is not very thic\ because it has all the appearance of being
only a small remnant of a much larger mass. Several years ago the
village of Max Meadows entleavorecl to obtain a water-supply by clrilling
wells on Miller Creek. X'ive or six wells were drilled within the corporation limits, testing the territory from the mouth of the creek northward
to the edge of the limestone. In each well, accorcling to report, the base
of the limestone was reachecl at a depth of about 30 feet and sanrlstone
and shale were encountered which are supposed to belong to the formation below the fault. If this report is correct the overthrust mass of
limestone is surprisingly thin and in the normal course of events may be
cut through by Miller Creek in the course of a few thousancl years. On
the other hand, it is possible that the sanclstone anrl shale which were
found to underlie the limestone in each well are really members of the
Iimestone mass and do not belong -to the unclerlying Devonian system,
UnfortunatelS the material brought up by the rlrill was not examined by
a competent geoiogist ancl as a consequence the recorals of the wells can
be taken only as probably correct but lacking complete verification.
From the structural relations on the south side of the basin the conclusion is obvious that the Max Mead.ows syncline and the Crockett anticline were formed prior to the Pulaski overthrust fault but it is possible
that when the Pulaski fault occurred the submergecl folds may not have
attained the magnituile that they have to-clay ancl that a subsequent
thrust increasecl their proportions.

TEE OVEBTHRUST MASS MOVED
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, East of the Locust Hill iron mine the problem of accounting for the
different masses of overthrust limestone is much more complicatecl as
the evidence of the overridd.en foltls is much less conclusive than it is
farther west, antl the presence of iarge bodies of Shenancloah limestone
behind, or on the northwest side of, ridges ranging from ?00 to 11400
feet high seems to cri,ll for extensive movement subsequent to the great
fault, as it is inconceivable that a mass of rocks several thousand feet in
thickness could have been thrust up over ridges anil depositecl in valleys
behind them.
If we assume, as it seems reasonable to do, that the limestone was
thrust in a direction at right augles to the general trend of the geologic
structure of the region, then the movement must have been approximately along a line that trends N. 22' W. On this assumption the limestone
on Beaverclam Creek, northeast of Max Meadows must have come over
Ilamilton Knob, that stands nearly 1,000 feet above Beaverdam Creek,
and the limestone at Pulaski must have come oyer Peak Creek Knob,
nearly 1,400 feet higher than the surface of the-limestone is to-day within
the corporation limits. An even more striking case is that of the limestone in Tract Fork valley, below the old Altoona coal mine. If this
limestone reached its present position by being thrust in a direct line, it
must have passed over Peak Creek Knob at a height of 1,p00 feet, ancl over
Tract Mountain at a height of 600 feet above the floor upon which the
limestone rests to-clay in the Tract Fork valley.
The question might arise as to whether or not the writers are justifietl
assuming that the overthrust mass movecl in straight lines at right
angles to the general structural lines of the region. This objection has
been carefully considered with the result that any other supposition seems
untenable. If the overthrust mass behaved as a viscous fluid, then it
might be reasonable to assume that under its own pressure the mass
would tend to flow laterally and fill spaces that otherwise woukl be voids,
but in the very act of overthrristing, the material was relievecl from every

in

confining condition, except the pressure of gravitation and the urge from
the rear and it is inconceivable that a combination of these two forces
alone would be sufficient to cause the rock mass to behave as it would were
it cleeply buried beneath the surface of the earth in the ..zone of flowage.r,
rt is also equaliy clifficult to imagine a mass of rocks thousancls of feet in
thick'''ess rising 1,000 feet over a narrow serrate ridge and then clescencling
a

like clistance into a valley.
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The conditions a.nil movements which resulted in the engulfing of the
thin band of Shenandoah limestone in the Devonian sandstones and shales
just north of Draper Mountain are difficult to conceive and the writers
are free to confess that any explanation they may put forwartl is offeretl
only as a suggestion, but with the hope that some other geologist may be
able to suggest something very much better. The only explanation that
the writers can offer is that after the great overthrust ancl before the rocks
between Pulaski and Max Meadows had been foldetl as extensively as
they are to-day, a narrow tongue of this limestone, in many respects
probably resembling the limestone tongue extentling from Max Meadows
to Gunton Park, lay in a slight valley along the present course of the
outcrop. If then we suppose that another epoch of folding ensued, it is
conceivable that this tongue of limestone might have been so crushed by
the shales ancl sanclstones on its two sides that it was tilted on edge and
really engulfed by the Devonian rocksr-in other worcls the softer rocks
of the Devonian simply flowed about and almost concealecl the resistant
limestone mass.

After weighing all of the available eviclence the writers have come to
conclusion that although the structures in the highlancls
between Pulaski and Wytheville were inaugurated before the faulting
occurred, they were not developed, at least in their more eastern portions,
to the extent that they are to-clay, anrl that moyement since that epoch of
faulting has accentuated the structures begun in the previous epoch. The
Draper Mountain anticline appears to have been largely, if not wholly,
formed, a{ter the overthrust occurred. This hypothesis may seem to be
somewhat strained in its application to the facts here presented, but it is
a noticeable fact that on the Wytheville sitle of the highland the structure of the limestone cloes not show any agreement with the underlying
structures, whereas on the Pulaski side this general agreement is one of
the most striking features. The agreement in clips in the reentrant
angles on the east side is the strongest reason for assuming subsequent

a tentative

movement here.

If it is granterl that the writers are correct in their iclea that the
overthrust mass of limestone once covered a large part of the highlancl
west of Pulaski, then it is easy to see the similarity of the conclitions that
then existed in that region and the present contlitions of the fensters on
ancl near New River. It is easily conceivable that at some epoch in the
ilim and distant past Draper Mountain was surroundecl by the overthrust
mass of limestone and was a true

fenster. At that time it miEht have

DBAPER MOUNTAIN ONCE
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to prove that the fault which must have surrounded the
mountain and was responsible for the fenster was one and the same as
the Pulaski fault, as it was then shown at the foot of Litile walker
Mountain, but to a geologist the condition would have been essentially
the same as those which prevaii in the Price Mountain coal field at the
present time. rn other words, the faults surrouncling the fensters on
New River, while disconnected now, undoubtedly wilr not remain so indefinitely in the future, for as erosion progresses and the surface of the
country is lowered, all of these faults will cloubtless be connected and at
such a time they wiII also without much d.oubt be found to be connecteil
with the Pulaski fault along the southeast foot of Brushy Mountain.
with this interpretation in miird, the origin of the price Mountain
fenster is relatively plain. originally the surface rock in this field was
the Maccrady shale and this was overriclclen by the shenandoah limestone at the time of the Pulaski thrust. rn a subsequent epoch of moyement an elongate dome was produced in the basement rocks ancl as the
dome rose it carried with it the shenandoah rimestone ancl any other
rocks that may have formed a part of the overthrust mass. The upward
bulge in the basement rocks,-Price formation ancr Maccrady shale- produced a similar bulge in the overthrust mass and consequently there are'
accordant dips in boih the basement rocks ancl in the overthrust limestone. After the deformation took place the region has been subjected,
for almost untold ages, to. erosion which has succeecrecr in removing the
overthrust limestone from the dome, but .still leaving it as an encircling
rim to the fenster. Erosion has also removed the Maccracly shale from
the higher parts of the dome and cut clown nearry to the base of the
Price formation, exposing the Merrimac coar bed as a dark band. eacircling the dome. The fault surrouncling the price Mountain coal fiekl
should therefore be called the Pulaski fault, because, without doub! if it
could be followeil to the north beneath the surface, the observer woulcl
been difficult

find that it makes clirect connection with the pulaski fault at the southeast foot of Brushy Mountain.
A similar line of argument may be followecl in the case of the East
Badford fenster, except that here the basement rocks are largely Devonian with only the rngles conglomerate above them to represent the
carboniferous bystem. Another difierence is in the more faulted character of the west end of the East Radford fenster as comparecl with the
Price Mountain fenster, but the presence of this fault in no way militates
against the theory that it has hacl a history similar to that o.[ the price

*
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Mountain fenster just described. The similarity at the east end of the
East Radford fenster is particular$ striking as the structure of the
Devono-Carboniferous rocks are broadly anticlinal with the limestone apparently resting on the Ingles conglomerate all around the periphery of
the east end of the dome. It is true that the limestone is not exposecl
here but its presence, as indicated by chert is beyond question ancl it seems
safe to conclude that the dips, if they could be measurecl, woultl be foultl
to be in general accorclant. The side-hiil cuts of the Norfolk and Western
Railway on the east side of New River show an excellent cross-section
of this fenster. Ilere the limestone on both sides of the anticline clearly
dips away from the axis of the fold and is unrlerlain by Devonian shale
which has a very similar clip. The exposure on the north side of the
dome is shown on PI. IX B.
The syncline lying between the East Radforrl fenster on the south
and the Price Mountain fenster on the north is very cleep and the fault
plane, as indicated by the thichess of dipping beds of limestone on New
River, is 1,800 to 2,000 feet below .the general uplancl surface' It is
probable that farther east in the vicinif,y of Yickers it is not so cleep,
but this conclusion is not based. on definite eviclence, but a geueral impression that, owing to the close proximity of the fensters in this region
it would hardly be possible for the fault plane to be so badly cleformetl.
The authors are firmly of the opinion that the main fault surrouncling the East Radford fenster is the same as the fault surrouncling the
Price Mountain fenster, and that it should be called the Pulaski fault.
The internal structure of the Berringer Mountain fenster is as simple
as that of the Price Mountain fenster, but the surrounding geologic conditions are so complicated. that it is difficult if not impossible without
detailed work in the limestone area, to unravel its geologic history. The
structure of the Devonian ancl Carboniferous rocks lorming the core of
the lenster is that of a very elongate dome with the Ingles conglomerate
probably originally capping the entire mass.

of formati,on of the faut't.-With an ad'equate picture of the
fault
before tbe reacler, it is now pertinent to consider the mode
Pulaski
of origin of this fault: is it an ordinary overthrust fault that has deMod'e

velopetl from an overturnecl fold or has it been cleveloped by the slieing of
homogeneous rocks ? Many geologists regarcl broatl overthrusts of this
character as exceptional antl as not having the same motle of origin as
ordinarv faults of onlv moclerate horizontal movement but the writers

PULASKI FAULT DEYELOPED FIIOM A

FOLD.
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can not subscribe to this idea for they see no difference between great
and small overthrusts except that of magnitude. As shown in X'ig. 10,
it is possible for slicing overthrust faults to develop where homogeneous
rocks or rocks so intimately folded and crushecl as to behave like homogeneous rocks are subject to intense horizontal thrusts, but the rocks
involved in the Pulaski fattlt, at least, as far as their character can be
determined from surface observations, are not of this type, but are very
distinctly made up of strong and weak strata which upon being subjected to pressure would develop folcls and these folds under a continuation of the same pressure would break and a part of the fold be thrust
over the other part and possibly over other folds prorluced by the same

internal stresses.
A study of the southwest termination of the pulaski fault as portrayecl in the Greenville folio makes it clear that this fauit develops in an
anticline of Knox dolomite ancl anyone familiar with the geology of the
Appalachians will at once recogrrize thaL the Knox doromite is probably
the most nearly competent of any of the beds or formations present in the
Paleozoic column.

Another point in favor of the fold hypothesis is the succession of
strata or formations in the overthrust mass. Thus movement in block
B, Fig. 10, along the line lg wouid result in the younger rocks being
thrust farther than the older rocks at the base of the block, or in other
words, that the material at or near the farthest limit of the overthrust mass
would be younger than the rocks in contact with the fault nlane to the
right, and the bedding would not be parallel to the plane of the fault. rn
a fault developed from an overturned fold (N, fig. Z), there is, after
erosion has removecl the fold at the extreme edge of the overthrusr mass,
a general agreement in the dip of the overthrust beds and that of the fault
plane and the oldest rocks are found along the trace of the fault. The evidence in the field shows that as a rule the oldest rocks mark the farthest
extent of the overthrust and that younger rocks are exposecl toward the
southeas! hence the conclusion.is obvious that the pulaski fault was cleveloped from a fold and is not a slice fault.
rn view of all of these facts the writers are fulry convinced that the
Pulaski fault is essentially the same as the other overthrust faults of the
region, difiering only in the extent of the movement that has taken place
on its fault plane. As measured in the vicinity of pulaski the horizontal
displacement of this fault is not less than 9 miles, ancl it may be much
mor*. As the overthrust limestone covers walker Mountain in the vicin-
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ity of Abingdon, it is conceivable that originally it was thrust over this
mountain or rather over the outcrop of the Clinch sanclstone that at

present marks the crest of this mountain on New River, ancl if such were
the case 2 miles should be aclded. to the figure given above. .again all
measurements must of necessity start from the present trace of the fault
on the southeast, but no one knows how far to the southeast of this the
fault originated. It may have been only a short distance or it may have
been many miles. Consequently 9 miles is the minimum measure, with

the maximum, incleterminate.
It is interesting to note that if it had not been for the circuitous
course of the fault from the stony Fork of Reecl creek by Queens Knob,
Max Meadows, Draper Mountain anrl Pulaski and for the fensters on
and near New River no one would have suspected that the movement on
the plane of this fault had been very great. If at some time in the past
the overthrust mass of limestone completely covered the rough, hilly
country between Pulaski, Max Meaclows and Little W'alker Mountain
and if at the same time it cOncealetl the younger rocks in the fensters on
New River, then one is forced to the conclusion that the true character of
an overthrust fault is not always shown. Deeper erosion than is shown today might reveal similar features on other faults that now look like simple
breaks with an overthrust of little, if any, more than one mile'
Roclcs in contact with, the ouerth,rust m,oss.-The rocks in contact with
the overthrust mass of shenandoah limestone are clifferent in tlifierent
parts of the course of the fault. . Thus from its southwestwarcl terminaiioo o"u, Greenville, Tennessee, to the vicinity of Abingclon, Virginia, the
Shenandoah rests upon rocks of Ordovician or Cambrian age, but northeast of Abingdon, the southwarcl swing of the fault reveals in ascending
orcler the clinch and associaterl sandstones of silurian age, which com-

posed w'alker Mountain, then the entire Devonian system ancl near Marion

lh. pri..

formation

of

age. From the
clue north of Blacksburg the

Mississippian (Carboniferous)

crossing of Reecl Creek to a point nearl1'
Maccrudy shale is generally irr contaet wiitr ttre Shenandoah, but east of
the last mentioned point the fault cuts back into the Price formation antl
is seen no more on the trace of the fault'
. the Maccrady shale

when one studies the geologic map (PI. I) and sees that such a
soft and incompetent stratum as the Maccracly shale is in contact with
the superincumbent mass of Shenandoah limestone from Reed Creek to
Blacksburg (as shown in Pl. XIIIA), he can.not but wontler if this fact
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is not indicative that at the time of faulting the Maccrarly shale was the
youngest formation in this part of the Appalachian region and that
neither the Carboniferous limestone nor the coal-.bearing rocks of Pdnnsylvanian age were ever laid down here.
Many geologists will doubUess question such an interpretation, but
the writers fully believe that this interpretation is the most reasonable
one that can be put upon the facts set forth in this report, aithough
from the very nature of the case it is impossibie to get conclusive eviclenee
that the formations above the Maccrady shale were not originally here.
The southeastern limit of the Carboniferous limestone, as it is known
to-day, is marked by a nearly straight line (see fig. 13) extend.ing from
near Allegheny Station on the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroarl, through
Peterstown, West Virginia, near New River and then through Saltville
in western Smyih County, Yirginia. At this line, especially in the
vicinity of Saltville, the limestone is very earthy, being more nearly a
calcareous shale than a true limestone. As the continental area in early
Carboniferous time 1ay to the east it is but reasonable to suppose that
near shore the calcareous matter would be more or less intiuately mixecl
with earthy matter washed in from the land and this earthy material
would upon consolidation appear as calcareous shale. In the Clinch
Mountain basin northwest of Bristol, Virginia-Tennessee, the lower part
of the Carboniferous limestone is relativeiy pure, but towards the top it
is very earthy showing that either the sea grew more ancl more shallow
cluring the deposition of the calcareous material or that as time went on
erosion was more rapid on the adjacent land ancl more and more earthy
material was washecl into the sea.
It seems inconceivable to the writers that the Carboniferous limestone
or eyen calcareous shale was ileposited far to the southeast of the line
described in the last paragrap\ for if it hact been deposited it shoulcl
have been preservecl in some of the deeper synclines of the region. It
seems reasonable to assume that a soft ancl easilv eroded formation. such
as the Maccrady shale, might not be preserved, especially if it were not
overlain and proteeted by a more resistant formation, but it does not
seem reasonable to suppose that a competent stratum, such as the Carboniferous limestone or calcaieous shale, woulcl be entirply removecl in
a like situation.
' On account of the various facts cited above the writers beiieve that
they are fully justifiecl in assuming, at least as a working hypothesis,

TEE YAIIEY COAL FIEIDS OF YIBGINIA,

that the Carboniferous limestones as well as all more recent formations
'Wythe,
ancl Blantl counties.
were not depositecl in Montgomery, Pulaski,
GEOLOGIC DATE OF

stutement.-Ior nearly a century the world has been taught
that the geologic structures of the Appalachian Highlands are the result
of a gigantic "revolution"-the crumpling on a large sc-ale of the rocks
of the entire province from middle Alabama to Newfountlland into great
folds, which if not eroded would have been of mountainous proportions.
All of this is supposed to have been accomplishecl just after the last and
y-oungest of the coal-bearing formations of the bituminous fieltls had been
laicl down, ancl thus to mark the closing stages of the Paleozoic era' As
the study of the Pulaski fault seems to indicate that there was more
than one epoch of thrust and movement, it seems desirable to consicler
the bearing that such conclusions may have on the general question of
the succession of movements ancl period of time in which they were
operative in the Appalachian "revolution."
The discussion which follows is based on the statement that the
thrust with which we are dealing and which is responsible for the protluction of the various kinds of structures founcl in this province came
from the southeast. Whether this thrust was the result of contraction
in the crust of the earth or of isostatic adjustment the writers are not
prepared to say. The present treatise is merely an attempt to explain
how'antl when the great overthrust was protluced and in tloing that it
will not be necessary to consicler ultimate causes.
Long ago geologists were clisposed to regarcl such events as the socallecl Appalachian "revolution" as cataclysmic in character ancl that the
result we see to-day was protluced by one gigantic upheaval, but such
icleas are now regarcletl as obsolete, and the belief now prevails that the
'stresses within the earth's crust gradually accumulate until they are
sufficient to overcome the resistance of the rocks ancl then the rocks
move. They continue their movemeut until the stresses are relieved ancl
then there is a period of quiescence until the stresses again gather power
to move the rock mass which hitherto hacl heltl them in check. The
periods of quiescence doubtless varietl greatly in length, some of them
being of only a few years duration and others probably extencling over
centuries. The writers are satisfiecl that the Appalachian "tevolution"
was of this spasmodic character, and that some of the folcls ancl faults
are yery much older than others of a similar form ancl character.
General,
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One of the most difficult problems in Appalachian structure, as before
to accou:rt for the presence of shingle-block'after shinglebloc\ or of open fold after open fokl, across the entire wiclth of the
Appalachian Vailey province anrl also a narrow band of outtying folcls on
the eastern edge of the Allegheny Plateaus. As the stresses that prortucecl
them evidently came from the southeast, the folds or shingle-blocks must
have been producecl in one of two ways: either by (1) successive folcls

mentioned, is

beginning on the southeast sicle of the belt and extending gradually
northwestward as folcl after fokl was proclucert, or (2) by the formation
of fold, after fold beginning on the northwest side of the belt and graclualIy extending to the southeast as the various fokls were completetl. Either
horn of this dilernma will involve difficultiesl hence it is necessary to investigate each in order to cletermine which woulcl involve the least difficulty and at the same time provide a reasonable hypothesis for its solution.

A broad study of Appalachian structure shows at once that the rocks
on the northwest side of the province are much less afiected by stresses
than are the rocks on the southeast side. This differenee is notable in
not only the large structures into which the formations have been thrown,
but in a marked degree by the ilifierence in the metamorphism of the
rocks, or the alteration of their intimate structures by compression antl
heat. This lack of metamorphism on the northwest and the great display
of it on the southeast side of the province is a strong argument against
the formation of the folds from the northwest to the southeast sides in
regular succession, for if that had been the method of their formation,
each fold or group of folds would have been formecl independently ancl
completed before another epoch of folcling woukl have been initiatetl on
its southeastern sicle. If the folds were formecl in this manner each fold
or group of folds would have suffered the same degree of metamorphism
as the next fold or group of'folds on either the northwest or the southeast.
In other worcls, the phenomenon of meta,morphism, as we seb it to-day in
the Appalachian Yailey province, would have been impossible if the
folding had begun on the northwestern side of the province antl extencletl
southeastwarcl.

Again, if the folcling began on the northwest sirle, there is seemingly
no reason why the folds should vary in intensity or magnitude, except the
variations in sedimentation which affect rock folds wherever they may
have been formed. Ilowever, a field eramination of the two sides of the
province shows that the folils on the northwest side do not end sudclenly
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with foids of the greatest magnitucle, but the folcls clie out gratlually,
especially in northern Pennsylvania, in a series of oscillations which clecrease in magnitude very regularly in a northwestward direction- On
the opposite or southeast side the most intense folding as weII as metamorphism of the rocks mark the first fold to be seen on entering the
province. As this eviclence is entirely against the origin of movement
being on the northwest, that hypothesis wili be regarded as entirely clisprovecl, but if the folding began on the southeast, how were succeecling
parallel foids producecl? This question can not be answerecl very positively, but the authors wiil at least venture to suggest how, in their
opinion,

it

may have come about.

of moaemenfs.-It has been generally assumetl that foltling
began on the southeast sitle of the Appalachian Yalley at an early tlate
in the Pennsylvanian epoch and that as stresses accumulated the folcls
were cleveloped farther ancl farther west until the last epoch of folding
in which the anticlines ancl synclines in the great coal' region to the
northwest were proclucecl, may have been in the closing stages of the
Permian epoch. Such an hypothesis at once raises the question as to
whether rocks that hacl once been foldecl and faultecl are competent to
transmit a thrust to unclisturbed rocks farther to the northwes! without
themselves being subjectetl tb a seconal periotl of d,eformation which would
greatly accentuate or largely obliterate the structures alreacly protlucecl.
Bequenca

The explanation of such a seemingly anomalous condition as the transmission of stresses through a mass of rock alreacly deformecl ancl apparently weakeneil by stresses of a similar character, is apparently simple,
depending upon the difficulty of moving a load. that has come to rest and
the pull of gravity in the pilecl up mass of rock in the zone of deformation

r..oitiog from the first thrust.
Thus it is reasonable to suppose that the first epoch of deformation
resultetl in the piling up in a relatively narrow zone along the southeastern side of the Appalachian region of rocks probably thousands of
feet in ttrickness, or until the weight of the rock counterbalanced the
effect of the thrust. When that condition was reachecl the overthrust
masses came to a standstill ancl remained until the stresses in the earth's
crust accumulated sufficiently to enable them to again clisturb the crustal
formations. The stresses were then exertefl not on a mass in motion, but
one that had for some time been at rest ancl the inertia of the mass to
be movecl, together with the great friction on its rocky becl was so great
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that it was probably easier to lift a new portion of the earth's crust than
again to. set in motion the mass that previously had movecl so reaclily.
Owing to the conditions just outlined, the incompetent rocks below the
original overthrust, now because of their confinement uncler a great
stationary load, behavecl as a rigicl boily transmitting the stresses to a
relatively undisturbed portion of the crust to the northwest of that
previously folded ancl new folds woukl be initiatecl. This procedure
repeated several times woulcl account for the formation nf the folds and
faults across the entire Appalachian Valley province.
In the progressive deformation of the rocks of the province, just
described, large open structures having great resistance, especially synclines, may have been producecl. The formation of such synelines may be
due to their being synclines of deposition with a much greater thickness
of rocks than the adjacent fold.s, or it may be the result of the natural
resistance to upwarcl stresses being increasecl by the slight bencling that
the rocks have unclergone. As the rocks in the syncline are bowed clown
ancl as the direction of the stresses is in general upwarcl ancl toward. the
northwest the pressure on the syncline is exerted against the folcl in the
line of_its greatest power to resist and consequently the synclines were
probably thrust boclily forward. insteatl of being deformecl. In the section
across the Valley in the vicinity of Wytheville or Pulaski, it seems
probable that the first impulse foldeil the rocks as far as Blancl;. that a
seconcl impulse at a later date proclucetl the open anticlines ancl synclines
that characterize the region between Blancl and lower 'WoIf Creek or
between l-,ick Creek anrl Tazewelll and. a thircl impulse produced the more
intense cleformation between Tazewell and Pocahontas.

The foregoing discussion applies only to those faults ancl folds lying
northwest of the Pulaski fault for there is rather strong evidence to
show that this fault was procluced at a later clate than the faults ancl folcls
toward. the northwest. The eviclence of a later date for the formation of

the Pulaski fault consists in the crossing of this fault by pronounced
structures, both folds and faults, that must have been proclucecl in an
epoch of folding prior to that which resulted in the Pulaski fault. The
transgression of structures is apparently limiteil to that part of the fault
lying between Abingclon on the southwest ancl James River on the northeast. The structures overridden are (1) most of the TV'alker Mountain
shingle-bioc\ (2) the Crockett anticline, (3) the Draper anticline ancl
the associatecl Max Meadows syncline, ancl the crushed anticline and syncline representecl by Cove Mountain, Brushy Mountain, anil Calclwell
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Mountain east of Millers Cove. It is not conceivable that such structures
invohing anticlines, synclines, and overthrust faults coulcl have been
developed under the overthrust mass of Shenandoah limestone as must
have been the case if they were tleveloped contemporaneously with the
faulting or if they were cleveloped in a later epoch of deformation. The
writers have concluded, therefore, that these facts fully warrant the
conclusion that the Pulaski fault was produced after the folds and faults

to the northwest had been formed.
Folds and faults are not restricted to the northwestern part of the
Appalachian Valley province, so it will be necessary, in this connection,
to -consider some to the southeast of the Pulaski fault. In general there
is a fault or faults along the line that is usually regarcled as separating
the Blue Bidge province from that of the Appalachian Valley. In Yirginia these have not been mapped in cletail, but in Tennessee most of
the territory covered by these faults has been mapped by Arthur Kdith.l
In the vicinity of Roanoke the crystalline rocks of the Blue Ritlge have
been thrust over and rest upon the lVatauga shale and the horizontal
movement on this fault plane is supposetl to have been consiclerable. As
shown in X'ig. 13, this fault is supposetl to extencl southwestwa,rtl'from
the vicinity of Salem to the crossing of New River at lvanhoe, but in this'
stretch there is iittle data regarding the extent of the oYerthrust, and in
some places there may have been no moyement at all at this horizon. Near
the south line of the State, however, it comes in again in force ancl across
Tennessee it is most eccentric, in places showing an overthrust of 8 or
10 miles and the fault plane as well as the overthrust mass has been
wrinkled by movement subsequent to the main fault.
The overthrust movement on this line of faults appears to supplement
-that of the Pulaski faul! for opposite the places where the movement in
the Pulaski fault was greatest, the other faults are least or wanting altogether and the movement in the southeastern faults are greatest in Tennessee where the Pulaski fault dies out.
The mountain faults resemble the Pulaski fault in that they cross the
general structures of the region at all angles ancl because of that fact
they are regarded as having been proclucecl after the main epochs of disturbance that protluced the folds and faults of the Appalachian Yalley.
1 X'or
detailed description of these interesting faults see the following U. S.
Geological Suivey n'olios: Cranberry (No. 90), Roane Mountain (No. 16I), Green'

ville (No. 118), London (No. 25), ancl Knoxville (No. f6).
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As in Tennessee just south of the iimits of the map shown in X'ig. 13 the
mountain fault crosses the minor anticlines and synclines that are the
southwestward continuation of the Pulaski fault, ancl it is supposecl to
have been produced by a movement subsequent to that which produced

the Pulaski fault.
Accorcling to Mr. Keith there is no evidence that this fault cleveloped
from an overturnecl fold and as its place of inception seems to have been
in crystalline rocks, it is logical that the stresses which in the seclimentary
rocks of the Appalachian Valley would have produced overturned. folds
and then faults here have resulted

in a slice ilirectly

through the homo-

mass. The field eviclence regarding the age of this fault is
rather meager as most of the formations with which the overthrust
mass comes in contact belong in the lower part of the Paleozoic columrr,
but near the place where the fault crosses Little Tennessee River the
overthrust mass doubtless, before erosion had reduced the surlace to the
present low Ievel, restecl on the Carboniforous limestone. This mereiy

geneous

fixes the date as post-Mississippian.

After the great overthrust of the Pulaski and the mountain fault
there was another epoch of deformation on the southeastern side of the
Appalachian Valley, but the stresses seem to have lost much of their
force, having power enough to produce only minor wrinkles in the planes
of the broad overthrust faults and in the rocks associated with them. In
the Valley coal field this deformation produceal or accentuatecl the anticline wrinkles of the three fenstersr-Price Mountain, East Radford, ancl
Berringer Mountainr-perhaps some o.[ the minor folds north of Draper
Mountain, and the cross wrinkle northwest of lflytheville which causes
the breaks in Brushy and Big Waiker mountains. On the mountain
faults it probably produced simiiar features, antl they are more pronounced. than the features already mentioned in the Valley coal flelds.
From the preceding discussion it is apparent that there is some basis
statement that probably the deformation of the rocks of the
Appalachian llighlands did not take place in one spasm or at one epoc\
but that it extenderl through a Iong period of time. As outlined above,
the first movement was apparently that which folded the rocks acljacent
to anil on the southeastern side of the Appalachian Valley and then the
folcling continuecl at intervals until it reached the northwestern side and
the low folcls of the coal region were proclucecl. The first of these movements appear to have originated in a region of seclimentary rocks similar

{or the

-.
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to the Appalachian Valley of to-day, but of course it lay many miles to
the southeast of the present valley. After the movement hacl extencled to
the present northwestern limit of rock folds, stresses accumulated in the
rocks to the southeast of the Valley and the great overthrust faults were
produced. The first of these great faults, in the region here being considered, is the Pulaski fault and this was followed by the mountain faults
which are as prominent on the edge of the mountains of Tennessee as the
Pulaski fault is in Virginia. The last ancl apparently the expiring stage
of the Appalachian "revolution" was markecl by another epoch of move.
ment which by comparison with those that precedecl it appears like the
expiring gasp of some giant force, as incleecl it seems to have been.

In the region here being considereil there is absolutely no data available regarding the exact part of the Carboniferous era in which these
movements occurreal. We know only that as they involve the Mississippian limestone they must have occurreal after that formation was cleposited. X'ortunately, however, in other parts of the Appalachian Highland, especially in Pennsylvania, there is much more direct eviclence on
this subject. If the writers are correct in their interpretation of events
in Virginia the folcling or Appalachian "revolution" began with the cleformation of the rocks immecliately to the northwest of the Shenancloah
Valley. In eastern Pennsylvania the rocks directly north of the extension
of this valley contain coal beds which constitute the Southern Anthracite
coal field and as these coal berls have on paleobotanic evidence been
proved to be of the same geologic age as the coal beils of the bituminous
fields, they must mark the beginning of Pennsylvanian time ancl it is
known that they extencl upwarcl in the system nearly to the upper limit
of this series. If, thereforer these rockS were the first to be foldecl, tbe
fokling coulcl not have been begun before the beginning of Permian time.
It seems probable, therefore, that the Appalachian revolution may
have begun in early Permian time anrl continued at intervals throughout
that epoch and ended with its closing ancl the termination of the Paleozoic eta.
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THE COAL
GENXRAI, STATEMENT.
The coal of the Yalley fields of Virginia, a sample of which is shown
in Pl. 3, has generally been regarcled as anthracite or a species of
anthracite but in order to differentiate it in the trade from the true
high-rank anthracite of Pennsylvania has been called 'T'irginia anthracite." When, bowever, it is comparerl with true anthracite it is at once
apparent that it is not so harcl and an anaylsis shows that it has more
voiatile matter and. less fixecl carbon than anthracite shoulcl have. If
it be comparerl with the semibituminous Pocahontas coal of Tazewell
"West
Virginia,
Counf,y, Yirginia, or of Mercer and McDowell counties,
it will be found to differ from that coal in both its physical appearance
and its chemical composition I to be less friable and to contain a lower
percentage of volatiie matter ancl a higher percentage of fixecl carbon.
It is evident, therefore, that it is really intermetliate in character between
the Pocahontas or semibituminous coal below ancl the Pennsvlvania an-

thracite above.
Before entering into the question of the proper classification of this
coal, it may be well to consiiler something of the origin of coal in general
and of the conditions that have been instrumental in proclucing the
different kinds of coal with which the coal-using public in the eastern
part of the United States is more or less familiar.
OBIGIN OF COAf,.

It is now generally agreed that coal is the material resulting from the
accumulation of vegetal matter in an age long past anrl for that reason
is sometimes referrecl to poeticaliy as "stored sunshine." While geologists are agreed upon this general fact, they differ in their opinions
regarding the mode of accumulation of the vegetal matter into the coal
beds that we see to-day. Some, particularly the European geologists,
maiutain that coal beds are formecl of trees and, other vegetal material
that have been floated in water and carried by the currents to a place
where they have found lodgement ancl where they have gradually accumulated until they formed great masses, something like the raft of logs and
growing plants which has accumulated on Red River in l-.,ouisiana. Others
maintain that the coal-making plants grew in great swamps, much like the
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Dismal Swamp of this State and North Carolina, and that in the course
of many thousands of years the woody material which, being under water
and thus largely preservecl from clecay, was in the course of time convertetl
into peat; the peat into lignite; the lignite.into bituminous coal, ancl so on
until in some cases it reached the anthracite stage, the highest one in this
series of fuel transformation. The latter theory is the one gener4liy helcl
by geologists in the Unitecl States.

METAMOBPHISU OF TIIE COAf,.

The change in the form ancl.composition of the vegetal material has
by low-temperature rlistiliation of the material by
the heat of the earth. This process, operating through the long ages
that have elapsecl since the living plants were entombed, has d.riven oft
more ancl more of the volatile matter, leaving a higher and higher pereentage of fixed carbbn with every change. The heat that has macle such
a slow distillation possibie has been in small part that which is normal
to the interior of the earth, in part that due to the proxirrity of volcanic
clikes ancl sills, but more largely to heat produced by pressure which, from
time to time, has been exerted in the rocky crust and has resulted in the
great folds and faults that are common in the Valley fields ancl other parts
of tbe Appalachian region.
Prof. Ilenry D. Rogersrl State Geologist of Pennsylvania, as early
as 1858, showed clearly that the carbon content of the coals of that state
increases steadily and more or less regularly from the lowest rank z 61
bituminous coal in the extreme western part to the highest rank anthracite in the eastern part. This difference was attributed by him to the
metamorphism or change of the coal due to heat generated cluring the
periods of rock-folding and also to the increasing efiect of volcanie
activity as manifest in the increasecl number of dikes in the eastern part
of the State.
Geologists are still in agreement with Professor Rogers in regarcling
this change in the composition of the coal as being due to stresses in the
rocks that at a later date found expression in great folds, faults, ancl
been brought about

The geology of Pennsylvania, vol, 2, pp. 991-997, Philadelphia, 1858.
Uniterl States Geological Survey has adopted the term "rank" to express
the various stages in the progressive change of coals from lignite to anthracite. lhe
term "grade" has, similarly been arlopted to express the purity or impurity of a
coal. Thus a high-rank coal simply means one which has parted with most of ite
volatile constituents, whereas a high-grade coal is one that is relatively free from
1
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beds, but they incline to attribute more of the heat generated in
the Appalachian region to pressure antl less to volcanic activity than was
assumecl by Professor Rogers. They also find that the virginia coal
felds ofier equaliy goocl opportunities for a stutly of the effects of such

tilted

stresses ancl movements as does the Pennsylvanian field., except that in
Virginia there are no coals that were in a position to be subjecteil to the
most severe stresses ancl consequently were convertecl into high-rank anthracite. In a general way the coals of Virginia show the same alifielences
in composition ancl appearance as one closses the State from west to east

of Pennsylvania, and those in the VaIIey fieltls here describecl
are the ones which have been most afiected and have reachetl the highest

as do those

rank in the scale of coal transformation that are to be found. in the State.
From the statements in the preceding paragraph, it must not be
inferred that the change or metamorphism of the coals is regulavot
constant, for, from the nature of the rocky crust of the eart\ it could

hardiy be expected that the stresses everywhere increasecl regularly toward the southeast. It has long been recognizecl that these stlesses wele
exertecl from that direction and if the crust of the earth hatl been composed of homogeneous materials anil confinecl so that the iocks coulcl not
have broken, then the effects of the pressure should have been increasingly apparent towarcl the southeast and the rate of increase shoulcl
have followetl a fairiy definite law. But as neither of these conditions
have prevailed, the metamorphism of the rocks, inclutling the coal beds,
has been very irregular, as some parts have been more resistant than
others and consequently these parts have had to withstanal the bru:rt of
the thrust and they have sufferetl corresponcling internal changes. Others
were soft or composecl of thin layers of somewhat clifferent materials which
yielded readily to pressure and such rocks were thrown into folds or
wrinkled up into a complex mass o contorted strata without having
sufierecl metamorphism to any considerable extent. Again when a large
fold has been developed to the. breaking point, as illustrated in X'ig. 12,
the breaking or faulting of the rocks'has servecl as an aYenue of escape
and thus the pressure |ras been relieved wherever faulting has taken plac€.
The effect of a fault in relieving pressure within the rocks is well illustrated in the Pocahontas coal fieid in Tazewell County, Virginia, ancl in
Mercer ancl McDowell counties, West Virginia. Ilere a great fault on
the southeastern margin of the fiekl has so relievetl the pressure that the
eoal of highest rank does not occur on the southeast margin of the freltl,
as is generally the case, but is found in the vicinity of Welch in McDowell
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County, some 14 or 15 miles back from the margin. According to Gov.
ernment analyses, the fixecl carbon in the pure coal at Pocahontas; Vir.
ginia, on the southeastern margin of the coal fekl, is about 75 per cent,
whereas at Vivian in McDowell County, W-est Yirginia, it is 82 per cent.
As these figures are both obtained from analyses of Pocahontas No. 3
bed they are strictly comparable.
Again, it seems probable that many of the broad synclines, especially
in an overthtust mass, such as that which characterizes the Pulaski fault,
may have been thrust bodily over the unclerlying rocks without in great
degree affecting the coal beds, if any such beds were contained in them.
In other words, the synclines seem to have been "floatecl" into their
present positions without involving the exertion of great pressure on the
constituent beds.
That the fairly regular rate of increase in metamorphism in the main
bituminous coal freld of West Virginia is not continuecl in the rocks of
the Appalachian Valley province is shown by a comparison of the fixecl
carbon content of the coals. Thus the fixecl carbon in the pure coal at
I,,ogan, West Virginia, is about 63 per cent I at Vivian, McDowell County,
aborit 82 per cent I and in the vicinity of Pulaski ancl Price Mountain
in the Valley fielcls, about 88 per cent. hr the 40 miies from l-iogan to
Vivian the increase is 19 per cent, whereas in the same clistance from

Vivian to Pulaski it is only 6 per cent. In view of the conilitions
briefly outlined above, it would not be surprising to fntl the coals of the
Valley fields varying in rank considerably and irregularly across the strike
and even in a longitudinal direction from southwest to northeast.

As the coal of the Vailey frelds differs from the bituminous or the
semibituminous coals of the large fiekl to the west and also from the
anthracite of Pennsylvania, it is important to determine its real relation
to these coals. fn any discussion of the rank of a coal it is neeessary to
consicler (1) the form and meaning of coal analyses in general anrl (2)
how the data furnishecl by these analyses can best be usecl to cletermine the
rank of a coal, or, in other worals, its true position in the general scheme
which represents the progressive changes in a coal from its lignitic to its

anthracitic stage.
COAI, ANALYSES.
country two forms of analysis are in common use; a simple one
which is known as a proximate analysis, because it determines only
certain constituents of the coal. such as moisture. volatile matter. f.xetl

In this
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carbon and ash, and another, an ultimate analysis, so-namecl because it
determines the ultimate elements which make up the coal substance.
Both analyses are useful and important but the proximate analysis,
because of its simplicity and cheapness, is the one most commonly matle
and it'is upon the data furnished by this form of analysis that most
attempts at classification are basecl. The table on pages 108-115 shows
the difference between these forms and what each form inclucles.
In many ways the ultimate analysis is much more accurate and satisfactory than the proximate analysis, but the objection to the ultimate
analysis is its great cost ancl the fact that it does not afford the information regarding the materials that give to a coal its distinctive-characteristics and cletermines its best use. Thus one cloes not care particularly
about the percentage of hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygeri, but he
does want information about the hydro-carbons and other compounds that
make up the coa1. In this respect the proximate analysis is somewhat
better, but even in this form the so-called volatile matter includes many
compouncls anrl the amount antl character of the matter that may be volatized depend entirely upon the manner in which the analysis is matle.
All Government analytical work on coal is tlone by the Bureau of
Mines and in a recent bulletin' the following statements regarding the
constituents of coal and analytical methods are macle:
"The proximate analysis of coal originated in response to industrial
demancl for'laboratory tests of the relative amounts of certain compouncls, either present in the coal or cleriveil from it, that a.ffect its
use as a fuel. These compounds are grouped by the proximate analysis
as follows : (1) water or moisture I (2) mineral impurities that remai!
in a somewhat altered conrlition, as ash when the coal is burnetl; anrl
(3) organic or combustible matter, which is approximately representecl
by the volatile matter and fixed carbon.

"The moisture in coal consists of (a) extraneous moisture, which
from external sources, and (b) inherent moisture, which is one
of the products of the original vegetable matter from which coal is
comes

derived.

"The volatile matter and fixed carbon represent approximately the
relative proportions of gaseous and solid combustible matter that a,re
obtained from coal by heating it in a closecl vessel. The volatile matter
consists chiefly of the combustible gases, hyclrogen, carbon moiroxitle,
and methane and other hyclrocarbons, and some noncombustible gases,
as carbon dioxide ancl water vapor.

-Gffio.t,
car samples

Arno C., Selvig, Walter A., and Paul, J. W., Analyses of mine anil
collected. in the fiscal years 1916 to 1919. Bureau of Miner

of eoal

Bull. I93, p. 10,

1922.
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"The resiclue of coke left in the crucible after the ash has been
deducted is reported as'frxed carbon'. The fxed carbon does not rep-

resent the total carbon in the coal, for a considerable part of the
carbon is expelled as volatile matter, being in combination with hyclrogen and hydroca bon or with oxygen as carbon monoxide and carbon

dioxide. X'urthermore, fixecl carbon is not pure carbon. The carbonized.
resiclue contains, in addition to the ash-forming constituents, seyeral
tenths per cent of hydrogen ancl oxygen, from 0.4 to L.0 per cent
nitrogen, and. approximately half ihe sulphur that was in the coal.
The terms tvolatile matter' or 'volatile combustible matter' ancl 'fixecl
carbon'do not represent definite compounds that exist in the coal before heating. The method of deteimination is a.rbitrary and the
results are comparable only when the temperature and the rate of

heating are the iame."

Consideration

of the statements just

chemists of the Bureau of Mines makes

quoted.

from reports by

the

it

very obvious that the proximate
analysis of coal is merely a convenient makeshift and does not give much
information regarding the real composition of the coal. It is also clear
that the method of making the proximate analysis is mainly a "rule of
thumb," controlled entirely by arbitrary rules. This condition of affairs
was early recognized and a committee of the American Chemical Society 1
was appointed to stucly the subject ancl make recommendations regarding
the standardization of the methods of making a proximate analysis of
coal. This committee made a preliminary report in 1898 ancl a final
report in 1899. The committee recognized the arbitrary character of such
an analysis and submitted rules by which the work in the laboratory was
supposed to be controlled and standardized.
The report of the committee was acceptecl by all of the leacling coal
chemists iu the country, but despite its supposed control over laboratory
practice great discrepancies were observecl and the work of no two laboratories agreed. This question was brought to a focus soon after the organization of the Bureau of Mines by the discovery that the work of three
of its laboratories, situated in different parts of the country, showerl such
discordant results as to cast doubt on the value of any proximate analysis.
Careful checking up of analyses from the clifferent laboratories led
to the discovery that most of the cliscord.ance in results was clue to the
fuel used. in the analytical work. To obviate this an electric furnace wag
installed in the Pittsburgh laboratory of the Bureau on X'ebruary 26,
1913, and all analyses matle Since that date and bearing laboratory
1

See

Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., vol. 20, p. 28I and vol. 2I, p. 1116,

1899.
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numbers in excess of about 161500 have been found to agree Yery closely
ancl, therefore this method of work is now consitlerecl to be the only
methocl that will give accorclant results. In the following cliscussion
regarding .the classification of coal only those analyses made in the
electric furnace will be considered and the percentages of volatile matter
thus cleterminetl will be found in many cases to differ 4 or 5 per cent
from the volatile matter of the same coals, determined by the use of the
Bunsen burner. In general the volatile matter, determined in the electric
furnace, is greater than that obtained by heating over a Bunsen burner
ancl consequently the fuel ratio (the fixed carbon divided by the volatile
matter) as determined from analyses made in- the new way is much
lower than it is when determined from analyses made in the oltl way.
As the ranks of all eastern or high-rank coals are expressecl in terms of
the fuel ratio, aII of the criteria for establishing the boundaries of the
various ranks will necessarily have to be changed.
As the determination of the most logical classif.cation of the Valley
coals clepends upon their chemical composition, considerable time ancl
energy were expended by the writer in securing representative samples of
coal for analysis. Few persons, except those who have macle a study
of the subject of coal, rcalize how difficult it is to secure such samples.
Most persons regarcl coal as a simple substance and think all that is
required in sampling is to get one or more lumps of coal, generally the
brightest to be found, ancl sencl them to the laboratory tied up in a canvas
bag or wrapped in paper.
Samples secured in this manner are absolutely worthless, if not entirely misleading, as furnishing a basis for comparison with coals of
other fields or for classification purposes. They are defective in two
respects, namely (1) thai being pickecl 1umpu, they do not represent the
coal bed or bench from which they were taken, ancl (2) that not being
kept in air-tight receptacles, they have given ofi or taken on moisture in
transit to the laboratory ancl not only has the moisture been affected,
but oxidation has doubtless taken place and the value of the sample has
been thereby materially reclucerl.
The geologist taking a sample of coal for analysis is instructed to
procure unweatherecl material if possible. Ile is supposecl to face up the
bed in the mine or prospect until fresh coal is available, and then to
obtain the sample by making a uniform cut across the bed from roof to
floor, exclucling such material as is generally discarcled by the miners
or removed by the pickers. Ile is expected to cut sufficient coal to give
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at least 6 pounds to the foot of coal bed sampled. The sample thus
obtained is hastiiy pulverizecl in the mine until it will pass through a
/2-inch-mesh screen and then is quartered. down to about 4 pouncls in
weight. This sample is placed in a galvanizetl iron can, which is sealetl
with a rubber gasket and

atlhesive tape and mailed to the laboratory for
analysis. -The geologist proceecls on the principle that a coal mine should
be sampled as carefully as a gold mine and that the sample shoultl be
eyen more carefully handled after it has been taken. The object of
sealing is mainly to prevent change in the moisture content so that the
coal may reach the laboratory in practically the same conclition as it
leaves the mine. Coal is a very unstable substance, and great care must
be exercisecl to prevent the taking on or giving off of moisture ancl the
oxidation of the coal in the course of preparation of the sample ancl in
its transit to the laboratory. It is also important that the sample shoulcl
consist of neither the best nor the poorest coal, but that it shoultl be
representative of the output of the mine, if one is in operation, or, if
the fleld is undeveloped, it should represent as nearly as possible the

merchantable coal that may be procurecl at some time in the future when
mining is carried on.

Although the aim of the geologist in sampling by the method specified above is to obtain coal that is representative of the output of the
mine, experience has shown that this aim is seldom or never accomplished. Almost invariably the sample obtained in the mine contains a
lower percentage of impurities than the coal which reaches the consumer. This difference is due largely to carelessness in mining ancl
handling and probably coulil be mostly eliminated were conrlitions of
mining more nearly ideal. By comparing a large number of samples
taken in mines with samnles from the same mines taken at the points of
consumption, it has been found that there is a {airly constant but small
difference in the percentages of moisture, ash, and sulphur, antl that
almost invariably the amounts of these substances in the mine samples
are less than they are in the coal that reaches the market. The writer
has summed up the difference in the composition of mine aral car samples
in the work of the Unitecl States Geological Survey antl of the Bureau of
Mines in 1904 ancl 1905 1 as follows: "If, therefore, the amount of ash
in any-given mine sample be multiplied by this coefficient (1.3), the
result will be approximately the amount of ash that may be expected.
1

The value of coal-mine sampling, Economic Geology, vol. 2, pp. 48-57, 1907,
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commercial output of the mine." Thus if a mine sample shows
18.5 per cent of ash, the coal from the same mine as it goes to market
is liable to contain 18.5 x 1.3 : 24 per cent of ash unless the coal is
picked and washed as it comes from the mine.
Many years of experience have taught the author that comparatively
few persons dealing in coal, aside from trainecl engineers or chemists,
know the meanings of analyses and how they should be used. Most
persons, especially those working with high-rank coals, such as charae-

in the

terize the Valley fields, know that in some way a low volatile br high
fixed carbon content coal is desirable ancl the reverse, that a high volatile or
low fixed. carbon content coal is unclesirable, but frequently such persons
can not correctly compare two analyses ancl say which is the higher-rank
coal. If, for instance, three analyses were presenteil to the average layman woulcl he know how to compare them? Let us take for trial the
three analyses given below:
Normal form of analysis.
Designa-

tion of

Moisture.

sample.
2.0
2.0
8.0

Volatile

X'ixed.

matter.

carbon,

r3.0

78.0
60.0
54.8

I0.0
09

)[oisture and ash-free form,
Ash.

7.0
28.0
28.0

Volatile
matter.
r4.3

X'ixed
carbon.

t4.3

85.7
85.7

14.3

65./

Most persons, not familiar with coal analyses, woulil at once say that
C is the best sample because it has the lowest volatile matter. Some,
however, rnight think that A is the best sample because it has the highest
fixecl carbon. Persons 'rvho woultl thus pronounce upon these analyses
might not believe the author when he says that, as far as volatile matter
and fixed carbon are concerned, the three samples, A, B, ancl C, are identical, differing only in the percentage of moisture and ash they contain.

This is macle perfectly plain in the two columns at the right. These
figures are obtained by recaleulating the analyses of A, B, ancl C on a
new base, theoretically excluding the moisture ancl ash, and, as shown,
the three analyses are identical in this form.
If now he begins to analyze the figures given in the normal analysis
he will see at once that sample C really has the lowest percentage of
volatile matter, but it has a proportionately low percentage of fixecl carbon
ancl that sample A, having a high percentage of volatile matter has likewise a high percentage of fixeil carbon.
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In

ortler to afford such data as wiII enable anyone to make clirect
of one coal with another the analyses on pages L08-115 are
given in three forms: 4 B, and C. Analysis A represents the sample
as it comes from the mine. As coal may take on or give ofi moisture in
transit from the mine to the consumer, depending upon the state of the
weather, the analysis of the sample as it comes from the mine is not
necessarily the same as that of coal clelivered into the consumer's bin, but
in a coal of as high rank as are those here consiclererl, the difference is
generally slight and consequently form A of the analysis is the one that
should be used by the operator and the consumer, but as shown on page
153, this form should not be usecl when direct comparisons are macle of
volatile matter and fixecl 'carbon, because there are too many variable
factors in such an analysis antl a variation of one element must necessarily cause a corresponding variation in another element, but in the
opposite direction. In comparing heating values this form alone should
be used..
Analysis B is the same as analysis A, except that the moisture has
been theoretically eliininated by recalculation. This form is used exclusively by mechanical engineers who are engagecl in testing apparatus
rather than fuels and in making such tests they find it necessary to
theoretically reduce their fuel to a stable conclition by eliminating all
moisture. As no coal reaches the consumer in a perfectly dry condition,
form B is not suitable for general use ancl should be restricted solelyto the use of mechanical engineers. Analysis C is another special form
in which both moisture and ash are theoretically eliminated. As moisture
and ash are impurities, form C represents approximately the pure coal
substance and is used in certain cases when one wishes to compare the
real coal substance of one coal with that of another, but it should never
be used by the ordinary proclucer or consumer of coal because it represents a substance, that from its very nature, can never be mined, shippetl,
comparison

or

consumed

Many persons are confusecl by the giving of three forms and they
think that the user is free to select the one best suitecl to his needs.
Thus if he is wishing to put his coal on the market as an anthracite or a
"smokeless" coal, he should select the form of analysis showing the lowest
percentage of volatile matter. Such, however, is not the meaning antl
use of the three forms given. It is true they are merely three forms of
the same analysis, but ihey are published separately as a matter of convenience for those who wish to use them in a legitimate manner.

ANALYSES' SOMEWHAT GENSRALIZED.

10?

The analyses reportecl from the laboratory have been somewhat generalizerl, in the table on pages 108-115, as it is-commonly recognized that
the figures representing the different percentages are not generally coffect
to the seconcl decimal place or to the ultimate unit. Because of this uncertainty the percentage of the constituents of both proximate and ultimate
analyses is given to one decimal place only, ancl as the determination of the
heating value of a coal in the calorimeter can not be made with accuracy to
intlividual units, the results are generalizetl in the table to the nearest tens,
for this is sufficiently accurate for all commercial uses.
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RANK OF TIIE VAL EY
The ctrassification of the high-rank coals

in

COALS.

use

in this country is that

proposed by Henry D. Rogers 1 in 1858. Rogers' statement regarding
these ranks and the names to be applietl to them is as follows:

..subdividing the whole class of substances we call coal in accorclance with their irost natural characters, we find them to arrange themselves into the following four principal groups in the ortler of clipinishing carbon and augmenlil'g hydrogen: Anthragjtes, Semianthraci#s, Semibituminoui coals, ind Bituminous coals2."
Theoretically such

a

classification seems

a perfectly logical one to

make, for we are all more or less familiar with bituminous coal which
is so abunclant in the great coal frelds of the eastern Unitecl States, ancl
which is ttre coal used in most of the manufacturing plants in this region.
We think of a bituminous coal as burning generally with a long flame
and with a heavy sooty smoker-fsafu1ss due to the iarge percentage of
volatile combustible matter it contains. Equally pr.oninent, ancl even of
greater importance from a commercial point of view, are , the so-callecl
ttsmokelessr" t'Naryr" or semibituminous coals, which are recognizecl

throughout the world as ideal steam coals, particularly where high heating value and the minimum amount of smoke are factors of prime importanee. .These coals burn with a short yellow flame intermediate in
character between the long yellow flame of the bitumjnous coals and the
short blue flame of the anthracites. we also are more or less familiar
with anthracite and we think of it as a hard coal that ignites with difficulty, but .when fully ignited burns with a bluish flame producing little
or no smoke or soot.

The three ranks of coal noted above have long been recognized by
the trade as fairly distinct units or groups and it is a good principle in
seeking to establish definite ranks of coal to study mining antl marketing
conditions first and see how the coal is classed, as it goes to market,
because clealers appreciate the value of a good tracle name for their coal
and they are not siow to apply such names to the coal they are hantlling.
As the wrjter unclerstantls the trade usage to-day the ranks of bituminous,
' Op. cit., p. 988.

At that time Rogers was not familiar with the great group of_ co-als- of lower
rank than bituminousiwhich occur so extensively in tfie western part of the Unitetl
.2

States.

VIRGINIA GDOLOGICAT, SURYI'Y.
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"Sand coal" from Price Mountain coal field, Va.
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semibituminous, or t'smokeless," and anthracite (though these particular
names may not be used) are weII established and without question should
be retained. The other rank (semianthracite) proposed by Rogers, is
much less important and were it not for the fact that the coals of the
Yalley flelds of Virginia belong to this ran\ and are the largest body
of coal beds belonging to it in this country, the writer might be willing
to see the term semianthracite abantloned. Eowever, this question will
be consiclered more fully on a later page. The writer is, therefore, willing
to grant that Rogers had good grouncls for proposing the four ranks of
b'ituminous; semibituminous, serninnthracite, and" anthraci,te, but the difficulty comes in establishing criteria for their separation antl classiflcation.

If

the bituminous rank is characterizecl by the abunclance of volatile
combustible matter it contains, and anthracite is characterized" by its absence or by the very small amount of volatile matter it contains, then it
is obvious that if two other ranks are to be interpolated between them,
the uppermost of these two ranks should strongiy resemble anthracite,
and the lowermost one resemble bituminous coal, anil as the primary distinction between bituminous antl anthracite is the amouut of volatile
matter containecl, then the principal criterion by which to recognize semibituminous and semianthracite and to separate these ranks from the
bituminous ancl anthracite which limit them below antl above, must rest
upon the same basis. If this conclusion is correct, and the writer feels
very strongly that it can not be gainsaid, then all that remains to be done
is to work out a scheme of classification for these ranks based entirely
on their relative percentages of volatile matter and fixed carbon, inclependent of their exact physical characteristics or of the other ingretlients
which are all in the nature of impurities.

It may be urged that physical as well as chemical properties should
be taken into account in cletermining the various ranks, especiallv the
property of harclness which is supposed to be characteristic of anthracite
and semianthracite. The writer can not deny that anthracite is generally hard, but he will not admit that hardness is a necessary property of
anthracite and that a coal no matter how high it may run in fi.xetl carbon,
if it is soft, can not properly be assigned to that rank. In fact the writer
recalls having sampled a coal in the West that is anthracite in chemical
composition, but is so soft that it may be crushecl in the hand. Such
coa1, if briquetted, woukl pass for anthracite without a question. Similar-
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ly he can recall many kinds of splint coal antl block coal of bituminous
rank that are.as hard as any anthracite in the Pennsylvania fieltls.
In view of these discrepancies, the writer is not willing to admit that
great harclness is the determining characteristic of anthracite and softness or friabiiity a eharacteristic alone of bituminous coal. It is true
that anthracite is generally hard, but there are so many exceptions to
this rule that it seems to be more reasonable to consicler physical characteristics as neither distinctive nor reliable features upon which to base a
scheme of classification.
Many persons, not thoroughly familiar with the various kincls of coal
may imagine that it is an easy task to distinguish one kind from another,
because in their experience they have hacl to deal'only with well-marked
members of one or more ranks. Such persons fail to understantl that
any attempt at classification ancl separation into ranks or groups is entirely a man-made proposition, for his own convenience and macle without regaril to the processes nature used in their production. Does any
one suppose that nature has made one distinctive antl separate group of
coals called bituminous; another, called' semibituminous; ancl another,
semianthracite and so on ? As the processes by which the composition of
coal is changed is a continuous and ever-operative process, it is oiriy
reasonable to assume that the products of this change, the coals with
which we have to deal to-day, are a continuous series running from thg
lowest to the highest with not necessarily a single break in their con-

iinuity.

ft is, there ore, manifest that there can be no definite ancl well-markecl
Iine of division between different ranks of coal basetl on chemical composition or on other characteristics. Ilence there can be no sharp break
expectecl between anthracite and semianthracite, between semianthracite
and semibituminous, or between any of the ranks from anthracite down
to lignite, the division must be made arbitrarily at such a point as best
suits the uses to which the coal is put. Thus, as anthracite is essentially
a clomestic fuel, the lower limit of this rank must be establishetl a! or
as near as possible to, the point at which the coal begins to lose its distinguishing characteristics. The distinguishing features are not harilness
nor any other physical property, but difficulty of ignition, freeclom from
smoke, and the absence of a yellow flame when burning. The generally
smokeless character is common to several ranks of coal, but there is only
one rankr-the so-callecl trclry anthracite"-that tloes not contain enough

FRAZER'S CLASSIT'ICATION OT' COAI,S.
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volatile combustible matter to ignite readily or to form a yel}ow flame,
but burns with a blue flame from gases derived mainly from carbon.
These, to the writer, seem to be the distinguishing characteristics of anthracite and the ones that must be considered. in its classification.
W-ith this point settled, the next question is what is the lower limit of
the group expressed in terms of the volatile matter or fixed carbon. Ilow
large a percentage of volatile matter is essential to the production of a
yellow flame ? The answer to this question can be made only after. a
thorough study of the composition of the coals of northeastern Pennsylvania, but unfortunately there are very few reliable analyses publisherl,
especially of the lower rank anthracites or the higher rank semianthracites, ancl the writer knows of no adequate discussion oJ the character of
these coals that will throw light on the situation.

The scheme proposed by Persifor X'razer 1 of the Second Geological
of Pennsylvania is as follows:

Survey

Frazer's classification

of

coals.

Limiting

anrhracte
.....
Semibituminous
Bituminous
Hard dry

Semiantfiracite

tXt;:T-'
.. l2to 8
8
5

to 5
to 0

Curiously enough, when one begins a study of what constitutes anthracite, he at once runs up against the fact that, although the development of the anthracite fields of Pennsylvania dates back l-50 years ancl
they have achieved great prominence in both an economic and an engineering way, very few reliable analyses of the coal are available. The
same condition prevailed in 1883 when the Second Geological Survey
o{ the State began operations in the anthracite region and Persifor Frazer,
who was delegated to make a study of coal classification, was compellecl
to base most of his work on analyses made by llenry D. Rogers and publishecl
in 1858. It is needless to say that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to
I Second report of progress of the laboratory of the survey, Second Geol. Survey of Penna., report MM, p. 144, 1879.
'zThe term "fuel ratio" was applied by Professor Frazer to the quotient of the
ffxed carbon divided by the volatile matter. This form of expressing the relation
of the fixed carbon to lhe volatile matter is verv convenient as-it is t[e same in all
lhe forms of analysis given in the table pp. I0ii-f15, anrl may be obtained from the

proximate or common analysie.
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harmonize the results of analytical work clone at such wiclely clifferent dates

and by chemists who did not have the advantage of moclern laboratory
equipment ancl a trained staff of assistants.

In

up the anthracite situation, one is impressetl
with the fact that here is a compact group of coal fielcls which to all
intents ancl purposes are a single unit that they are served by the same
lines of railroad, and that the product of the mines in the various fieltls
reaches the same consumers. Any attempt to classify the coal of one
field as of different rank from that of the other fieltls would be extremely
difficult to maintain, consiclering the unity mentioned above, ancl an attempt to class the coal of a limited part of an individual field as difierent
from that of the other part would be much more difficult to carry into
attempting

to

size

practical operation.

If, however, such a scheme were canied out it would be founil necesif the Lykens Valley coals at the western end of the Southern Anthracite field were includecl in the anthracite rank, to include also the coals
of the Bernice basin in Sullivan County and most of the coal of the
sary

Valley fieids of Virginia. Would not such a classif"cation include in the
anthracite rank coals of very difierent characteristics ? It would m.ean
the inclusion in the anthracite rank coals having fuel ratios ranging
from 99 down to 5. W'ould the operators and clealers in the harcl, tIry
anthracites be willing to thus practically do away with a lower limit to
the rank of which their coal is the type ? The writer would say without
hesitation that the proclucers of high-rank anthracite woulcl and shoultl
enter a vigorous protest, for if they did not enter such a protest the term
anthracite would be meaningless and all attempts at classification of coal
woultl receive a ]rrockout blow.

It is true that at the present time there is no Government supervision
of this feature of the coal tracle, but it seems altogether probable that in
the not very far distant future there may be a coal-inspection service,
si4ilar to the meat-inspection at the present time. Such a service should
establish rankE ancl gracles of coal ancl when a car of coa] is to be inspected, simply analyze the coal ancl stamp the car with the information
that it has been founcl to be of a certain rank and grade. Such a service
woulcl be of inestimable benefit to the consumer antl in the enil the proclucer woulcl doubtless be willing to grant that it has helped him, beeause

LYKENS VALIJEY COAL NOT A TRITE

ANTHBACITE.
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it enables honest dealers to obtain a fair price for good coal and it
prevents unscrupulous clearers from foisting ofi a dirty coal on an unsuspecting public.
To the writer it seems that in the future the classification of coal will
play a much more important part in the coal trade than it has in the
past and for that re&son, if for no other, it is wise not to listen to those
who wish to throw clown the bars and class any kind of coal as an anthracite so long as it tenils to boost their sales.

The author can not pretend to an intimate knowredge of the coals
found in the various fields that are lrnswtr as the anthracite felcls of
Pennsylvania, but there is one thing that is certain, if any clivision of
this territory is to be made, it should be the ropping ofi of the Lykens
valiey from the main southern Anthracite fierd. AncI this, in the opinion
of the writer should be done. To anyone who gives any attention whatsoever to the character of the coal of this fielcl it wili be apparent that
the rrykens valley coal, or at least that part which comes from the extreme western encl of the northern "fshtail" is distinctly lower in rank
than the coal of any of the adjacent fields either on the east or the north.
This difierence is one of a lower fuel ratio, or in other words, a higher
percentage of volatile matter than that which prevails in other parts of
the southern Anthracite field. rt is now recognized in the trade as a
ilifferent kincl of coal, but with some excerlent qualities, that make the
consumer willing to pay a premium of from b0 cents to one clollar a
ton for the Lykens valley coal over and above the price for hard, clry
anthracite. The characteristics which mark this coal as different from'
the hard, dry anthracite are: (1) a higher percentage of votatile matter,
(2) lighter weight, which gives to the consumer a greater vorume of coal
for his money, and (3) probably a lower percentage of ash. The coai is.
also a much more tender coal than the average of the other fielils, but
this is not an element in its favor.

As it thus appears that Lykens valley coal 1 is difierent from the
other coal of the anthracite fields ancl as an important factor in this difference is the increasecl percentage of voratile matter, the author feels
that he is fully justifed in placing the Lykens valley coal in a rank
lower than that of anthracite, and this rank he would call semianthracite
1

rn all

references here to Lykens valley coal,

it

should. be understood

that the

author is referring to the coal df Lykens futtuy wo. 5 bed at the town of t;k;
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in accorclance with the usage establishetl by Henry D. Rogers. Accorcling
to the scheme proposerl by Bogers, all coal shoukl be classecl as semianthracite whose fuel ratio is less than 12, but this seems to the present
author as unnecesssarily high and. not only ihat but it is questionable
whether there is any good excuse for atlopting such a high fuel ratio for
the dividing line between the two ranks. unfortunately the author is
not intimately acquaintecl with the coals lying to the east of the town
of Lykens ancl therefore he is not in a position to recommencl a hartl ancl
fast line lor the base of the anthracite rank. Ile, however, is of the
opinion that a fuel ratio of about 10 is a reasonable one at which to
clraw a limit which necessarily must be regardecl as mole or less tentative
in character, until a complete series of analyses is available for stutly.
According to this conclusion, anthracite shoulcl be defined as generally a harcl coal, containing such a small percentage o{ volatile matter
that it ignites with difficulty ancl burns with a blue flame. It may be
more deflnitely defined by saying that its fuel ratio ranges from 99 tlown
to 10, but in no case does the fuel ratio fall below the last-lamecl figure.

the classification proposecl above is arlopted, then all of the ouuy'
ing fields of sullivan county, Pennsylvania, should be considered as
bearing coals of semianthracite rank only, and all of the coals of the
Yalley fieids of Virginia woulcl fall into either the semianthracite or semibituminous ran\ with the coals of Price Mountain, Pulaski, ancl Gunton
Park, nearer the anthracite rank than those cropping out on the slope of
Brushy and Little'Walker mountains. Some operators of mines or owners of
coal land in the Yalley fiekls may be clisappointed that their coal is not
classed as anthracite, but the writer feels that if it were so classed it woultl
be an entirely wlong classification, as it would imply that it is identical with
Pennsylvania anthracite, whereas every characteristic, whether it be
chemical or physical, shows that it is inferior to the Pennsylvania protluct. In other words, the virginia coal woulcl be sailing untler false
colors, and sooner or later the pubiic woulil resent the i:mposition thus
foistecl on it.

If

Many persons have argued that because the valiey coal is smokeless
ancl sootless it must necessarily be an anthracite. Ile who aclvances such
a proposition forgets that the proclucer of Pocahontas coal has much the
same grounrls for claiming a higher rank for his coal, though eYerT one
knows that Pocahontas coal is not an anthracite, not because it is essen-
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tially smokeless and sootless, but because it contains enough hydro-carbons to burn with a yellow flame which, as noted previously, is not the
case with a true anthracite.
The heating value of certain coals is also misunclerstoocl by many
persons, for they fancy that, because anthracite is the coal of highest
rank, it must necessarily have the greatest heating value. The work of
the Bureau of Mines has shown conclusivelv that this is not the case and
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that the coal having the greatest heating value belongs in the lower part
of the semibituminous and not in the anthracite rank. The general composition ancl comparative heating value of the various ranks of coal from
lignite to anthracite are shown graphically, in Fig. 15. The heating value
given in this figure does not, however, agree with the B. t. u.'s in the
table of analyses, for the reason that the ash in coal is almost all clue to
extraneous earthy matter washeil into the olcl coal swamp and this must
be eliminatecl before just comparisons can be made. The other constituunilergo
fixed carbon, volatile matter, ancl moisture
ents of the coal
fairly regular changes
as the vegetal matter is changecl into Ooal and then
as the coal is grailually altered until it reaches the anthracite stage;
moisture shrinks rapiclly at first antl then maintains a fairly uniform
percentage of the mass; volatile matter increases at first and then gradually
tapers to a very few per cents in the highest rankl whereas fixed carbon
increases steadily throughout the entire series of changes.
The upper diagram shows that the heating value of coals increases
rapidly from the lignitic stage, reaching its greatest value at the top of the
bituminous or the base of the semibituminous rank ancl then suffers a
gradual tlecline throughout the remainder of the semibituminous rank ancl
through the semianthracite antl the anthracite ranks. The reason for this
decline is that the heating value of carbon is not so great as that of hydrogen and also of some hydro-carbons ancl hence a coal that caries a notable
percentage of hyclrocarbons ha.s a greater heating value than an anthracite
which is composed mainly of carbon. Eeating Yalue can not, therefore, be
considered as a criterion for the separation of coals into ranks.
The separation of the semianthracites from the semibituminous coals
is of equal. importance with the separation of the semianthracites from
the anthracites, but fortunately many more analyses of the lower rank
coals are available anil also there is a greater physical tlifference between
these ranks than there is between the higher ranks.
The semibituminous coals were so named by Eenry D. Bogers 1 because they contain less-say about one-half-of the bituminous constituents that characterize bituminous coal. They are therefore of higher
rank than orrlinary bituminous coal, because they have lost mueh of their
bituminous matter, but not so much as to fall into the semianthracite
rank. In a commercial way the semibituminous coals are recognizecl as
the most valuable steam-producing coals of the entire series. Their great
1Op. cit., p. 988.

COMPOSITION OF SEMIBITUMINOUS COAIJS.

value lies in their generaily high heating-value, their comparative freedom from tarry matter and consequently their nearly smokeless qualif,y,
and their general freedom from spontaneous ignition. They are frequently referrecl to as "smokeless" coals ancl, because they have been widely
exploited by the Navy, as "Navy,, coals. They are known by certain
tratle names derived from the locality of fielcl in which they were produced, such as ttPocahontas coalr" ttNew River coalrr, ..Cleorges Creek
coalr" "Cambria County coalr" and ..Clearfielcl coal.r,
There is no question about the appropriateness of recognizing such a
rank; the difficulty arises, however, in defi.ning its limits. In the analysis

of coal of highest ran\ the question of method of determing the volatile
matter is of not much consequence, for when the volatile matter is less
than 10 per cent an error in its determination does not materially affect
the resu$ but as the problem in hand concerns coals with a volatile
content on the moisture and ash-free basis of 1? to 1g per cent, any error
irt its determination may have a decided efiect on the assignment of a
coal to one or the other of the two ranksr-semibituminous or semianthracite. x'or this reason the writer has dependeil entirely upon recent
analyses made by the Bureau of Mines in the electric furnace where the
temperature can be absolutely controlletl. As stated previously, the present analyses macle in the electric furnace yielcl a higher percentage of
volatile matter than clicl analyses marle with gas, either natural or artificial, as a fuel in the olcl practice, so it must be distinctly understood
that all limits specifiecl in this paper are based. on analyses macle according to the present practice of the Bureau of Mines.
rn previous publications the writer 1 defined the term "semibituminous rank" as that which includes all coals having a fuel ratio ranging
from 3 to 5 or ?. This statement was basecl largely upon oItI or rather
miscellaneous analyses ancl also was macle before many reliable clata were
available regarding the composition of the coals of the varley fields.
with the present wealth of material in both the semibituminous and the
semianthracite ranks, and also in conformity with moclern laboratory

practice, the writer woulcl lower .both limits of this rank. A tabulation
of more than 1,000 analyses of semibituminous coals of the Appalachian
fields, made by modern methods shows that with onty a few exceptions,
the fuei ratio runs below 5.00, and, as most of the known semiauthracites
have a fuel ratio greater than 5.00, that figure is regardecl as the lower

timit of the semianthracite rank.
'U.

S. GeoL Survey Prof. Paper 100--4.,

p. S, f9l7.
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In accorclance with the conclusion just statetl, semianthracite rank
may be defined as including coals which are generally harcler than ordinary bituminous or semibituminous coals, but which are separated from
the lower coals because of the smaller amount of volatile matter that
they contain. The coal can also be distinguished by the fact that when
first ignited it burns with a short yellow flame which soon turns to blue,
whereas the flame of a semibituminous coal is always yellow ancl an anthracite always blue. They are also separated. from coals of the anthracite
rank, as previously stated, by the greater amount of volatile matter or the
smaller amount of fixed carbon. Semianthracite rank may be more accurately defined as including all coals whose fuel ratios range from just
uncler 10 down to and including 5.
The lower limit of the semibituminous rank should, because of the
general lowering of fuel ratios by modern laboratory practice be placetl
below 3. A careful comparison of all analyses of recognized semibituminous coals shows tha! in only a few cases, does the fuel ratio fall below
2.50, therefore, that figure is taken provisionally as marking the base of
the semibituminous rank.
Semibituminous rank may therefore be defrned as inciuding all coals
having a fuel ratio ranging from just under 5 down to and inclucling 2.50.
They are generally much more friable than the coals of higher rank antl

they burn with a short yellow flame. As they burn with oniy a thin
yellow smoke when first firecl, they are generally spoken of as "smokeless."
A study of the table of analyses on pages 108-113 shows that the fuel
ratios of the coals of Montgomery and Pulaski counties and that part of
Wythe County which lies south of the Reed Creek fieltl, range from a
minimum of 3.60 to a maximum of 8.0?. It also shows clearly that the
coal of highest rank is contained. in the fields which lie farthest to- the
southeast. Thus in the Price Mountain fieid, the fuel ratios range from
?.09 to 8.0?, with an average of ?.55. It is, therefore, apparent that the
coal of this field, without any exception, should be classetl as of semianthracite rank. Similar1y, the fuel ratio of the coal from the l-,,anghorne
bed in the Empire mine at the west end of the Little Walker Mountain
f.eld ranges from 6.?? to 1.34 with an average ratio of ?.06. This coal
is also clearly a semianthracite. The fuel ratio of the coal at Pulaski is
?.82 ancl so it is of the same rank as that of the Empire mine antl of the
coals of the Price Mountain fieid. The coal of Slusser and Doss, near
the head of Mill Creek at the east end of the Brushy Mountain fieltl in
Montgomery County with a fuel ratio of 6.9? is also, without cloubf of
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semianthracite ran\ but the main bulk of the Brushy Mountain antl
Little Walker Mountain coal is of distincUy lower rank, some of it even
falling below a fuel ratio of 5.00, which has been provisionally accepted
as the lower limit of this rank. According to the tabie of analyses, the
coals of these fields, excepting that of Slusser and Doss antl the Langhorne bed in the Empire mine, range in fuel ratio from 3.60 to 5.94 with
an average of 5.30. Judging by the lowest fuel ratio of the group, these
coals woukl fall into the semibituminous rank, but when they are consiilered. in the aggregate it will be founrl that only six samples show a
less than 5.00, whereas 19 samples show fuel ratios of more
than that number.
The question then arises,-shall the base of the rank be taken exactly
as 5.00 and shall part of the coal of the Brushy Mountain fieltl be considered as semianthracite and part semibituminous, or shall it be recognized that the various ranks may overlap slightly, and hence factors other
than that of fuel ratio should be taken into consideration in settlins this

luel ratio

question.

As far as physical characteristics are consiclerecl, the coal of the
Brushy Mountain and LitUe Walker Mountain fields is a unit ancl it
would seem unreasonable to class the coal of one part of these fielcls as
distinctly different from that of the other part. In a general way, the
lowest fuel ratios characterize the coal in the vicinity of the BlacksburgNewport road, but in the mines on either side of this road part of the
samples have fuel ratios greater than 5.00 and part have less than 5.00.
It is manifesUy absurd to think of classifying the output of a single mine
as of different ranks, ancl as the coal is practicallv as hard and as well
adapted to domestic use as the coal either to the northeast or the southwest the coal of both the Brushy Mountain and the Little Walker Mountain fields wiil be considerecl by the author as belonging to the semianthracite ran\ but he recognizes that the coal in the area specified above is
lower in rank than the other coals of these fields.
The most striking feature of the coals of Pulaski County is the unusually high rank of the coal of the Langhorne becl in the Empire mine.
As stated above, coal from the Merrimac coal bed. in this mine has a fuel
ratio in one analysis of only 3.6 whereas coal from the Iranghorne becl
which lies only 14 feet higher in the formation has a fuel ratio, as
tletermined by averaging five analyses, of ?.1. The probable reason for
this great clifference in rank wiil be more fully considered in the part of
this report dealing with the I-rittle Waiker Mountain coal field.

L?,8
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As would be expected the rank of the coal increases in a southerly
direction as shown by a fuei ratio of 7.82 in a sample obtained in the
mine of the High Carbon CoaI Co. at Pulaski. This increase, being iu
the direction from whence came the main thrust which produced the
Pulaski fault, is in perfect harmony with the general increase in rank
across the entire Appalachian region and is in accorcl with the theory of
the application of stresses in this region.
Meadows field is fairly comparable in rank with
. The coal of the Max
that of the Little 'Walker Mountain fiekl of Pulaski County ancl the
Rrushy Mountain fielcl of Montgomery County, except that in this fiekl
there seems to be a marked tentlency to clecrease in rank westwarcl. Such
a decrease woulcl be. in accorcl with the westwaril decrease in the I-rittle
'Walker
Mountain fiekl noted on a previous page, if it can be assumecl that
the reported fuel ratio of coal from the old Altoona mine is much higher
than would be the case were it cletermined by moilern methods of analysis.
fn this connection it may be interesting to point out that the lrestward
ilecrease in rank is very marked in the Reed Creek field of Wythe County
ancl as this field may be considered as the westwarcl continuation of the
I-rittle Walker Mountain fielcl, the whole iine of eviclence at present available indicates a regional change in a westerly direction.
The coal of the Reed Creek fielcl ancl also that of the Bland fielcl,
according to the few analyses at hand, is of semibifuminous rank anrl
therefore would have to be classed with Pocahontas coal rather than with
the semianthracites of the other Valley fiekls. It must be unclerstoocl,
however, that the samples coliected in the Reed Creek and the Bland
fields are of'more or less weatherecl coal and hence the results may indidicate lower rank than the analyses woulcl show if the coal were perfectly fresh. An increase in rank is, therefore, a possibility if new nines
were opened at which perfectly fresh coal cou}l be obtained for analysis,
but the author does not believe that even the freshest coal would yielcl
very different results from that which was obtained from the samples
collected by him during the examination of these fields.
Tn orcler that the reader may have before him most of the data usecl
by the writer in trying to settle the question of the rank of the coal of
the Valley fields a second table of analyses has been prepared which
shows the composition of coals in adjacent fields or of what may be considered as type coals of the country as well as the coal producecl at most
of the principal mines in the Valley fields. These analyses are shown in
two forms: (A) the coal as received at the laboratory, ancl as the sample
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is sealed in an air-tight can it means in the same conalition as it was in
the ground; and (B) what may be consiclered as the compositiou of the
coal substance without the obvious impurities of water and ash. The
first form (A) shoulcl be used in all cases where the coal is being consitleretl
as a fuel, and the seconrl form (B) where it is desirable to compare the
real coal substance.
The composition of the C-form is still further illustratecl by the $aph,
Fig. 16. This shows the relative amounts of volatile matter and fixetl
carbon of the various coals listed in the seconal table anrl they are
arranged so that the volatile matter decreases gradually from a maximum
of 55.5 per cent in sample A to a minimum of 2.3 per cent in sample
Y. The fixecl carbon shows an increase in the same direction from 44.5
per cent in sample A to 97.7 per cent in sample Y. The fuel ratios show
an increase from .80 in sample A to 43.32 in sample Y. Applying the
limits of classification as workecl out previously it is fountl that samples
A-D are bituminous; samples E-K are semibituminous; samples I-r-T are
semianthracite; and samples U-Y are anthracite.

DESCRIPTION OF COAL FIELDS
FIELDS OF MONIGOMEBY COUNTY.

Bv Manrus R.

CaMperT,r,, Rar,pu W-.

Ilowpr,l,

AND

KnNr K. KrMsar,r,.

General ilescription.

Montgomery County is essentially an agricultural county. The limein the broader anil more open part of the Valley is well adaptetl
to the raising of hay and grain ancl consequently in the past the principal
stone soil

industry has been stock-raising, but recently more attention has been
given to horticulture and now orchards of apples and peaches abouncl in
many parts of the county. There are no large towns in the countyl
Christiansburg, the county sea! anrl Blacksburg, the seat of the Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, are about equal in size, the former together with
the tributary district around it being rated in the census of 1920 as
having a population of 5,717 and the latter, a population of 6,100. The
entire county had a population in 1920 of 18,595.
The coal-bearing territory of Montgomery County is naturally diviclecl
into two parts: (1) that area of the coal-bearing formation which lies
along the base and south slope of Brushy Mountain, entirely across the
county from the east boundary north of McDonalds MilI to New River

TIIE VAII,EY
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at the station of Mc0oy on the Virginian Railwa,y, and (2) the area of
coal-bearing rocks on the north ancl south slopes of Price Mountain, a
small ridge about 3 miles in length which lies midway between Christiansburg and Blacksburg, but to the west of the roatl connecting these
towns. The first of these two areas will be calletl in this report the
Brushy Mountain coal field, and the second, the Price Mountain coal
fielcl.

Surface features.

The surface features of Montgomery County are those which are
generally characteristic of the Valiey of Virginia. They consist of a
broad valley floor with an unclulating surface which is largely cultivatecl,
bordered on both sides by riclges, more or less regular ancl continuous,
that have been heavily forestetl, but now are almost denudetl of forest
trees, ancl densely covered with a tangled growth of small trees antl unclerbrush.

In

Montgomery County the valley is not quite typicai as its rolling
of ridges or mountain masses which
from
the regular valley walls. These
are generally distinctly separatecl
masses greatiy reduce the widih of the valley floor ancl in places separate
it into two distinct valleys which, however, must be consialereal as parts
of the "Yalley," as it is generally known throughout the State.
In this cou:rty the valley-like character of this feature is not so apparent as it is in many other places, because it contains portions of two
drainage basins-New River on the west ancl Roanoke River on the east
these parts have very different aspects. The part lying in the
-and.
New River basin is a rolling plain ranging in elevation from 2,100 feet
to 2,400 feet above sea leveI, and in this plain New River has cut a narrow
valley from 300 to ?00 feet in depth. The Valley here is lvide and is interrupted by only one small ridge-Price Mountain (PI. V B)-lying 4
or 5 miles north of the Norfolk and Western Railway. The part lying
in the drainage basin of Roanoke River is quite different in appearance
and elevation. In the first place the valley is divided in a longitutlinal
direction by a great canoe-shaped mountain mass which extenils from a
few miles no,r-theast of Christiansburg to north of Roanoke. As this
group of mountain ridges has a breadth ranging from 4 to 6 miles, the
valleys on either siile are quite narrow, ancl as a consequence one scarcely
realizes that these narrow valleys ean be the representatives o{ the great
expanse that characterizes the Shenandoah section of the "Valley" further
surface is intenupted by a number
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to the northeast. The dissimilarity in the two sections is also heightenecl
by the ruggedness of this part of the Roanoke basin as comparecl with
that of the New River basin and also by the sharp ascent which one maken
when he passes up the river from LaX'ayette on the eastern bounclary of
Montgomery County at an elevation of about 1,250 feet above tide to the
divide near Christiansburg at an elevation of about 2,100 feet.
This difierence in elevation is not due to a difference in the character
of the rocks, for the Shenancloah limestone is exposed continuously along
the Norfolk and Western Railway entirely across the county in an eastwest direction, but it is the result of peculiar drainage conditions which
in the past have prevented Roanoke River from cutting through this
divide and robbing New River of its headwaters. At the present time,
however, Roanoke River is actively at work on this divide and if conclitions do not change the robbery wiII be accomplished some time in the
future. The encroachment of Roanoke River has produced a very steep
slope from Christiansburg down to Big Spring that serves as a decicled
handicap in the hauling of heavy freight westward, but fortunately rloes
not interfere with the eastward movement of coal which constitutes the
greatest tonnage hauled by the Norfolk and Western Railway.
'When
one stands upon the high iand just south or west of Christiansburg he realizes that he is standing on what appears to be a plain cut
in the Shenandoah limestone at an altitude of about 2,200 feet. The
surface he sees to-day is not a plain because it is seamecl by numerous
stream valleys that are sunk from 100 to 400 feet below the general level,
but were the valleys to be filled to an altitucle of about 2,200 feet then
the surface would indeed be a plain whose surface is broken only by low
knobs and ridges that rise above its level, and, because they are still covered
with trees, appear as islancls in a sea of cultivated grouncl. This surface, as
it appears to-clay is shown in Pl. 58, which is a view from the wagon
road running south from the village of Vicar on the Norfolk and W'estern
Railwap 5 miles west of Christiansburg. The photograph was taken
from a point on this road where it surmouatecl the first low crest of Berringer Mountain. The camera is probably 100 feet above the level of the
plain just described and the low ground in the foregrouncl and miclclle
distance is part of its surface. The photograph shows the country due
north and northwest of the observer. The wooded riclge on the right is
Price Mountain, the knob in the middle of the picture is a hill near the
west end of the Price Mountain coal field. Another view of this plain
west of Blacksburg is shown in Pl. Y A.
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The conditions which would permit of the cutting o{ such a perfect
plain throughout a broatl area of the Valley of Virginia must have been
very different from those which prevail to-day, for at the present time
the small streams, even those draining into New Biver are actively at
work deepening the valleys. It is possible, howevet, that should the crust
of the earth here remain stationary, neither moving up nor tlown for an immensely long periotl of time, New River and aII its tributaries as well as
the Roanoke anil its tributaries woulcl cut their channels well down towarcl sea level, ancl if the unclisturbecl contlitions continuetl long enough
the interstream areas would also be reduced nearly to the level of the
major streams ancl a surface would be produced which might not be a
perfect plain, but would resemble one so strongly that it might be called
a peneplain (an almost plain), a name physiogtaphers have adoptecl for
a surface of this kind prod.uced in the manner outlinetl above. As the
upland surface here tlescribecl was probably produced by stream erosion
ancl as it was never a very perfect plain, it will hereafter be calletl the
Blacksburg peneplain because of its excellent development about that
town.

The Blacksburg peneplain is well tlevelopetl on the Shenantloah limestone at an altitude of 2,200 feet from New River eastwarcl to a point
about 4 miles east of Christiansburg and. in the vailey between Paris antl
Brushy mountains, entireJ.y across the county and for a tlistance of 5 or
6 miles in Roanoke County. East of the limits'specifiecl above no trace
of such a 'feature can be found at this altitude, hence it is either clestroyed by recent erosion or it has been tle{ormed since its completion by
earth movements that have retluced it towartl the east to a lower level.
Physiographers do not agree as to the northeastward extension of this
surface, but the writers are fully convinced that the peneplain was tleveloped about Boanoke antl FincasUe, antl that it has not been upJiftetl
here to the same extent that it has on New Biver.
The deyelopment of the Blacksburg peneplain was an important event
in the Tertiary history of this region for it not only protluced a fairly
level surface across the valley, but also greatly enhancecl the value of the
lanrl for agricultural purposes. This was brought about by the extremely
long exposure of the surface to the processes of weathering which permitted of deep decay of the limestone but, owing to the low gradieut of
the stream valleys, the materials resulting from the tlecomposition of the
Iinestone were not aII carried. away, but remainecl practicaily in the place
in which they were derived. The peneplain is easily iclentifiecl to-day by
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the lack of rock exposures at the surface and by rock debrisr-resialual
clay-that is the striking characteristie of this surface. When one passes
from the surface of the peneplain into the ravines that have been cut
below its surface, he is surprised at the amount of limestone ancl calcareous shale showing at the surface, as comparecl with the almost absolute
Iack of such exposures on the surface of the peneplain. Another feature
of great interest on the peneplain surface about Blacksburg is the occurrence of cobblestones, as much as 6 inches in cliameter, which have been
left stranded on the highest ridges west of the town. As these cobbles are
composed of rocks that occur in the Biue Ridge province to the southeast,
it is evident that either New River or Little River has wanclerecl widely
over the peneplain, their courses at that time undoubteclly being quite
different from what they are to-day.
After the formation of the Blacksburg peneplain which seemingly was
developed throughout the entire Valley of Yirginia, regarilless of drainage
basins, and which therefore must have required a long period of time for
its formation, the lancl was uplifted 100 feet or more anrl the valley of
New River was wiclenecl in places to a mile or more in breadth, indicating
that the. epoch in which the earth's crust remained stationary and the wide
valley was produced was of considerable cluration, but not nearly so prolonged as the epoch in which the Blacksburg peneplain was in process of
formation. In the seconcl epoch New River evidently swung to the east
near the mouth of Toms Creek and flowed in a great meanclering curve
over the country to the northwest of Whitethorn. Great quantities of
gravel and boulders were swept into this region by the river and at present
they, together with an overlying deposit of silt, cover much of the country
northwest of Toms Creek that is crossecl by the road leading from Price
Forks to n{eCoy.
Still'another pause in the general elevation of this country is recordeil
in a fine terrace about 100 feet above New River which is particularly
well shown in Pl. 28 as it is developed back of McCoy and also in the
bend of the river opposite East Radforcl. At the last namecl trocality the
terrace, which is oniy a fragment of the floor of the old broad valley of the
river, is developed on a point of the upland projecting into a pronouncecl
bend of the river, but in the first named locality the entire vailey of the
river was widenecl for some *istance even in a pJace where the river
encouaterecl the harcl rocks forming Brushy Mountain, so thai on passing
along the river on either the Virginian or the Norfolk and Western
railway one does not see Brushy Mountain coming to the brink of the
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riyer as does Iritfle walker Mountain, which is really the westwartl continuation of this ridge. This terrace is well shown on Pl. 28, which is
a view taken from the Norfolk ancl w-estern Railway about one-quarter
of a mile beiow the Parrott coal mine. In the view the end of Brushy
Mountain shows in the distance, standing distinctly above the nearly level
terrace in the middle distance.
There is still a lower terrace at several points on New River, but the
present remnants of this terrace are limitecl in area and apparently it
was developed only in favorable localities, either where the rocks are soft
and were easily cut away or where the river, because of the direction of
its course above, has been diverted from its old pathway, leaving a remnant
of its flat bottom to mark its previqus course and also as a recoral of a
periocl of stability of the earth's.crust in this region.
The Blacksburg peneplain and the terraces at lower levels afforcl considerable level land that is either deeply covered with residual clay resulting from the decay of the limestone or with sanil ancl gravel callieal anal
deposited by the river in places where the current was not strong enough
to transport them farther. These tracts are generally cuitivated, but the
knobs and ridges standing above the peneplain level, because of the harclness of the rocks forming them, ancl the ravines cut below the level land,
because of the steepness and rocky character of the slopes, are not generally cleared and farmecl, and the rocks are more or less abunclantly
exposecl.

Transportation facilities.
The formation of the Blacksburg peneplain on the more soluble rocks
of Montgomery County has very much simplified the question of building
Iines of transportation-both railroads and highways-across the country,
especially in an east-west direction. The country is crossecl by both the
Norfolk and Western ancl the Virginian railroacls. The former ap-

up the valley of Roanoke River and its South
Fork, which it follows nearly to Shawsville. Here it leaves the main
stream and climbs the steep slope of the divide between the Atlantic
clrainage on the east antl the Mississippi drainage on the west. The actual
clivide is crossetl about half-a-mile east of the railway station at Christiansburg (Cambria P. O.). From this point it follows down Crab Creek
to Walton near New River where the line divides, the old or Bristol
branch turning up the river to East Radford and the Bluefield or main
line turning clowt stream and two miles below crossing the river into
Pulaski County on the west. A branch of the Norfolk ancl Western running
proaches from the east
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from Christiansburg to Blacksburg is the only part of this system actually
entering the coal fiekls of this county. This branch passes through the
Price Mountain coal field and at Blacksburg is so near the Brushy Mountain field that considerable coal has been trucked in and loaded at its
station. The Virginian Railw4y enters the county by the valley of
Roanoke River, the same as the Norfoik ancl 'Western, but insteacl of
following the South Fork it follows the North tr'ork and near Yellow
Sulphur Springs tunnels through the clividing ridge mentioned before
and follows down Lick and Stroubles creeks to New River which it
reaches in the vicinity of Price. X'rom this place it follows the east bank
of New River beyond the north line of Montgomery County. The Yirginian Railway crosses the entire length of the Price Mountain fielcl in
an east-west direction and it also crosses the Brushy Mountain fiekl at
New River.
The county is not weII suppliecl with improved highways. The olil
State Road passing through Shawsville, Christiansburg, and on to the
west to Ingles Ferry is passable for automobiles, but it is not well suited
to a pleasure trip. This road is now being rebuilt by the State and
tloubUess in the near future there will be a first-ciass roacl across the
county' whic\ however, will cross New River at Radforcl rather than at
Ingles X'erry as was d.one by the olcl State Road. The State Road between
Plum Creek and Ingles X'erry is in bad condition ancl is traveled only by
those who have local business in that section. An excellent roacl connects
Christiansburg and Blacksburg and from Blacksburg two improved roads
lead, one in a westerly direction to Price Station on the Virginian RaiIway, ancl the other to Newport which is harcl-surfaced as far as the crossing
of Toms Creek with a branch to the east that is improvecl for a d"istance of
about 3 miles. There are two improved roads ieading south from Christiansburg but ihey extend for distances of only a few miles.
The unimprovecl roacls of the county are very poor ancl are generally
avoided by tourists unless they have business with some of the local
farmers or fruit growerc.
Blacksburg is the seat of the Virginia Polytechnic fnstitute ancl is a
typical college town. It is beautifully situatecl in a rich farming and
fruit-growing region with coal mining carried on both on the north and
the south. These surroundings make it an almost ideal location for a
polytechnic school, as the students may find in the adjaeent country
ample opportunity for the application of the studies they are pursuing
within the institution.
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Geologie structure.

In the chapter on Geologic structure the broader strubtural relations
of the geologic formations have been consiclered and the method of their
formation has been rliscusseil at some length, but in that chapter the
structure of the coal fields has been consiclerecl entirely from a theoretical
point of view, without stopping to tletermine its bearing upon the loea1
conditions of coal-mining. As the prime object of this paper is to present
aii of the facts that have been obtained in the field bearing upon the
questions of the distribution of the coal at the surface ancl the extension
of the coal beds und.erground, the structure in or adjacent to the fields
of Montgomery County will be reviewecl antl additional details given that
may have a bearing gn the development of the coal beds.
The faulted anticline on the northwest side of the Craig Creek syncline is one of the most significant struciures in the eastern part of
Montgomery County. This anticline has been almost obliterated by the
great thrusts from the southeast that have afiected the rocks of the regiou
at several epochs of the past, anal now all that remains of it is the MiIIers
fault with the Shenandoah limestone bordering it on the southeast. The
very fact that this fault cut as deeply as the micltlle of this great
limestone mass and as high as the Price formation inclicates that the
anticline was no small afiair. Although the greatest tlevelopment of this
folcl, as it shows to-day, lies east of Montgomery County, there is some
indication that it once extentled farther west ancl it seems possible that it
may represent the northeastward extension of the Price Mountain anticline, or some of the other foltls in that neighborhoocl that were partly
developed prior to the Pulaski overthrust. The presence of the upper
part of the Shenancloah limestone in the great embayment of Brushy
Mountain at the heail of Mill Creek is strongly suggestive of such a southwestward extension but if it was once connected to the southwestward
with some fold, in the vicinity of New River, the eastem part must have
been shoved. many miles out of a tlirect line. This great northwaril
shove in the formations in the vicinity of Blacksburg is inclicatetl by the
peculiar distribution of the sanilstone member of the Shenancloah lime:
stone shown on PI. I. The two bands of this sandstone from near Trinity
Cross Roads to the vicinity of Shiloh Church in Roanoke County inclicate
anticlinal structure which has been faulted an,i[ one limb shoved over the
other until all trace of the anticline, as such, has clisappearecl. If the
shape of this small fold is any indication of the shape of the larger foltl
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to the northwest, then it may confidently be said that there is some probability that the Craig Creek anticline was originally nearly in line with
the eastward extension of the Price Mountain anticline ancl may have
been the continuation of that folcl.
The reader may be wondering what effect the presence or absence of
a crusheil anticline in the region east of Blacksburg may have on the
extension of the coal bed beneath the surface. The possible. bearing is
this: if it can be shown that originally there was an anticline extending
northeastward from the vicinity of Blacksburg of the magnitude that
this crushed anticline seems to have hacl, then it seems fairly certain that
the probability of the Price formation extencling towarcl the south intlefinitely from the outcrop at the base of Brushy Mountain is cleciclectly
slim, or rather that there is hardly one chance in a thousancl that it does
extend in this direction indefinitely. Therefore, the writers conclurle
that it is hopeless to expect coal at a depth south of a line extending from
Blacksburg to the point of Cove Mountain, northeast of Shiloh Church,
but even along this line the coal may be too deep for economical mining.
The extent to which mining can be carried in these fekls can not be
settled in an arhitrary manner. It is more of an engineering question
than a geological one and data for the solution of the engineering problem
have not been obtained. So far as the writers have seen, there appears to
be no inherent difficuity in these fields in carrying mining to a consirlerable depth, and they are inclined to believe that it is an economic rather
than an engineering question after all, for the d.epth will probably be
cletermined by the cost of mining and raising the coal ancl water. Just
at what point the cost would become prohibitive the writers are unable to
say, but it seems probable to them that mining here wiII ultimately be
carriecl to a depth of at least 2,000 feet vertically below the surface. Such
a depth is attained in the anthracite field of Pennsylvania at thd present
time but in the Virginia field it would not be considered. feasible. It is
assumed, however, that mining methocls will improve and that when a
large plant with the . best modern machinery is estabiisheil, ways antl
means will readily be founcl to continue the work to a rlepth of at least
2,000 feet, or until the selling price of the coal is less than the cost of
mining plus a reasonable profit for the operator.
'West
of Blacksburg the structural conclitions are much more easily
interpreted than they are east of that place, but even here there are many
factors that have not been determined and hence the problem of the clepth
ancl extent of the coal bed below the surface can not be said to have been
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solved. So far as the writers can judge, there does not seem to be any
doubt that there is a rather shallow and flat trough-the Toms Creek syncline-lying between Price Mountain on the south and Brushy Mountain
on the north. This syncline seems to be deepest in the vicinity of Blacksburg and grows more ancl more shallow towarcl New River. Its termination west of New River is one of the unsolved questions of this particular
area ancl one that seemiugly can not be definitely answered until deep
drilling has been done in the limestone area south of the Pulaski fault.
\Yhile the writers are perfectly willing to arlmit that they have not succeeded in solving this question, they have obtained some eviclence that may
have a bearing on the question and may possibly afforcl some indications
of the probable structure beneath the limestone ancl the extension of the
coal beds in that direction.
If the limestone and the underlying coal-beari.ng formation have been
affected by the same forces and similar structures produced in thern, as is
apparently the case in the Price Mountain coal field, then the most promising line of attack is the limestone itself to see if there are not some controlling structures irr it that will give a clue to the structure in the underIying rocks. The most pronounced structure in the limestone in the
vicinity of New Biver is a deep syncline whose axis crosses the river at
the point where the bridge of the Norfolk and western Railway is locatecl
a little more than a mile below Peppers X'erry. The rocks are well exposed in the railroad cuts in the river blufi and the writers wgre able to
measure foot by foot the 1,800 feet of limestone that compose the southern
Iimb of this trough, extending from the Pulaski fauit a short clistance
above Peppers tr'erry, shown in Pl. IX B, down to the axis of the syncline
which, as stated above, is at the railroad bridse about one mile north of
Peppers Ferry. North o{ the axis the beds can not be followed so closely
as they can south of the axis, but southward dips were observecl almost
continuously along the railroad. )as far north as Belspring.
As the axis of this fold trends nearly east-west it is manifestly the
syncline which separates the two anticlines of the Price Mountain and
the East Radford fensters. West of New River the axis was observecl
on the Badford-Belspring road at the bencl P miles north of New River,
but beyond this point it is lost in the poor exposures in the uplancl south
of Back creek. The north limb of the syncline can be traced somewhat
beyond Belspring, possibly as far as Back Cree\ but the structure in
the Back Creek valley was not studiecl carefully enough to make its interpretation_ possible. ft seems probable, however, that immediately north
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of the north hmf of the syncline the limestone is so broken that its
structure is almost beyoncl conception, ancl if that is the case little ca,n
be expected from additional surface work. The principal poinf however,
is that the syncline south of Price Mountain extends westwaral at least
as far as Belspring and probably to Back Creek. The presence of this
cleep sypcline in the overthrust Shenandoah limestone woultl seem to inilicate that any coal-bearing rocks that may lie below the limestone are
either absent here, or if presen! they are carrietl to such a great clepth
that the mining of the coals is a physical impossibility
The definite limitation of this syncline in a northerly tlirection
suggests that the broken character of the rocks in this region may be
due to the formation, only a short distance below the surface of an anticlinal fokl that may be the prolongation of the Price Mountain anticline

or of another fold of the same general character. If it be grantecl that the
broken condition of the limeslone inclicates an anticlinal folcl north of
the syecline just described, then such an anticline woultl trend a little
north of west from the extreme west end of the Price Mountain anticline through Belspring and would strike the Pulaski fault at a point
about one mile up Back Creek. This hypothetical anticline woulil limit
the Blacksburg sSmcline on the south antl wpultl without much cloubt
mark approximately the southern limit of the coal-bearing formation
under the Shenandoah limestone. It is on this supposition the sections
C-C' antl D-D' on PI. t have been clraw:r, ancl it is on this basis that
the writers woulcl estimate the thickness of the overthrust sheet of limestone in the Toms Creek syncline. The estimatecl thicknesses are as follows: section A-A', 1,800 feetl section B-B', 1,900 feet; and section'C-C',
1,800 feet.

The southward extent of the coal betl under the Shenancloah limeof the Price Mountain coal fielcl is another of
the important unsolve.rl structural questions regarding these coal field-s.
The writers clid not hear this subject mentionecl in the felcl, so it is
probable that the operators on this sitle of the mountain are counting
on the presence of the coal bed in a workable contlition for an inclefinite
tlistance to the south, but the writers are far from being satisfiecl that
such a conclusion is justifietl. The basis for this doubt is formetl by the
following facts to be gathererl from a close stuily of the outcrops, both
in the zone of the outcrop of the Carboniferous rocks anal of the Shenanstone on the south side

cloah limestone.
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The presence of the coal-bearing part of the Price formation in the
Price Mountain anticline ancl its probable absence in the East Radford
anticline shows that it must terminate at some place between these two
folds. East of New River, as explained. in the description of the Price
Mountain coal felcl, the iimit of this formation is supposed to be near
the present location of the fault on the south side of the Price Mountain fenster. As it is the rule in Appalachian structure that the
formations involvecl in a folcl are faulted in the oredurneal southeastern
limb of a syncline ancl as the syncline showing in the limestone on New
River is not overturnecl on its southeastern limb, it seems altogether
probable that there is a sub-surface fokl north of the syncline just
clescribecl which is overturnecl and that it is .in the south limb of this
fold that the coal-bearing formation is faulterl ofr. This assumption
receives some support from the unsSmmetrical form of the Price Mountain anticline, for if the thrust from the south was sufficient to push
over the axial plane of this anticline past the vertical, it is highly
probable that the accompanying syncline on the south voulcl be similarly
afiected ancl hence such an upturn or overturn woulii be the logical place for
the termination of the coal-bearing rocks by the faulting of the upturnecl
eclge of this syncline which is now possibly concealed by the overthrust
Shenandoah limestone.

The recent fekl work carried on by the writers in this locality brought
some structural eviclence whic\ if correctly interpreted, tends
to show that the Merrimac coai becl is limited in a southerly clirection to
a rather narrow belt of territory, ancl that, instead of continuing to
descend indefiniteiy to the southward, it will be found to turn up abruptly
and be broken ofi by a fault at a distance of about Z miles from the mouth
of the Merrimac slope.
The evidence bearing on this question is as follows: X'or some time
the senior author has been aware that conglomerate is exposed on the
southeast limb of the Price Mountain anticline, beginning near the shaft
which was sunk during the excavation of the summif tunnel of the Virginian
Bailway and extending northeastward to the point of the fenster, as shown
on Pi. I. This conglomerate hacl been seen at only a few points
and its significance was not realizecl until about the close of the
past season when this part of the fielcl was visitetl by Professor Holclen

to light

and the senior

glomerate

author. This examination

is practically

revealed the fact that the con-

continuous along the

line

specifi.ecl above ancl
have

that to the north of the conglomerate is a coal bed or beds which
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been prospected at a number of places, and on the southeast sitle of the
conglomerate is a band of what must originally have been an earthy limestone canying fossils. A small collection of these fossils was placed' in
the hands of George H. Girty,'of the United States Geological Survey, who

with but slight hesitation pronouncecl them to be of Devonian age. If
one should start on the outcrop of the Merrimac coal betl at the east
end of its exposure just east of the Merrimac mine and travel southeastwarcl he would pass upward through the upper part of the Price
formation, then into the band of Maccraily red shale, then clown through
the crushed and greatiy thinned formations in reverse oriler passing
through the Price formation, the Ingles conglomerate and then into the
Devonian sandstone and shale a short distance to the Puiaski fault.
Only one explanation is possible in this case and that is the interpretation given on section A-A', PI. I. This section shows that here is a
remnant of an overturned syncline on the southeast sicle of the Price
Mountain anticline and the lowest rocks exposecl on this overturned limb
are some fossiliferous becls at the top of the Devonian system. Some
person may object that, as shown by the section, there is not sufficient
room for all of the Price formation on the overturned limb. This contention will be readiiy granted, but the slight thickness of the formation
here is due rather to stretching and thinning on the overturnecl limb of
the syncline than to clear-cut faulting. Such thinning on overturned
Iimbs of folds is of common occurrence in the Appalachians ancl is regarded by those who are familiar with such structure as a perfectly
normal phenomenon.

As stated previously this overturnecl limb can be tracetl westward
until it is concealed by the overthrust Shenantloah limestone just west

of the railroad which connects Christiansburg with Blacksburg. It woulcl
seem that an overturn occurring so near the Merrimac mine woultl to
some extent at least afiect the attitude of the coal becl in that mine.
Curiously enough, such an efiect is shown by lessening tlips in the eastern
part of the mine, but the operator of the mine'has not yet realized that
the tlecrease in the dip in that part of the mine means that he is approaching the encl of his coal bed, but such is undoubtedly the case ancl
it would be the part of wisdom for the management to sink some drill
holes in advance of the workings so as to cletermine the exact amount of
coal still aiailable. The dips in the w€stern part of the mine do not
I
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show any tendency to flatten, although the workings in this part of the
mine are at about the same distance from the outcrop as are those in the
east part of the mine. This probably means that t-he upturn is farther
removed in the west than it is in the easf but even in the west part it
probably will be found to be- not many hunrlreds of feet farther away.
Those who desire to understand the structure of this part of the flettl
should make a careful study of the geologic section exposed in the cuts
along the Christiansburg-Blacksburg Railroad south of the crossing of

the Virginian Railway.. In passing southward from this crossing the
rocks first encountered. are those of the upper part of the Price formation
and are generally free from a distinctive retl color. These rocks clip
south at an ayerage rate of about 24'. In the far end of the first cleep cut
retl shale and sandstone appear; as this is a separate and distinctive banal
of retl interbedded with yellowish-green shale it is considered to be within
the Price formation, but at the farthest end of this cut the red shale makes
its appearance in a formation of solid red. This occurs at a point about ?15
feet south of the Yirginian Railway and this point is regarded. as marking
the boundary between the Price formation and the Maccrady shale. At
this point the dip is about 20'.

Southward from the crossing of this boundary the dip of the Maecrady shale grows less and 1ess, until at a distance of 1",950 feet from
the Virginian Railway the low dips are suddenly terminated and replacecl

by dips of 50" to 60' to the south. This

change of dip evidently
marks the point at which the overturn of the south limb of the syncline
begins and this overturn, marked by steep but variable southrvard dips,
continues to the beginning of the Shenandoah limestone which marks the

great Pulaski

fault.

Near the contact of the limestone the red shale

grows inconspicuous'and the rocks showing at this place seem
greenish sanclstone of the upper part of the Price formation.

to be the

There seems to be no question about the interpretation of the structure shown in this section being an overturned syncline with the Maccrady shale in the bottom of the trough, but the structure west of this
railroad is somewhat puzzling ancl the writers are not certain that they
have interpreterl it correctly. From the Norfolk anil W'estern Bailway
westward to the wagon road that crosses the end of the mountain anrl
leacls from Price X'orks to Yickers the red shale is found in a narrow
band, dipping 30" to 35o to the south. In many places this bancl has
a wiclth of not more than 400 feet and towartl the west encl of the fiekl
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the reil shale is boundecl on the south by a pronouncecl bantl of yellow
shale, much like the shale in the upper part of the Price formation.
The yellow shale dips in the same clirection ancl at about the same angle
as the recl shale, but near the limestone the dip incteases, in places, to
as much as 70o.
The writers failed to get sufficient evidence to enable them to debelt. The data collected is subject to two
interpretations: (1) that the bancl of Maccrady shale, shown on the
geologic map, PI. I, is on the axis of a syncline ancl the yellow shale to
the south is the upturnecl upper part of the Price formation; or (2)
that the bancl of red shale is a distinct layer near the base of the Maccrady shale ancl the yellow shale to the south is merely a bancl of that
kinrl of material in the Maccrad.y. In the event that the first interpretation is accepted as correct, the structure wou1tl be the same as that
at the east encl ol the fenster, already clescribetl, but if the second
interpretation is acceptecl, then the coal-bearing formation, instead of
turning up as it does farther east, turns clown ancl its southern limit can
not be cleterminetl. One objection to the last interpretation is that as
shown previously, the coal-bearing rocks are cut ofi somewhere between
the Price Mountain and the East Radforcl fensters and if the formation
turns clown, it is difficult to understand what woulcl cut if ofi. On
account of this difficulty the writers have acceptetl provisionally the first
explanation ancl the structure sections on Pl. I are constructecl on that
termine the structure of this

basis.

There is an exposure of black shale on Geeses Creek near the west entl of
the fenster just below the Peppers X'erry road. antl a similar exposure near
the top of the riclge on the road east from Yickers that presentetl one of the
most difficult problems that was encounterecl in the fielil. The shale strongly
resembles the Devonian black shale, but in each locality mentionetl it lies
directly below the Shenand.oah limestone. East of Vickers the black shale
appears to rest upon yellow shale of the Price formation, but on Geeses
Creek the black shale rests upon or against another mass of Shenantloah

limestone. At the latter locality the writers interpretetl the two masses
of limestone as indicating the presence of a normal fault with the clownthrow on the north, and the geologic map has been drawn to harmonize
with this interpretation. The clifficulty with this interpretation is to
account for .the presence of Devonian shale here where the only shale
that is known is of Carboniferous age. If this shale is really Devonian,
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ancl the writers are inclinecl to believe that it is, then the only methocl of
accounting for its presence here is on the assumption that the shale
represents a thin wedge of Devonian which with the overlying limestone
has been overthrust upon other rocks-in one place Shenancloah limestone, ancl in the other, the Price formation or Maccrady shale.
the
overturnecl syncline was originally present throughout the whole extent
of the Price Mountain anticline, it means that throughout the coal field
the Merrimac coal bed extends only slightty south of the present margin
of the limestone and that in consequence the field is considerably re-

If

stricted

in this

tlirection.
The coal beils.

The Price formation in this fiekl contains many beds of coal, but
most of them are so thin and. so irregular in rlistribution as to be consiilered
worthless. There is one becl, however, that seems to be of workable thickness throughout the county, where its thickness has not been afiected by
movement within the rocks. About 99 per cent of the mining already
done has been in this bed which on account of its thickness has generally
been referred to as the "Big Bed." Below the "Big Bed' at a clistance
ranging from 20 to ?0 feet is a thin but quite persistent becl whic\ by

comparison, has been universally known as the "Little Bed." As such
at all satisfactory for names of coal beds, the writers have
taken the liberty of renaming then, giving to each a clistinctive name
names are not

which shall not only sewe to irlentify it, but at the same time, by implication, indicate a Wpe locality. The names here appliecl have also a
historic yalue as they are derived from some of the early efiorts to develop

the coals of these fields.
As the larger of the two becls und.er consideration is best known from
.the fact that it is the bed worked in the Merrimac mine in Price Mountain, the name "Merrimac" is here proposecl for it. In a historical way
this name is also appropriate because coal from this mine is said to have
been usetl on boarcl the Confeclerate frigate Merrimac in her memorable
fght with Ericsson's Moni,tor in Hampton Roacls in 1862. Similariy,
the name "Langhorne" is proposed for the "Little Beclr" because its best
development is in the Empire mine in the Little Walker Mouutain coal

field, which was originaliy openecl by Daniel G. I-,anghorne of Pulaski.
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Brushy Mountain coal fekl.
GENEBAI, DESCBIPTION.

As the coal beds of this freltl occur in the Price formation, they are
limited in their surface exposures to the outcrop of that formation. The principal beit of outcrop is on the south sid.e of Brushy
Mountain and, as the rocks of the formation dip to the sout\ or to be
more exac! about south 15o east, ani[ as the basal conglomerate of the
formation is geirerally the most resistant stratum in either this part of the
Carboniferous system or in the upper part of the Devonian system, the lower
boundary of the Price formation, in many places, forms the crest of the
mountain and the other rocks, including the coal becls, make up the south
slope. If the dips are more than 30" or the conglomerate less resistant than
is usually the case, then the line marking the lower limit of the formation
may follow a bench on the side of the mountain or shoulders on the
spurs. The coal becls, however, occur some distance above the base of
the formation, hence in only a few places do they crop out on the slope
of the mountain, but rather on a bench at its base which is a remnant of
ancl marks the position of the Blacksburg peneplairi.
necessarily

STBUCTURAL RELATIONS,

In

places the upper limit of the coal-bearing rocks'is markecl by the
red beds of the Maccrady shale, but in other places the Shenandoah lime-

stone has been thrust up from the southeast to such an extent that it
covers all of the Maccrady shale and even in places approaches very
closely, if it cloes not actually concea! the coal. As described uncler the

heading "Geologic Structurer" the great break
resulted

in the overritlins of the Shenandoah

in the rocks which has

limestone

is known as the

Pulaski fault.

For many years those familiar with the field, and particularly those
who have operated coal mines have indulged in speculations regarding
the relationship of the Shenantloah limestone to the coal and the possibility
of finding coal beneath the limestone. The surface relationship is shown
diagra.mmatically in Fig. 1?, with the coal bed cropping out at the point A
on the south slope of Brushy Mountain and dipping to the southeast at an
ayerage rate of about 28'. It is obvious from. the figure that the effect of
the limestone on the coal bed.s depends altogether upon the attitucle of the
fault plane which separates them. If the fault plane dips in conformity
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with the coal-beaiing rocks, as shown by the line C D in Fig. 1?, the fault
will not cut the coal becls, no matter how far they are extendecl, unless
the clip of one or the other changes, but if the dip of the fault plane is
steeper than that of the underlying formations, the fault plane will cut the
coal becl at some point below the surface, the location of the point of contact
clepencling upon the relative clips of the coal bed and the fault plane. If
the dip ofthe fault plane is 45o, as shown by the line C B and the dip of the
coal berl about 28' (A B, fig. 17) the coal becl will be cut off by the fault
at the point B. If the clip of the fault plane is very steep, point B witl be
plane

Bnushy Mountain

\N

qN

N

Fig. I7.-Section showing the relation. of the Pulaski fault to the Merriqac
bed.

in the Brushy Mountain coal field.

coal

located only a little distance south of the margin of the limestone, but if
the clip of the fault plane is at a low angle then the point B may be some
distance south of the limestone boundary.

Until 35 or 40 years ago, geologists working in the Appalachian
region regardecl all faults or breaks in the rocks as having steeply clipping
planes, corresponcling to the line C B in Fig. 1?, and consequenUy the
idea was generally held in this fieltl that the coal beds were cut ofi at or
near the edge of the limestone, and that it was useless to search for them

of the line marki:rg the northernmost position of the limestone.
As a result of this almost universal belief, tracts of coal land, whether
for lease or for sale, generally extended from the top of Brushy Mountain
to the edge of the limestone. Now it is generally recognized that the
faults common in the region are of the overthrust type, as shown in the
seetions on Pl. I, ancl that the plane or surface on which the limestoue
mass has been overthrust dips very slightly to the southeast or may be
practically horizontal. As most of the movement on such a fault plane
south
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took place along the betlcting planes of the roc\ it is customary to find
the beds of both the overriding antl the overriclclen masses clipping in
the same direction ancl at approximately the same degree of inclination,
Thus, in a general way, where the sandstones ancl coal betls of the Price
formation dip to the southeast a! say 30o, the overriding limestone clips
in the same direction at about the same rate.
If this general rule is applied, however, to actual outcrops in the
Valley coal fields, it wili be found in many places contrary to the facts,
for frequently the limestone at the fault appears to have a steeper clip
than the coal becl has in nearby mines anc[ prospects. This may be
explained by the generally broken conclition of the limestone near the
fault line and by thrusting that has occurrecl since the main epoch of
movement in this part of the region, as shown in X'ig. 18B. It is
probable that if a seconcl epoch of thrusting occurrecl after the ]imestone
had overriclden the coal-bearing rocks, all of the rocks along the contact
would be more or less crushecl and the limestone probably would be thrust
into the soft shale of the Price or Maccrady formations. This woulcl tentl
to give to the edge of the limestone the appearance of dipping more
steeply at the contact than it does a short distance away from the contact
or more steeply than the fault plane dips when consid,ered in a broacl way.
It is now generally concedecl by geologists familiar with the region
that the Puiaski fault is a Yery flat overthrust and consequently it is
more nearly representecl in X'ig. 1? by the line C D than it is by the line
C B; as a consequence it is probable that in most places the coal bei[,
if followed far enough down the clip, would be founcl to lie beneath the
limestone. The clistance it extends beneath the limestone is entirely
problematical ancl can be determinecl only by extensive and cleep drilling.
It is probable that, as explained on another page, the coal beds clo not
continue intlefinitely untler the limestone, their actual extent clepending
upon whether they are foliletl ancl clisturbecl or whether they lie approximately flat. The evidence at the surface seems to inclicate that in places
the coal beds may extend to a distance of several miles from their lines of
outcrop, but that in other places they may be cut ofi in a comparatively
short distance. This can be tolcl only by ctrilling in aclvance of mine workings.

There is also a common belief in the fieltt that if mine workings were
extencled far enough down the dip of the coal becls, the coal woultl be
found to lie approximately flat. This appears to be a belief born of hope
rather than founcled on facl for there is littte oI no geologic eviclence
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to bear on such an hypothesis. The condition of a coal bed beneath the
limestone depencls entirely upon the condition of the rocks before the
great overthrust occurreal. If the rocks were practically flat and undisturbed, they may be founcl in that conclition to-day or whenever cleep
mining is carried beneath the limestone mass, but if they had been
previously compressed and thrown into folds, then the rocks below the
Iimestone may be folded and disturbed as greauy as the surface rocks
are in nearby localities.
Although it is true, as just stated, that driliing alone will tell the
it is equaily true that there is considerable geologic evidence to
show that the rocks in this region were cleformed before the great overthrust, ancl consequently, that the minable coal beds are liable to be
seriously afiected below the surface-even to the extent of being cut oft
entirely in certain places.
story,

During the progress of the present f.eld work, attempts were made
to cletermine the thickness of the limestone southeast of Brushy Mountain, but without very satisfactory results. X'rom New River to the
Blacksburg-Newport road the limestone resting on the carboniferous rocks
appears to be of cambrian age and this iimestone is probably near the
bottom of the overthrust mass. This wouid seem to inclicate the relative
thinness of the sheet of limestone lying between Brushy Mountain and
the Blacksburg-Price Forks roarl, but the writers were unable to come ro
any definite conclusion regarding the thickness of these beds because of

their broken and jumbled condition. A section along the yirginian
Railway, where the side-hill cutting has revealed. most of the details of
the rocks, failed.to solve the question, for any given dip was founcl to
hold only a few hundred fee! ancl frequently the attitude of the beds is
such as to show clearly that they are separated by faults. The impression one gets in traversing this section is that, with the exception of the
rocks on the point west of whitethorn, the limestone is in such a broken
condition that

it is doubtful

whether the true structure coulcl ever be de-

termined.

Northeast of the Blacksburg-Newport road the conclitions are quite
different from what they are to the southwest of that road, for'here the
overthrust mass of rock is foicled into a great syncline or trough whose
northwest limb is marked by catawba Mountain, and on that account it
will here be referred to as the catawba syncline. This syncline makeg
its first appeerance in the low-ilipping limestones of the ridge which liee
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east of Blacksburg. This ridge trends nearly north-south ancl the rocks
composing it dip gently to the east into the west encl of the catawba
syncline.

The great mass of calcareous anrl sandy shale overlying the sheuandoah limestone in this syncline makes its appearance about a mile south
of Trinity Cross Roacls. From this place it trends to the north a few
miles and then swiugs to the northeast around the spoon-shaped end of
the syncline. The shale is easily followed for it is soft and easily erodecl
and in it the North Fork of Roanoke River has cut a valley some 300
feet below the plateau level at the foot of Brushy Mountain. This valley
is followed in its western part by the North Fork of Roanoke River aucl
in its eastern part by Catawba Cree\ a tributary of the James'
southeast

of or within the concentric shale valley just

describeil, is

or quartzite which is known as catawba
a pronounced ridge of
or Paris Mountain. within this mountain is another valJ.ey erodetl in
black shale (Devonian) which belongs still higher in the geologic column
ancl finally on the southeast side of Roanoke or Fort Lewis Mou:rtain
are sanclstone anil shale which are the equivalent of the Price formation
of Montgomery county. Ilere there is an unbroken sequence of rocks
from well clown in the shenandoah limestone to the Price formation of
carboniferous age, a section that must be at least 8,000 feet thick. If
the coal bed of Brushy Mountain shsuld continue down under this mass
of rocks it would be more than ?,000 feet below the surface, ancl therefore entirely out of reach.
The most interesting point is not the total depth to which the coal
beds may clescmd, but how far one iould have to go down the dip from
the outcrop until the bed woukl be too cleep for economical mining. If
the clip is assumecl to average 30', the coal bed would reach a vertical
depilr of.1,000 feet at a distance of 1,?50 feet back from the outffop,
and a depth of 2,000 feet at a distance of 3,500 feet'
sanclstone

The great depth of the syncline east of Blacksburg and the comparatively shallow depth to the wes! as shown in the section D-D', on New
River, seems to inilicate a gradual thickening of the overthrust mass from
about 900 feet on New River to at least ?,000 feet in the catawba syncline. If these figures are only approximately coqec! then it can readily
be calculated that the coal will be out of reach for mining operations in
the lowest part of this trough in the region east of Blacksburg.
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COAL PROSPECTS ON PEPPER RUN.
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DESCBIPTION OF COAL MINNS AND PBOSPECTS.

In the tlescription of the coal beds in the Montgomery County fields
the beds wili be clescribed as they appear in mines and prospects beginning at the eastern extremity of a field and continuing westwarcl in systematic orcler as nearly as this plan can be carried out.

At the east end of the Brushy Mountain coal field, as it is itlentifiect
in Montgomery County, the coal becls are very uncertain. No clear
exposure was founil within two miles of the county line, although reports
of coal. and even some fragments of it were seen. The fintling of fragments of coal is no certain indication that coal in workable proportions
is present and the writers incline to the belief that the principal bed is
here coverecl by the limestone and that the coal reported is that occurring
lower in the Price formation than the Merrimac bed.'

In passing westwarcl from the county line the first prospect noted
is at loc. 1 on a small head branch of Pepper Run. The outcrop of a
coal bed is shown here by an oltl prospect which is now so badly eavecl
that it is impossible to form any definite conclusion regarding the thickness of the coal bed or the'steepness of its clip. Residents in the neighborhoocl report that a small amount of coal was clug here many years ago
but no coal was seen cropping at the surface and very little coulcl be
found on the dump heap which marks the location of the pit. The position of the prospect relative to the Pulaski fault and the edge of the overtbrust limestone was not determinetl, but judging from exposures in this
same general region, loc. 1 must be very close to the fault. The close
proximity of the prospect to the fault is also intlicated by the narrowness
of the outcrop of that part of the Price.formation exposecl here. If the
base of the formation ancl the position of the fault are'platted in their
correct relations, it wiil be found that there is just room for that part of
the Price formation lying below the Merrimac coal bed to be present,
provided the dip of the beds is not less than 40". As this is about the
general dip in this part of the field, it seems safe to assume that the coal
bed once opened. at loc. 1, is probably the Merrimac bed.
No information was obtained that will throw clirect light on the
conclition of the coal bec[, but owing to its nearness to the limestone it
is probable that the coal bed is baclly crushed, possibly so badly crushecl
that it is worthless as a commercial proposition. This may seem to owners
of this coal a far-reaching conclusion based on entirely insufficient evi-
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tlence. The writers readily acknowledge that such appears to be the case, but

from wide experience in this field, _they have conclucled that such generalizations are warrantecl.
The possible effect on the coal when lying close to an overthrust fault
may be illustrated by Fig. 18, in which section A shows the coal becl cut ofi
by a slight change in the clip of the fault plane and section B, the coal
betl erushecl ancl renclered valueless by the crushing of the limestone into
the coal by horizontal pressure after the limestone harl been thrust over

the coal-bearing rocks. It is possible, of course, that in places the fault
plane, instead of changing to a steeper dip, may become flatter, and in
that case it would depart more and more from the coal bect with dept\
but the chances of such a chanse seem to be rather remote and hardlv
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X'ig. I8.-Sections showing how the Shenandoah limestone may affect the Merrimac
coal bed below the surface: (A) by change of dip, and. (B) by erushing due to
subsequent movement on the fault plane.

worthy of consideration. Repeated observations on the fault contact in
this region have convinced the writers that the limestone generally shows
eviclence of having been crushed and now dips more steeply than does
the fault plane, when viewed in a broacl way, ancl this steepening of clips
is supposed to have been accomplished as shown in B, X'ig. 18, by pressure
sinee the main fault occurred.
The next exposure of coal is at loc. 2 on the westernmost branch of
a small stream that lies between Pepper Run ancl Dry Creek. This
exposure is very similar to that just describecl as loe. 1. Crjal is reportetl
to have been dug here, but it was many years ago and the prospect pit has
cavedl ancl nothing remains to tell the tale, except a heap of badly weathered.
coal from which one can gain little information regarding the quality of the
coal or the thickness of the coal bed. It is very close to the limestone and
for that reason the writers are inclined to consider it of very doubtful value.
The next place at which prospecting has been done is at loc. 3, on Dry
Creek. Ilere both coal berls appear to be present. The Merrimac becl,
which crops out only a few feet from the edge of the limestone, was
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slope. This slope, when visited by HoweII in 1914,
and character of the coal bed coultl
not be determined, but one of the men who minecl the coal reportecl that
the bed dips to the southeast at an angle of about 45" ancl is foliowecl by
the siope for a distance of 87 feet to a point where it is cut ofi by the
fault, the coal abutting clirectly against a wall of limestone. The conclitions here appear to be similar to those represented by B, Fig. 18.
This man reported. the section of the coai beil as follows:
opened years ago by a

was

full of water ancl the thichess

Section of Merci,moc coal, beil, at loc. 8.
(Beporteil,.)
Shale, sandy,

In.

gray ,.

3fl:1" ::::: :::
Coal .

:: : : ::.:: :: ::.::: :::: : :: . ::::: :::

1

:

?

I

6

2

0

Shale

Coal .

8

Shale, hard

The upper parb of the coal becl was not exposed, but apparenUy it conof another band of shale and also of coal before the roof was
reachecl. The Langhorne ("I-rittle") becl lying about 65 feet below the
'Merrimac becl is scarcely 2 feet in thickness. CoaI has recently been dug
from a pit in this bed, but the bed is so thin that it can harclly be consistecl

sidered

In

of

workable proportions.

summing up the situation from the eastern bounilary of Montgomery County to Dry Creek Church the writers are impressed with the
generally poor cond.ition of the coal outcrop and unhesitatingly express
their opinion as unfavorable to any development of the coal on a commercial scale in this part of the county. It is probable that this same objection
applies to the coal throughout all of the drainage basin of Dry Creek as the
outcrop of the coal becl probably cloes not ilepart widely from the fault

until it passes the divide between Dry Creek and Mill Creek.
Around the head of the Mill Creek drainage basin the outcrop of the
coal bed departs from the edge of the limestone farther than it cloes east
of this tlrainage basin, but here, even at a greater distance from. the faultr
the coal is in places so badly crushed that its commercial value is greatly
afiected. The first prospect noted by the writers on entering this basin
from the northeast is at loc. 4 on one of the eastern branches of MilI
Creek. This prospect has been abandoned for many years anil little rlata
regarding the coal bed could be obtained except that it dips 30' to the
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southeast. The coal fragments on the old d.ump make a goocl appearance
and it is thought that the quality of the coal is about the same as it is
at loc. 5.
The most important prospects on Mill Creek are at locs. 5 antl 6,
on the farm of W. W. McCIung. At loc. 5 the prospect inclicates that a
rather large mine had been in operatior.! at some time in the past as coal
has been taken out of a drift ancl also a slope, the bed in the slope striking

N. 65' E. and dipping S. Il. about 30'. That part of the coal berl

now visible is badiy crushed, being squeezed into lenses a foot or two
thick and 4 or 5 feet long. The result is that no two sections of .the
coal, though measured not more than 10 or 20 feet apart, agree either in
the number of the layers of coal or the thickness of the various layers of
coal or shale. This is illustrated by the following sections measured only
a short distance from the surface:
Sections of the'Merri,mac coal bed, nt loc. 5.

A. Section. B.
nt. fn. Ft. In.
........ t t0
\Yz
2 6
........ t 0
31k 2 2Yz
... ... .. I
Section

Coal..
Bone .
Coal .
Shale .
CoalZISSYz

Thicknessofbed.
.

6 6
4 lI

Tbickness of coal

8
5

0
SLk

Section A was measured in first left entry 20 feet from the slope, anil
section B was measured about 100 feet from the mouth in an old drift.
The same coal bed was seen in another okl drift at loc. 5, where the fol-

lowing section was measured

:

Section of Merrimac coa,l beil

at loc.

5.

Ft.

I
I

Coal

Bone .
Coal

Thickness

Thickness

of bed

.

of coal

.... ..

3
2

In.

n

Vz

6ty2

6

At loc. 6 the coal becl is so imperfectly exposed that no section could be
measured. It is probably barlly crushed as the prospect is near the limestone anil in all probability the coal bed. has been even more affected than
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at locs. 4 ancl 5. The writers greatly clesired a sample
from these prospects for analysis, but the coal seemetl so bad]y crushecl
ancl so badly tlecomposed by the weather that the value of a sample for
determining the rank of the coal was regardecl as too doubtful to be
consiclered. Part of the crushed condition of the coal obseived about the
hearlwaters of Mill Creek may be due'to the northward, bend in the outcrop of the coal bed and to the corresponcling bend in Brushy Mountain.
Such bends mean that the beds have been stretchecl in places to accommodate themselves to the greater arc of the circle anrl in other places
compressed to adjust to a reclucec[ arc. The writers have marked the
increasecl clistortion of the coal beds wherever there is a change in clirection of the outcrop and feel sure they can recommencl this as a general
criterion that will well repay the attention of engineers and prospectors.
The coal bed was not definitely fixed at loc. 7, but the writers found
an old prospect at this place with a small amount of coal on the tlump.
This may not be the outcrop of the Merrimac berl, but if not it doubtlees
represents a thin bed not very far removed from the big berl. Similarly
no good exposure of the coal becl was seen at loc. 8 on the next branch to
the west, but croppings of coal were founcl here that doubtless mark the
position of the Merrimac bed.
At loc. 9 the writers found the first mine in operation that they hacl
encountereil in approaching from the east. This is a small mine ancl
was being worked for the local wagon trade by Messrs. Slusser and Doss.
The coal is obtainerl by drifting into the hillside on the becl where it
dips 25' to the southeast. A sample for analysis was cut in this mine
about 100 feet back from the mout\ wtere the coal has only about 25
feet of cover. The section at the point of sampling is as follows:
has the coal

Bacti,on of Merri,mac coal bed,

in mine of

Slusser anil, Doss, loc. 9.

X't.
Coal, sampled

Bone

.).

.

|

Coal, sampled

Bone .,.....

Coal, sampled

1l

Coal, sampled
Thickness

Thickness

of hetl

2Yz
3
7Y2
8

Shale

.

In.

I

.

of coal

4
3

6
6

X'or graphic representation of this section see Pl. XII. The analysis
of the sample obtained is given on page 108 as No. 94,184. It is interest-
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ing to note that although this sample was obtained where the coYer cloes
not exceecl.ZS fee! the fuel ratio is greater ancl consequently the rank of
the coal is higher than that of any other coal in the Brushy Mountain
coai fieltl of which we have a reliable analysis. There is an olcl prospect,
loc. 10, on a more westerly branch of the stream upon which is situatecl
the mine of Slusser ancl Doss, but it is batlly caved ancl the coal bed is
inaccessible.

fn the block of territory lying between ioc. 10 ancl the BlacksburgNewport highway the'Merrimac coal bed has been opened in every ravine
crossing its outcrop ancl at several other places where it is not so exposecl. Most of these old mines ancl prospects are now caveal so tha't they
are inaccessible and they throw no light upon the character or thicknese
of the coal becl or upon the quality of the coal. Their chief value is in
indicating the position of the outcrop of the coal betl. The variow
prospects numberecl 17, L2, 13, and 15, wiil not be describecl in detail,
but the main attention will be given to the mine at ioc. 14.
Before entering into the consideration ancl comparison of sections of
the Merrimac coal bed. it is well to caution the reatler about the lack of
accorilance in nearby seetions measured by clifrerent men ancl in some
cases by the same man. In fact the writers have gone so far as to say
that they do not believe they can separate the coal bed into clefinite
layers of coal ancl bone twice alike. The reason for this is that the bony
impurities are not clistributed in regular layers in the becl, but are irregular in thickness anrl composition, antl even if their character were such
that they coulcl be readily tlistinguishetl from the good coal, it is cloubtful if
the thin bony layers woulcl be twiee grouped in the same way. But when
it is understoocl that in many cases it is extremely tlifficult to clistinguish
bone from coal the difficulty of separating the coal becl into benches that
may be recognized by another or even oneself at another time of sampling

is very much enhanced, and the reacler shoulcl take each sectioa here given
as merely the interpretation of the one making the measurement as to the
best rianner in which to class the various materials composing the coal
becl.

The writers are free to confess that the Merrimac coal bed is composed of the most heterogeneous mixture of coal ancl bone that they ever
saw. Nothing is regular anil persistent about the becl except its heterogeneity. Some parts of it are composed of soft flaky coal, some of harcl
massive layers, ancl some of mixed harcl ascl soft. The hard coal passes
by insensible gradation into layers of extremely hartl "sancl coal" or
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"splint coal" with 25 per cent or more of ash, or into clear bone with

a

still higher percentage of ash. Pl. X shows a block of so-calleal "sand
coal" and Pl. XY B a block of "splint coal." Pl. VII shows a bloek of coal
the bedding planes of which are coyered with mineral charcoal.
With these preliminary remarks on the variability of the coal

becl

the writers wiil pass on to the consicleration of the coal becl as revealecl
by measured. sections in the Slusser mine. X'our of these sections measureal
at the time q&mples of the coal were cut for analysis are given graphically
on Pt. XII.
The Slusser mine, operated by the M. C. Slusser Coal Co. has been
in more or less continuous operation for the last 15 or 20 years. The
original point of opening (loc. 15) is on the north side of the Blacksburg-Newport road just east of the place where this roatl now crosses
Toms Creek. X'rom this opening a clrift was driven up a slight grade,
forming a natural haulageway and rlrainageway for the mine. The following sections were measured in the old or western part of the mine:
Sections

of the Merri,mnc coal
Sl,usser

bed, i,n the western part of the
mine (loc. 15).

A.
X't. In.
t210

Section
Coal

Shale
Coal
Shale
Coal .

I

Shale, roof of mine

coar

..

Shale

.....

........:.:::::::...::::

Coal .

a2

Shale

Coal .

a,

Coal.

al

Shale and bone ..

Shale,

with

some coal

8

3
3
3
3

l0

I

5

t6
aZ

2Yz

2

b2

Yz

3
ZYz

3

I1

c1

t22
610

fn.
4

6

Coal

Thickness of bed .. . . .
Thickness of coal mined

X't.

2
b

2
6

a2

Section B.

l3

I

I

t0

8a/a

ZYz

X'or graphic representation of these sections see Pl. XII. That part of
section A which is minecl was measured by Eowell in a lateral entry on
the north sicle of the mine, 900 feet from the mine mouth and the parb
above the roof of the mine was given by the owner. The sample obtained from the ilifierent benches marked a ga\e analysis 19858 on page
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108. That part of section B which is regularly minetl was measuretl by
Professors R. J. Holden and J. T. Watson in the aircourse about 1,0?5
feet from the mouth of the mine (Ioc. 15) on May 14, 1914; the section
o{ the roof coal, which is rarely exposed, was furnished by the ownei.
The minable coal was measurerl ancl samplecl here because of its unusually thick development. The analysis of sample o is given under
number 22629:' sample b, uncler number 22630; and sample c, untler
number 2263L on page 108. ' Professor Holtlen was inclined to believe
that the great thickness of the coal berl at this place is due to the buck'
ling of the bed and the shoving of one section up onto the other, thus
practically duplicating the coal beil. Mr. Murray C. Slusser, however,
does not agree with this explanation, for he says that the partings in the
bed were not disturbed as they would have been if the becl were broken.
According to Mr. Slusser the most reasonable explanation is that the

gteat thickness is due to original deposition antl that it was present only
in a very limited area.
Soon after the sampling by Professors'Ilolden antl Watson the tlrift
entry was abantlonetl antl a slope was sunk at loc. 14 from which mining
operations have been carried on ever since.
In recent years four more mine samples have been cut by Govern-ent
geologists antl four sections measureil o{ the part of the bed that is
worked. These sections are as follows:
l

Secti,ons

of the Merci,mac coal bed i,n tha Blusser mina, I'oc. 1!.
*i",'1"i3'
ui?f

i*' 'rfl"i3: 'fffl"if:

.
wI I xI
Bone ..
3!+
Coal.
w lI
xl
Bone .
2V+
Coal.
w 6Y+x
thale and coal ......
81/z L
Coal.
w IIlz x
;Shale .
Coal .
Coal

Thiekness of bed

worked

.

.

lbickness of coal...

4
3

114
DY4

lz I
Ilz
Yz y
I%
6Vzy
2lz
g I

4I040Y+
3 4y, 2

zl
3r/z
7lz z
2
Sytz
|a/z
9Ytz
z

L08/+

0
2

I
2Y,
I
8

3\6

I

I0Yt

6

9ve

3

$t/t
7Ya

For graphic representation of these sections see PI. 12.
Sections A and B were measured anrl the samples taken by Campbell
and llowell in 1918 anrl sections C and D were measuredl by Campbell
ancl W. T. Thom, Jr., in 1924. Section A was measured 100 feet north-
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east of the slope ancl section B, 200 feet southwest of the slope, ancl the
analyses of the samples corresponrling to them will be founcl uncler
numbers 30689 ancl 30690 on page 108. Section C was measuretl on the
water level, 800 feet east of the slope and seetion D, in the aircourse, 30
feet above water level ancl 650 feet from the siope. The analyses of the
samples collected" at these points will be found urcler numbers L-2349
a.nd 4-2350 on page 108.
Above the highest bench of coal in these sections there are two ot
three layers of coal, but as the coal of these bancls is high in ash and as

X'ig. I9.-Normal fault cutting coal bed in the Slusser mine.

the bands are ineluded between thick bands of shale, they are not minetl
ancl are revealecl only where a fault is encountered or there is a serious

fall in the

In this

roof.

mine the coal bed is cut by a number of normal faults, such

as are representecl in X'ig. 19. Generally these faults do not displace the
coal becl more than its own thickness, but one fault was noted that causecl
a displacement of the bed amounting to about 15 feet. This fault is
representecl

by the diagram in Fig. 1-9.

In this diagram the coal becl

before fauiting is represented by the block a h. The bed was then subjectecl to a pulling or tension stress represented by the arrows r ar.d g.
This stress became so great the rocks coulcl not withstancl it further antl
they broke to accommotlate themselves to it. As the stress was one of tension the beds must occupy a greater horizontal space after faulting than they
did before that event occurrecl; hence the break or fault is not perpenclicular to the bed, but oblique, ancl the pulling movement resulterl in the breaking of the coal bed and the upwarcl movement of the block o b c on the
oblique fault plane b e to the position d a f. By this movement the original
block of coal ah has been elongated by the distance i, so that it now occupies
the space a f.
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This fault was encountered by the miners in driving the main eutry
from a toward b; when they reachetl the point b they fountl themselves
against a solid wall of rock. 'They explorecl this wall and found a thin
stringer of coal a few inches in thichess continuing along the floor toward g ancl they assumed that this was the representative of the large
coal bed on the left. This stringer was followed for some distance in
the hope that it would expand to the normal thickness of the main bed,
but it showed no such tentlency and finally work on it was abandoned.
If these miners had been familiar with the law of normal faults they
would have known that the rock wall meant a fault ancl, as all normal
faults dip toward the downthrow sicle, the place to look for the continuation
of the becl ab c is up, ancl not clown, or even on the level.
When work was abancloned at g search was more carefully made of
the rock waII that terminated the coal at b c and the suggestion of a
continuation of the coal bed was found at c on what is lorown as the
"drag" of the fault-a thin stringer of greatly crushecl coal on the fault
plane. This was followetl for 8 or 10 feet to the point d, where it was
found to expand into the regular coal, bed, d, e f.
As normal faults are common in all of the mines in this region, it
is well to understantl their character ancl where the coal is to be sought
beyond the wall of rock that marks the fault plane. For this reason the
fault in the Slusser mine is taken as the type, because it cliffere only in
magnitucle from the numerous faults or '!umps" that are met in every
mine in these f.elcls, and the same rules appiy to them as to the case here
describecl.

The next mine to the southwest of the Slusser mine is that at loe. 16
on Toms Creek three-qua.rters-mile below the Blacksburg-Newport roatl.
This mine, in the development stage in 1923, was operatecl by the Diamoncl
Coal Co. The output of the mine was either solcl for local consumption
or trucked to Blacksburg for shipment on the railroacl. At the time it
was visited for the purpose of securing samples for analysis, the mine
consisted of a rock tunnel driverr into the hiil on the south side of Toms
Creek. At a distance of ?5 feet the coal bed was piercecl ancl there a
slope was sunk in the coal on a clip of 22" for a clistance of 100 feet.
At this level entries were clriven in both clirections, but at the time of
examination these entries had not reachecl a length of 100 feet.
Two measurements of the coal becl were rnaale here: section A at the
face of the west entry, ?5 feet from the slope; and section B at the face
of the east entry, 12 feet from the slope. The measurecl sections are as
follows:

PROSPNCTS SOUTIIWNST OF NEWPORT ROAD.

Bections of the Mercimac coal

'

bed,
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in mine of the Diamond, Coat Co..

l,oc. 76.
Section A.

Section B.

In.

In.

Ft.
I

a
Bone .
Coal, a
Bone .
CoaI,

Eyz
Syz

Ft.
I9

3Yz

gy;

g:l!i: :: ::
coal, a .. .. .: .: :: :. ::::
.

.

of

I

el/z
.

:: :.. .. .:.

:.

7

6

.:

10

40

Thickness of bed worked
Thickness of coal

Graphic representation

9Yz

g

3
these sections

410
oYz

3

lry2

will be founcl on pr.

12.

Benches marked o were sampled. for analysis. The sample secured, at the
place where section A was measured will be found under No. gBdB0, ancl the
one where section B was measured, as No. 93581, on page 109.

A

of the sections measured in this mine with those
in the Slusser mine shows clearly that they represent only the

comparison

measured

.

lower or workable portion of the coai bed, anil that this part of the becl
is about the same as it is in the slusser mine. A visit to the fielcl in
June, L924, revealed the fact that operations in this mine had been discontinued and probably the mine has been abandoned.
x'rom loc. 16 southwestward as far as roc. 1g the Merrimac coal becl
has been prospecterl in almost every ravine crossing its outcrop, but none
of the nines that have been worked in the past were in operation in
r9L4 or 7923. rt is currently reportecl that the failure to maintain
working mines in this district is due entirely to the poor conclition of the
coal bed. rt is generally spoken of as being too much broken, but whether
it is reaiiy badly crushecl and shattered, or thin and broken by numerous
partings is not lnown. Howell founcl an outcrop of the r-anghome coal

in clements Eoilow (loc. 1?) in 1914. The becl is here B0 feet below
the Merrimac bed and at that time was opened by a drift 100 feet long.
At the face of this drift the following section of the coal bed was
berl

measured:

'

Sect'i,on

Coal

Shale

Coal

of the

Langhorne coal bed,

at loc. 17.
x't.

.
.

I

I

2

I

.

Shale and coal interbedded
Thickness of bed
Thickness of coal

In.

4

24
ll0
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short distance southwest of loc. 1?, Pluakett antl W'all were operating a mine in the Merrimac beil (loc.'18) in L914. This was examinetl
by Howeli, who noted that the mine consisterl of a slope in the coal which
here has a strike of N. ?0' E. antl a tlip of 28' to the southeast. A
sample was taken from a point about 100 feet northeast of the slope on
a level which leaves the slope 300 feet tlown from the mine mouth.
Only a part of the bed was mined, as shown by the foilowing sections:

A

Secti,ons

of

th'e Merri,mac coal bed, i,n mi,ne (aband'oned,)
of Plunlcett und, Wal'\, I'oc. 18.

A.
Ft. In.

Section

Coal,shaly
Shal6 .
Coal ..
Shale, roof of

Coal .

........

al

0
6
I
6
4
I
IYz
oY+
ZYz
2
5

..... '..

a,

3

I
mine

Shale
...
Shale
Coal ..
Shale
Coal..

'......
....--..
.

'1
aZ

Coal

Shale .
Coal ..

Shale
Coal .
Shale
Coal .

Section B.

X't. In.

l0
E

2
7
11

I

5
7

I
I

2
3

2
1

6

I

6

Thickness of bed .. . ..
Thickness of coal mined

8?Yn72
4440

A graphic representation of seciion A will be founcl on Pl. XIr. This
section was measured at a point 300 feet down the slope antl 100'feet
northwest on a lateral entry. The analysis of the sample collected from
benches marked a will be found unrler No. 1935? on page 109.
Section B was measured on the slope about 80 feet below the lateral entry

the

in which section A

was measured.

Judging from these two sections the lower or 'workable part of the
coal bed is quite regular in its aggregate thickness, but when its composition is studied in detail, there is found to be little agreement in the
number and thickness of its various benches of coal antl shale. This
lack of agreement is probabiy more appalent than real, for, as previously
stated, no two persons will classify the material composing this coal betl
in the same manner, and it is doubtful if the same person will classify
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the material found in any section twice the same way. The upper part
of the coai bed is more broken by shale ancl bone partings than is the
lower part and it also appears to be more variable in its aggregate thickness.

The I-,anghorne bed was not worked here by Plunketb and Wall, but
a rock tunnel was alriven through the strata separating the two coal beclg
which showed that the Langhorne bed is about 33 feet below the Merrimac bed.
The next operation to the southwest is at locs. 19 and 20. The
original mine, opened at loc. 20 in X'aulkner llollow by Seymour Price,
consisted of a slope on the Merrimac coai becl where it has a clip of about
28o. The slope was clriven for a distance of about 350 fee! to the lower
line of the property, and from this point a lateral entry has been run
eastward along the property line. Howell examineal this mine in 1914
and measurecl the following sections:
Sections

of the Merri,mac
'Beymour Pr'i,ce

soft
Shale
Coal,soft
Shale

coal bed, in m'i,ne of
at loc. 20.

.. . .. ..

Coal,

'i.'Tl""rf' T'11*i:
1

..:....
..... ..

Coal
Shale

4

I

Coal

.

Coal

.

3

Shale, roof of mine

8

8 a2
l4
36

Shale
Coal
Shale
Coal

Shale

8

6

ll
8a10
l.
8a8

.

Coal
Shale

Coal

0
6
3
5

.

Thickness measured
of coal worked

Thickness

99
49

I

52
48

These sections are representetl graphically on Pl. XII. Section A was
measured on the rib of the slope about 150 feet from the mine mouth;
section B, which includes only the part minecl, was measured about 50
feet from the slope in the entry which extencls to the northeast from the
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foot of the slope. The benches in section B markecl G were samplecl anil
the analysis of the sample is shown uader No. 19360 in the table on
page 109.

In 1923 Campbell visited this mine, which was then controllecl by the
Virginia Polytechnic Institute at Blacksburg. Two sections of that part
of the coal bed which was mined were measured ancl samples of the coal
were taken for analysis. The sections measured at the points where
samples were cut are as follows:
Bections

of

ttr,e workable

the

part of the Merr'i,mac

V ir gi,ni'a P oly

t

e

chnic I nsti'tut e,

coul, bed'
I'o c. 20.

Section C.

.
Coal, mining
Bone....:..
Coal .
Bone .
Coal ..
Bone .
Coal ..

Ft.
s"2

Coal

Thicknessofberl,
Thickness of coal .

.:... ..

In.
3lz
$Yz

2r/2
6
2Yz
7

5
4

7
4tk

of

Section D.

Ft.
a2

.o

lYz

9lz

a
a
a

in mine
In.
zLk
sryz

a

9ty'z

a,
a6
5
4

2Y2

I
2Lk

8Vz
6

These sections are representecl graphically on Pl. XII. Section A rvas
measured in the north entry at a point 950 feet {rom the slope and the
sample secured here from the benches marked c furnished analysis No.
93536 on page 109. Section B was measured in the same entry at a point
L1050 feet from the slope antl the sample secured here from the benches
m.arked a furnished. analysis No. 93537 on page 109.

The coal bed in this mine is generally regular and undisturbed, so
that the shale and bone partings can readily be tracetl along the walls of
the rooms and entries, but in a few places the coal is broken and one
part is liftecl or the other part depressed nearly the thickness of the becl,
and these offsets cause irregularities in the mine workings. Two suerh
ilisturbances were seen in the northeast entry, which must be regartletl
as incipient faults, although, as they appear in the mine, they partake
more of the nature of a fold than of a fault. A sketch across one of
these incipient faults is shown in Fig. 20. In clriving the gangway
from o the roof of the coal bed was founcl suddenly tc bcnd down until
it practically reached the level of the floor, thus almost completely cutting ofi the coal bed. After reaching this point the roof continues hori-
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in the same direction as though no offset had occurred. If the
movement which produced these ofisets had continued a little farther it
woulcl have resulted in a decicled ancl clear-cut break along the line b c
and this break would have hacl the effect of ofisetting the coal betl as
shown in Fig. 19. The incipient fault shown in X'ig. 20 diat not cause
any great trouble and expense in mining, as the betl was easily followecl
to its new position, but the gangway which hatl been driven in from a
was obliged to turn abruptly in the clirection of the rise of the becl antl
proceecl until it came to the level of the coal bed in its new position.
zontally

\c

\
Original

posiUon i

I

a\
X'ig.

20.-A "ju*p" or incipient normal fault in the coal

bed.

The horizontal extension of the coal bed due to this incipient fault
is measurecl by the difference between the original position of block a,r
and its new position o y. In X'ig. 20 this movement is representetl by
the distance between the points n and. y. These breaks trend at right
angles to the general strike of the formation, or in a direction about
N. 20''W.
The coal composing the Merrimac bed in this mine is of heterogeneous
composition and characteristics, but in a general way it is hard ancl blocky,
yielcling on careful mining, a rather large percentage of lump coal. Some
of the harder layers are the so-called "sand coal" (Pi. X), ancl some
are fine-textured and resemble gray splint coal (Pl. XVB). A sample of
the splint-like coal from this mine was submittetl for analysis with the
result given under analysis No. 95621 on page 109.

In the summer of 1923 Irinkous and Kipp openetl a mine in the
Merrimac coal bed at loc. 21 in the Sally Kanode Hollow, about one'
thirrl of a mile west of the College mine. The mine of I-.,inkous antl Kipp
consisted, at the time it was visitecl, of a slope tlriven ilown the Merrimac
coal bed a d.istance of about 150 feet on a tlip of 23", anal an entry turneil
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off at the bottom to the northeast for a distance of only a few feet. The
roof anil floor of the mine are excellent but of course the mine lacks
railroad connection ancl hence must clepend upon the local trade for the rlisposition of its output.
Two sections of the coal bed were measurerl in this mine: one of the
entire bed, and the other of the part only that is mined. The sections
are as follows:
Sections of the Merri,mac coal bed, i,n the rnine of

Li,nlcow and, Kipp, loc. 21
Section

5
9Yz
o

a2

0

a
a

D

a

D

a

8Yz

$Vz
3
2

.

Bone

.
.

B1/z

Bone

.

8a/z

Coal

coar

.

Coal

a2

.

Bone .
Coal, mining
Coal

Bone

.

Coal

.

Coal

.

Coal

.

Bone

I

I

.

Bone and coal ..

I

3Yz

.

Coal

Bone

,

..:::.....:::....:

Bone and coal .. .
Bone, roof of mine

&
2a/z

.

2Yz

.

7

Thickness of bed
Thickness mined .

Section B

In.

Coal

Shale, carbonaceous

A.
In.

X't.

Ft.

.

Thickness of coal mined

I

5
50

41/z

|Yz

a
a5
a
a

5

4

I

I
ZYz

I

8Vz
8Y2

I

51y'2

zy,
iIVz

A graphic representation of these sections will be found on Pl. 12.
Section A was measured on the slope, the mining part being measurecl at
the foot and the roof coal at a point about halfway down where a fall
exposed the entire becl. The benches of coal markeal o were sampled
and the analysis of the sample wilt be founcl uniler No. 93533 on page
109. Section B, which includes only the part mined, was measured 25
feet northeast of the foot of the slopti, and the analysis of the samples
of the benches
page 109.

of coal marked a will be found

unaler No. 93534 on

ABANDONED OOAT,

MINE IN POVERTY GAP.
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coal bed shows few indications of
faults
which are common in most
small-scale
other
than
the
disturbance
break of this character is
prospects
in
field.
One
this
of the mines and
reportecl to be present in Craft or Surface Elollow, the first hollow east
of the Sally Kanode llollow in which this mine is located. None of the
authors saw this fauit, but it is reported as cutting the coal betl in a
direction about N. 20' W., or approximately at right angles to the gen-

In the mine of Linkous and Kipp the

eral strike of the formations.
The most favorable places for the clevelopment of mines in the Brushy
Mountain coal field are where streams have cut water-gaps through the
ritlge, thus exposing the rocky formations better than elsewhere, and in
general provicling a better route for the transportation of the protluct of

the mine. A lower water-table is also encounterecl in water gaps ancl
this is aclvantageous in local mining, for it means that the coal can be
worked to a lower level without having to resort to pumping, as woulcl
be the case if the water-table were at a higher level.
The most notable water gap in Brushy Mountain is that of Poverty
Gap, so named because it has been cut by Poverty Cree\ the principal
northern tributary of Toms Creek. The date of the development of the

first mine in this gap is not known to the writers, but juclging from
present aippearances, it must have been long ago, as the remains of oltl
drifts antl clump heaps are in evitlence at several places on the outcrop
of the coal bed. At the time the field. was examineal in 1923 only one
mine was in operation in a small way. This was not examinecl because'a
mine here was visited by K. M. Way of the U. S. Geological Survey on
October 31, 1906, ancl a report of his measurements antl sampling is
contained in Bull. 22 of the Bureau of Mines, page 821. The mine
examinecl by Way was operated by the Virginia Anthracite Coal Co. anil
it was of consitlerable extent as the sa4ples for analysis were obtained in
the main southwest entry, 1,?65 feet from the clrift mouth. The measuretl
sections of the coal bed were both in this entry, section B being at the
distance specifiecl above, and sectiou A, 15 feet ne&rer the mine mouth.
The sections are as follows:
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Bections

of Merrima,c coal, beil ,in m,i,ne

Section B.
Section A.
Ft. In.
Ft. In.
l1
LLYz a
a
o
lV+
tBYza
3r/+

Coal
Shale
Coal
Shale

Coal

.

Shale

Coal

'i,n Poaertg Gap, l,oc. 22.
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.

Sandstone

Coal .
Shale

a2

4

4Ya

4Yz

2
2y4
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rlYz

3
8

6%

0

2
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.

Sandstone

Coal

.

a

4

.

a

ZYz

.).

Shale

Coal

I
I

Shale

Coal

.

Shale
Coal

Thicknesg of bed .
Thickness of coal

80
62

al

6Y+
6Yz
4r/+

a,

c

a

I
la/z
I

a

8Yz

7
5

6YL
31/"

These sections are shown graphically on Pl. XII. Il section A the
sample for analysis was obtained by cutting a channel across the benches

of coal marked in the section by the letter a and the aoalysis of this
is given untler No. 4092 in the table on page 110. Similarly the
sample cut where section B was measured yielded analysis No. 4093,
sa,mple

shown on the same page as that of No. 4092. The great cletail shown in
the sections measured by Way is not due to a greater number of partings
here than elsewhere, but rather to his attempt to separate more accurately
the coal from the impurities. After consiilerable experience in sampling
coal in these fielals the writers have come to the conclusion that such a
detailed classification of the materials composing the Merrimac bed is
not worth the'time and trouble required to make it, and even when made,
the writers would question whether it is of any practical value, because such
a separation is not possible in mining, ancl consequenUy the analysis of a
sample of the various coal benches measured in this manner does not come
any nearer representing the coal that is mined than a sample which inclucles
general benches of coal with their inherent impurities.

Ilowell, in visiting Poverty Gap- in 1914, founrl one of the olil clrifts
in it measured the following section of the coal bed, which tlips
about 15o to the southeast:
open and
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GAP.

Bection C of Menitnac coal, bed, i;n ol,d, rn,i,ne entrg
i,n Pooerty Gap, loc. 22.
Ft. In.
Coal

l0

Shale and. coal

Coal

0

.

Shale end coal

D

Coal
Shtrle

2

Coal

3
3

I

Shale

Coal

1

Shale
Coal

2

Thickness

of bed

.

of coal
This section is shown graphically on Pl.
Thickness

7

XIY. In Poverty

I
I

6

Gap the

I-ranghorne coal bed, Iying at a distance of about 36 feet below the Merrimac

in a number of places. Ilowell, in 1914, fountl
an open prospect in which he made the following measurements:
bed, has been prospected

Secti,on

of the Langhorne coal beil at
Bection at mouth, of d,ri,ft.

l,oc. 22.

fn.

Coal

8

l0

Shale
Coal

I

Thickness

of bed

.

At the end of the tlrift the thickness of the coal becl is oniy L foot, ?
inches.

Nearly a mile west of Poverty Gap a branch of Poverty Creek, known
as Nortons Lick Creek, cuts through Brushy Mountain, forming the seconcl water gap in this ridge. In this gap both the Merrimac and I_,anghorne coal beds have been prospected. The opening in the Merrimac coal
bed is closed, but those in the Langhorne coal bed were accessible when
they were visitecl by Howell in 1914 aucl by Campbell in 1923. The sections measured. here are as follows:
Becti,ons

Coal
Shale
Coal

of the Langh,orne cool

or

of

on Nortons Lick Creek, loc. Q3.
Section A. Section B.

Ft. In. Ft. fn.
I
t't
I
8
It

bone

Thickness

bed,

bed.

.

I
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Section B was measured in a small mige operatetl by J. E. Keister.
This mine consists of a drift L25 feet long ancl the measurement was
taken at the extreme end. Mr. Keister claims that the coal becl is here
normally L foot, 10 inches thic\ but that its thickness where the measurement was made, was greatly reduced by a slip in the rocks. The analysis
of the sample collected here from the two coal benches will be fountl
under No. 93539 on page 1L0. Although the I-,anghorne coal betl is here
very thin the coal mined. from it commanils a reacly market, fsing preferrecl to coal from the Meirimac berl because it is haraler ancl contains
a smaller percentage of ash.
\ The Merrimac coal becl was next seen on a branch of Nortons Lick
coming in from the west about one-thirrl of a mile below the Keister
mine. A local mine has been opened here, but it is so tlifficult of access
that but little coal has been mined ancl marketetl. The coal bed clips
about 28o to the south, but no measurements were made to determine its
thickness or composition.
W'est of Nortons Lick Creek the Merrimac coal becl has been openetl
in many places between this creek ancl New River, but most of the mines
have been abandonerl ancl they have cavecl so batlly as to prevent an
examination of the coal becl.
In 1920 the Superior Anthracite Coal Co. began the tlevelopment of
a mine abott ll2 miles up the small creek that enters New River at the
station of McCoy on the Virginian Raiiway. A slope was sunk at loc. 24
ancl a tramroacl built over which the product of the mine coultl be transported to the railroad. At a later date this property was taken over by
the Big Vein Anthracite Collieries Corporation, which proceedetl to open
a new slope at loc. 25 and also connect by ilrift the oicl anil new workings.
This development work was unrler way when the mine -was visited in
1923, so the mine was not sampled as carefully as the other mines of
the clistrict.
A sample for analysis was cut in a room off the main ilrift clriven to
connect the two mines, at a tlistance of 700 feet from the tlrifi mouth at
loc. 25, but owing to the slight tlepth to which the valley is cut below the
surrounrling uplancl, the coal at the point of sampling was scarce$ more
than 50 feet from the surface. The coal becl is regular in this tlrift antl
shows little or no eviclences of crushinglr $sing cut by faults. It tlips to
the south about 25o and the section at the point where the sample was
cut is as follows:

OOAIJ

Bect'i,on

MINFA NNAR MCCOY.

of Mem&nac coal,

beil,

L71

in mi,ne at l,oc. P5,
X't. In.
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2
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6
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I
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3
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I
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Coal

5
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.

0

7

of coaf'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

t0

6

This seetion is shown graphically on Pl. XIV. The analysis of the
sample taken from the benches of coal shown in the seetion given above
is shown uncler No. 95615 on page 1L0.
Between the mine of the Big vein Anthracite 0ollieries corporation
(loc. 25) and New River the Merrimac coal becl has been prospected anil
minecl at several places, as shown on the map (pl. r), and it also shows
as a bloom in the highway leading from Toms creek to Mccoy. None of
the mines is in operation at the present time, but there are rumors that
one of the olct mines (loc. 26) on the virginian Railway is to be reopened

at an early clate.

At the time this part of the fiekl

was visited by the writers the coal
was inaccessibie, but a section of the bed, reported on good authority, ic
as follows:
Becti,on of Merri,mac coal, beil
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This section is representetl graphically on Pl. XIV. X'rom this section
it is apparent that the Merrimac betl hotds its thickness at least as far as New
River, and a comparison of this section with those measurecl in the
Parrott mine, just across the river in Pulaski County, shows that it continues in much the same conclition west of the county line.
From the data presented in the preceding pages, it is obvious that under
present contlitions of the trade ancl of mining, the Merrimac beil is not
workable entirely across Montgomery County, the workable part being

limited to an area northeast of the Blacksburg-Newport roacl, controlletl
by the M. C. Slusser CoaI Co. anc[ a much larger area lyi-ng between
Kanocle's old mill antl New River. Whether or not the "broken" condition of the coal betl as reportecl at the surface in the area between
Kanode's oid mill and the Newport road is sufrcient to prevent mining
is not known ancl probably can not be cleterminetl except by ilriving a
slope or shaft clown into.the deeper part of the basin, or rather exteusive
core-tlrilling in the limestone area. It is possible that the coal betl may
be in better conclition at some distance down the tlip ancl tests shoulal be
made to determine this point.

It is also desirable that cleep wells shoulcl be drillecl in the trough
lying between Brushy and. Price mountains, even where the coal is in gootl
condition at the outcrop, to determine the amount of available coal at a
depth. Before mining operations are begun on a large scale it would pay
the operators who are strong financially to do this exploratory wor\ antl
if it is undertaken the writers woulcl recommend that drilling be carrietl
out from the known to the unknowa. In other words, begin tlrilling just
north of the fault which bountls the limestone on the north side antl then
continue it at rather short tlistances alown the clip as far as practicable.
The writers feel confitlent that the shallowest part of this basin in
Montgomery County is near New River ancl consequenUy, clrilling in
that part of the field would be most likely to give favorable results. East
of Kanotle's old mill the writers are skeptical about the possibility of
carrying mining far down the dip, for alttrough the dips at the outcrop in
this part of the fielcl are less than they are on New River, still the chance
for a flattening of those dips is not nearly so goocl as it is farther west,
ancl consequently, the coal betl, even where clipping at a low angle, would
soon pass below the limit of practicatle mining.

-

HIGIIEST RANK COAIJ AT EAST END OF

FIELD.

7I3

The Merrimac "coal bed, with the exception of the great thickness
shown locally in the Slusser mine, sections A ancl B, page 158 and PI. Xn,
increases iir thickness from east to west across the county, anrl this
tendency tb increase in thickness in a westerly clirection can be observetl
in the mines and prospects of Pulaski County, as described on other pages
devoted to a description of the coal fiekls of that county.
The Langhorne ("Little") eoal bed is generally so thin in the Brushy
Mountain coal field that it is of litUe value, except for local use. The
coal from this bed is generally harcler than that from the Merrimac bed
and the percentage of ash is materially lower. On account of these facts
the coal of the Langhorne becl is much sought after, but the thinness of the
bed precludes its general use.

-

AUALITY OF TEE COAL.

The quality of the coal in the Merrimac bed in the Brushy Mountain
field is extremely uniform in a very general wan bu! of course, varying
greatly in clifferent parts of the bert, even in a single mine. The ash is
the most variable content of the coal ancl the variation in this constituent
depends largely upon whether the coal bed is unbrokeri ancl lying in an
undisturbecl position, or is crushecl and distortecl. rf the former condition
prevails many of the bony partings can be separatecl by the miners ancl
"gobbed" in the mine, but if the latter prevails, the bony partings are
more or less broken and the resulting fragments of shale or bone may be
so intimately mixed with the coal that their separation is difficult anil
expensive, if not impossible.

curiously enough the coal of highest rank-thaf is, Iowest volatile
constituents-in this field is that from the mine of slusser and Doss
(loc. 9). The fuel ratio (fixecl carbon dividecl by the volatile matter) of
this coal is 6.94, whereas the average of all the other fuel ratios for the
field is 5.40, with the highest indiviclual sample only d.94. The high fuel
ratio at loc. 9 is doubtless due to greater pressure having been exertecl
here than to the west of this point, but the geologic conditions give no
clue as to why the pressure should have been greater here than elsewhere.

tt4
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Euel rati,os of coal of the Bru'shg Mountain fielil'.

Location.

No. of
analyses.

I

I

14&16

8

Average.
6.94
5.22
4.94
5.45

l6

a,

l8

I

20

3
2

5.71

oo

.r.

23

I

6.00*

2l

25

I

I{ighest.

o.t I

No. below
6.00.

D.IO

t.26
'5:.si

5.54
6.13*

5.80

5.r0

'Analyses matle by olit nethod and fuel ratios too high.

it must be unclerstood that analyses 4092 and
samples obtainetl at loc. 22 were made by the oltl methotl, *plained on page 102, antl that the fuel ratios obtainecl from these analyEes
In

4093

comparing fuel ratios,

of

be conesponilingly higher than the other fuel ratios given in the
table. If, therefore, the average fuel ratio of loc. 22 be reduced to that
of loc. 21, which is a reasonable recluction, then the average for the entire
fielcl is 6.50. As Semianthracite rank has been definetl (p. 126) as including coals having a fuel ratio ranging from 5 to 10, but inelucling 5,
then it will be seen that the average fuel ratio of the eoals of the Brushy
Mountain field is near the lower limit of the rank. In fact some of the
individual ratios fali below 5 antl these low fuel ratios raise interesting
questions of classification. Shalt the specifications notecl above be aclheretl
to rigidly even though such a proceclure might exclude the coal of a single

will

mine.from the rank of semianthracite

?

Such a question as that just proposed is difficult to answer. In a
general way the authors believe that where the criteria useal are tlefinite
ancl it is a clear-cut case that a certain coal does not come within the
specifications, then the coal shoulcl be exclucletl, unless there are extenu-

ating circumstances which may throw doubt upon the accuracy ol the
cletermination. On the other hancl it woulcl be extremely unfortunate to
have to class the coal of one part of a fieltl as different in rank from the
coal of another part, ancl particularly so where the low-rank coal oceurs
in the midst of high rank coal, ancl the physical.properties are uniform
throuEhout.

COAIS OF BBUSIIY MOUNTAIN FIXLD SEMIANTIIBACITE.

1?5

In the present case there is not a clear-cut clifference, for though the
ayerage fuel .ratio of two samples cut at loc. 16 is only 4.94 this is the
the rule were
average of one sample at 5.25 antl another et 4.62.
strictly followetl the. coal in one part of this mine shoultl be callecl semianthracite ancl the other semibituminous, but manifestly such a tlivision
would be like splitting hairs and woulcl not be practicable in commercial
work. As there is clisagreement in the analyses antl as this mine is
apparently in the mitlst of a fielcl, the fuel ratio of whose coal averages
5.50,
is more reasonable to class the coal as semianthracite, unless
future mining should show that there is in this vicinity a well-markecl
area of low-rank coal.
will, therefore, be consiclerecl to be of semianthracite rank ilespite the fact that its average fuel ratio is only 4.94.
The low rank of some of the coal at locs. 14 ancl 15 cloes not pre-

If

it

It

a difficult question as the low fuel ratios at loc. 16. At locs.
14 and 15 eight mine samples are available; five of which show fuel
ratios of more than 5 and three of less than 5. The average for the lot
is 5.22. Here the preponderance of evidence is in favor of classifying
the coal as a semiarthracite but the low fuel ratios inclicate that the coal
is very close to the lower iimit of the rank.
From the close areal relation of these two mines it seems altogether
probable that the generally low fuel ratio of the coal is indicative of an
area, probably to the west or southwes! in which the coal has not been
metamorphosed. as much as it has in other parts of the fieltl. It is even
possible that this assumedl area may roughly coincitle with the area of
much broken eoal that is reputed to lie southwest of the BlacksburgNewport road. This is merely a suggestion based alone upon the theory
that in places the crushing of the rocks ancl coal betl has servecl as a
release of pressure anrl in such places the coals antl rocks may not have
their internal structure anrl composition changecl to the extent that rigitl
rocks which received. the brunt of a thrust may be changecl without
apparent fracture or benrling.
The percentage of ash varies from 14.? per cent to 26.3 per cent in
the samples as they were cut in the mine, excepting only such analyses as
represented a single bench of impure coal, with an average of 1?.8 per
cent. As the samples were generally cut in such a manner as to exclutle
sent such

the distinctly bony layers, picking of the coal when it reaches the breakerg
woulcl not materially recluce the percentage of ash given above, for the
pickers woulcl remove only the obviously bony fragments in the minetl coal
'Washand these have alreacly been excludecl from the samples analyzetl.
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ing is the only method of cleaning the coal that woulcl materially recluce the
percentage of ash below the average of 17.8 per cent. Recent tests of ash in
Pennsylvania anthracite, as cletermined by samples obtained from coal in
the open markets, have shown that the cleanest anthracite tested contains
10 per cent of ash. The semianthracite of the Brushy Mountain fiel<I,
order to duccessfully compete with the Pennsylvania product, should
be made more attractive to purchasers ancl consequently its ash content
should, if possible, be reduced below the figures given above. The senior
author has advocated the reduction of ash to 8 per cent, and he still
believes that this should. be the ideal to be obtained if possible in the

in

Virginia

fields.

The sulphur in the analyses of samples from the Brushy Mountain
field is extremely low, averaging in 24 analyses .5 per cent.
Price Mountain coal fielil.
GENERAI, DESCBIPTION.

The Price Mountain coal fiekl is a rudely eliiptical area, southwest of
Blacksburg, Va., its longer diameter trending in an east-west direction
from about a mile west of the Blacksburg-Christiansburg road to within
a like distance of New River. As shown on Pl. I, the ellipse bound.ed
by the outcrop of the Merrimac coal bed is only about 4 miles in length
by 7t/, miles in breadth, but this is contained. in an elliptical exposure
of lower Carboniferous rocks |L/z miles long by 2t/4miIes broacl.
As explained in the chapter on Geologic Structure the Carboniferous
rocks form an anticline or elongate dome with the hard sanclstones at
and near the base of the system forming a low woocled riclge in the midst
of the fertile farming lands of the surrounding limestone region. The
exposure of Carboniferous rocks is a fenster or in other worcls a ttwinclod'
or opening in the Shenandoah limestone which originally was thrust from
the southeast over this region antl was -subsequently slightly foldetl into
arches and troughs and then the arches of the limestone were erocletl
leavilg the underlying Carboniferous rocks containing the coal exposetl
to view. As a consequence of this structure the coal dips away from the
axis of the fold both to the north and the south and also on the encls to
the east and the west ancl the limestone has a similar structure, though
it can be seen only around the margin of the ellipse for it has been erocletl
from the ellipse itself.

OOA], PBOBABI,Y CONTINUOUS BETWEEN PBICT AND BRT]SIIY

MfS.

LYI

Originaily the coal was supposed to be cut ofi by the fault that surrounds the Price Mountain fenster ancl consequently coal lancls ancl leases
g'enerally extended from the summit of Price Mountain to the margin of
the limestone on either side. Now it is known that the limestone merely
overlies the Carboniferous rocks and consequently that there is every
reason to suppose that the coal betl extends some clistance at least beneath
the limestone, unless it has been terminated by some unseen fokl or fault
that occurred prior to the epoch in which the limestone was thrust over
this region. On account of this supposed extension of the coal bed beneath
the limestone it seems altogether probable that the northward dipping
coal becl on the north siile of Price Mountain connects with the southwarcl
dipping bed on Brushy Mountain, but the depth at which this possible
connection is macle is the most uncertain element in the problem.
The writers hold the vieli' expressed above and the cross.sections on

Pl. I have been clrawn to represent their conception that the coal does
connect across this rock trough and the depth at which it may be founcl
at the lowest point in the trough. Thus where section A-A' crosses the
trough west of Blacksburg, the coal is supposed to iie at a maximum
depth of 3,100 feet; where section B-B'crosses, at a depth of 2,900 feet;
and where section C-C' crosses, at a depth of 2,900 feet. The writers
caution the general public not to regard these depths as well determinerl,
but merely as the best estimate that can be macle from the geologic
eviclence at hand. It is to be hoped that before long, cleep drilling will
be done so that we may know whether or not the coal is present here ancl,
if present, at what depth it may be founcl.

The Price Mountain coal field is servecl by the main line of the Virginian Railway which passes along the southern side ancl the Blacksburg
branch of the Norfolk and-Western Railway which crosses the eastern encl.
DESCBIPTION OF MINES AND PROSPECTS.

The only coal bed of worka.ble proportions in the Price Mountain coal
field is the Merrimac bed, which has been given this name by the senior
author, because the Merrimac mine is the largest one in operation in the
fieltl and also because thi,q mine receivecl its name from the fact that it
furnished fuel for the Confederate frigate Merci,mac or V,i,rginia in iIs
famous battle with the Mani,tor in Ilampton Roads in 1862.
The Merrimac coal bed has been mined or prospected. in almost every
ravine heading on Price Mountain and extending either to the north or

TIIE VALLEY
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have been abaudonetl antl at the time they
were examined nothing remainecl to tell their story except a cavetl slope
and a dump pile of waste coal anil country rock. In 1923 only three

south. Most of the okl mines

mines were in operation: the Merrimac mine (loc.28), anil the Brumfielcl mine (loc. 29), on the south sicle of the mountain at the east entl near
'Western
railways, antl
the crossing of the Virginian antl the Norfolk antl
the Kinzar mine (loc. 33) on the north sid.e near the west encl of the fielcl.
The clescription of mines ancl prospects in the Merrimac coal bed will
begin at the east entl of the fieid ancl proceecl westwarcl along the southern
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line of outcrop to the west encl, then it will drop back to the east end antl
continue on the northern outcrop in a westerly rlirection.

The easternmost mine in the fielcl was the Irykens HiiI mine at loc.
21. This mine was situated on the coal bed where it changecl from its
general course along the south side of Price Mountain ancl turned northward arounrl the point of the anticline. The tlip at this point is 26o
nearly clue east, but in a short clista.nce to the north the outcrop is supposecl
to turn abruptly an{l follows a nearly due west course for two miles. As
woulcl naturally be expected. where such a sharp bendl occurs, the coal is
badly broken and on the south side it is cut by a fault which raisetl the block
of strata to the south resulting in the duplication of the outcrop of the
Merrimac bed hs shown in Fig. 21. fn general the Blacksburg branch of
the Norfolk and Western Railway follows the fault for some clistance by
the breaker of the Merrimac mine, the lrykens Hill mine being confined
to the territory north of the railroacl.

Little information could be obtainecl regarding the Irykens HiIi mine'
has been abandonecl for a number of years. The mine was unfortunately situateil for the block of coal in which it was being developecl is
bounded" on the south by the Merrimac fault, as shown in Fig. 21. The
mine was located on the uplancl norbh of Lick Creek and consistecl of
two slopes: the Beacha- slope on the hill overiooking Lick Creek anil
the North X'ork slope about 1,200 feet to the north. As the coal becl
tlips from 20' to 22o to the southeast ancl east-the slopes were driven in
as

it

those d.irections. The Beacham slope must have soon struck the Merrimac
fault and this would mean that the miners would be brought up abruptly

facing a solid wall of rock as shown in section A B in X'ig. 21. It is
probable, therefore, that most if not a-11 of the coal was mineal out in the
southern part of the property, but in the northern part two exploratory
wells were put down, one near the store, fincling the coal bed at a ilepth
of 74 feet, and the other farther north, at a clepth of about 300 feet.

As this mine was abandoned before the authors began work in the
it was impossible to examine it thoroughly, but in 1914 Howell
managecl to crawl down the olcl siope 300 feet ancl into the east entry
about 200 feet where he cut a sample of coal for analysis. The thickness
and composition of the coal bed at this point are shown in section A, ac
fielcl,

follows:
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Secti,ons

of the Merrmac cl&l

bed,
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27.
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These sections are shown graphically on Pl. XIV. The analysis of the
of coal marked o is shown under No. 19403 on
page 1L0. This sample, although taken long after the mine hatl been abantlonecl, does not show any effect of weathering ancl so it is regarcleil as typical
ef the coal of this mine.
Two other sections of the coal bed in this mine, section B ancl section
Bample of the two benches

C, are given on the authority of

J. M. Patteson and E. B. Burwell,

students of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, in a thesis (unpublishecl)
submitted in partial fulfillment of . the requirements for the degree of
B. Sc. in 1916. Section A was mea,sured by the writers of the thesis antl
section B is given on the authority of the foreman of the mine.
South and a little to the west of the Lykens Hill mine is the Merrimac mine, whose breaker is shown in Pi. XV A. This mine is a slope

mine on the uplifted block south of the fault which separates it from
the old Lykens Hill mine. Originally the mine of the Brushy Mourtain
Coal Co., owners of the land in which the present Merrimac mine has
been developed, was on the north side of Price Mountain anil the eoal
was brought across the mountain to the present breaker that was built
to accommodate coal coming from the north rather than from the south.
The Merrimac mine has had a checkerecl history, as have most mines
in this region. The present mine has resulted from the taking-over of
a number of earlier mines, each of which had worked out the more
accessible coal near the outcrop.' The mine was carriecl down to about
the fourth level before 1909, and it was then shut down ancl alloweil to
fill with water until 1918, when it was unwatereal ancl it has been more or
less continuously in operation since that time.
Mr. Howell and the senior author visited the mine in 1918 when it
was only partially unwatered anal succeecled in cutting a sample for
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alalysis and in measuring a section at a point on the fourth west gangway,2,750 feet from the slope. The section of the coal bed at this place
is given in section A as follows:
Secti,ons

of

th,e Merri,m,ac co&l, bed,

in Merci,mac m,ina, Loc.

A. Section B. Section C.
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on Pl. XIY. The analyses

These sections are representecl graphically
of
the samples noted above are given in the table on pages 110 and 111 as follows: sample a, analysis 30692; sample b, analysis 941 80; sample c, analysis 94L81; sample d, analysis 95616; and sample e, analysis 95617.

Section B was measured 850 feet from the slope in ? east entry
which leaves the slope at a point 1,100 feet from the mine mouth.
Section c was measured at a point 900 feet west of the slope in 7 west
entry which is turned ofi from the slope at the same place as ? east entry.
Section D was measured at a point 11500 feet from the slope in ? east
entry and two samples were taken at this point to see if there is any
marketl difference in the chemical composition of the coal in the difierent
parts of the bed. Section E was measured at the faee of ? west entry
about 600 feet from the slope.
One of the most important problems confronting the operators in this
part of the fielil is that regarding the extent of workable coal before them
or that may be available for mining in the future. This question is of
the greatest importance, for it has to do with the life of the mine anil on
the life of the mine will depenrl iargely the money that may juclidiously
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be expended upon equipment ancl in betterments. The writers understand that mining operations on the north side of the mountain have
proved. to be very expensive aud uncertain because in places the coal beil
increases in dip very materiaiiy down the dip ancl is reported to stantl
in nearly a vertical position in some of the mines. The coal also was
found. to be baclly broken and altogether the prospects for future mining
at a profit seemed so slight that ail of the larger operations on that sitle
of the field have been abandoned ancl mining now is almost entirely confined to the south side, where the conditions appear to be much more
favorable for long continued mining, at least as far as clip of bed ancl
character of the coal are concerned. Apparentiy the operators on this
side of the mountain have not thought it necessary to look ahearl and to
be sure that a reasonable amount of workable coal lies before them. It
seems to have been assumed that the dip of the coal bed showing at the
surface or in the mines continues indefinitely clownwarrl to the sout\ ancl
consequently, that the limit of mining will be controlled. entirely by the
iimit of depth beiow which mining is impracticable on account of the
great cost.
The view just expressed regarding conditions at a depth in the Merrimac and other mines on the south side of Price Mountain is perhaps
the natural one to be taken, but to the geologist it cloes not seem to be
entirely in accorcl with the facts. In the first place, the clips in the
Merimac mine, which is now down on the coal bed a distance of 11200
feet, are not constant and the variation, when consideretl in connection
with surface indications, seems to point to a yery difierent conclusion.
The dip at the portal of the Merrimac mine is about 22" and., although
elevations do not appear on the mi:re map, it seems probable that the
inclination of the slope is fairly constant from the surface down to the
Iowest point to which it has been rlriven. In the west entries, however,
the dips, although probabiy somewhat irregular, show a general inctease,
as inclicatecl by a tlip of 26o measurecl on ? west entry at the point where
section C was taken. On the other hand, the dips in the eastern part
of the mine are decreasing, as shown by a ilip of 16" measured at the
point where section D was taken. This rlifierence of 10o in the clip of
the coal bed in the two parts of the mine appea$ to be indicative of a
change in general structure but the available evidence in the mine tloes not
appear to be sufficient to determine the meaning of the change. It is necesaa,ry, therefore, to continue the observations on the surface in orcler to be
able to know what this difierence rea.llv means.
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As shown on Pl. I, and as clescribecl in the chapter on geologic
structure, one of the most important results of the present examination
of the Price Mountain coal field is the determination that east of the
Christiansburg-Merrimac roail there is positive eviclence of the upturning
of the formations composing the Price Mountain anticline. This eviclence
consisds in the fincling of coal beds, the Ingles conglomerate, and fossiliferous Devonian sanilstone between the red Maccrady shale and the Limestone. The geologic structure necessary to account for this overturnetl
sequence of formations is shown in section A-A', Pl. I. In this structure
the Maccrady shale lies in a trough, the southeastern side of which is
overturnetl and lies upon the normal side. The line along which the
overturn makes itself apparent occurs in the recl shale and is indicatecl
on the map by a broken line. If this line i,pr {ollowecl to the west it is
founcl to cross the Blacksburg branch of the Norfolk ancl W'estern Railway at a point about 1,850 feet south of the crossing of the Virginian
Railway ancl here there is a ilecided and sudden change in the dip of the
red shale from 8" to the south to 60" to the south. Beyond this point of
change the clips are steep, ranging from 45o to 60'. This change in clip
undoubtedly marks the overturn of the south limb of the syncline which
is well shown at the surface a little farther east.
The easternmost workings of the Merrimac mine are approaching the
axis of this syncline and soon after it passes that line the coal will be fouutl
to turn suddenly upward and doubtless in the severe compression and bending that it has sufierecl it is badly broken, possibly so badly that it will not
be workable beyoncl that point. The observed flattening of the tlips in
the eastern part of the Merrimac mine indicates that the workings in
this part are so much nearer the bottom of the syncline than the workings
in the west part that they are experiencing a change in the dip, but it
is the writers' opinion that some time in the future the miners will
encounter this upturn throughout the entire extent of the Merrimac
mine, ancl if they clo, it probably will mean the end of mining operations
here.

The writers would strongly advise those who control the operation of
this mine that drilling shoulil be done in ailvance of the mine workings
in oriler that the management might know how mueh coal they have
ahead. of them ancl approximately how long it will last. If core-drilling
is ilone here it should be clearly understood that the coal in the axis of
this trough may be 1,000 to 1,200 feet below the surface antl the management shoulcl be preparecl to go at least to that depth.
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The map presentecl herewith is not accurate enough to enable one to
say at just what clistance the upturn will be encounterecl, but any engineer
coulcl easily delermine the point of upturn in the red Macerady shale by
measuring clown the Norfolk and Western Railway from the crop line
at the cgmmissary to the point where the dip of the recl shale changes sucldenly from 8o to 60' to the southeast. The upturn in the coal becl will
not be north of this point, but presumably it wiII be at some little tlistance beyond the upturn as shown at the surface.
Westward from the main slope of the Merrimac mine olcl slopes have
been sunk on the coal becl every 300 or 400 feet. Most of these mines
were workeil clown to clrainage level and then abancloned. Several such
olcl mines. are 'includecl in the property now uncler the control of the

Merrimac Anthracite Coal Corporation. The old workings have been
walled off to keep out water and the present workings on No. ? level
are distinctly below the part workerl out years ago.
At the Merrimac mine the Langhorne ('{-littlef') becl has 'been prospectetl in several places. It occurs about 40 feet below the Merrimac
|ed, but is generally too thin to wor\ although it is supposecl to contain
harcler coal than that of the Merrimac betl. As exposed back of the
commissary at Merrimac, the Langhorne bed has the following section:

.
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bed,

at Merrfunac (loc. 28).
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Campbell ancl Eowell cut a sample from the bottom bench of coal in
this prospect in 1918 ancl the analysis will be founil under No. 30693 on
page 111. Judging from the analysis, there is little difference in the
boals of the two beds, but it is likely that the sample of the Langhorne
bed was weathered and therefore may not have yieltled as good an analysis
as it would if the coai had been perfectly fresh.
' The only other mine on the south slope of the molrntain that qas in
operation in 1923 is the mine of the Brumfielcl Coal Co. "(loc. 29), locatecl
just west of'the Merrimac property and having an 'outlet to the Virginiair
Railway by a short haul'ilown the ravine. Mr. Kimball measuied the
following section of the coal becl in the Brumfieltl mine:
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bed,
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i;n the Brumfield, mi,ne (toc. 2e).
Section A.
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A graphic rep esentation of this section will be found on pl. XIV.
r-ater in the season the senior author visiterl this mine for the purpose
of securing a, sample for analysis, but he founcl the mine parily dismantled ancl the company was in the procegs of sinking a new slope. The
okl workings were inaccessible, so a sample was cut across the two uppermost benches of the coal which here have the following thiekness:
Sect,i,on

B of part of Merri,mac bed, in the Brumfietd,

Coal

mi,ne (loc. p9).
Ft. fn.
7Yz

Shale

23

Coal
Thickness of

benches

B

|yz

A graphic representation of this section wilr be found on pI. xlv. The
analysis of the sample cut here from the two benches of the coal bears
the number 95619 ancl it will be found on page 111.
since the authors completed their field iork in price Mountain, they
hav-e_receivecl a report of some core-clrilling that has been done at the siding
oj *.lly on the virginian Railway, about a mile west of the crossing oi
the Blacksburg branch of the Norfolk ancr western Railway. This driiling
was tlone with the expectation tha! if the coal becl was found to be in good
conclition ancl at not too great a dept-h, a ghaft woukl be sunk and. a shipping
mine cleveloped. Accoriling to the report two holes were drilleel, oo. *ty
short clistance from the outcrop of the coal becl where the dip is oearly io""
antl the other just south of the railroacr. The coal bed was shown to be iri
a sltisfapt_ory condition, but the clepth, though not given out definiteln iri
understood to be somewhat
less than the estimatecl depth, based" on the- rtip
at the outcrop aod the rlepth of the coal berl in the i"r. iriii.a o.u" tlre
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No figures of ctepth are available, but the fact that the coal was
found nearer the surface than was expectecl seems to inclicate that the tlip
is growing less towarcl the south. This agrees with the tentative conclusion
reachecl in this report that the structure here is that of a rather shallow
syncline, upturned and possibly overturnecl on its south limb.
Many old mines ancl prospects can be seen on the outcrop of the
coal bed west of loc. 29, but these have not been worked in recent years
and as a consequence they ale caved ancl the coal is inaceessible. There is
a general feeling among the operators in this fielcl that the coal in the west
end of Price Mountain, particularly that on the south sicle of the mountain,
is poor and much broken and clisturbed by crushing and fauiting. This
opinion is apparently borne out by the conclition of the coal berl as seen at
several places on the outcrop, but the writers are somewhat uncertain
whether the coal was originally poor in this part of the field or whether
nost of the trouble alises from the fact that it has been terrifically squeezecl
and in many places has been crushed to only a fraction o{ its normal thiekness or squeezed out altogether.
crop

line.

only one section of the coal bed in this part of the field is available
and that was measured by Ilowell in 1914 in an okl mine slope at loc. 30.
The coal was badly weathered ancl owing to the conclition of the mine, it was
difficult to measure the benches accurately, but it appearecl to have the
following section:
Bection of Mercimac coal bad, ut loc. 80-
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The crushecl and faultecl conclition of the coal berl at the extreme west
entl of the fiekl is indicateil by the difficulty of tracing its outcrop arounil
the point of the fielcl at the junction of Lick Creek which parallels in a
general way the outcrop on the south sicle of the fielcl with stroubles
Creek whieh occupies a similar position on the north side. This outcrop
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cloes not appea to be continuous, but is interrupted here and there as
though the coal beil were reclueecl to such proportions that it is unI
recognizable or is wanting altogether.
In the past most of the mining activity in this fieltl has been restricted
to the north side of Price Mountain because it was believecl there was
much better coal on that side than there was oll the south side. Unfortunately, at the present time there are not enough analyses of coal from
the north side to make a comparison of the chemical composition of the
coals on the two sicles possible, and the wiiters are inclined to the belief
that this is one of the failacies of which there are many afloat in almost
every coal fieltl in the country.
In clescribing the old mines anrl prospects on the north sicle the
writers will begin at the east and follow the line of outcrop westwa,rd to
the end of the field.
The writers founrl it impossible to trace the outcrop of the Merrimac
coal berl continuously from loc. 2? to loc. 31. There is a report current in
the fielcl to the effect that the coal bed is wanting, having been cut out by a
fault at the point where the outcrop sharply bencls from due north at loc.
2? to clue west at loc. 31. As the coal cloes not show between these points
the writers found it impossible to determine, without surface prospeeting or
clrilling, whether the coal bed is faultecl, as generally believed, or is baclly
crushecl on the turn ancl efiectually concealed. In view of the lack of clata
on the subject, the outcrop is shown on PI. I as being continuous between
these points.

The ffrst operation on the north pide on which the writers were
to get reliable information is the old Beacham mine (loc. 31). The

able
coal

from this mine was carrieil by tram across Price Mountain to the breaker at
what is now the Merrimac mine. The reported section of the coal betl in
this mine is as follows:
Reported, section of the Merci,mac coal, beil a,t l,oc. 51.
x,t.
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X'or.graphic representation of this section see Pl. XIV. The section of
the coal becl given above was measureal on the rib of the main slope, at
the fifth level. The coal bed here strikes east-west and clips N. 21'.
A short clistance west of the Beacham mine is the mine of the Kipp
Anthracit-e Coal Co. (loc. 32). This mine has been abanclonetl for a
number of years, but llowell in 1914 succeetled in tlescencling the oltl
slope about 100 feet ancl then penetrated an east entry for a distance of
250 feet where he measurecl section A, as given below. Section B was not
measuretl by the writers, but is given on what is regarcletl as good authority: The sections are as follows:
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in the mine of the Kipp Anthronilc

Coal, Co., loc. 82.
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Graphic representations of these sections are given on PI. XIV. A1though the fip is only about 2?' todhe north, the coal betl in the slope is
much d.isturbed, being pinchecl down in some places to almost nothing.
'West
of the Kipp mine the coal bed has been minecl in almost every
ravine that heads up in the mountain to the south. Most of these olcl
slopes and drifts are now fallen shut or a,re in such a conclition that it
is not safe to atbempt to enter them, but it is generally understoocl that the
coal becl holds its thickness in most of these openings.
The only nnine in operation in 1923 was the mine or mines of the
Eureka Coal Co. This is a small company catering alone to the wagon
trade ancl mining coal in at least two of the ravines at loc. .33. The mine
is usuaily known as the Kinzar mine. Section A was measured in this
mine by Kimball early in the summer of 1923. Section B was measured
by CampbeJl late in the summer of 1923 on the rib of 1 eait entrn 50
feet fiom t-re sur$ace and 50 feet from the slope. Ai this place.4 sample
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was cut from the three benches, indicatecl in the section, for analysis ancl
the result will be founcl under number 94185 on page 110. The sections
ar€ as follows:
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X'or graphic representation of these sections, see Pl. XIV.
W'est of the Kinzar mine there has been only one other mine worked.
in recent years, and. that was known as the Price mine which was situated
in the bencl of stroubles creek at loc. 84. was connecteal with the

rt

virginian Railway by a tramroad, remains of which are still to be seen
on the hillsiile above the wagon road that follows stroubles creek to the
mouth of Lick creek. The coal bed at the surface rlips 50" to the north,
but it is reportecl that at some d.istance clown the slope the rlip increasetl
until the coal bed. stands vertical. This is not surprising as the evidences
of the overturning of the anticline increases westwarcl and the coal bed is
much more disturbed ancl faulted in this.end of the mountain than it is at
the east enil.
,

QUALTTY OF TEE

COAIJ.

The quality of the coal of the Price Mountain fiercr has aheacry been
consid.ered. in the general chapter on that subject a.ncl littte more can be
added to that statement, except to repeat the statement that so far as
rank is concerned the coal of this fiekl stancls first in the coals of the
valley fields. As stateil in the previous cliscussion, the fuel ratio (the
fixed carbon. diviited by the volatile matter) is usecl as ihe basis for the
classification of the high-rank coals. As the analysis of the coal from the
Price Mountain fiekl, shown on pages 110-111, gives the highest fuel ratio
as 8.51 and the average of all the analyses for the fielcl as-r?.46, if iq
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evident that the coal is of slightly higher rank than its nearest competitor,
Pulaski and the Empire clistricts, antl very much higher in rank than
most of the other coals fountl in the fielcls on the north sitle of the
Valley.

The coal in the Price Mountain, freld is not so hartl as the Empire
coal, but this difierence is not one of a regional characterl it is due
entirely to the fact that in the Price Mountain fielcl mining is limitetl
to the Merrimac coal bed, whereas at Empire nothing is mined but the
Langhorne bed which everywhere contains hartler coal than that composing most of the Merrimac beil.
As far as ash ancl sulphur are coqcerned, there is little difierence in
the coals of the ilifferent fielcls or parts of fielcls, and that of the Price
Mountain field has no aclvantase over the coal from other fields of Pulaski
anil Montgomery counties. Cireful picking and washing is necessary at
all mines in order that the ash may be retlucecl to a point where it will
be considered by the consuming public as a reasonable amount.

flEf,DS OF PUUISKI

By Mlnrus R. Caupnnr,t
General

COUNTY.

AND Rar,pn

W. Hownr,r,

ilescription.

\

The citizens of Pulaski Countp like those of the counties to the east
ancl the wes! are largely devoted to agricultural pursuits, but the surface
of the country being more diversified than it is in Montgomery CountS
farming and horticulture are somewhat limited in their areal tlistribution,
being restricted iargely to the limestone region (Pi. XIIIB). In the
past, metal mining has been an impodant industry in this county, but
the mines were locatecl largely in the southern part of the county and consequently the indusf,ry had little direct effect upon the area here being
consideretl, except that much of the ote from these mines was smeltetl
in Pulaski and that business has been one of the inportant elements in the
buikling up of this town to its present important commercial position.
Zinc and, leacl smelting has been abanilonecl for some time antl recently
the iron furnaces have gone out of blast so that the smelting inclustry
seems to be lalgely a thing of the past. It has given way to general
rnanufacturing, mimng ancl shipping of coal, ancl the variecl inclustries
inciclent to a town in the center of a rich agticultural clistrict.

u
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The population of the county, which is necessarily largely restrictecl
to the area unilerlain by limestone, is, accord.ing to the census of 1920,
17,1.77, the population of the town of Pulaski (Pl. XIXA), including the
surrounding district being ?,996, and that of Dublin, including the surround"ing district, 3,414.

The coal fielrts of Pulaski County consist of a continuous belt of exof the Price formation with its containecl coal beds from the
Parrott mine on New River, below Belspring, southwestward along the
foot of the southern slope of Little 'Walker Mountain to the reentrant
angle formed by the junction of this mountain on the northwest with
Tract Mountain on the south. At this junction it tums eastwarcl along
the north slope of Tract Mountain to its extreme encl where it again turns
back to the southwest and follows the valley of Peak Creek to a point 4
miles above Pulaski. At this point it turns again sharply to the east and
continues in this direction until it is concealecl by the overthrust mass of
Shenandoah limestone in the southeastern quarter of the town of Pulaski.
The belt of outcrop of the formation just described is continuous, but
in places the formation is faulted and the coal beds may be concealed by
the overthrust material. For convenience of description and reference,
this irregular outcrop will be divided arbitrarily into two parts: (1) the
outcrop along the southeastern slope of Little Walker Mountain and such
outcrop as may occur on the north slope of Tract Mountain being regarded as one fielcl, here called the Little Walker Mountain coal field;
and (2) that part south of the eastern point of Tract Mountain lying in
the drainage basin of Peak Creek, as the other, callecl for convenience the
Pulaski coal fiekl.

posure

Surface features.

The surface features of that part of Pulaski County embraceil in the
coal fielcls or atljacent thereto are in general much the same as the surface
features of the coal fielcls of Montgomery CountS clescribed on pages L81
to 135. The coal frelds proper lie at the base of rirlges ancl therefore
have in many places a rather ruggecl surface which, on account of its

infertility, is rarely cleared and. farmecl. The region in front of the coal
fields through which mining machinery, supplies for the mines, ancl food
for the miners and their families have to be transported and the coal
carried away from the mines to the main lines of railroad, is an open
country of farrns and orchards on the Shenandoah limestone. The surface
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of this limestone region is fair$ flat or gently rolling and the rocks are
deeply d.ecayed., showing that it has been exposed to the weather for a
long, long time. Near New River the uplancl surface is at an elevation of
about 2,200 feet above the sea level, antl evitlently it is a part'of the Blacksburg peneplain previously describetl as showing so well in Montgomery
County. X'arther from the tiver, as in the reentrant angie between Irittle
Walker anrl Tract mountains, the surface is higher than it is near the
river, reaching in places an elevation of 2,500 feet above sea level. Thesc
ireas of higb land do not appear to have been reducecl to the level of the
Blacksburg'peneplain, probably because they are farther from the trunk
stream of the region ancl because the clrainage of the tributary streams has
not been so active here as it has been in other parts of the region. Owing to
the long period of time that this surface has been exposecl to the action of
the weather, the limestone is tleeply decayed ancl consequently is seldom
seen at the surface. The soil is deep, being composed of the resiclual clay
that was left when the lime was carriecl off in solution by atmospheric
moisture ancl running water.

East ancl south of the area describecl above, the Blacksburg peneplain
is much less perfectly preserved, as New River, the main trunk strea,m of
the region, has cut its channel, as shown in Pl. VIII B, about 400 feet below
the peneplain level and the small tributary streams, in their eftorts to keep
pace with the downwartl cutting of the river, have erotlecl deep valleys or
ravines, leaving only narrow interstream areas that stantl at the peneplain
level, and many of these, because of the favorable clrainage conclitions,
have been reclucecl considerably below the elevation they attainecl when
they constituted a part of the peneplain. W'est antl southwest of Tract
Fork the surface rocks consist largely of santlstone ancl sandy shale which
are so resistant that they were not reducecl to the same level as the limestone in the Blacksburg epoch of peneplanation, except some of the softer
shale in the immetliate valley of Peak Creek, anrl the result is a wilcl antl
rugged region that has been cleared in only a few places ancl even where
the timber has been removecl, farming is not very successful on account of
the poor character of the soil. Travelers on the railroacl unfamiliar with
this region are generally much surprised in their westwarcl journey by the
abrupt change from the broacl rolling limestone region through which
they have journeyed for many miles to the almost unbroken wiltlerness
which tley,encduuter almost immecliately after leaving Pulaski, or if they
are traveling in the opposite direction, after leaving Gunton Park.
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lransportation facilities.

The coal fields of Pulaski County are well served by the main line of
the Norfolk ancl Western Railway which enters the eastern edge of the county at the gap 9f Walker Mountain on the west bank of New River. This roacl
crosses the outcrop of the coal-bearing formation before it reaches the
mouth of Back Creek and south of this place it is in the Shenandoah limestone, tunneling tho riclge in the great bend of New River (Pl. XIII B), g
miles above Belspring ancl joining the other branch of the roacl at walton
a mile oi more above Peppers Ferry. On the Bristol branch of the Norfolk
ancl w-estern Railway the logical shipping point for the western entl of the
Little w-alker Mountain coal field and for the Pulaski field is the town of
Pulaski, unless perch&nce a mine were developeil on the railroail at the
point of the syncline about 4 miles above the town. The western end of
the Little w-alker Mountain feld is made accessible by a tramroacl up
Tract Fork which was built many years ago by the Bertia Mineral Co. to
bring coal from its Altoona coal mine *hi.h *u, situated almost at the
angle where r

ittie walker and rract

mountains

unite.

Recenfly this

tramroad has been extenclecl northward up Bentleys Branch to the Empire
coal mine at the foot of Little walker Mountain. The railroacls, so far
clescribed, give ready access to the Pulaski field at all points a.{,tl to the
'walker
east and. west encls of the r-rittle
Mountain field. The remaincler

of the last

mentioned fekl could be reached by a branch road up Back
creek with branches or tramroacls up the ravines to the mines that may
be established on the coal outcrop at the foot of Little walker Mountain.

The ooal beils.

The workable coal beds of Pulaski countv are essentiallv at the same
geological position as the workable coal beds of Montgomery County,
occurring near the middle of the Price formation. A thick bed with many
partings has been mined and prospected throughout the Litfle walker and
the Pulaski fiekls antl this bed is without much doubt the westwarcl continuation of the Merrimac bed of Montgomery county. . This bed is well
known in the Parrott mine on New River and recently it has been uncovered.
at"the su-rface in Slope No. 2 of the Empire mine. The becl in this exposure (shown in Pl. XVrrr) has a thickness of p0 feet 43/a inches,as shown
graphically on Pl. XV[. As the Merrimac coal bed at New River has
a thickness of not to exceecl 8 feet and at Empire a thickness of more than
29.feet, it is evident that the bed has more than cloubled in'thickness in e
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of 13 miles. If, however, the section shown on Pl. XVII be
carefully, it will be seen that at Empire the exposure may be con-

distance
stucliecl

siclerecl as two coal beds or benches

Ganeralized' section

with the following section:

of the Merrimac

coal, bed,

at Empi,re mine (loc.44).

Ft.

4
I
6

bed
Shale anrt coal ....: ... .
coal bed

Coal

Thickness

of bed

.

.. ..

.

.. 20

In.
7Y,

l0Y4

1l

4Ye,

This possible division into two beds is extremely interesting and significant, in view of the presence at Gunton Park in Wythe County of two
coal beds separated by an interval of only about 12 feet oJ country rock,
as clescribecl on page 233.

Another point of striking difference between the coal beds of Montgomery anil Pulaski counties is the lenticular swelling of the l-,anghorne
coal bed from a thickness of less than 3 feet east of New River to ? or
more feet in the Empire mine north of Pulaski. This great increase in
thickness appears to be extremely local as it decreases rapidly both to the
west ancl the east from the Empire mine to a thickness of less than 3 feet.
The outirop of the Langhorne coal bed at Slope No. 2 of the Empire mine
is shown in Pt. XVIII.
There are other coal beds in the Price formation in both these fields,

but so far as knowil: they are supposed to be too thin for
mining, at least at the present time.
f,ittle Walker Mountain

commercial

ooal ffelil.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

The Little Walker Mountain coal fielcl is the southwestward extension
across New River of the Brushy Mountain coal fielcl of Montgomery
County. It inclucles the outcrop of the Price formation along the foot
and south slope of Irittle W-alker Mountain from New Biver on the east
to the Cove fault which terminates the outcrop of the coal beds on Tract
Fork near the apparent junction of the two ritlges-Irittle W'alker Mountain on the north and Tract Mountain on the south. In addition to this
main line of outcrop of the Price formation, the writers have adileil the
outcrop of the coal becls on the north sicle of Tract Mountain east of the
point where the Cove fault first develops from the overturnecl Crockett

GEOLOGIO STRUCTURE
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anticline. The reason for inclucling this extra territory is that, while
present information does not warrant the assumption that cleep mining
will be carrieil from mines at the foot of l-,ittle 'Walker Mountain uader
the lirnestone to the eastern point of Tract Mountain, we must recognize
that such a development is possible ancl when it occurs it woultl be much
more logical to consicler the outcrop of the coal bed. on the two sides of
the syncline as parts of one field rather than to consicler the two limbs as
belonging to different fields.
The limit of the I-rittle Walker coal felcl down the tlip of the rocks it
controlled entirely by the geological structures that may be fountl beneath
the great overthrust sheet of Shenandoah limestone and by the limit of
depth to which economic mining may be carried. As neither of these
points ca:r be tleterminecl at the present time, it is impossible to set limits
upon what may be callerl the width of this feld.
STRUCTURAL RELATIONS.

The broader features of the geologic structure of the Little Walker
Mountain coal fleld have already been given, so all that is necessary here
is to consicler some of the minor points, especially with reference to their
bearing upon the commercial development of mines in this fielcl.
The map ancl sections on Pl. I show clearly that throughout the entire
length of the field from New River to the point where the coal outcrop is
cut off by the Cove fault, the coal beds with their associated rocks tlip
more or less steeply to the south or southeast ancl pass beneath the great
mass of Shenandoah limestone that has been overthrust upon them. At
New River the general dip is ligh! for though the coal where first openecl
by the Panott mine has a dip of a little more than 36', it flattens ddwn
the slope, as shown in Fig. 22, to a dip of about 8o, in a distance of 2,850
feet from the mouth of the mine. This decrease in dip is not regular, ancl
the profile may be divided into three parts: (1) from the mine mouth to
the ?th entry a clistance of approximately 750 feet with an average dip of
23"; (2) from the ?th to the 16th entries, a distance of 1,400 feet, with
a clip of 10" I ancl (3) from the 16th to the 18th entries, a tlistance of a
little more than 700 feet, with an average clip of 6".
W'ith this proffIe before him, one can not blame the operators of the
Parott mine for believing that they are approaching the bottom of a broatl
syncline in which the Merrimac coal bed lies nearly flat for a long distance. Nevertheless, one can but question whether or not this is the most
probable conclusion to be reached regarding the structure aheatl of the
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Parrott workings. The senior author, after assembling all the clata that
have been accumulatecl in this field by the two authors of this part of the
repor! feels very doubtful about the best interpretation to be put upon the
known facts. He thought possibly some critical facts hacl escaperl notice
and, to make assurance doubly sure, made another visit to the fielcl in
L924, pafticularly to study the outcrops of the Price formation ancl the
Maccrady shale between New River ancl the Dublin-Pearisburg road. This
examination was maile, but the new facts that were obsewecl, instead of
clarifying the situation, seemed to indicate that it is more complex than
was supposed, and consequently that no definite conclusion coulcl be
reached at the present time.
'' The senior author found, in studying the Maccratly shale from the
mouth of Back Creek to the Dublin-Pearisburg roarl that, while at Parrott
there is a definite band of red" shale nearly half a mile'wicle lying in contact with the Shenandoah limestone on the south, at a distance of a little
more than It/2 miles to the west the band of red shale yeers ofi to the
north, allowing a band of yellowish shale to come in between the fault antl
the distinctly red shale of the Maccrady formation. The bancl of non-red
shale increases in width reaching a maximum of about 1,?00 feet a little
more than halfway to the Pearisburg road.
The situation is similar to that on the south siale of the Price Mountain fenster, as ,clescribed on pages 14L-145. Manifestly there are two
possible interpretations: either that the Maccrady shale in certain parts
of this region is characterizecl by an absence of red shale in its upper part,
or that the beils are upturned and the non-red shale is really the upper
part of the Price formation repeated on the south and overturnecl limb of
the syncline. The ffrst explanation seems the simpler, bui it involves
some difficulties which render it unacceptable.
The difficulties may be summed up as follows: (1) wherever a goocl
section of the Maccrady shale has been seen it is red throughout; (?)
although observed dips in either the Price or Maccrady formations are
fairly steep (the coal generally dipping from 40o to 55'), the breadth of
outcrop is so great that one must at once conclud.e that the structure ig
far from simple. Thus for seyeral files west of New Biver the outcrop
of the Price formation ranges in width from 3,850 feet to 5,000 feet, but
the formation at most is not more than 1.800 feet thick. In orcler to make
an outcrop 5,000 feet wide the dip of the formation if regular woukl have
to be not over 19o, but a dip as low as 19o is rarely observed in the belt;
(a1 tne coal bed in the olcl Belle llampton mine (loc. 36) is reporterl on
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to have been much crushed ancl broken whic\"if trlre, is a
strong argument in fayor of consitlerable disturbance in the rocks of this
belt; (a) the drill hole put clown at loc. 38, if one can believe the numerous
reports current in the field regarding i! does not substantiate the idea
that the rocks dip gently ancl fairly regularly to the sout\ at least, as far
as the Pulaski fault. According to report this hole reached a tlepth of
about 1,400 feet ancl some who are supposecl to know say that the Merrimac
berl was pierced at a clepth of about 900 feet.
If the log of this weII were available it would probably throw much
light on the undergrouncl structure of this region anrl this woultl mean
information regarding the possible extent of the Menimac coal bed south
of Back creek. The two possible interpretations are well illustrated in
Fig. 6. If the rumor that the Merrimac coal beil was founcl in the chill
hole at loc. 38 at a clepth of 900 feet is correct, then interpretation A
seems to be the only.one that is appropriate, but if the coal was stxuck at
or near the bottom of the well, then interpretation B seems to be the more
appropriate one. From a consitleration of the general structural features
of the region, the writers are inclined to accept interpretation A as the
more probable of the two.
The acceptance of this interpretation even in a provisional manner
means the acceptance of the idea that there is an anticline in the coalbearing rocks somewhere uncler the edge of the limestone ancl that this
minor wrinkle is growing less and less in a westerly clirection antl that it
probably dies out before it reaches the Empire mine at loc. 43.
If interpretation B proves to be correct, it means that as the coal betl
is followed clown from the outcrop many minor wrinkles, if not faults, will
be encouatered, and then when approaching the locality of the tlrill hole,
loc. 38, the coal becl will take a downwartl plunge -on a 40' dip and continue indefinitely at about that inclination. Such a change of clip within
the mine woulcl necessari$ make mining expensive as it woulcl require an
inside hoisting plant to raise the coal up the slope to the break in gratle
,and then through a shaft or another slope to hoist it to the surface.
Either interpretation of the structure of this region wili involve difficulties in mining which make it very desirable to obtain additional information before much money is invested in a mining plant on the outcrop
of the coal bed or in a shaft which woulcl reach the coal at a tlepth. The
writers woulcl strongly advise core-clrilling in advance of extentlecl mining
operations, for otherwise the mining conclition might be found to be so
bart that the eniire plant would have to be abanclonecl.
goocl authority
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On account of the d.isappearance of the minor wrinkle just describeil
is probable that at Empire the coal bed dips steadily with but little inier-

ruption into the deep trough lying between I-rittle Walker Mountain on
the north and Tract Mountain on the south, as shown in section F-F' on
Pl. I. The depth of this trough has never been determined, but all of
the geologic evitlence at hand seems to indicate ihat it is very deep antl
that the possibility of mining out the coal in this trough depends ahnost,
entirely upon whether mining can be carriecl to such a depth at a cost
that is not prohibitive, and whether or not engineering difficulties woukl
be so great as, in themselves, to be prohibitive.
The other detail of structure that has not previously been described is
that which marks the juncture of the two ridges, Little Walker Mountain and Tract Mountain. The overturned Empire syncline which appears
to be so well marked in section F-F' becomes rapidly shallower anrl
narrower toward the west, but this pinching in of the syncline cloes not
occur graclually and regularly, for it has resultecl in cross wrinkles. of considerable climensions. Tbis structure is particularly well shown in the coal
beds, the outcrop of which forms a pronouncecl loop in the vicinity of tLe
old Altoona mine (loc. 4?). This bencl in the structure can be clearly
seen from the crest of Little Walker Mountain just above toc. 41. The
olcl tramroacl to the mine was extended across the mountain ancl for a
number of years has been in active operation, bringing out lumber anil
logs from the valley on the north sitle of Little 'Walker Mountain. The
fngles conglomerate is well exposed on this tramroacl at the crest and for
some tlistance down on the south slope of the mountain ancl in this stretch
the strike of the beds is north-south, whereas on the same tramroarl below
loc.47, the strike for a long distance is east-west; So far as structure is
concerned the location of the old Altoona mine was about the worst that

IOOO FEET

Fig. 22.-Proffle of the main slope of the Parrott coal mine.
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it

could. have been selected, for
is here that the most pronouncecl bentl
occurs and, as is usually the case, the coal bed is the member that sufiers

most

in

in circulain thickress

such a disturbance. This is borne out by the reports

tion that in this mine the main coal bed (Merrimac?) ranges
from 5 to 40 feet with an average of ? feet, but it is also reportetl that
in places the coal was so bunchecl that it attained. a thickness of 125 feet.
DESCRIPTION OB MINES AND PBOSPTCTS.

The coal beds of the Little Walker Mountain fieltl are the westwartl
continuation of the beds already descibed in the Brushy Mountain fieltl
of Montgomery County. At New River the boundary between the two
counties, the Merrimac coal bed is the only one worketl at the present
time. ft is generally recognized that the Langhorne becl contains cleaner
and harder coal than the Merrimac becl but the l-,anghorne bed seldom
exceecls 2t/, teet in thickness anil consequently can not be consitlereil as
the basis for the establishment of a large mining enterprise and so is
left to be mined only for a local supply.
The principal mining operation in the Menimac coal betl in the Irittle
Walker Mountain field is the Parrott mine of the Pulaski Anthracite Coal
Co. This mine has been in almost continuous operation since 1902. It
is on the main line of the Norfolk anrl 'Western Railway and the slope
extencls southward parallel with the railway for a distance of 2,850 feet.
As the property of this company lies entirely west of New River it was
impossible to clrive the main slope rlirectly down the dip which is here
about S. 28o 8., consequently the slope is not quite so steep as the dip of
the coal bed. The profile of the slope, based on clistances antl elevations
on the mine map, is given in Fig. 22. At the surface the piich of the
slope is 36", but this flattens to about 6' at entry 17.
The mine workings have been carriecl westward a distance of more
than 4,000 feet and. the mine map shows some interesting structural details which may have a bearing upon the theories aclvanced in this report
X'ig. 23 shows the general arra,rigement of the mine with only the slope
and the main lateral entries representecl. The lateral entries are driven
nearly along the strike of the coal becl, so they may be taken in a general
way as structure contours, but with ,unequal intervals between them. In
using them in this manner it must be understoocl that they tlescend to the
main slope, but this descent is only suffcient to permit of the easy haulage
of loaded cars in that direction ancl the return of eupty cars to the rooms
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where mining is carried on. On account of this gracle, the far encls of
the entries are considerably higher than the points where they join the
main slope, end consequently a contour line drawn through the point
of juncture of the lateral with the main slope will at all other points fall
below the lateral entry.
Fig. 23 shows that the coal becl dips with considerable regularity antl
that few if any disturbances were encountererl down as far as entry 15,
except that entry 10 is marked as teminating in tlisturbecl coal. As
entries 7 and 8 terminate along nearly the same line and that line cloes
not coincide with the property line, it seems highly probable that work
was discontinuecl because they also encou:rtered broken coal. In line with
the same disturbance is a change in clirection of the rooms on entries 14
and 15 from N. 25' W. to N. ?2" W-. This change indicates that the
direction of the rlip of the coal bed changes about 45o on a line which is
the continuation of the line mentioned before that marks disturbecl conditions in entries ?, 8, ancl 10, but the greatest effect of this structural
ilisturbance is shown in the change of course of entry 16 which evidently
encounterecl a decided fold in the coal bed with indications that the movement had been much more seyere on the north side than on the south
side of the fokl. The evitlence consists of broken coal ancl disturbed conditions of the roof and the sharp swing of the entry from a course a little
north of west to a course a little east of south and. then in a sigmoitlal
curve bentling arouncl into a nearly normal course. All of the entries,
however, which have passed. across this foltl have beyond it a nearly westerly course and this is not the normal course for structure contours in this
part of the fieltl. ft seems appa"rent that in passing oyer or arouncl the
fold they are feeling its effect more than they are the efiect of the major
structure of the region ancl consequently they follow for an unknown distance a westerly course, but this course will change to a southwesterly
tlirection where they pass beyond the influence of the minor fold.
So far as one can juclge from the mine map the minor fold describecl
in the preceding paragraph is increrisipg in magnitude southeastwarcl,
hence it will be interesting to see what effect it may have on the main
slope when the slope crosses itS pathway which probably will be 250 to
300 feet beyond entry 18.
The Merrimac coal bed in the Parrott mine seems to be even more
broken by shale and bony partings than it is in Montgomery Count5 bu!
as stated on a previous page, the number of partings reported in a section
of this coal beil depencls largely upon the person taking the measurements
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and making the classifi.cation of the material composing the becl. The
following sections, which are also shown graphically on Pl. XV[, give an
excellent itlea of the heterogeneous character of this bed:
Section of Metr,i,m"ac coul bed, ,i,n Pan'ott mime, loc. 85.
Section A. Section B.
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These sections are representecl graphica]ly on Pl.
reported by the owners as having been measured in

A

is
the air course near
Section B was measured by

Section

the fan house, practically at the outcrop.
Howell in 1914 on 3d entry, 100 feet from the slope. Section C was
measured by Campbell anil Ilowell in 1918 on the 15th entry, 150 feet
from the slope. Section D was measured by Campbell in 1923 on the 15th
entry, 2,500 feet from the slope. Section E was measured by Campbell
in 1923 at a point in the 16th entry, 2,600 feet from the slope. Section
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F is reported by the owners

as measuretl in 1924 at the face of the main
slope, then at the 18th entry, about 2,850 feet from the mine mouth. The
analyses of samples obtainecl from benches marked o in sections B, C, D,
and E are given on page 111 as indicatecl above.

The coal becl in the Parrott mine is generally but little clisturbed, but
in it which make it necessary to change the
clirection of the entries ancl in places the coal ancl roof have been so
crushed that mining is impossible. on the whole, however, these areas
of rlisturbance are small anil few in number ancl have hacl little efiect
upon the systematic clevelo.pment of the mine which, as before stateil, is

in

places there are wrinkles

of pr850 feet.
The coal as it comes from the mine is pickert of the larger pieces of
bone and shale, then screenecl and the smaller sizes are washecl to get riil
of the fner particles of impurities whic\ as shown in pl. XVI B, form a
small clelta in New River. The finest coal is briquettecl with the adclition
of pitch and in the form of briquettes has found a fairly reacry market.
'west
of the Parrott mine there are numerous old. mines and prospects
on the outcrop of the coal bed, but in this part of the territory the lancl
has been helil in larger tracts ancl consequently there are not so many okl
workings per mile as there are along Brushy Mountaiu in Montgomery
down, as measurecl on the main slope, a clistance

County.

The first mine. of importance west of the parrott mine is the Belle
rlampton mine (now abanclonecl), loc. 86, which was connected. with the
Norfolk ancl 'western Railway by a stanclarcl-gauge branch rine, zr/2 miles
in length. The tipple is still stancling anrl the railroad coulcl be put in
running order without great expense, as it was laid with fairly heavy rails
which are still on the ground. rt is reported, on what seems to be good
authority, that the main 'slope of this mine was carried crown on a dip of
50o for a d.istance of about 400 feet ancl lateral entries of a similar length
were run both eastwartl ancl 'westward from the slope. consiclerable
crushed coal was encounterecl and it is assumecl by the writers that it was
largely because of this unfavorable condition of the coal betl that mining
was stopped and the entire plant abandoned.
The slope was open at the time it was visitecl by the writers, but it was
not considered safe to attempt to go down far enough to make a reliable
measurement of the coal bed. Arr unsiguecl report obtainecl by Howell
gives two sections of the coal beil in this mine, which, if they ean be
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in the coal bed that are doubtless
due to movement at the time the rocks were upturnecl. The sections are
as follows:
depencled upon, show great variations

Sections

of the Merrimac coal
m,,ime,

bed,

i'n the stope of the Belte Hampton

loc. 36 (reported).

A. Section B.
n't. In. X't. In.

Section

10lI
2
r0

Coal
Shale
Coal
Shale
Coal
Shale
Coal
Shale
Coal
Shale
Coal
Shale
Coal
Shale
Coal
Shale
Coal

Thickness of bed

Thickness of coal

2
5
0a/z

2

I

1

I

6
oYz

3
3

oYz

32
I

0
4
2

lYz
8
2

0
.
.

58
53

9l
8l

Pl. XV[. Section A is
supposeal to have been measuretl in the slope 250 feet from the mine
mouth, ancl section B at the bottom of the slope 400 feet from the mine
mouth. The section measured at the bottom of the slope compares favorably with similar sections obtained in other mines on the Merrimac coal
bed and it is regarded as fairly reliable. Section A is eviclently far below
the normal thickness of the coal bed anil either represents a part of the
bed only or was measured at a point where the thickness of the betl is
greatly reducecl by squeezing or stretching.
A fairly goocl section of the rocks is exposetl in the cuts matle in
grading for the branch railroad line running to this mine. The upper
mile is directly across the strike and one cah gain a fairly good idea of
the condition of the formations by a stucly of this section. The writers
did not take the time to construct a detailed section along this roacl, but
enough notes were taken to show conclusively that the rocks do not dip
regularly nor are all dips in the same direction. A number of anticlines
These sections are representeal graphically on
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and synclines were noted which, if they extend down to the coal bed, and
there seems to be no reason for supposing that they do not, will possibly
carry the coal bed in much of this stretch in a nearly horizontal position,
but with so many minor wrinkles that the coal bed must be baclly broken

and crushed

In connection with the development of the Belle Hampton mine a core
drill was put down at the mouth of a small branch coming into Back
Creek from the north, about 2 miles above the railroad (Ioc. 38). According to report this well was drilled to a depth of 1,380 feet but no reliable
information could be gained regarding ihe depth at which the coal betl
was encountered. Some thought it was at 900 feet anil some, that it was
at the bottom of the hole. As stated previously, the log of this well woultl
probably throw considerable light on the geologic structure of this part
of the field, but the writers have been unable to obtain it.
A mine was once opened in the ravine next west of the one in which
the well just described was sunk, but fully a mile to the north, or near
the foot of Little Walker Mountain. The old tra^mroacl by which the coal
was transported from the mine is still visible but is badly overgrown,
showing that the mine must have been abandonecl a great many years ago.
W'est of the old mine just noted the writers were unable to find any
open prospects or mines in which a measurement of the coal betl could be
obtained, but a private report on this part of the fielcl gives a section that
probably was measured in a prospect about midway between locs. 3?
and 39. The section of the beil measured 30 feet below the surface is
renorted as follows:
Section of Meryimac coal bed, at locs. 37-39.
(R

eported,.

)

X't. In.
t'

Coal
Shale

Coal

.>
I

.

Shale
Coal
Shale

D

a

Coal, some very soft

Shale

..............

Coal
Thickness of beil
Thickness of coal

.

This section is shown graphically on Pl.

XVII

2
l0
6
5

2
4Yz

3

t1k
lVz
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Other mines and prospects were found between this place anrl the
Dublinfearisburg roacl, but at no place coultl the writers get a reliable
section of the coal bed or secure a sample of the coal fresh enough to be
yodhy of analysis.
The l-,anghorne coal bed is being minerl in a number of places between
New River ancl the Dublin-Pearisburg roarl for local consumption. The
coal of this becl is harder ancl cleaner than that of the Merrimac bed
bu! as the thickness generally ranges from 24 to 30 ine,hes, it does not
afiord a basis for extensive mining operations.
The Merrimac coal bed is well exposed where it crosses the DublinPearisburg roacl and the clump heaps of an olcl mine are visible just below
this road at loc. 39. The "bloom" of the coal becl in the road is large,
but no reliable measurement of the thickness or character of the coal bed
coultl be made. A surall mine is in operation in the next ravine, about
500 feet to the east where the part of the coal bed that is mined. has a
thickness of 3 feet 612 inshes, but it is apparent that there is consiclerable
coal above the roof of the mine. On the road the coal becl rlips south
about 43o.

About a quarter of a mile west of the Dublin-Pearisburg roarl, a small
mine, known as the Cloyd mine, has been in operation for a number of
years. Howell visited this mine in t9L4, securecl a sample of coal for
analysis, and measured a section of the coal becl which is shown graphically
on Pl. XV[. The measurement is as follows:
Becti,on

Coal

of Memi,mac coal

bed,

in

Cloyd, m,ine (loc.

.

Shale and coal . . . . . . . . . : . . : : : . : . : . . . : . : . . : . : . . : : : : : : :

Coal

.

Coal

.

Shale

.

Shale and coal ..

!0).

X't.
aG
al0

.

4,

Coal, hard

I
I
1

aI0
al

Coal, soft

In.

4

6+

6r+
43+

Thickness of bed .
Thickuess of coal

The analysis of the sample collectetl from the benches markerl a is
shown under No. 20722 on page 112. This section was measurecl at the
face of the drif! 125 feet from the mine mouth. At loc. 40 the coal becl
strikes

N. 65" E. and dips 42" to the

southeast.

TEICKNESS OF MERBIMAC COAI, BED

West

of the Cloyd mine oltl

IN
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prospects on the outcrop

of the coal

bed

are not so numerous as they are further east, but enough were founil to
inclicate that the outcrop continues in nearly a straight line toward the
Empire mine at loc. 43. Traces of the outcrop were seen at loc. 41 on
the roacl crossing I"rittle W-alker Mountain a little more than Lty'2 miles
east of the Empire mine. The exposure in this road. is poor and gives no
idea of the thickness or number of the coal becls.
'West

of loc. 41 there are few goocl sections of the Merrimac coal becl
obtainable. In the Empire mine, which is operating in the Langhorne
coal bed, a rock tunnel was clriven through 14 or 15 feet of rock to the
overlying Merrimac bed. The senior author visiteal this mine, but coukl
not get a section of the Merrimac bed because its upper part was concealed by timbers that were set to support the roof. The management,
however, reporterl that the becl where cut is nea,rly 20 feet thick. X'ortu:rately, at a visit to this mine in June, t924, a complete section of both
the Langhorne anil Merrimac coal beds was obdainecl at No. 2 slope, a
view of which is shown in Pl. XV[I. Although somewhat weathered, the
section is quite complete, and. substantiates the reportetl thickness of the
becl where cut lower clown in the mine. The section here is as follows:
Sect'i"on

of

Memi,mac coal bed,

at mouth of No. 2 llope,
loc. 44.

Coal, shaly

Bone .

Coal

.

Coal

.
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.
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2
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;
.
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2

.
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.
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.
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o
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Shale
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I
13
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.

Thickness of bed .
Thickness of coal
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i; 6i,
representation of this section is given on Pl. XY[.
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As the only place in the western part of the Irittle Walker Mountain
field for getting a sample of the Merrimac coal for analysis is in the
'W.
Einpire mine,
T. Thom, Jr., antl R. J. Iloltlen cut such a sample on
the 4th level at the foot of No. 2 slope. Only the lower part of the beil
is accessible, and consequently the sample should not be regariled as
representative of the entire thickness of the coal bed. The section exposed.
at the point of sampling is as follows:

Partinl section of the Merci'mac coal bed in

th,e

Empire rnine,

I

al

.

Bone .
Coal ..
Bone .

fu.

In.

Ft.

Coal

l,oc.

6

a

U

l0
0
ZVz

Coal ..

o

4
32

Thicknegs of section
Thickness of coal

9Yz

The analysis of the sample obtainecl from the benches marked a will
be found unaler numbw A-2634 in the table on page 112. This analysis
shows that the coal is exceptionally high in ash, therefore, it should not
be regarded as representative of the coal of the entire bed.
The section of the Merrimac coal bed, exposecl at Slope No. 2 of the
Empire Anthracite CoaI Co. suggests that this great bed is undergoing
in a westerly direction a division into two beds. This tendency is more
strongly markecl in, if not absolutely provecl by, a core-tlrill hole recenUy
put down by this company not very far distant from loc. 44. The section
of the coal bed as revealed by the log of this well which has been kintlly
furnished by the Empire Anthracite Coal Co. is as follows:
Section of Meryi,mac coal bed, in d,ri'll hole near loc. 44.
(Through the courtesy of the Empire Anthracite Coal Co')
x't.
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This section is represented graphically on Pl. XX. It shows a clear
separation into two benches or beds: an upper bench 10 feet 5 inches
thick, and a lower bench 8 feet 3 inches thick, separated by a bench composed mosUy of shale 3 feet 9 inches thick. This great thickuess of coal
bed, together with its division into two distinctive benches or berls throws
considerable light on the conditions prevailing in the Max Meadows field,
as will be explainecl in the clescription of the coal berls of that fielcl on
pages 225-226.

Probably the most striking feature of the Little Walker Mountain coal
field, and certainly the most important from a commercial point of view,
is the sudden thickening of the Langhorne coal bed to workable proportions in and near the Empire mine, locs. 43 and 44. The change in thickness, or rather the lens-like character of the coal bed in this locality is
well brought out graphically on Pl. XV[. The coal bed at Loc. 42 is only
2 feet 8 inches thic\ as reportecl by the Empire Anthraeite Coal Co., but

it increases in thickness rapidly westward as shown by sections A, B, C,

and D, which were'measured by the writers in the Empire mine, loc. 43,
antl by section E measured at Slope No. 2, loc. 44.
Bections

of the Langhorne coal
*$"J"'

Coal..
Shale .
Coal .

aI
a3

Thieknessofbed..
Analysis No.. . . . .

bed,

in

the Ernpire mi,ne, locs. 49 and

ll.

*t Hl'tJ' Hi-tf ' ?",":'tl' *ff:'"iJ'
I

tl/z

5

4

5 4

ltr/z 4

81/z 4

5 \Vz4 54 11y24 Blz4
30695 7b889 94189 94190

g

g

The analyses of samples collectetl from the benches markecl a in sectioa
and from the entire berl in sections B, C, ancl D will be founcl on
page 112. Section A was measurerl by Howell ancl Campbell when the
mine was first opened in 1918 by Daniel W. Langhorne of Pulaski. The
mine then consistecl of a rock tu:rnel about 2b feet long driven horizontally northward through the Merrimac coal bed into the rranghorne
bed below. The section was measured and a sample of the coal was taken
for analysis at the face of the west entry, P50 feet from the rock tunnel.
Section B was measured by Campbell at the face of 2ncl east entry, 600
feet from the slope and 250 feet clown the dip from the surface. section
O was measured by Campbell in room 48, ofi 4th west entry, 21800 feet
from the slope antl 500 feet down the dip. Section D was measurecl by

A

I
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Campbell at the face of 5th west entrp 1,400 feet from the slope antl ?20
feet clown the ilip. Section E was measurecl in 7924 by W. T. Thom, Jr.,
and R. J. Holclen at the mouth of Siope No. 2 (Pl. XVIII), but the coal
was not sanpled as it is too baclly weathered to be typical of the becl below

the

surface.

The greatest thickness recorclecl in these sections is 5 feet 3 inches, but
the management claims that deeper in the mine the coal, at one place,
reaches a thickness of ? feet 4 inches. The writers have not visitecl this

great development, but see no reason for cloubting the accuracy of the
statement.
'Westward

from the Empire mine the bed

decreases

in

thickness on the

outcrop, reaching 3 feet 8 inches at loc. 45 and 2 feet 2 inches at loc. 46
(see Pl. XUI). It is not known to be of workable thickness at any other
place in the lrittle Walker Mountain coal field, except that as statetl on
page 2L2, it is reported to be 6 feet 1 inch thick on the eastern entl of
Tract Mountain.
The measurecl distance between the Merrimac ancl the Iranghorne coal
becls at Ioc. 44, as shown in Pl. XV[f, is as follows:
Bection of rocks lEi,ng between Merr,i,rnac and;.Langh,orne coal, bed,s, loc.
Shale, sandy
Shale, black, carbonaceous
Sandstone, thin-betldecl
Sand.stone, hard.

Thickness

of

..

section

|lt.

X't. In.

38
26
46
3

3Y2

13

ttyz

West of the Empire mine the Merrimac coal bed shows in natural outcrop or has been slightly prospected in a number of places, but at none of
them can the entire thickness of the becl be seen and measured, nor is the
coal fresh enough to warrant sampling for analysis. One of the earliest
ilevelopments of mining enterprise in this fiekl was the opening of a coal
mine by the Bertha Mineral Co. of Pulaski, some time between 1880 anrl
1890, for the purpose of supplying their zinc smelter at Pulaski with fuel.
The Altoona mine was opened at loc. 4? and a tramroacl built up Tract
Fork of Peak Creek into the angle between Irittle 'lfalker and Tract
mountains.

No reliable account of the coal in this mine has been obtainerl by the
writers, but it is reported that three coal beds were cut in the mine
workings, the uppermost bed being what is generally known as the "Big"

COAL BEDS

IN THE

2LT
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Bed" which is said to have ranged. from 5 feet to 40 feet in thickness,
though there are also current reports that in places this becl was as much
as 125 feet thick. Two other becls were founcl below the "Big Bed," but
no information coulcl be obtainecl regarding either their thickness or the
distance they are below the "Big Becl." From the accounts it is apparent
that the coal beds are greatly disturbed in this part of the fielcl anil
owing to the crushed. conclition of the coal anrl the intimate mixing of

the partings with the good coal, it is doubtful if mining in a commercial sense can be carriecl on. The only available analysis of this
coal is one made by Andrew S. McCreath and published in The Virginias, vol. 6, April, 1885. This analysis shows an ash content of 39.8
per cen! but as it is not accompanied by any statement as to what the
sample included, its value is but slight. It is, however, generally conceded that the coal was yery impure, and while it answererl the purpose
of the Bertha Mineral Co. as a fuel in their smelting operations, it
probably would not have fared well if it hacl been ofierecl for sale ou

the open market.
The senior author is not at all surprised that the coal bed shoukl
have been found to be greatly crushed and. distorterl in the Altoona mine,
for from a geological point of view the location of the mine is probably
the worst that could have been selectecl in the Little Walker Mountain
coal field. The basis for this statement is the disordered condition of
the rocks in the vicinity of the mine and also the well-known fact that
the coal beds are always seriously affected wherever there is a clecicletl
bentl or angle in the mountains outlining the fielcl.
X'orrnerly

it was supposecl that the outcrops of the coal beds as they.

approached the angle in the mountains from the east woukl turn sharply
back upon themselves and be found on the north slope of Tract Mountain, but now is fairly well established that such is not the case, for
the development of the Cove Iault near the east end. of Trict Mountain
and its increase in magnitucle westwarcl, as shown in Pl. I, has cut out
the coal-bearing rocks or they have been concealed by the overthrust
mass of the Devonian sanclstones and shales. For that reason
seems
hopeless to search for coal beds on the north sitle of Tract Mountain,
except at its eastern encl.

it

it

Although the actual break in the outcrop of the coal beds occurs in
the angle between LitUe Walker ancl Tract mountains, the writers have
thought best to include in the Irittle 'Walker Mountain coal fielcl all coal
betls outcropping on the north side of Tract Mountain, for the reason
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that coal beds dipping to the north on the north sicle of Tract Mountain may be founcl in future mining operations to pass under the Shenandoah limestone ancl connect clirectly with the coal beds cropping out
in the vicinity of the Empire mine. If that should happen it would be
logical to consicler all of the coal as being in one field ancl as it is more
ilirectly connectecl with the fiekl to the north than with the Pulaski fieltl,
it is here considered as a part of the Little Walker Mountain field.
The writers have little definite information regarcling the coal bed on
the north side of Tract Mountain, but the outcrop was observeal to come
in about 11/n miles west of the southward course of Tract tr'ork and. from
that point it can be easily followed eastwaral until it swings to the south
arouncl the point of the Crockett anticline. On the north sitle of the
ridge there are no open prospects on the coal beds, but at loc. 48 the
coal shows as a bloom rlipping to the N. 67". At the point of the anticline both beds have been opened., but no place was seen by the writers
at which sections of the beds coulil be measurecl or samples obtained for
analysis. The writers have, however, heard a vague report that both
the Merrimac antl the Iranghorne coal beds have been openecl on the
anticlinal point north of Pulaski by a shaft and that the Merrimac betl
in this shaft has a thickness of 14 feet 8 inches and the Langhorne bed,
a thickn'ess of 6 feet l" inch. It.seems probable, however, that the bed here
called Langhorne is really only the bottom bench of the Merrimac coal betl.
This supposition is strengthened by a comparison of the thicknesses reported here with those furnishecl by.the Empire Anthracite Coal Co. in their
drill-hole near loc. 44, as shown on Pl. XX. Thus the two becls reportetl
as showing on the point of the anticline have an aggregate thickness of
20 feet 9 inches ancl the Merrimac coal bed, as shown by the tlrill recortl
mentionecl above, with the exception o{ the band of shale, 3 feet 9 inches
thick, separating the two parts, is 18 feet 8 inches.
'Walker
One of the most remarkable showings of coal in the Little
Mountain coal field may be seen on the north side of the road leading from
Empire to Pulaski, abortt t/z-mile east of the point where the roatl
from Empire joins the roacl from Mechanicsburg, which is on the north
'Walker
side of
Mountain. The coal is exposed in an olil quarry on the
north side of the road anil it appears to be includecl within some jaggetl
masses of Shenandoah limestone on the plane of the Pulaski fault"

Pl. XIII A shows this quarry and its relation to the Shenandoah limestone,
the Pulaski fault, and the Maccrady shale. The formations dip to the
left or north about 55'. The line separating the Maccrady shale from
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the Shenancloah limestone is about as indicated on the plate, but the
coal shows considerably to the left of this fault. As a matter of fact
this is a good illustration.of the complexity of most of these great overthrust faults. Few, if any of them, are clean-cut breaks, but along the
fault plane there are many places in which fragments of one or the
other of the arljacent formations are interminglecl with fragments of the
other formaiton, or a fragment of one formation is included in a mass
of the other formation. In the quarry refemecl to and shown on Pl.
XIII A the coal ,seems to be includerl in a great mass of limestone.
Such an occurrence is not at all surprising when one stops to consider how far the limestone on the left has been shoved over not only
the Maccrady shale but also other formations before it reached its final
resting place in this loeality. The surprising thing is that such occurrences are not more commonly seen in the field, but in this case no one
would have noticed the outcrop of the coal as it was obscurerl by soil
and vegetation until it was uncovered by the excavation of the rock for
roatl-building purposes.
One can not resist the temptation to speculate regarding the place
from whence this coal was derived. If the limestone in the overthrust
mass moved towarcl the northwest at right angles to the general structural lines of the Valley, as it seems reasonable to suppose, then the
limestone showing in PI. XIII A must have come from the vicinity of
Draper on the south side of Draper Mountain, over the place where the
town of Pulaski has been built and so on to its final resting place. In
this journey it must have crossecl the outcrop of the Merrimac coal bed
at least once a;rd that crossing was just to the south of the town of Pulaski.'
It seems, therefore, altogether probable that the coal fragment was broken
from that outcrop ancl carriecl in a cleft of the limestone to the place
where it is seen to-day. If it be granted that this hypothesis is the
most reasonable one that.can be proposed to account for the coal, then
its presence here can not be usecl as an argument in favor of the occurrence of workable coal in a nearbv localitv.
QUALITY OF TEE COAL.

One of the puzzling questions of the Little Walker Mountain coal
field is the exceptionally high rank (high fuel ratio) of the coal of the
Langhome bed in the Entpire mine. As shown by the table of analyses
(pages 108 to 112) the fuel ratio of the coal of the Merrimac bed ia
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the Brushy Mountain coal ffeld of Montgomery County ancl in that part
of the Little 'Walker Mountain field lying east of Empire, ranges from
4.54 to 5:94, with an average of 5.36. The fuel ratio of the Langhorne
coal bed in the Empire mine ranges from 6.7? to 1.34, with an aYerage
of ?.06. The question then is, why shoultl the coal of the Langhorne
betl in the Empire mine have a greater fuel ratio than the coals of this
same general belt of outcrop to the east ? fs it due to regional metamorphism which has affected only the western part of this field, or is it
due to a clifference in the vegetation that formetl the two betls ?
fn orrler to answer this question a sample of coal was obtainecl from
the Merrimac coal betl in the Empire mine (see page 112, and Pl. XV[)
ancl the analysis of this sample gave the surprisingly low fuel ratio of
3.62. As this is even lower than the fuel ratios of samples obtainetl
farther east, it shows clearly that the high rank of the coal of the I-nnghorne berl in the Empire mine can not be clue to regional metamorphism,
unles5 the Merrimac bed in the vicinity of the Empire mine has, in
some manner, been protected from the metamorphosing action of the
stresses in the rocks that has afiectetl the coal of the Langhorne becl.
This hardly seems possible in view of the fact that the two coal betls
are separafecl by oniy 14 feet of rocky strata and neither bed is greatly
disturbed in this mine. The proposition that the clifiereuce in fuel
ratios may be due to difference in the composition of the original vegetal
material composing the two becls will also lead us into tlifficulties as
insumountable as that of regional metamorphism, for the reason that
both of these coal beds have clistinctive characteristics that are evitlently
due to such an original tlifference in the materials composing them, but
these characteristics hold throughout the two counties here being con'of the coal
sidered and in all other localities the chemical composition
from the two becls is practically identical. Why then should there be a
clifference in the'composition of the becls in the Empire mine, which tloes
not show at any other place?
Analyses 30693 and 93539 show that the coal of the Langhorne becl
in the Price Mountain fieltl and also in the Brusby Mountain fieltl of
Montgomery County is essentially the same as the coal of the Merrimae
coal betl in the same localities; therefore it is evitlent that the two coal
beds have been similarly afiected by all of the processes that tentl to
change the character of the coal and also that there is no essential difference in the composition of the becls, so far as it afiects their chemical
'We
are therefore forcecl to the conclusion that the tlifconstituents.
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ferences observecl in the Empire mine are really due to regional metamorphism, but that there has been some modifying influence which has
permitLecl the forces to act upon the Langhorne betl but which has pretected the Merrimac bed and prevented its coal from being alteretl to a

high rank.
'[Vhen the two coal beds

at

in the Empire mine

are studietl

it will be

once apparent that they have very different surroundings. The Merriis not closely conmac bed. ig gsmposed of very soft, friable coal and
fined by harcl and resistant becls, except possibly on the lower side, where-

it

as the Langhorne coal bed is composed" of very harcl ancl resistant eoal
ancl it is helcl between walls that are remarkable for their hardness ancl
ability to resist earth movements of any kind. It seems, therefore, that
the explanation of the present d"ifierence of the coal of the two betls is
to be found in their ability to resist thrusts, or in other words, as to
whether or not they are competent or incompetent beils. The Merrimac
bed is typically an incompetent stratum, whereas the Iranghorne bed, together with its very resistant roof ancl floor, forrnd a very remarkable
group of competent beds, able to withstand or transmit almost any thrust
that may have been clirected toward it. Under seyere pressure the Mer'
rimac coal becl has been crushecl antl deformed, but the Iranghorne becl
has not sufiered either of these results anal consequently it has been affected more by internal stresses than would be possible in an incompetent
stratum. As a result the coal in it has been altered to a much greater
extent than has that of the Merrimac bed and consequently has lost more
of its volatile constituents with a corresponcling increase in its content of
fixed carbon, anal an increase in rank.
If any'oue doubts the reasonableness of this explanation of the variable effects of pressure on coal he has but to study the conclitions in
Pennsylvania and West Virginia to be satisfied that similar effects have
been produced there on a large scale. Thus a map of the coal fieltls of
the Unitecl States (see map accompanying U. S. Geological Survey Professional Paper 100 A) shows that the Broad Top fielcl of Pennsylvania
'West
Virginia lie as far east of the
and the Meadow Branch field of
Allegheny X'ront as the anthracite frelds of Pennsylvania, but the coals
of these isolatod fields have not been metamorphosed to the extent that
the coal of the anthracite fields has been metamorphosed. The coal of the
Broad Top field is only a semibituminous coal and the coal of the Meaclow
Branch fiekl is a semianthracite. There is no quesfion in the minds of
geologists that the alteration of the coals has been clue to stresses in
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found expression in great rock folds in places
thousands of feet in their original magnitude. Were the stresses ilifferent in the fields here being considered ? An examination of the reports
of the Seconcl Geological Survey of Pennsylvania shows clearly that the
rocks of the anthracite fields are foldecl, but that the folcls have not
very great magnitucle. On the other hand, it is a well-known fact that
the rocks in the southern part of Pennsylvania and the eastern part of
'West
Virginia have been thrown into great folcls whose magnitude is
many times that of the folds in the anthracite fields of Pennsylvania.
The formation of great folds naturally required greater force than the
procluction of small folds, but the mere facL that the folds are large
means that they are supported by competent strata which were subjected to very seyere stresses ancl the incompetent strata were relatively
free from stresses. As the coal-bearing rocks in the southern fields are
not specially resistant they were not competent to transmit thrusts antl
so they were free from great pressure and the coal beds contained in
them are not altered to the anthracite stage. On the other hand, the
rocks containing the coal beds of the anthracite fields of Pennsylvania
include many beds of clense conglomerate that are very resistant antl
consequently the coal-bearing formations were the ones that withstoocl
the great stresses that were forced. upon them from the southeast anil,
though no great folds were formed, the rocks were alterecl very materially
the rocks that in most

cases

and the coals were changed from bituminous to anthracite.

Pulaski coal fielil.
GENERAIJ DESCBIPTION

That part of the coal-bearing territory of Pulaski County here designated the Pulaski coal field has the form of a reclining letter V with its
apex in the valley of Peak Creek about 4 miles above Pulaski, ancl the
limbs stretching northeastwarcl ancl eastwarcl for a distance of about 3

iniles. The northern termination of the field is arbitrarily

assumed to
be at the point where the Merrimac coal beil swings sharply around the
anticlinal point of Tract Mountain, atd the eastern termination, where
the outcrop of the coal bed is cut off by the Pulaski fault ancl the coal
bec[ concealetl by the overthrust mass of Shenandoah limestone.
STRUCTIIRAL RELATIONS.

The reason for the irregular outline of this field is that the two legs
coal-bearing rocks on the opposite limbs of a

of the V are formed of

PEAK CBEEK SYNCLINE.

ztl

syncline that pitches rather sharply toward the northeast thus bringing
in the higher formation on the axis of the.trough or s;,'ncline. As the
axis of this syncline corresponcls closely with the valley of Peak Creek
it will here be called the Peak Creek syncline. It is true that Peak Creek
occupies the syncline for only a few miles, but still the name seems to
be appropriate for the syncline for the reason that the part of Peak
Creek which coincides with the axis of the syncline is the part best
known to the general public, as it is the part followecl by the Norfolk
ancl'Western Railway.
fn a somewhat broader view of the geologic structure of the region
west of Pulaski, the syncline just describerl might be consiclerecl as continuous with the pronouncecl syncline extending eastward from Max
Meadows to Gunton Park. Each is bounded on the north by a fow ridge
called Brushy Mountain and each is limited on the south by Caseknife
Ridge, which though somewhat more broken, is composed of the same
kind of rocks. It is generally recognized that these two ridges composed of Devono-Carboniferous rocks are the limbs of a rather broad

synclinal trough which contains the Peak Creek syncline on the east
and the Max Meadows syncline on the west, but when the region is
examinecl more closely it is found that the two synclines just mentioned
clo not join. The axis of the Peak Creek syncline follows Peak Creek and
the railroad rather closely up to the point where the creek enters from
the north and beyond that point the axis is north of the railroad, whereas
the axis of the Max Meadows syncline after crossing the railroad at Gunton
Park entends eastwarcl on the south side of the railroacl and consequently
the two do not meet ancl can not be consiclered as one and the same fold.
Although both the Crockett anticline and the Peak Creek syncline are
open folds, involving dips generally less than 50o, it is probable that the
rocks composing them are badly crushecl and deformed in certain places
where the movement was such that it tended to crush the rock rather
than to increase the magnitude of the fold. As the coal is the softest
member of the formation it seems highly proba.ble that the coal, particularly that in the Merrimac bed, is much crushed and disturbed in certain
parts of this fleld.
The relation of the Shenandoah limestone to the coal-bearing rocks is
clifferent in different parts of the field. Arouncl the point of the Crockett
anticline the limestone rests on the Maccrady shale ancl apparently nearly or
quite the full thickness of that shale is present. In the Peak Creek syncline
the limestone has been thrust to the southwest until it rests on the Price
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formation, having completely overriclclen the Maccratly shale. In the
town of Pulaski the fault cuts closer ancl closer to the coal until in
the eastern part of the town it crosses the outcrop antl in a short distance conceals the remainder of the Price formation, including the Ingles
conglomerate member.
DESCRIPTION OF MINES AND PBOSPECTS.

But little mining has been done in the Pulaski coal field antl the
coal beds have not been sufficiently well prospected. to afford much information regarding their condition ancl the quality of the coal. At the
present time only one mine-the mine of the High Carbon CoaI Co.1 in
the outskirts of Pulaski-is producing coal in a commercial way, ancl
even at this mine the operation is on a small scale and the procluct is
distributed by team or truck to residents of the town of Pulaski. A few
of the more important prospects will now be described.
At the north end of the field the first prospect (loc. 49), as far as
the writers are aware, is the one just above the Empire tramroacl at the
extreme eastern end of Tract Mountain. Recent prospecting has been
tlone here but the coal bed is not well exposed. It is, however, reportetl
(see page 2I2) Ihai the coals have been exposecl here by a shaft which
shows that the Merrimac bed has a thickness of 14 feet 8 inches ancl the
I-,anghorne bed a thickness of 6 feet 1 inch. The authors, as stateal on a
previous page, are inclined to believe that the two coal beds reported here
do not include the I-anghorne becl, but are merely two benches of the
Merrimac bed. The coal bed at this location must, howeyer, be so sharply
bent arounrl the point of the anticline that in aI1 probability it has been
squeezecl and may have lost all semblance to the undisturbed bed. Such
a location is, for this reason, a very poor one in which to develop a mine
and it is not surprising that no further work was done here.
South of location 49 there has apparently been very little clone in
the way. of prospecting the coal becl. The most important opening is
on the farm of Mr. Ilurd, where a mine (Ioc. 50) was in operation many
years ago to supply the local clemancl for coal, but the tlemancl seemingly cticl not warrant the continued operation 'of the mine and it was
allowetl to cave, completely concealing the coal bed. Accortling to reports this mine was opened in a body of coal about 12 feet thick which
r Since the statement regarrling this mine was wriiten the authors have been
informed that the property has changed hands and the mine has been abanclonetl.

COAL PBOSPECTS WEST OF PUI,ASKI.
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eviilently represents the whole or a part of the Merrimac coal bed. There
was consiclerable fine coal on the mine tlump, but it hail been so long
exposed to the weather that it was not considerecl as suitable for analysis.
The coal beil strikes north-south. anrl dips 1?o east.
The mine was opened as a drift on the edge of a small creek flowing
into Tract x'ork of Peak creek. Recently the creek has been cutting
against the blufi in which the mine was openecl ancl a slicre has exposetl
most of the rocks above the coal bed lor a rlistance of 50 or 60 feet.
The exposure is too steep to permit of a cletailed examination, but a
casual inspection from below showed. that the rock is mostly d.ark shale,
but interbedclecl here anrl.there with small coal becls or benches. These
upper becls or benches may represent the expanrled upper part of the
Merrimac becl, for by comparison of the sections of this bed on New River
with that exposed at the Empire mine, at Gunton Par\ anrl on Miller
creek in the Max Meadows fieid, it seems probable that the Merrimac
bed does thicken and break up into two beds in a westerly d.irection from
the type locaiity. The evidence for and against this assumecl correlation
will be more fully consicleretl in the description of the Max Meadows
coal fekl.
Location 50 is interesting as it afforils at least two species of beaupreservecl fossil ferns in the shale overlying the coal. No especial
effort was' made to obtain this material and it is quite possibre that a
more extendecl search woulcl reveal the presence of other species anrl
possibly of other genera.

tifully

The outcrop of either a very large coal bed much broken by shale
and bone partings, or several beds separated by shale and bone was seen
in the road located on the point of high Iand between peak creek and
Tract For\ but no prospect was found in this vicinity which woulcr
throw light on the character of the coal bed, except that notetl above.
From this place westward to the point of the syncline, as outlinecl by
the principal coal bed. the coal has been dug at a number of places indicatecl on the map, Pl. I, by prospect symbols. These prospects are generally caverl ancl give little or no information regarcling the coal beds,
except to mark the position of their outcrops.

At loc. 51 at the

extreme western point

of the

svncline

in the coal

bed, there is an olcl prospect exposinj about 6 feei of coal so badly
broken by partings as to be practically worthless. Nearby on the flootr
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plain of Peak Creek a shaft was at one time su:rk to the coal, but asiile
from some fragments of coal on the dump, it gave no inclication of what
was found below. Inquiry in the neighborhootl also failed to elicit any
information regarcling the coal, other than that noted above.
A comparison of this coal betl with the thick sections norfh of Pulaski
makes it seem probable that the coal notetl above as showing on Peak
Creek is really the upper part of the Merrimac coal betl antl that the
coal bed reachecl by a shaft on the flooclplain of the creek is the lower
bench.

Recently a core tlrill was put ilown on the south sicle of Peak Creek
about one mile {rom loc. 51 in search of the Iranghorne coal bed, which
it was hoped woultl be founil of workable thiclmess antl containing

as goocl coal as it does in the Empire mine. The hole was startetl
on the outcrop of the Merrimac betl which tlips gently to the northeast toward the axis of the Peak Creek syncline. The Merrimac coal
bed is reported to be somewhat broken here, but shows about thil same
thickness that it does at loc. 52, clescribecl in the next paragraph. The
hole was sunk to a depth of 140 feet, but without fincling a trace
of a coal bed that could be identifiett as the Langhorne. The tlriii was
finally stopped when it reached the massive sanalstone which is generally recognized as underlying both betls of coal, where both a,re present,
in this general region anil which makes such a prominent showing where
the railroatl has tlriven a tunnel through it one-half-mile above loc. 5L.
From the drill hole just mentionecl the outrrop extends nearly due
east on the south limb of the syncline to loc. 52 in the outskirts of
Pulaski. The outcrop between these two places was not examinetl in
detail, but no prospects were founcl anil none are reporteil.
At loc. 52 by the side of the roacl leacling from Pulaski aeross Draper
Mountain to Draper Valley is the site of an oltl coal mine which recently has been rehabititatect by a company bearing the name of the
IIigh Carbon Coal Co. At the time this mine was examined by the
senior author the slope was clown only about 240 feel on a clip of 40",
having been carried only a short distance below the old workings. The
coal in this slope shows the effect of weathering clue to the proximity of
the old workings, but despite this effect, a sample was cut on the wall
of the slope for analysis. The coal here is greatly clisturbecl, the partings being badly broken and mixed with the coal. The measurecl section
of the coal becl at the place where this sample was cut is as follows:
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of the Hi,gh Cotrbon Coal
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This section is represented graphicaily on Pl. XX. The analysis of
the sa.mple obtained from the three benches of coal representecl in this
section is given undler number g4IgZ on page 11p. It seems probable,
in view of the great increase in thickness of the Merrimac coal bed in
the northern part of this county, that the section exposeil in this mine
is only a part o{ that bed and that the other part wilt be founcl above or
below the one that is now being mined.
The Merrimac coal bed has also been openecl in the southeastern part
of the town of Pulaski (loc. 53) near the point where it is concealerl
by ihe Shenandoah limestone on the north side of the Pulaski fault. A
shaft has been sunk here anc[ coal taken out for local use, but as the coal
bed stands nearly vertical, it is probable that the coal is more badly
crushed than it is at loc. 52. No measurements were made here, but the
coal becl appears to be more than ? feet thick.
QUALITY OF TIIE COAL.

It is manifestly difficu$ if not impossible, for the writers to form
any opinion legar$ing_ the q\iality of tlie coal in the pulaski field,
because they found only one mine opened in such a way that fairly
fresh coal coulcl be obtained. As staterl on a previous page this sample
was obtained in the mine (Ioc. 52) of the High Carbon Coal Co., at
Pulaski, and its analysis is given under No. g4IgZ on page 112. As this
analysis shows a fuel ratio of Y.82, we must conclude thal as far as
rank is concerned, the coal is much the same as the coal of price Mountain in Montgomery Counfy and of Empire in Pulaski County. In other
words, the coal at Pulaski contains a relatively large percentage of fixeil
carbon ancl a small percentage of volatile matter. This woulcl place the
coal near the upper limit of the semianthracite rank. rn this respect it
difiers greatly from the coal of the Merrimac becl at Empire for this
coal, as shortrn by analysis No. 42634, page 112, has a fuel rafio of only
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3.62 and therefore, on a strict basis of classification, shoultl not be considered as a semianthracite at all, but a semibituminous coal with the
same rank as Pocahontas ancl New River coals of the bituminous fielcls

to the

northwest.

X'or practical purposes, however, the percentage of ash in tbese coals
is of more importance than the percentage of fixetl carbon, for the amount
of ash in a coal afiects the pocketbook of the consumer much mQre seriously than does the percentage of fixed carbon or of volatile matter. The
percentage of ash in this coal is rather large, running more than 20 per
cent. The presence of a large percentage of ash in analysis 94!92, loc.
52; analysis No. 42634, loc.44; analysis 94054 ancl 9546L,Ioc. 59 seems
to intlicate that the Merrimac coal becl or its equivalent in 'Wythe County
ancl the western part of Pulaski County contains more ash than it cloes
in Montgomery County and the eastern part of Pulaski County.

The higher percentage of ash

in the Pulaski field

cloes

not necessarily

mean that the coal can not compete with the coal minetl to the eas! but
it cloes mean that operators in the Pulaski field must be preparetl to
make even more vigorous efiorts than the operators farther east to remove a large part of this excessive ash if they wish to compete with the
product of nearby mines or with mines in the so-calletl "smokeless" coal
felcls of the bituminous region to the northwest.

As the mine at Pulaski is locatetl in the extreme southern part of
the Pulaski field, antl as the coal becl here is more strongly tiltett than
it is in other parts of the field, it is reasonable to assume that the coal
at Pulaski has the highest rank in the ffelcl, but no generalizations can
be made regarding the relative amounts of ash in'clifferent parts of the
f.eld., except to say that it seems highly probable that all of the coal of
the Merrimac bed in this fielcl will be founil to contain not less than 20
per cent of ash.
ETELDS OF

WYTEE COUNTY.

General tlescription.

'Wythe County

is essentially a valley county, for most of its surface
up of the Shenancloah limestone. Aside from iron and zinc
mining in the southern part, the chief intlustries in the county are agriculture, fruit gtowing, and stock raising. The population of the count5r,
according to the census of 1920, is 20,271. The largest town is Wytheville which, together with its surrountling clistrict has a population of
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'Wythe

County are two in number, one lying in an
just
north of Max Meadows and extending from Gunton
isolated syncline
Pa.rk on the east to Cove Creek on the west, ancl the other occupying a
narrow zone on the south side of Little Walker ancl Brushy mountains
from a point nearly due north of Queens Knob to the west line of the
county. The former, because of its proximity to Max Meadows antl
because that town is the logical shipping point for most of the field, will
here be caIIetI the Max Meadows coal fieltl; ancl the latter, because it lies
almost entirely in the drainage basin of Reed Creek, will be calletl the Reetl
The coal fields of

Creek coal fielcl.
Surface features.

The surface features of W-ythe Cou:rty in a.rrtl atljacent to the coal
fields mentionecl above are varied, bu! for the most part, they consist
of the broacl limestone floor of the Valley of Virginia, as shown in Pl. XXI.
The remainder is made up of riclges of the Clinch ancl associatetl sanclstones, ancl of the upper Devonian and lower Carboniferous sanclstones, antl
of lower broken country made of the lower Devonian shale'
The most prominent feature connectetl with the coal fieltls is Little
Walker Mountain which is the westwartl extension of the ritlge bearing
the same name in Pulaski County, ancl its westwarcl continuation-Brushy
Mountain-in the western part of the county and in the acljacent part
of Smyth County. The coal-bearing formation lies on the south sicle of
this ridge. A higher, but much shorter ridge-Cove Mountain-extends '
eastwarcl from Queens Knob (Pt. XXI A) to the headwaters of Peak Creek,
near the east line of the county. South of the east end of the Max
Meadows coal fiekl lies the rather high rirlge of Draper Mountain which
terminates at the 'dest in Hamilton Knob, one of the conspicuous lantlmarks of this region ancl at the east in an equally conspicuous knob
(see PI. xlx A) known as Peak Creek Knob' A somewhat lower ridge,
known as Brushy Mountain, lies on the north side of the Max Meadows
coal field, antl extentls westwa,rd across the bountlary line from Pulaski
County into W-ythe County, terminating in a prominent knob on Cove
creek northeast of wytheville. west of wythevilte is a low narrow ridge
which ro-ughly parallels the main roacl to Marion and Bristol for a distance of 9 miles, but this riclge lies entirely outsicle of the coal fieltls ancl
its only bea^ring on the northernmost, or Reecl Creek fieltl, is in its efieet
upon the buikling of branches from the main line of the Norfolk and
Western Railwav to this coal fieltl.
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The country about 'Wytheville, with the exception of the low ridge
just mentionecl, consists of a broad rolling plain underlain by the Shenandoah limestone. The aspect of this plain in the town antl to the north
ancl northwest is shown in Pl. XXI. This upland plain extends eastwarcl
and southeastward to the south of Hamilton Knob and Draper Mountain, but a small projecting prong of the limestone carries the plain
through Max Meadows ancl on to Gunton Park where it terminates in a
narrow point in the midst of a rather rugged landscape, carvecl in the
upper Devonian rocks. This rolling plain stands at an elevation of
about 2,400 feet above sea level and is probably the westwarcl extension
of the Blacksburg peneplain which, in the type locality has an elevation
of about 2,200 feeL above sea level. In this upland plain New River
has cut a valley, but litUe wider than the stream itself, to a depth of
500 feet. Its affiuen! Reed Creek, which drains most of 'Wyihe County,
has cut at its mouth a valley of equal depth, but its grade is rather steep
antl where it crosses the main highway west of 'Wytheville the creek is
flowing only about 250 feet below the general uplancl level, aacl at the
point where it cuts through Brushy Mountain it is nearly at the level
of the upland plain.
Iransportatiou f acilities.

The only railroad crossing that portion of \{'ythe County in which
the coal fields are situatecl is the Bristol branch of the Norfolk and
'Western
Railway which follows up Peak Creek from the town of Pulaski
to the great bend in that stream where it breaks through Brushy Mountain from the north. From this point on to the eastern line of Wythe
County the railroad follows a small western a^ffiuent of Peak Creek to
its heacl at Gunton Park or Clarks Summit. as it was formerlv callecl.
After crossing the low rlividing ridge at Gunton Park it descends to
Beavertlam Creek which it follows to the town of Max Meatlows.
'West
of Max Meadows the railroacl occupies the valley of Reed Creek
.Wytheville,
gradually climbing however, to the surface of the uplancl
to
plain which it reaches just beyond that town. X'rom this point westward
through Rural Retreat the railroad generally follows a shallow valley;
less than'100 feet below the highest points on the surface of the valley
upland. At Rural Retreat the roacl crosses the clivide separating the
drainage basin of New River on the east from that of llolston River
on the west. It then ilescentls. the valley of the last named. strea,m
westward through Groseclose, Atkins, Marion, and other towns on its
way to Bristol on the south line of the State.

MERRIMAC COAI BED GREATLY XXPANDED

IN WYTIIE COUNTY.
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From the main line of the railroad, branch lines could. easily be built
to almost any point in the Max Meatlows coal field, a.ncl somewhat more
extended lines could reach any part of the Reed Creek field.
CoaI betls.

The coal beds of the Wythe County coal fields are so poorly exposecl
that it is difficu$ if not impossible, to make definite correlations with the
coal beds of Montgomery and Pulaski counties. In a general way, the
beds that have been prospected in 'wythe county occur near the mklille
of trre Price formation at approximately the same position as that of the
Merrimac and Langhorne beds farther eas! but insteacl of there being
only two coal beds, as there are in Montgomery ancl eastern pulaski
counties, there appear to be at least three bed.s, two of which are generally of workable proportions, ancl the other one probably of workabre
thickness in parts of the fieId. rn adrlition to there being a greater number of beds here than there are in the counties to the eas! one of the beds
in this county seems to be much thicker than any bed that has been minecl
in either Montgomery or Pulaski counties.
More information is available regarding the coal beds of the Max
Meadows field than there is regarding the coal beds of the Reed creek
fieltl, because actual mining operations are in progress there and the coal
beds are better exposed. At the east end of the Max Meadows field two
coal beds, separated by only 12 feet of sanclstone, are shown in mine
workings, and frorn the fact that the uppermost one of these beds carries
"gand coall' simila.r to the ,.sanc[ coal, of the Merrimac bed in Montgomery CountS it is suggestecl that these two becls represent a greatly
expanded development of the Merrimac becl which takes place in a
westerly direction from the type locality. Both of these becls are of
workable thickness in the vicinity of Gunton Park, ancl the lowermost
one of the two is apparently the thickest coal bed that is known in this
general region. Beneath this'very thick bert another bed is reportecl to
be present, with a thickness ranging from 3 to b feet which seemingly
might with propriety be correlated with the Langhorne bed of puraski
County. A later report however, indicates that the driving of a rock
tunnel in the mine at loc. 59 for 200 feet in a horizontal direction northwarcl from bed No. 1 failed to disclose the presence of the third bed of
coal.

At the west
prospected,

end of the Max Meadows field these beds have been
but the exposures are so poor and the beds are so baclly
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that one can not form a very definite itlea regartling their thickness or the arrangements of the bony partings in them. If the uppermost betl here is the same as the uppermost becl at the east entl of the
field, it apparently deteriorates in a westerly tlirection, because it tloes
not appear to be of workable thickness ancl composition at the west entl
of the fielcl, although it is so reported by G. I-,. Armbrister aatl J. B.
Allison of Max Meaclows, who have concluctecl most of the exploratory
work in this field. The middle becl is apparently somewhat thinaer at
the west encl than it is at the east end of the fielcl, but the general
appearance ancl composition of the bed is similar in the two localities.
The lower bed., where it has been prospected at the west encl of the fieltl,
is so variable in thickness, due to the movement within the bed when the
basin was prorluced, that it is difficult to tletermine its true character
ancl thickness, but in a general way it cloes not appeax to be unlike the
lowermost becl that is reportecl at Gunton Park ancl also the l,anghorne
bed, as the latter is developerl in Pulaski Couuty.
Although this correlation of the coal becls of the Max Meaclows fieltl
with those of Montgomery and Pulaski counties can not be tlefinitely
established, it is here acceptecl in a provisional manner as the best correlation that can be marle at the present time, or probably ean be made in
the future, until mining antl prospecting have been carried on in a much
more elaborate scale than they have been in the past. At the present time
lhese becls are known 'as No. 1, No. 2, and. No. 3, the uppermost being
callecl No. L. As this system of nomenclature is not satisfactory, it seems
desirable to assume tlefnite correlation with the coal becls farther east
and consequently to use the names there in vogue, or to apply new narres
in the Max Meadows fleld where the becls seem to be difierent from
those recognized farther east. Thus, as stated previouslS coal betls 1
and, 2 in the Max Meatlows field are regarcleil as probably equivalent to
the Merrimac betl of Montgomery County, consequently that name can
not be appliecl here and new names wiII have to be given. As the uppermost becl was originally openecl in the vicinity of Gunton Park by W. B.
Gunton, it will here be calletl the Gunton coal bed, and similarly the
miclclle bed or No. 2 will be called Clar\ because of its great thickness
in the vicinity of Gunton Park, which forrnerly was known as Clarks
Summit. As the lowest becl in the freld is supposecl to be the same aa
the Langhorne bed of Pulaski County, that name will be retained. If
future work shoulcl show that it is not equivalent to the Langhorne beil
of Pulaski County, then a new name shoultl be given to this betl in the
Max Meaclows fieltl.
squeezecl

SURFACE TtsATURsS OF
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Other coal becls above ancl below the group just cleseribecl show in
many places in this county, but they appear to be too thin to be worked
on a commercial scale, ancl consequently they will not be given names.
Max Meadows coal felil.
GENEBAL DISCRIPTION.

The Max Mead.ows coal fieIcI is tlifferent from the other coal fields of
this region in that it consists of a syncline, separate and clistinct from the
other coal fields of the region. The length of this freld is abott 6!/a
niles ancl its width about 1r/a miles. It extends from Gunton park on
the east to Cove Creek on the west and lies about 1 mile north of the
village of Max Meadows on the Norfolk and Western Railway.
The fielcl is limited on the north by Brushy Mountain, a low ridge that
is really the westward extension of Tract Mountain of Pulaski County.
This riclge, though lower, ancl therefore less conspicuous than Little
Walksl or Brushy Mountain east of New River, is still a rather pronouncecl barrier to travel in a north-south direction. In the interval between the east encl of Tract Mountain ancl Cove Creek this .ridge is
notchecl in only two places: one by the main Peak Creek where it comes
in from the north, ancl the other north of Max Meadows where Miller
Creek has made a passageway through it. The former is entirely east
of the Max Meadows coal fiekl ancl the latter is near its western enal.
The coal fiekl is boundecl on the south by a rather ruggerl uplantl
carvecl largely from the same kincl of rocks as those making Brushy
Mountain on the north, but south of the Max Meadows fielct they do not
form so definite a ridge as they d.o on the north. Tfiat part of the fiekl
unclerlain by coal berls is generally a rolling shale uplancl, or a similar
upland carvecl on the Shenandoah limestone.
No streams of any consequence cross or are formecl in this coal fiekl.
The largest stream is Miller Cree\ but in seasons of drought there is
scarcely more than a trickle of water running in its channel. Reetl
Creek at Max Meaclows is the largest stream in or near the coal fekl.
This is quite a large creek, clraining a basin unclerlain by limestone ancl
as a consequence it is fecl by a great number of strong springs whose flow
fluctuates little from month to month or from season to season. Reerl
Cree\ accorclingly carries a fair volume of water which would be available for washing coal proviclecl a washery were erectecl on the railroad
at or near Max Meatlows.
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A knowledge of the geologic structure of this field is all-important
to any one who is engaged in, or contemplates being engagecl in, mining
coal, for upon the geologic structure clepends directiy the clepth below the
surface, the attitude, and the areal extent of the coal beds; ancl a knowleclge
of the structure of other coal frekls of this region will be of little or no
assistance in unclerstanding this freld, for the structure here is difierent
from that of any other field in this part of the Valley region.

On the north,or principal line of outcrop of the coal beds, shown on

Pl 1, the dip

ranges

from 15'to 25" to the southl consequentlS the

structure must be that of either an open syncline or a shingle-bloc\ tlipping to the south. The structure of the field is best interpretecl from the
section exposecl on Miller Cree\ about a mile north of Max Meatlows.
If one passes clown Miller Creek fron the longitudinal valley in Devonian shale ou the north siile of Brushy Mountain, he passes through successively higher and higher strata from the black shale of the Devonian
up through reddish santlstones to the Ingles conglomerate which is encounterecl as a lerlge or as blocks scattered on the surface a little south of
the main crest of Brushy Mountain. Still farther south one fincls an oltl
prospect (loc. 61) on a coal bed dipping S. 20o, ancl at or near the forks of
the creek he encounters for the first time the Maccrady recl shale. It is
evident that one has been constantly ascencling in the series of rocks, anal
that up to this point the succession is normal and the tlip fairly constant.
The Maccrady shale may be seen along the creek for a clistance of about
1,000 feet antl then is succeetled on the south by a coal-bearing formation
which can be no otljr than the Price formation, clipping to the south at
an angle of about 35'.
When one passes in ascentling order through the outcrop of the Price
formation, across a bancl of the Maccrady shale, and then into the Price
formation again, one either passes across the axis of a syncline or.across
a fault. If the structure is synclinal, the south iimb of the {old must be
overturnecl for the dips are to the south in both limbs; if, however, the
structure is a shingle-biock then one in passing clown the stream woulcl
cross the Price formation in ascencling order in both exposures.
With these facts in mind it is easy to determine the true structure
by continuing the section across the outcrop of the seconcl band of the
Price formation. When this is done one finds the coal beds (loc. 63)
near the micldle of the lormation and fragments of the Ingles conglomerate
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almost at the lower end of the gorge ancl almost immecliately below are
traces of black shale of Devonian age. From this it is apparen! as
shown in section I-I' on Pl. I, that all of the rocks below the outcrop of
the Maccrady shale are not in their normal attitude, but are turnetl
upside down with Devonian rocks overlying the Carboniferous. This
clearly indicates that the true structure here is that of a syncline with
the south limb overturnerl to the north so that all of the rocks clip in a
southerly direction and the Devonian shale so crushed that the black
shale normally near its base is here in contact with the Carboniferous.
This interpretation is corroboratect by the fincling at the east encl of the

fold of similar conclitions.
The section at the east encl of the fletd is particularly interesting. If
one crosses the fokl clirectly south from the mine of the Pulaski Anthracite
Co. (loc. 59) he passes through the upper part of the Price formation which
dips to the south at angles ranging from 26' to L5o, the latter dip prevailing near the axis of the fold. At the top of the ritlge is a bancl of the
red. Maccracly shale dipping to the south but changing in dip from l-0"
on the north side of the bancl to 40o on the south sicle. Such a change
of angle of clip suggests a change in structure, which is confirmecl by the
finding to the south of the red shale, rocks belonging to the Price formation, with a coal bed showing in the railroacl cut (loc. 5?) a short
distance west of the station of Gunton Park. As the roeks in the cut
clip about 50' to the south, it is evident that they form a part of the
overturned limb of the syncline as shown in section I[-H', Pl. I. The
writer has given the above description of the structure in consiclerable
detail for the reason that a proper unilerstanding of this structure, as
shown on Miller Creek ancl at Gunton Par\ makegthe interpretation of
the structure in other parts of this coal field a comparatively easy mafter.
In each section that has been clescribed it is appa"rent that the south
limb of the syncline has been overturnetl and that the rocks semFosing
it have been badly crushecl and deformed. As the sections I[-I[' and f-I',
PI. f, are located at nearJy the extreme ends of the syncline it is safe to conclude that the south limb of the fold has been overturnecl throughout the

entire length of the field, despite the fact IhaI a large part is coverecl by
the overthrust mass of Shenancloah limestone. It is also obvious that
this sheet of limestone was thrust into its present position after the syncline was formecl, for the limestone rests indifferenUy upon both the
normal and the overturnecl limbs, but it seems probable that it has experiencecl another epoch of movement which has accentuatecl the clip of
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the fault plane arlcl causeal the etlges of the limestone to rest with a]most
vertical contact against the coal-bearing rocks. This is well shown in
the railroad cut near Gunton Park.
The presence of the limestone makes it extremely clifficult to locate
the position of the synclinal axis between the two sections described above
ancl also to determine the extent of the overturnecl limb. Thus the upturned. coal bed showing in the railroacl cut near Gunton Park (loc. 5?)
is taken to mean that the great group of workable coal becls is here
sharply upturnecl. If this assumption is correct, then the lower part of
the Price formation, 1,000 feet thick, must fiIl the space uniler the limestone between the railroad and the boundary line of the Price formation
to the south, as shown in Pl. I. As this distance is about 2,800 feet, it
is difficult to unclerstand how it can be filled by a formation only 1,000
feet thick.
-A similar condition prevails a mile to the west where the south limb
of the syncline swings even farther to the south, inclicating either a folcl
of very irregular outline or the presence of a seconalary syncline lying
on the south side of, but probably connectecl with, the main fold. The
some eviclence by which this point coulcl be
places either the limestone conceals the coalbearing rocks or the latter fail to show at the surface. The writer is in
rloubt as to which of these assuroptions to accept, but as the hypothesis
that there is a subordinate fold on the south most easily explains the
facts found here, he has accepted it and the cross sections on Pl. 1 are

writer

to find
all critical

encleavorecl

settled, but at

It

is to be hoped that tleep thilling
clrawn in accortlance with this idea.
will soon be done in this debatable territory to tletermine whether oI not
the group of coal beds is present and, so, at what depth.

if

of Miller Creek the overturnecl limb of the syncline is plainly
visible in contact with the overthrust Shenandoah limestone antl a little
west of loc. 62 the group of workable coal beds is engulfed in this overWest

turned and crushed limb of the fold. The overturned limb can be traceil
as far as Cove Creek where the syncline, as far as it affects the Carboniferous rocks, comes to an end.

.

DESORIPTION OF COAL MINES AND PROSPECTS.

The coal becls ol the Max Meaclows field are not at all adequately
prospected ancl consequently,any statement regarcling their correlation, continuity, character, ancl the quality of the coal can be made only in a
tentative manner, which cloubtless will be changecl to a greater or lesser
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AT GUNTON PARK.

extent when mines are in active operation in various parts of the fielcl
ancl core-clrilling has been done irr the cleeper parts of the syncline, espec-

ially in that part

coverecl and concealed by the Shenandoah limestone.
Although the presence of coal in the rocks of this trough has been
recognizeil for a great many yeaxs, little has been done in the way of
systematic prospecting and still less in the development of mines. This
apathy on the subject of the development of the natural resources of the
region has been due to mauy corrditions, chief of which has doubtless been

the inability in adjacent fielcls to make mining yield a fair return on
the money investetl, to lack of local capital to develop mines, to lack of
information regardiug the tiistribution and attitude or structure of the
coal-bearing rocks, and to ignorance about the extent of the field and its
relation to fie1ds in adjacent districts.
Ser,eral )'ears ago lfr. \\r. B. Gunton became greatly impressed with
the showing of coal at what was then called Clarks Summit, the point
on the railroacl where it crosses the low divide between Peak Creek on the
east anil Beaverdam Creek on the west. Ilr. Gunton opened a thick but
quite impure bed of coal by the side of the railroad at loc. 56. This is

now generally known in the field as coal bed No. 1 because it is the
uppermost workable bed in this part of the field, but the writers here
propose ancl shall use the name Gunton for this bed irr honor of the man
who first developed it. The coal beci in the opening at loc. 56 was
sampled by Campbell and Howell in 1918 and the section of the coal
bed measured at the point of sampling, which was in a room on the
south side of the slope antl 250 feet from the mouth of the mine, is
as follows:
Section of the Gunton coal bed, at loc. 56.
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This section is represented graphically on PI. XX. The analysis of
the sample obtained from the benches of coal marked o is shown under
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number 30696 on page 113. The coal becl at loc. 56 dips west about 20",
showing that this location is at the eastern end of the synclinal trough.
Considerable desultory prospecting has been ilone since the prospect describecl above was openecl, but it was not systematically planned antl
carriecl out, and consequently has yielded little real information regartling the number and thickness of the coal beds. The writers are in considerable doubt about the correct location of this olcl prospect at loc. 56.
On the map, Pl. I, it is located with reference to the railroatl, but no
clata are at hand to show where the county line crosses the railroad. As

shom on the map, loc. 56 is in Pulaski County, but it is possible that
the county line crosses east of this point and if so it would be in Wythe
County. As in this respect the map is not accurate ancl as the larger
part of the Max Meaclows field is in Wythe County, it las been assumed
that all of the coal shown on Pl. I is in that county.
Mr. Gunton was very optimistic regarding the value of the coal in
the Max l{eadows field, but he lacked the cdpital necessary for its successful development, and he did not seem to be able to enthuse others to the
point of investing in its exploitation. In the desultory prospecting which
he carried on he found a large coal bed below No. 1, but he was unable to
open it up in such a manner that it'would show its full thiekness or the
quality of the coal. Unfortunately, he did not live to see the two becls
adequately opened and tested in a commercial way.
In 1923 a mine was openecl by the Pulaski Smokeless Coal Co. on the
north rim of the trough at loc. 59 on what is supposecl to be the Gunton
coal bed. This mine consists of a slope some 400 feet in length, driven
down the coal becl on a dip of about 26'. From the foot of the slope
lateral entries have been clriven in both directions a short distance. Two
sections were measurecl in this mine in 1923 as follows:
Secli,ons

of the Gunton eoalbed in the mi,ne at loc.59.
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This section is shown graphically on pl. XX. section A was measured
at the face of 3rd west entry, ?0 feet from the srope and the analysis of
the sample obtainecl from the three benches of coar is given under number 93937 on page 113. section B rvas measurecl at the face of 3rd east
errtry,850 feet from the slope and the analysis of the sample obtained
from the three benches of coal is given on page 118 under number gag3g.
The sections given above compare favorably in generar'thickness and
in the arrangement of the partings with the Gunton bed at roc. 56. They
also resemble the uppermost bench of the Merrimac coar bed in the section at slope No. 2 (loc. 44) of the Empire mine and the section of the
same bench in the drill-hole sunk nearby. on account of this similarity
of section the writers feel that the probability of the correlation being
correct is so strong that they have accepted it with but little reservation"
As the desultory prospecting noted previously had developed the presence of a thick coal bed below the Gunton bed a rock tunnel was clriven
in the mine at loc. 59 so as to cut the bed and cletermine its thickness
and quality. After piercing rz feet of solid rock a coal becl was encounteret[ which the writer is calling the clark bed. The coal in this
bed is very much crushecl and distorted so that it is practically impossible to determine the bedding or the real top or bottom of the bed.
The author measured the bed as best he courd and after making due
allorrance for the dip found that it had a thickness of 25 feet 9 inches
and of this great thickness, 16 feet 5 inches is coal. As the tunnel
seemed to cut the coal bed in a "rolP' or greaily disturberl area it is not
likely that the measurement is correct, for in the bed are great weclges
of sanclstone, one hanging from the roof ancr another rising from the
floor, as though originally they had constituted a parting in the bed but
now'are offset to the extent of several feet. rt is evident, however, that
the clark bed is here a thick bed-possibly the thickest bed in the valley
fields. tr'uture prospecting or core-drilling alone wil reveal its true condition.
After the mine'was visited by the author it is understood that the
rock tunnel was continued to a total distance of 200 feet with the idea
of fincling just how many coal beds underlie the Gunton becl anil what
is their thickness. rt is reported that no coal was struck below the
clark bed. This does not agreb with a number of reports that rvere
heard in the field of a third bed about 4 feet in thickness which it was
saicl had been prospected in the vicinity of the mine. As, however, the
tunnel was clriven until it encountered the massive sanclstone that is usual-
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regarcled as untlerlying this group of coal becls, it must be taken as
positive proof that a bed is not present under the Gunton and clark coal
beds. Since this agrees with the evidence recently obtained by the sink-

ly

ing of a core-dril1 on Peak Creek, 3 miles above Pulaski, as notecl on
page 220t, it will be regarded as positive eviilence that the Langhorne coal
bed is rrot present in the southern part of the Pulaski coal field and in
the east encl of the n'fax l{eadows coal field'
'west
of the mine,at loc. 59 there are several prospects, but those east
of Miuer creek sho\v little of interest. The writer visited one at loc. 60
in which the coal bed strikes east-west and dips 9" to the south. The
section of this becl, as shown graphically on PI. 20, is as follows:
Sectton of coal bed' at loc. 60.
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\\rhether or not this bed is the representative of one of the two betls
at loc. 59 the writer was unable to determine.
The most extensive prospecting in this belt is that which has been clone
on }filler Creek at the extreme west encl of the syncune. Ilere, near the
head of the west branch of the creek, G. L. Armbrister and J. B. Allison,
of Max Meailows, prospected two coal beds that outcrop above water level
ancl sunk a shaft 40 feet in depth to a third bed which cloes not show at
the surface. This prospecting was clone from 10 to 40 years ago ancl as
a result the prospects above creek level are badly cavecl antl the sha,ft has
been full of water for the last 10 years. In anticipation of the present
examination, the shaft was unwateled and the old prospects we1.e cleaned
out to some extent so that the author coulil measure the beds and
secure a sample of coal for analysis, but owing to the deep weathering of
the coal exposecl above water level and to the bunching of the crushetl
coal by mor,lement when the trough was formeil, he was unable to satisfy
himself that his measulements are correct and represent the undisturbed
coal bed. and that the sample he securecl is really typical of the coal of this
region.
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The only place where a satisfactory sample of coal for analysig could
be obtained was in the shaft where the protective cover of rvater which,
though it had softened the coal to some extent, had not permitted. it to
oxiclize and so had held it in nearly its original condition. The coal thus
protected is at the bottom of the shaft, loc. 62. A section was measureil
of this coal becl at a point 50 feet from the shaft, at the face of an entry
driven to the north. 1'his section, which is represented graphically on
Pl. XX, is as follows:
Bection o'f coal

i,n shaft at loc. 69.
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The analysis of the sample obtained from the three benches of coal
will be founcl uncler No. 93500 on page 113. Armbrister and Allison
state that when the shaft was

first dug an entry was ahiven b0 feet or
more to the west and in this entry the coal bed is 10 feet thick. The
author does not question this statement, for at all of the prospects
orr the west branch of Miller creek the coal beaxs abundant evidence of
har,ing been twisted and squeezecl, so that if mining were undertaken
here it is highty probable that the coal beds would be found to vary greatly in thickness in short clistances. The cause of this disturbance will be
pointed out later.
The upper 6 or 8 feet of the shaft were cut through a much larger coal
becl than the one at the bottom, which is now largely corrcealed by the
timbers lining the shaft. The distance between this bed and the one at
the bottom of the shafi is about 30 feet and this iriterval is made up
entirely of sanclstone and sandy shale. Armbrister and Allison claim that
the large bed is in places at least 10 feet thick and that in every opening
made by them there was exposed at least 6 feet of nearly clear coal.
Howell examinetl an adjacent prospect in 1914 and reports the bed over
9 feet thick, but regarclecl the upper 3 feet or more as containing too
much shale to be of value; the lower 3 or 4 feet he found to be fairly
gooal coal, though badly crushed and greatiy weathered. At the request
of the author one of the olcl prospect drifts .lvas partly cleanecl out
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so that he'n'as able to see about 5 feet of quite goocl-looking coal, but he
rvoulcl hesitate about pronouncing this to be the normal thickness of the
coal beil, as the crushing and burrching of the coal makes onily one measure-

rnent wholly unreliable.
The indications are, however, that in the rvest end of the Max lfeadows

fielil there is at least one rather thick coal bed which resembles Yery
strongly the lower part of the Merrimac coal bed, as it is known in
Pulaski County. This view is to a certain extent corroborateal by the
prospect on the main or east fork of Miller Creek. At present this
prospect slope is completely caveil, but in 1914 Howell reports that the
coal bed showed near the mouth of the slope. Although at that time
the coal 'lvas badly weathered from long exposure, he cut a sample across
a mass of coal 5 feet 8 inches thick, but he states clearly that the
measured thickness is unreliable, if not positively misleading, for in the
short distance of l0 or 12 feet the bed varies greatly, consisting of irregular lenses of coal. In places the bed was almost completely pinched
out ancl in other places bunched into a thick mass. On account of the
weatheredl condition of the sample taken here, the analysis is not given,
as uncloubtedly it does not represent the actual quaiity of the coal.
Twelve or fifteen feet above the thick coal bed just describecl, is
another which in this end of the field makes a rather poor showing' In
some prospects it is 4 or 5 feet thick, but on weathering it is clearly
.qeen that about half of ihis thickness is made up of shaly or clayey layers
which are so intimately mixed with the coal that it is doubtful if they
coulcl ever be separated.
The question of the correlation of these becls with the ones that have
.been prospected and mined at Gunton Park is most interesting and the
author ventures to suggest that perhaps the uppermost antl rather unsatisfactory bed on Miller Creek is the diminishecl representative of
the Gunton becl of the other end of the field; that the thick bed at the
west end may be the same as the Clark bed at the east enal; and that
the bed at the bottom of the shaft on the west branch of Miller Creek
may be the same as a 4-foot coal betl reported as being present at the
mine of the Pulaski Smokeless CoaI Co. at Gunton Park. If this correlation is granted, then why shoultl not the lowest becl on Miller Creek
be correlatecl with the Langhorne bed of Pulaski County and the two
upper beds be regarded as a much expanded clevelopment of the l[errimac becl as suggestetl by the section given for the Empire mine (loc. 44)
irr Pulaski Couniy?

THIN SNA}IS O!' COAL IN TIIN DNYONIAN BLACK SHALE.
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Some bed, probably the largest of the coal beds just describecl, has
been openecl at loc. 63, lower clown on Miller Creek, but as this prospect
is in the overturned limb of the syncline, the coal is so badly crushed
that it is impossible to iilentify it as any particular bed of the group.
Coal beds below this group are knorvn at several localities in the Max
Meadows field. These are notecl on the map (Pi. I) at locs. 55 ancl
58. At loc. 55 the coal shows in what was known years ago as the
"Peppers Ferry road," nearly a mile east of Gunton Park. The bloom
of this is rather conspicuous on the road as it leads up to the divide

which separates Beaverclam Creek from one of the southe.rn tributaries
of Peak Creek, but the coal bed is probably less than 18 inches thick.
At loc. 58, which is in the forest about 300 feet south of Beavercla.m
Creek, the coal shorvs in the bed of a small branch, apparently lying
nearly horizontal, but owing to the swampy condition of the ground it
was impossible at the time it was visited to explore it far enough to
cletermine its thickness. From the general geology of the surrouncling
region the author is inclined to the beiief that this is an exposure
of a bed much lorver in the Price formation than any of the beds that
have been prospected or mineil in this field"

In the Max Meadows field

many prospectors have been mislecl by
the fact that the black shale near the base of the Devonian carries some
coal, but in no place known to the writer is this coal thick enough to
work even for local consumption. The most striking case of this kind
is an old prospect tunnel that was once clriven in this black shale just
under the ledge of quartzite (which is here overturned) at the creek
crossing above the washery of the Locust Hill iron mine at the west,
end of Draper Mountain. It is reported that the man who dug this
tunnel found coal y'hich he burneil in a blacksmith's forge. As a result
of this occurrence considerable time ancl money have been spent in digging prospect pits in this shale, boih here and in other parts of the field,
but without success. The writers do not question the correctness of this
reported "find" but feel very positively that time ancl money spent in
such unclertakings are simply wasted for thousands of prospect pits have
been dug in this shale in various parts of the Appalachian region without finding coal in commercial quantity.
Those who have been most instrumental in prospecting the west end
of the Max Meadows coal field do not seem to have a correct conception of
the limitation of the coal beds in a westerly clirection. They argue that,
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because Brushy Nfountain, which bounds their field on the north extenils as far as Cove Creek, the coal beds must necessarily do, the same.

In fact the writer

has been assured many times that such

is the

case

and the opinion has been backed up by the statement that coal is known
aJ such ancl such a place oi that so and so has dug coal somewhere
within a mile of Cove Creek.

The writer made a careful investigation in orcler to determine this
point as the possible westwald extension of the coal beds a mile or more
beyond their present known limit is a very important matter. The
question was finally definitely settled by following an old roacl from
loc. 62 which leads to the west from the prospect shaft and then turns
to the south through the forests and fields to the neighborhood roacl
on McGavock Creek. Soon after leaving the shaft the writer found
a bed of sandstone that evidently underlies the coal beds exposed in
the shaft and that is well exposecl on anal beside this road' The road
turnecl gradually towaril the south and the ledges of sanclstone turned
in a similar mannet as indicated by the dip symbols on Pl. I. The
sanclstone bed dipping to the southeast 'lvas followed until it was lost
in rocks that are so disturbed that it \yas impossible to determine their
dip and strike. These rocks are eviclently a part of the overturned and
crushecl southern limb of the syncline and it is perfectly evident to
one familiar with geologic phenomena that the coal beds must follow
the same curve that is taken by the sandstone bed until they too are
lost in the broken southern limb of the syrrcline.

If this interpretation is correct, ancl the writer is willing to stake
his reputation on its correctness, there is no hope of finding the coal
beds west of this road, and any time and money. spent in such a quest
will be wasted. It is true that some coal beds lower in the'formation
may be found in the direction of Cove Creek, but, as far as these becls
are known, they are not worth consiclering for commercial purposes. Most
of the prospects in this part of the field to which the writer was ilirectecl
proved to be exposures of the black shale rvhich occurs near the base of
the Devonian system, but which in the violent overturning and crushing
of the south limb of the nfax Xleaclorus syncline was thrust out of place
and forced into contact with the Ingles conglomerate member of the
Price formation. As stated previously small stringers of coal may be
found in this shale, but nowhere is it known to carry coal beds of workable proportions; in this place, even if the coal becls were as large

'
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in western . Pulaski County, it would not be workof the gr'eat crushing the rocks have undergone by the overturning of the south limb of the syncline.
as the Merrimac betl
able because

QUALTTY OF

TIIE COAI.

The quality of the coal of the Max Meaclows field is fairly well intlicated by the analyses on page 113, but the number of analyses are not
sufficient to show in detail the variations from place to place or from

to bed.
The analyses of samples from the mine of the Pulaski Smokeless
Coal Co. (loc. 59) sho* lhat the composition of the coals of the Gunton
and Clark beds is practically the same, except in their ash content, and
bed

this difference may possibly be explained by the different conditions uncler
which the samples were obtaineil. The fuel ratios of the samples from
this mine-6.66, 6.82, and 6.14, rvith an average of 6.54-indicate a
coal intermediate in rank between most of the coals of the Brushy Mountain and Little \{ralker llountain fields, with the exception of coal of
the Langhorne bed'at Empire. As indicated by the one analysis of coal
from the west end of the field, the coals diminish in rank rvestward,
having at the west end a fuel ratio of only 5.81. This differelrce rnay
possibly be due to the weatherecl condition of the sample from loc. 62,
but the writers are more inclined to attribute it to a general westwaral
decrease due to diminishing metamorphism of the rocks in that clirection;
this is also indicated bv the lorv rank of coal in the west end of the Reecl
Creek coal fielcl, as shou'rr by analysis No. 936 10.

The factor in the composition of this coal that will most affect its
salability is the large percentage of ash that characterizes ever;' sample
that was taken in this field. This means that operators in the flelds of
Wythe County must clean their coal more thoroughly by picking and
rvashing than the operators in other fields where there is a lorver percentage of ash" The handling of so much ash means greater expense in
mining and in preparing for the market than is necessary rvith coals having
a smaller content of ash.
The writers do not mean to imply that the coal can not be satisfactorily cleaned, but they do mean to impress upon present and pros"
pectir.e operators the importance of adequately cleaning the coal ancl
that this means a large supply of water which may not be available at
every mine location. fn estimating the cost of mining, allowance should
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be made for the adcled expense of cleaning and mines should not be
openecl without suitable equipment being provicled for picking and 'washing the output o.[ the mine.
Reetl Creek coal fieltl.
GENERAL DESCRTPTTON.

Jn \Vythe County there is a narrow belt of outcrop of the Price or
coal-bearing formation stretching nearly across the county from east to
west along the southeast side of Littte W-alker or Brushy Mountain. This
belt of rocks is not limited to trflythe CountS but extends westwarcl into
Smyth County as far as Bear Creek, northeast of Marion. So far as
known, however, the workable coals in this belt of outcrop are conflnetl
to the terrritory iying between Crockett Cove antl the west line of lVyihe
County. As all of this coal territory is drained by Reed Creek or some
of its uumerous tributaries. the field is here called the Reecl Creek coal
field.

As the coal beds in general dip towards the south ancl as they crop
out on the south slope of the ridge known east of Reed creek as Little
walker Mountain ancl west of Reed creek as Brushy Mountain, it naturally follows that the northern bounclary of the coal field may be taken as
the crest of this ridge and the southern boundary as the great fault
which separates the coal-bearing rocks from the limestone on the south.
This fault is in reality a combination o{ two faults: (1) the Cove
fault which originates in Crockett Cove, ancl (2) the Pulaski fault, which
is much more extensive, ancl passes through the town of Pulaski anil to
the south of Cove Mountain.
The extent of the coal beds along the mountain is determinecl largely by the position of the fault. \Mhere the fault is some distance south
of the outcrop of the coal beds the latter are but littie disturbed, but
where the fault encroaches on the coal beds the latter may be coverecl
and entirely concealerl by the overthrust mass of limestone. This condition is particularly pronouncecl at the eastern end of the field, for
here the fault gradually encroaches on the coal outcrop in an easterly
d,irection, coming closer ancl closer to the coal until finally, about a mile
west of the direct Bland-W$heville roatl, it covers the outcrop of the
coal and east of this place there is no coal, except possibly small betls so far
beneath the limestone that they may be regarded as inaccessible.

COAL-BEARING FORMATION OF REED CRTEK FIELD,

24L

Any coal mined in the Reed Creek fiekl might reach the railroad
.Wytheville
or Rural Retreat, but the natural route on a watergrade woulcl be by means of a branch railroad down Reed Cieek. Owing
to the fact that Reecl Creek drains practically all of the fielcl that is
known to contain rvorkable coal beils, such a railroacl, with branches up
either at

the many tributary strearns, would be sufficient to carly all of the coal producecl in the field.
CEOLOCIC FORMATIONS.

The coal beds o-f the Reed Creek field occur in the Price formation ancl
probably they are the westwarcl continuation of the beds already described in Montgomery and Pulaski counties, but they are so imperfectly exposed that exact correlation is impossible. The best beds, hower.er,
occur near the middle of the formation with the same general relations
that they exhibit in the counties to the east. The base of the formation
is here marked by a thin bed of conglomerate, or rather by scattered
qttartz pebbles in a matrix of white or gray sancl, similar to the Ingles
conglomerate of Montgomery County. The other beds composing the
formation are indistinguishable from those which characterize it farther

to the

east.

The Price formation here rests on brown flaggy sandstone of Devonian age, which in every respect is similar to the sandstone 'that underlies the Price formation in its type locality. The Devonian sandstones
and shales appear to be thinner here than they are in Montgomery
County, but as no section has been carefully measured, the figures given
for their thickness should be regarcled as provisional only, except that
it is well known that these formations do thin materially toward the west.
The maximum thickness in this field is assumed to be about 4,000 feet.

Adjoining the outcrop of the Price formation on the south

is

a

narrow band of outcrop of the Maccrady shale which appears to be identical with the same formation in Montgomery County. The fault on the
south cuts this formation so close that at no place within the fiekl is its
full thickness present. In the outcrops examinecl, there seems to be room
for only about 300 feet of the Maccrady shale, but its full thiekness is
probably in the neighborhood of 500 or 600 feet. This is the highest
formation exposeil in the Reecl Creek field, hence it is concluded that
in all probability no higher formations were ever deposited here and that
deposition ceased at the close of the Maccrady epoch.

ot,
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SIT'RUCTURAL RELATIONS.

In the Reecl Creek coal field the most important geological feature is
that of structure or the lay or attitude of the rocks. All who are familiar
with the field or who have attempted to mine or prospect its coal beds
und.erstand that at no place in the field do the rocks lie flat, but that
they dip at various angles to the south or southeast. One also soon
realizes that the position of the Shenandoah limestone relative to the
coal beds is not the same in all parts of the field, but that its proximity
to a coal bed probably means that there may be difficulty in mining that
l:ed down the dip far to the south.
The geologist understands that the rocks of this field have assumed'
their present attitudes as the result of the formation of great foltls in
the rocky crust of the earth and that in most cases the stresses were so
great that when the folds reached a certain stage of their developmgnt
the rocks coulcl stand the stress no longer, and they broke, allowing a
part of the fold to be thrust forwaril over the other part and in places
over other folds for an indefinite clistance, in some places as much as 8
or 9 miles. The mocle of formation and the breaking of such foltls is
fully explained on pages 69-74.
hi the Reed Creek field the rocks of Walker and Brushy or Little
\Ialker mountains constituted the northwestern limb of one of these great
folcls and consequently the rocks in these mountains dip toward the
southeast. originally they were folded into an anticline ancl a syncline
as represented by Fig. 2M. with the continueil application of the thrust
from the southeast, the rocky fold broke ancl overroile the limb of the
next fokl to the northwest, until the shenandoah limestone restecl on
the Price formation as we see it to-day. This means a stratigraphic displacementl of about 18,000 feet and a horizontal displacement of probamore

blv several miles.

'By stratigraphic displacement is meant the thickness of the formation.q that
have been elim'inated by €he fault. Thus in the case il hand, if the base of the
shenandoah limestone is faulted so as to rest upon the Price formation, then the
Shenandoah has been thrust up over all of the intervening formations which, accord.ins to the columnar section 6n Pl. l, measures about 18,000 feet. By horizontal
diJplacemerrt is meant the horizontal distance that the overthrust mass has moved
in the process of faulting. This is not always easy to estimate for_it is difficult to
determine the location of the overthrust mass before the movement began. If, however, the dip of the fault plane is 30', then in order to move vertically gpward
18.04)0 feet. the mass would-have to be thrust forward. or toward the left a distance
of 6.8 miles. If the dip of the fault plane is less than 30o then the distance would
be Ereater.

SYNCLINAI, STRUCTURX AT WEST IND OF FITLD.
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In most of the Reed Creek field there is no suggestion of the presence
of a syncline such as is shown in tr'ig. 2M, for the fauit has so nearly
obliterated the structure that the synclinal character is not noticeable,
but at the extreme west encl, near Bear Creek in Smyth County, the field
cloes not come to an encl because the Price formation is cut off by the
fault, as happens at many other places, but the field comes to an enil
because the Price formation, .which here lies in the form of a long
narrow trough, rises torvard the west and just east of Bear Creek lies
near the tops of the hills and the -formatiorr is cut off by natural erosion.
The appearance of the outcrops of the coal beds in this fielcl depends
upon the form of the trough and the extent to which the surface of the
ground has been lowered by erosion. Since the trough grows tleeper antl
cleeper as one travels from the western or Bear Creek encl, it is manifest
that the outcrops of the coal beds will appear at the point where the
trough is deep enough to catch them and that west of that point there
will be no need of prospecting for coal, for none, except possibly some

very small becls near the base of the formation, will be found. At the
extreme west encl the conglomerate or basal bed only of the formation is
present, but in passing eastward the trough ileepens gradually and at
locs. 69 and ?0 the coal beds appear and have been prospected. The
arrangement of these old prospect holes shows clearly that the coal beds
partake of the synclinal structure, but that thw are cut on the south
sicle by the great fault which has obliterated the south limb of the syncline.
From locs. 69 ancl 70 eastward there is no trace remaining of the
synclinal structure and the coal beds dip to the south with 1 fairty
regular and persistent dip. The limestone gradually encroaches upon the
outcrop of the beds, until on the headwaters of Goose Creek it covers the
coal antl no outcrops are known east of this point.
From a geological point of view it is perfectly clear that the fault at
the base of the Shenancloah limestone does not necessarily cut off the
coal beds but has permitted the limestone to overricle them, and consequently the coal beds in many, if not all places, extencl some ilistance beneath the limestone mass. Until deep drilling is clone, no one
can say positively horv far uncler the limestone the coal beds extend, but
it seems safe to assume that where they are unbrokpn, they proba.bly extencl clownward until they are too deep to be economically mined.
The condiiion of the coal beds in the Reed Creek field is apparently
affected greatly by crustal movements that occurred after the great folds
had been formed and the faults produced. As pointecl out on page 260
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in that part of this report

dealing with the Bland coal fieltl, the rocks
as well as those in the Reed Creek field have been profoundly afiected by a cross-fold or buckle, extending from near Blacklick in a northeasterly direction, passing just west of Griffith Knob ancl
through the big bend of W.alker Mountain southeast of Effna, ancl on

in that field

through the bencl irr the Bland fault about four miles southwest of
Bland, as shown in tr'ig. 24. It is difficutt to conceive of this cross-fold
as having been procluced at the same time that the great longitudinal
folds were formecl, for in most cases in the Appalachians irregular stresses
that might produce such a cross-fold and fault, have generally produced
great anticiinal domes, such as Burk Garden, or synclinal basins, such as
the wilderness drained by Kimberling Creek. trn the present case the
disturbance has affected not only the longitudinal folds ancl remnants of
folds, but also the longitudinal faults by which they are separatecl. For
that reason it is assumecl that the clisturbance which produced the crossfold. occurred, at a later date than the formation of the great longitudinal
folcls ancl faults.

The writer ditl not have time to work out al1 of the details of this
cross-folcl, but a glance at the map is sufficient to show that the disturbance was g:reatest in Little W-alker Mountain and that it died out
gradually in a northeasterly direction. Little Walker Mountain is regular
in its development east ,pf Stony Fork, but just west of that creek the
crest of the mountain turns at right angles and swings into a course
nearly. clue north, culminating in Browns.Peak. A spur on the main
crest turns west from Browns Peak, then southwest to within about a
mile of Reeil Creek. Here it ends and it is not connecteal with any
ridge on the west side of Reetl Creek. In the west part of the field,
Brushy Mountain trencls, with consitlerably regularity, about northeast
from near Bear Branch to Reed Cree\ but its crest at Reed Creek is distinctly south of the crest of Griffith Knob, and besides 'there is a decidedly low place in the ridge in this vicinity. The only explanation of
this anomalous relationship is that the rocks forming the riilge are cut
ofi at Reecl Creek by a cross-fault, as shown on Pl. I, which afiects the
ridge for about three-fourth of a mile.
In mapping the Pocahontas quadrangle in 1893 the writer 1 notecl a
fault cutting Walker Mountain'at the point where it is crossed by the
Stony X'ork-Sharon Springs road. This fault was mappecl as trend'ing in
'Geologic Atlas of the United States, folio 26, 1894.
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a north\yest-southeast clirection, but on reviewing the evidence, the writer

is satisfied now that the fault trentls northeast-southwest and that in all
probability it is the continuation of the fault cutting Little Walker
nlountain on Reecl Creek. At the crossing of Walker Mountain the rocks
on the right of the fauit are ofiset to the northeast and the same movement has occurred in the rocks of Little Walker Mountain on Reed Creek.
As no trace of a fault was seen where this disturbance offsets the Bland
fault, the cross-fault is supposed. to die out in the limestone on the north
side of Walker Mountain. The presence and position of the fault where
it crosses Reecl Creek is well shown by the different atiitude of coal beds
on the two sides of the fault plane. As shown by'the location of old
prospects on the main coal bed west of Rded Creek it is apparent that
the coal outcrop crosses Reed Creek in a northeasterly direction. The coal
cloes not show at the present time on Reed Creek, but the writer was informecl, on what appears to be thoroughly reliable evidence, that at one
time a large coal bed was exposecl in the west bank of the creek; that
the becl dips to the southeast and that its outcrop trends in a northeasterly direction. A short distance from the point where the coal is
.reporteil to have been exposed in the bank of the creek, another coal
bed is exposed about 300 feet to the east. This bed, which is not the
same as the one formerly showing in the creek, but is one at about the
top of the Price formation, strikes about northwest ancl dips StrV 25'.
A glance at the map, PI. I, wiII show that these coal becls come together
nearly at right angles and consequently must be separatecl by a fauit.
As the upper portion of the Price formation, or the part carrying
the coal beds, is cut by the fault and the fault seemingly cuts off the
belt of n{accrady shale that stretches from Reed Creek to Stony Tork
ancl still farther east, it seems altogether probabie that it also cuts the
Shenandoah limestone south of the Pulaski fault, but the time at the
writer's disposal did not permit of a thorough examination of the limestone area directly west of Reecl Creek. The lault cutting across the
outcrop of the formation just describetl, because of its excellent development on Reed Creek, will here be calletl the Reed Creek'fault.
The assumption that the Reed Creek fault and the buckling of the
formations that attended it were produced subsequent to the period in
which'were proclucecl the great folds and faults of this region, is strengthenecl by the evidence of similar disturbances subsequenf to the faulting
in other parts of the Yalley coal fielcls. These have been described untler
the general heading of structure, but they may be summarized as follows:
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(1) the anticlinal fensters on New River; (Z) the peninsula-like masses
of carboniferous and Devonian rocks north of Pulaski and Max Meadows
dipping under the Shenandoah limestone in nearly all directions; (3)
the infolded narrow band of the Shenandoah limestone just north of
Draper Mountain; (a) ihe abnormally steep dips of the limestone on the
plane of the Pulaski fault; and (5) the disturbed condition of the coal
beds where they lie close to the fault plane.
In addition to the disturbed condition of the coal beds where they
come close to the limestone contact, there is another disturbed condition
due to the development of the larger structural features of the region.
These affect the coal beds for the simple reason that in a general way
the coal beds are the softest and least resistant members of the formations and consequently they are in many places crushed ancl ground to
powder where they are caught behveen two other members of the formation that are competent to transmit the pressure to which the rocks were
subjected. The crushing of the coal beds in this manner is of course
localized where conditions are particularly favorable for such movement.
Local pressure and movement of this character most often develop where
there is a decidecl bencl in the structures, although 'the real amount of
deflectiorr from the previous course may not be more than 10'. Where
the trend of Brushy or Little Walker mountains is straight for long distances the coal beds are probably free from decided crushing but where
the trend changes, be it either to the right or the left, there the coal beds
are liable to have sufferecl greatly and they may not be in such a condition as to be considered minable.
The rvriter is somewhat uncertain regarding the relation of the two
belts of limestone on opposite sides of the Pulaski fault west of Queens
Knob. The junction of these masses was carefully examinecl to see whether
or not the mass coming in from Crocket Cove passes under the mass south
of the Pulaski fault, but exposures in critical places are generally difficult
io find and consequently there is stiil some uncertainty regarding the
relations of the two limestones. There can be no question about the limestone south of Queens Knob being thrust up over the rocks composing
the knob ancl also over the Sevier shale which outcrops for nearly a mile
west of the knob, as the beds of shale strike directly against the Pulaski
fault at an angle about 30". Similarly the limestone underlying this
shale on the northwest (see Pl. I) strikes nearly parallel to the strike of
the shale ancl hence

it

also undoubtecllv passes under the limestone south

of the fault. A similar relationship *as foond about 7t/2 miles east of

COAL PROSPTCTS ON GOOSE CBEEK.

oAry

Stony Fork, but west of this point the beds of limestone north of the fault
are parallel with those south of the fault and it is impossible to tletermine
the exact location of the break. The evidence, while not entirely conclusive, is of such a character as to leave litUe room for iloubt that the
Iimestone south of the fault was thrust over all of the formations making
up the Crockett anticline, as is represented in Pl. I.
DESCRIPTION OT' COAL PROSPECTS.

Any statement that may be made at the present time regarcling the
coal of the Reeil Creek field is most unsatisfactory for the reason that no
mines are in operation, no recent prospecting has been clone, ancl no deep
clrilling has ever been attempted in the field. Old prospects are numerous,
but most of them have cavecl so that the opening is closed and, though
flsmp heaps show that consirlerable coal has been taken from some of
the drifts, nothing can be seen by which to judge of the thickness or
character of the coal bed and no unweatherecl material can be securecl for
chemical analysis by which one may form some idea of the quality of
the coal. The prospects that were visitecl will be describerl, beginning at
the east end of the field and proceeding westward.
. The most eastern prospect in the Reed Creek field is Iocated on one
of the'head branches of Goose Creek, about half-a-mile west of the point
where the direct road. from Wytheville to Blancl crosses the summit of
I-.little'Walker Mountain. This is an old prospect and little could. be seen
by which to judge of'the value of the coal bed. Mr. Davis, the owner,
states that the coal bed is 7 feet thick ancl that the coal mined here
was usecl for smithing purposes. The roeks in the vicinity strike N. 82' E.
and clip 40" SE. The prospect is within 100 feet of the Cove fault, so
. that probably within less than a quarter of a mile to the east the outcrop of the coal bed is concealed by the overthrust limestone mass.
Inquiries were made about prospects west of the one just clescribed,
but none were reported. within a distance of about 3 miles. It is probable
that prospecting pits have been dug in this interval, but if so, they must
have been dug many years ago or they woukl be lamiliar to every resident
of the district.
The most important prospect west of the one just describeil is that of
Dr. John P. Graham, of 'Wytheville (loc. 64). In 1922 Doctor Graham
spent consiclerable money in an encleavor to open up a coal berl at loc. 64,
two miles east of the Wytheville-Blancl road. up the Stony X'or| of Reetl
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Creek. At this place the coal bed strikes N. 2?" E. and dips SE 45'.
A slope was clriven down on the bed some tlistance revealing, according to
report, very excellent coal. The writer was assureal by Doctor Graham
that near the surface the coal befl had a thickness of about I feet; but
this increased with depth until at the lowest point reached, the coal is
13 feet thick and without noticeable partings. A coal bed about 2 leet
thick is reported as lying 20 feet above the large bed and another ote 212
to 3 feet thick, containing much soft coal, 6 feet below the main bed, the
material separating the two last mentioned being sanclstone. Unfortunately a blast displacetl a large quantity of rock material which lodgetl
in the mouth of the slope, completely blocking the mine and preventing
access to the coal.
Owing to the inaccessible conclition of the mine the writer was unable
to examine lhe coal bed and thus is not in a position to ofier any suggestion as to whether 13 feet is the normal thickness of this coal bed or
whether the coal may have been squeezed here into a very abnolmal thickness. . The fact that no partings were noticed seems to intlicate that the
' coal has been badly crushed for when crushing takes place the bony partings in the coal bed are generally so mixed with the coal as to be inclistinguishable, especially to one untrained in close serutiny of such
material. Another fact that algues somewhat for the disturbance of the
coal bed is the change in clirection of the outclop of the coal on both sides
of this prospect. such changes are founcl to have a. clecided effect on the
coal bed, for in the bending, torsional stresses are set up which break the
coal vely badiy and reduced it and the partings it'contains into an indistinguishable mass. on the other hand a thickness of 13 feet agrees very
'well with the observed thickness of the upper part of the Merrimac coal beal
at slope No. 2 (loc. 44) of the Fmpire mine in Pulaski county antl in
the reported thickness of this bed in the Altoona mine ancl in prospects
north .of Pulaski. As the Reed Creek coal field is in strike with the
Litue w-atker coal field of Puiaski county, it seems probable that the
coal beds which cha.racterize one field would be found in the other ancl
that they woultl not be gteaUy different in thickness' In applying this
principle to the Reecl creek fieid it must be unilerstoocl that all of the
lhick coal beds of pulaski County either thin greatly or break up into

a number of coal beds toward the southwest, for in smyth county no
thick becls have been found. so far as the writers can determine the
great change comes in west of Reed creek. If that is conect, then the
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coal bed exposed in the Graha^m prospect may have a normal thickness
of 13 feet or it nay be thinner, say 6 or 7 feet, anrl attain a thickness
of 13 feet only where the coal is bunchecl.
The good quality of the coal is shown by the character of the coal

in a bin and on a clump. This seemed so fresh, though
or 9 months, that a sample of the best coal, carefully pickerl,
for analysis and the result is shown under No. 95620 on page
113. The writer hesitates about pullishing this analysis, for the reason
that it represents a picked sample of coal ancl therefore shows very much
less ash than analyses of other samples which were collected. in the regularemaining

exposed 8
was taken

tion way and represent the real character of the part of the coal bed that is
or can be mined. In that sense it is not typical ancl should be usecl
only as a guide as to what might be accomplished if all the mines in
Montgomery, Pulaski, and Wythe counties were preparing their coai for
market in the best possible way. lthg sample was taken primarily to
determine the rank of the coal of the Reed Creek fie1d and the fuel
ratio of 3.8? determined from the analysis is considerecl accurate.
The mine of Doctor Graham a"fiorcls quite satisfactory evidence that
there are some thick beds of coal in this field, but surface prospecting,
especially on a 45" dip, is not a very satisfactory way of demonstrating
the thickness ancl character of the coal bed a;rd the writer woukl strongly
advise the sinking of several core-drill holes in this part of the field to
d.etermine th. orrtb., ancl character of the coai beds under cover. One

hole

will not necessarily teil the story as it is little better than
for it reveals the conditions in only one locality and if

prospect
becls are

one

the

of variable thickness, as is presumably the case, one determination of thickness is of little value, but if several holes are put down
through the coal then the logs of these wells shoukl afford very reliable
eviilence regarding the normal thickness anil character of the coal beds
as well as the quality of the coal and both of these lines of evidence are
badly needed in this ffeld. Core-drill holes could be so loeaterl that each
one neecl not be more than about 500 feet deep ancl if property owners
combine on such a scheme, the cost to each woukl not be prohibitive.
As this fielcl is in direct line of strike, though not in the same syn'Walker
cline as the Little
Mountain fie1d. of Pulaski County, it woukl
not be surprising to'find thick coal beds here as the westward. continuation of the very thick Merrimac bed exposed at the Empire mine (loc. 44)
and. -reported from the old Altoona mine (loc. 4?). In opposition, however, to this line of argument is the well-known fact that a little farther'
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west the coal beds thin very materially ancl in Smyth County, so far as
present knowleclge of the betls will waxlant an opinion, the coals, because
of thinness ancl the amount of bony partings in them, become practically
unworkable. The unknown factor in the problem at the present time is
the point at which this thinning begins. Is it between the Little Walker
Mountain fietd ancl the Reed creek field or is it in the Reed creek
fielcl east of Reed Creek, or clo the coal beils holtl their thickness as Ja,r
west as Reerl Creek antl then suddenly cleteriorate towarcl the west ? The
clata at hand will not permit of a satislactoly answel and tonsequently
the question must remain open until more and better prospecting work
has been done. The same thing is true regarcling the correlation of inclividual coal becls from one fielct to another ancl in certdin cases flom a
location in one fielct to another location in the same fielcl. Careful prospecting woulcl also throw much light on this perplexing and important
question which can not be answered at the present tjme with any degree of
certainty, at least as far as it concerns the Reecl Creek field.
west of loc. 64 there are oltl mines and prospects in every ravine
crossing the outcrop of the coal betls, but all of these pits were opened
marry years ago and now it is generally impossible to see the coal becl
without great labor in reexcavating the olcl pits, anil this work the writer
was in no position to do or to have done. About three-quarbers of a mile
from loc. 64 there is an open prospect (loc. 65) on a rather poor coal becl
where the following section was measured:
Bection of coal'bed, atloc.
Shale and coal

Coal

65.
x,t.
I

..... '......':...
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.

Shale
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Shale
coal .
Coal

Thickness of bed '
Thicknegg of coal
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Dip of the coal bed about 20" SE.
The identification of this coal bed with any that was seen in Pulaski
County to the east is tlifficult; it does, however, strongly resemble the
uppermost bed. known at loc. 62 in the west end of the Max Meatlows
coal fielcl. If this correlation is correct one woulcl expect to fincl a much
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larger coal becl only a short clistance below this bed. on the west fork of
the branch upon which prospect 65 is located there is a cavecl clrift, from
which a large quantity of coal wae obtained many years ago. rt is inconceivable that this opening should be on the same bed as that showing
at loc. 65, ancl hence as the outcrop of the becl opened on the west fork
is farther north than loc. 6d, it is assumed that it is on a lower anrl
probably much larger bed, possibly corresponding to the one openecl at
loc. 64 and also the miclclle becl at loc. 6p in the Max Meadows field. rf
this correlation is accepted, then the lowermost bed, zl2 Lo B feet thick
at loc. 64, would be the same as the lowermost bed or the coar becl struck
in the sha'ft at loc. 62 in the Max Meadows fielcl. By anarogy also the
lowermost becl at loc. 62 may be the r-nnghorne be<I of puraski countS
ancl the two beds overlying it together represent the Merrimac coal becl increased in thickness westward and separated into two distinct beds. These
attempted correlations must not be accepted as well founcled, but as merely
suggestive, their value to be determined by futur'e prospecting with a core

drill.
This group of coal beds have been well known for many years at the
place where they cross stony x'ork. The writer notecr the presence of
coal here in 1893 when he made a reconnaissance survey of the pocahontas
quadrangle. Many prospects have been opened here and from time! to
time mining has been undertaken to supply the locar need.s, but so far as
the writer is aware no mine is open at the present time so as to show
the character and thickness of the coal beds, especially of becls more than
2 or 3 feet in thickness. The coal beds, as well as the associatecl beds of
sandstone, dip here 27" to the southeast.
The outcrop of this group of coal bed.s was tracecl west or stony Fork
for about one mile where an old, prospect was seen on a small branch
flowing directly into Reed creek, but no information coulcl be gained
about the thickness of the bed or the quatity of its coal. Beyoncl this
exposure no other prospects were founcl, though it is quite possible that
many have been mad.e in the ruggecl mountain mass formed by the short
northward bencl of Little rflalker Mountain just west of the stony Fork
gap. The structure of this mountain mass was not cleterminecl, as the
time at the disposar of the writer did not permit of a climb to the crest
of the ridge or the exploration of the numerous ravines headinE in its
forest-covered slopes.

By traversing the roacl from stony x'oik to Blacklick ancl the roail
from Blacklick up Reed creek, it was found that the geologic formations
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in conformity with the change in the direction of the mountain crest. It was found. also that the dips, especially
on the road. up Reetl Creek, are variable, indicating that the 'rocks here
are thrown into many minor flexures, which woulcl cause trouble and
mannel.
expense in mining if the coal beds are afiectetl in the salne
Around this bend in the formations a number of prospects were-founcl
on a very small coal bed which lies at the extreme top of the Price
formatiorS several hundred feet higher in the formation than the large
6? the coal
beds heretofore described. In a prospect'on this betl at loc.
west and
33'
it
strikes
and
bed shows a thickness of 12 to 18 ioches
with
conformity
in
perfect
dips 33' southwest. This strike and dip are
all
with
at
not
but
the structure of Little Walker Mountain on the east,
structural
the structure of Brushy Mountain on the west. This discordant
relation is extremely lmportant and it is, perhaps, best shown -by comthat of
parison of the strike and dip of the coal bed just mentionecl andnot more
another outcrop df coal in tire west bank of Reed creek, probably
best be
can
outcrops
coal
two
of
the
The
relation
than 300 feet distant.
on
becls
coal
important
the
of
outcrop
unclerstootl by first describing the
the west side of the creek.
group
Tlest of Reed Creek enough prospecting has been clone on this
One
ilifficuity.
little
of coal beds to enable one to tup tnul" outcrop with
concreek'
the
of
of these old. prospects, Ioc. 68, nearly half-a-mile west
the strike is
sists of a stratt whictr reacherl the principal coal bed where
N. 11" W. and the dip is 25b NE. The writer was assured, by the man
north
who opened this prospect that the outcrop of the coal bed swings
hundred
and east in a gentle'.oruu uod crosses Reed Creek only a few
southeast
of
24'
dip
a
ancl
E.
55'
N.
of
feet from loc. 6? with a strike
bed at
or practically at right angles to the dip and strike of the coal
}oc.6?.Incorroborationofthisstructurethewriterwasassured'that
was plainly
after the subsiclence of a flood a few years ago the coal bed
just
of loc' 67'
west
visible in the creek bank at the point of crossing
and tlip
position
The coal cloes not show now in the creek bank, but this
ofthebedisinagreegrentwiththesurroundingstructuleandhenceis
acceptedwithoutquestion,butthewriter.hasnoinformation.regarding
it'
the thickness of the bed- or the quality of the coal composing
sides of
The above-describetl reiationship oi tttt coal beds on the two
ReedCreekisclearlyindicativeofthepresenceofafault'ashasbeen
describedinthechapterongeologicstructure.Theeffectofthistaulton
so that' if
the coal beds is to ofiset the line of outcrop to the northeast
make a great northwartl bend
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the outcrop of the main coal group were mapped on the east sitle of
Reecl Creek, it would be found. to be cut off by this fault nearly halfa-mile northeast of the creek. Not only wiil lhe coal beds be founil to be
cut off here, but on approaching this fault they are in all probabiiity more
or less disturbed and crusherl. Because of this broken ancl crushecl contlition the writer woultl warn all prospective operators to consicler this question carefully before investing much money in mining enterprises here, as
mining uncler such conclitions is liable to be expensive if not impossible.
The writer woulcl strongiy urge the clrilling of test holes before mining
operations are begun as a few holes may later save the expencliture of many
thousand.s of dollars without adequate returns.
IVest of Reed Creek the writer founcl very few indications of coal and
these few make such a poor showing that the term coal field seems hardly
justified. It is possible, however, that there are thicker and better beds
that have not yet been prospecteil, ancl hence these may be the basis of
a mining industry in the future, but at the present time'the prospect
does not seem at all hopeful"
The outcrops of the known coal beds west of Reed Creek swing almost
due south through loc. 68 ancl then in a southwesterly clirection to loc. 69
on the old road leading across Brushy Mountain from Rural Retreat on
the south to Tilson Gap in Walksl Mountain on the north. The coal
is exposed at one place between locs. 68 and 69, but the exposure is
in the bed of a small bianch ancl not more than 18 inches of coal can
be seen. The strike and dip change greatly in a short clistance, suggesring that the coal has been badly twisted ancl squeezecl until the strike
is about N. 28' E. and the dip 40' southeast. There are some indications here of a larger bed under cover, but they are too intlefinite and
uncertain to warrant the statement that a workable coal bed can nrobablv
be found.

At loc. 69 on the road across Brushy Mountain llowell

reports old

prospects on two coal beds which strike N. 50' E. and dip 22' southeast,
but the prospect pits had cavecl so compietely that no part of either coal bed
was visible.
'West
of the road described above three coal prospects were visited by
Ilowell in 1914 anil an effort was macle by him to reopen some of the
most promising pits, but his work did not develop any coal bed that coukl
be consiclered of workable thicknesd. The best prospect seen by the writer
is the one at loc. 70. This prospect was openeil a year or so before it was
visited and some coal was mined and hauled to Rural Retreat ancl sold for
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local consumption. The old drift is somewhat caved but not so bailly as to
preyent entrance, the measrtrement of the coal bed, ancl the cutting of a
sample for analysis. The section of the coal betl is as follows:
Bection of coal, beil, nt l,oc.

Coal.aT

Shale,carbonaceous.
Coal'.
Thickness of bed
Thickness of coal

..:....

'10.

Ft.
a2

3

.

InI
8Yz
L0Y2

The strike of this locality is N. 4?" E. antl the ttip 25o southeast.
The sample obtained from the two benches of coal was sent to the
laboratory and the resulting analysis wiil be founcl uncler No. 936?0 on
p. 113. The principal object in taking this sample was to have some basis
for determining its rank, i. e., whether it should be classecl as a semianthracite or whether it woukl fall into the next lower rank of semibituminous coal. The fuel ratio of 2.60 is surprisingly low and suggests that the
weathered. contlition of the sample may have been the cause. ff this ratio
is regardecl as reliable, then the coal must be considerecl as belonging at or
near the bottom of the semibituminous rank of coals.
Two other prospects in this region were visited by Howell, but little
information was gained from them more than to show that the outcrop of
the group swings around from a direction of N. 4?' E. at loc. 70 to N. 28o
E. at the next exposure, and at the secontl prospect from loc. 70, which is
within a few feet of the fault, passes abruptly below the overthrust mass
of limestone. W-est of these prospects no coal of workable proportions is
known.

QUA],ITY OF THE COAI,.

be said" regarding the quaiity of the coal of the Reed
Creek field for no really fresh coal was seen by the writer antl the coal that
was sampletl for analysis may have been so badly weathered that it no
longer is representative of the coal of this fieltl. Under such conditions one

There is

little to

hesitates about even expressing an opinion for fear the opinion may be
unjust and may misrepresent the actual contlitions.
If, however, one judges the coal of this field by the material at hanil,
he woukl certainly come to the conclusion that it cloes'not belong to the
semianthraeite rank of coals but more nearly lesembles, in chemical composition, the coals of the New River and Pocahontas fields of the west than
it does the anthracite of Pennsylvania.
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COUNTIES.

General ileseription.

The coal of Blancl and smyth counties is largely limited to a eomparatively narrow belt of outcrop of the coal-bearing formation on the
south sirle of Brushy Mountain, extending from Point Pleasant, 6 miles
east of BIancI, to the vicinity of saltvilie at the western eclge of smyth
county. This belt of coal-bearing rocks is bounrled. on the southeast by a
profound overthrust fault which brings the shenanrloah limestone in conlact with the coal-bearing rocks. In places the eclge of the limestone is
several hunclretl feet south of the outcrop of the coal becls, but in other
places the limestone has been thrust so far towartl the northwest that it
overlies ancl conceals the eoal as well as a large part of the coal-bearing
formatioq.
The outcrop of the coal-bearing rocks, as shown in tr'ig. 24, varies considerably in width, but in a general way it ig wide enough to contain the
outcrop of the lower part of the formation, inciuding the coal berls from
Point Pleasant on the east to the vicinity of sharon springs on the west.
From Sharon Springs to Ceres the belt is very narrow and, though some
coal is reported from this part of the fieltt, it seems probable that there is
not enough to be considered of any economic importance. For that leason
and because the belt broatlens southwest of ceres, the field east of ceres
is regarded as a fairly good unit and is here calletl the Bland coal fieltl.
The Blanrl coal fielcl is regarded as terminating at the place where Brushy
Mountain is crossecl by the Ceres-Burke Garden roacl almost clue north of
Ceres.

lie in two clistinct belts for a
belt is the continuation of
The
southeastern
distance of about 10 miles.
ridge, Brushy
accompanying
its
the belt from Sharon Spring to Ceres and
pronouncecl
not
so
Mountain, may be followerl the entire clistance, though
and separated from similar ridges as it is northeast of Ceres. The northwestern belt begins opposite ceres and it likewise extends in nearly a
straight line to the southwest until it is cut off by a great northward bencl
of the Bland fault which terminates both fields near the mouth of Lick
creek. Because most of the coal-bearing rocks in this distance of 10 miles
Southwest

of

Ceres the coal-bearing rocks

southwest of Ceres lie in the drainage basin of
here the l-,ick Creek coal fieltl.

Lick Creek it will be calletl

West of Lick Creek Brushy Mountain again makes its appearance as a
high ridge which is followed by the north bounclary line of Smyth County.
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The coal-bearing rocks make their appearance on the south sicle of this
ridge north of Chatham HilI and extencl indefinitely westward, but, jndging from reports, the value of the coal beds in this part of the region seems
very questionable. For convenience of description this part of the belt
will be ealled the Saltville coal f eld.
Geologic formations.

The rock formation which carries the coal in Bland antl Smyth counties
is similar in appearance and has the same gdologic relations that the Price
formation has in Montgomery County, as it overlies the uppermost Devonian ro.cks ancl underlies the red shale of the Maccready folmation. The
recl shale, however, is not always present, for in many places it is cut out
or rather concealecl by the Shenandoah limestone which hatl been thrusi
over it. The base of the coal-bearing formation is generally marked by a
distinct conglomerate or by white quartz pebbles in layers in or scattered
through a coarse white sandstone. This bed is gcrrerally resistant to erosion
and so forms the main crest of Brushv }lountain, or where it does not
reach the crest it forms a seconclary crest or shoulcler:t on the mountain
spurs. As all of these features are chalecteristic of the Price formation,
the coal-bearing roeks of this fieid rviil be regard.ed as equivalent to the
Price formation ancl hereafter rvill be callecl by that name.

No accurate measuremeut of the thickness of the Price formation has
in Biand County, but the estimated thickness in the vicinity of
the town of Blard is between 600 and ?00 feet. Very little of the Maccready shale is exposed above the Price formation, as in most parts of the
feld it is concealed by overthrust masses of the Shenandoah limestone or
Devonian sanclstone and shale. The formation thins rapidly westwarcl ancl
in the Lick Creek field in the edge of Smyth County it has a thickness of
not more than 300 or 400 feet. fn the vicinity of Saltville 1? miles southwest of the mouth of Lick Creek a careful measuremeni of the Price
{ormation by George W. Stose 1 shows that it has a thickness of between
330 and 435 feet. The full thickness of the Maccready shale directly west
of Saltville where it is overlain conformably by the Carboniferous limestone, as determined by Mr. Stose, is ?00 feet. This formation is easily
recognizetl in the field for it is composecl almost entirely of red shale which
bears little resemblance to the rocks of any other formation in the region.
been macle

1

Unpublished report on the north hal{ of the Abingdon quadrangle.
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Geologic structure.

In

general the structure of the Blancl and Smyth counties coal fieltls is

simple, consisting of rocks that dip rather lightly toward the southeast,
or in other words, that form a part of the southeastern limb of a great
anticline whose axis coincides with the longer diameter of Burke Gartlen
and. Rountl Mountain. Originally the folcl was complete, as shown in
X'ig. 2M, the berls of rocks passing from the anticline into the synciine without a brea\ but when the pressure from the southeast or from the right in
the diagram, became too intense, the rocks of the syncline broke and the
Shenandoah limestone was shovecl up onto the limb of the anticline.
This break or fault in the formation passes through the town of Blantl
antl, on that account, is called here the Blancl fault. This is the fault that
generally limits the coal flelcls of Bland ancl Smyth counties on the southeast.

East of the town of Biand the Price formation lies on the southeastern

limb of an anticline that is subordinate to the main anticline through
Buike Garden. The axis of the smail anticline corresponcls with the crest
of Brushy Mountain. In the Pocahontas folio the authorl mapped this
Iimb of the fold as being simple throughout, but in a recent reconnaissance of the fielcl he found many complications that seriously afiect the
lay of the c.oal beds, not only in the areas where the Priee formation crops
out, but also probably in the areas where the coal beds are uncler the lime-

stone, thus determining to a certain extent whether or not they may be
found beneath the Shenandoah limestone, and if so the depth to which they
may descend.. The recent examination tends to show that the belt of outerop of the Price formation lies very close to the axis of the syncline that
once existecl between Garden and Walker mountains, anil that in places
remnants of the upturned or even overturneil southeast limb of this syncline is preserved, as shown in the following more detailed clescription of
the structure of the different portions of the feld.
fn his recent examination of this field the author founrl exposures of
rock which suggest that the eastern extremity of the field is not simply
tletermined by ihe place where the Bland fault cuts out the Price formation, but that the formation probably lies in a syncline ancl its eastwaril

is brought about by the rising of this syncline and the
pointing out of the formation in a spoon-shaped structure
similar to the structure at the west end" of the Reed Creek coal fiekl. The

termination
consequent

I Geologic Atlas of the United States, folio No. 26, 1894.
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evidence of such a termination is not conclusive and, as it does not materially affect the amount of coal here present or the lay of the coal bed, it was
not pursuecl far enough to establish it as more than a probability.
At loc. 3, X'ig. 24, however, there are signs of coal within 100 feet of the
Bland-Point Pleasant road, whic\ from the nearll vertical position of the
outcrop and its greatly crushed, conclition, seem to point clearly to the
fact that here is a small portion of the southeastern limb of the syncline
which has not been obliterated by the great mdss of Shenandoah limestone
thrust against ancl upon it but in some way it has been preserved, though
in a much shattered condition. As shown in Fig. 24, this exposure of coal
is much too far south to be in line with the prospects on either sirle, ancl as
these prospects are seemingly without question on the northwest limb of the
syncline, it is evident that the coal observed at loc. 3 must lie upon the
southeast limb, which is so badly crushed that the other rocks, especially
the hard sanclstones that usualiy underlie the coal betls, are not recognizabie.

From loc. 3 westward to beyond loc. 9 the structure appears to be simple
and all of the prospects visitecl are on the northwest limb with the ilip to
the southeast about 23o. The outcrop of the coal bed continues southwestward beyond loc. 9 and crosses the county roacl, which near the heacl of
Town Creek turns to the northwest and erosses a low divide to Laurel
Creek. fmmediately after crossing this road the outcrop of the coal group
makes a sharp bencl to the north and its outcrop almost coincirles with the
road for a distance of nearly a mile. At this sharp bend the strike of the
coal becl changes from S. 60' W. to N. 40" W. with low dips to the southwest. At loc. 11 the coal bed recrosses the road to the north, but a short
distance farther on it swings sharply to the southwest along Iraurel Creek
in a course at right angles to that which it followed across the ctivide. The
trace of the Blanrl fault is close to the outcrop of the coal bed ancl it bencls
in conformity with the bends of the coal outcrop.
This new course of the coal is followecl through locations 72, I3, and 14,
but about one mile southwest of loc. 14 the coal outcrop as well as the trace
of the fault again makes a right-angled bend similar to, though on a smaller
scale than, that at the heacl of Town Creek. X'rom loc. 15 the course of the
coal crop follows a direet line to the southwest, but the trace of the fault
swings somewhat to the south ancl encloses, for about a mile, a portion of
the southern limb of the syncline which forms a low ridge parallel to and
on the southi'side of Brushy Mountain. The coal lies on the northvest siile
of this riclge. Just north of Sharon Springs the fault crosses ancl conceals
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the southeast limb of the syncline, but the outcrop of the Price formation
continues to the southwest, forming the south slope of Brushy Mou:rtain.

The meaning of the right-angled bends of the coal outcrop and the
similar bends in the trace of the Bland. fault is not clearly understoocl.
The pronouncecl bend at the head of Town Creek seems to be connectetl in
some way with the similar, though much more pronounced bends in w'alker
Mountain and in Little W-alker Mountain in \Mythe County' It seems
possible that great earth folds such as are indicatecl by Walker and I-rittle
'w'alker mountains may have been ofiset at the time of their formation, but
it is difficult to conceive of conditions that would produce similar bentls in
the traces of the longitudinal faults, such as are clearly visible here not only
in the Bland fault but also in the Pulaski fault on Reed creek. It seems
more reasonable to attribute such cross-folds to movement in the earth's
crust at a later periorl of its history than the one in which the great northeast-southwest folcls were procluced. The writer knows of no clata by which
the date of this cross-fold may be .determined. The effects of the folcl are
most pronounced in l_rittle'walker Mountain where the movement was so
great that it resulted in a cross-fault (Beed fault) which cuts LitUe Walker
Mountain in two, are less pronouncecl in w'alker Mountain, but still great
enough to change the general position ancl trencl of the range more than
two miles, anrl offset the Price formation ancl the Blantl fault fully threefourths of a mile. The trend of this cross-folcl is about N. 30' E.

A similar offset occurs where cove Mountain ancl Brushy Mountain
unite north of Effna. The cause of this right-angletl offset in both the coal
outcrop and the Bland fault is not so obvious as that which protlucetl the
ofiset just described, but by analogy it seems probable that it is the result
of a subordinate wrinkle parallel with the main cross-fold alreatly clescribetl'
'Walker

This assumption receives some support from the possible offset in
Mountain one mile northeast of Tillson Gap on the southwestern boundary
of Bland county, but the inadequate maps of this region rencler it impossible to say whether this bend in the mountain is real or only existed in
the mind of the man who mappetl it.
Southwest of the bend in Brushy Mountain near Effna, a small ridge
makes its appearance on the southeast side of Brushy Mountain, and it
extenils parallel with that mountain to within a quarter of a mile of the
sharon springs-Burke Garden road. This ridge is composecl*of Devonian
flagstones and is a remnant of the southeast limb of the syncline, with coal
beds on its northwestern sicle.

TWO SYNCLINES

IN TI1E LICK

CREEK I'IELD.
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Between Sharon Springs ancl Ceres, the geologic structure of Brushy
Mountain was not accurately cletermined but, as the outcrop of the Price
formation is very narrow, the structure is either monoclinal, i. e.; dipping
in one clirection and therefore probably a part of the southeast limb of the
Burke Garden anticline, or a svnclitrr: with the southeast limb overturned
and crushed nearly out of rrxistcnce. The latter condition pretails at the
crossing of the Burke Garden road north of Ceres, for here the coal has
been prospected high on the southeast slope of the ridge and the Devonian
black shaie has been overturned and crushed in asainst the Price formation
near the foot of the mountain.
Southwest of the Burke Garden roacl the structure is more complieated,
as the coal-bearing rocks lie in two synclines, one of which is the southwestwarcl extension of the one just described as extending in this direction
from near Sharon Springs and the other is an entirely independent syncline which is developed on the northwestern side , of Brushy Mountain.
The structure at loc. 16 about a mile west of the "Double" is shown in Fig.
25, which is supposecl to represent a section across the two areas of coalbearing rocks. Still farther toward the southwest the Bland fault departg
more and more from Brushy Mountain and more and more of the syncline
appears, until at loc. 20 about ? miles west of Ceres the structure of the two
synclines is as shown in Fig. 26. Ilere the southeast limb of the southern
syncline carries the Clinch sanclstone completely overturned ancl preservecl
for only a short distance. This limb of the syncline is badly crushed and it
is doubtful if the whole of the Devonian sanclstones ancl shales is present.
Finaily at loc. 25 where I-rick Creek cuts directly across the strike the synclines have the structure represented in Fig. 2?. In this section the
southernmost syncline is complete as far as the Carboniferous rocks are concerned, and the fold is overturned so that both limbs dip toward the southeast.

A little farther to the southwest from the place where the section in
X'ig. 27 was d,eterminecl the Blancl fault swings sharply to the north cutting
ofi both synclines, but here another fold comes in still farther to the northwest so that the band of coal-bearing rocks is continuecl past Chatham HiIl
ancl on to the southwest in the clirection of Saltvil]e.
X'rom Chatham HiII to Maccrady, a short clistance northeast of Saltville, the general structure of the Price formation is monoclinal, but southwest of Maccrad,y the structure is distinctly synclinal, the Carboniferous
limestone overlying the Maccracly shale on the axis of the syncline.
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Throughout the coal fields of Bland and smyth counties the southeastern limit of the carboniferous rocks is marked by the Bland fault. As this
fault is of the overthrust variety, it is clear that the Shenandoah limestone,
which is the lowest lormation in the overthrust mass, is thrust over the
Carboniferous rocks and, therefore, for a certain but undetermined- distance

the Carboniferous locks (Price formation) unclerlie it, but at a constantly
increasing depth toward the southeast.

This structural-relationship is of the greatest importance to anyone
attempting to mine the coal becls in the Price formation, for if he is limitetl
in his mining operations to the actual outcrop of the Price formation, he
will have a yery restricterl flekl down the dip of the coal betls, but if the
coal betls pass untlel the limestone, then the territory available for mining
operations may be greatly increasecl. There is much uncertainty in the
minds of citizens living in these fields regarding this point, but judging
entirely from the geologic evidence, there can be no question about the
coal becls in places passing beneath the limestone, but there is great uncertainty about the clistance they extend below the fault line.
Description of coal prosPects.
PROSPECTS

IN TEE BI,AND

FIEI,D.

The coal becls in the Blancl coal field have been exploitetl in only a
tlesultory way to fincl out what they are like, or to supply some local blackemith with fuel for his forge. w'ood has been too abundant ancl too easily
obtainecl to make it profitable to mine coal on.a commercial scale, ancl most

of the drifts that have been tlriven into the hillsicles have been neglecteil
and allowecl to cave. Owing to this neglect, the pjts are now full of earth
ancl rocks or of water, ancl it is almost impossible to see the coal in place, to
measure the beds or benches, and to secure unweatherefl samples for
analysis. Consitlerable coal has been mined at the different prospects antl
the fragments of coal still to be founcl on the olcl dump heaps intlicate that
there are at least some benches of goocl hartl coal. The crosses (X) on the
map, X'ig. 24, show the location of prospects that were visited, but there
are cloubtless many more, though they are probably caved, or the geologist
would have heard of them. only those prospects wili be described in
which sections of the coal bed were measuled, or other information of value
was obtained. The prospects will be describetl in regular orcler from east
to west beginning near the village of Point Pleasant.

THE TEOMPSON PROSPECT EAST OT' BI,AND.
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In passing westward from the east end of the Bland coal fiekl the first
prospect to be noted is that at loc. 1 (see fig. 24), about a mile west of
Point Pleasant. Howeil visited this prospect in 1914 and reports that it
had cavetl, but some bright coal was sti[ showing on the clump heap. At
loc. 2 there have been some pits openecl by the side of a small branch but,
at the time they were visited, these pits were inaccessible and the only coal
in sight is a bed about 14 inches thick, exposed in the bed of the branch.
The dip of this coal becl could not be definitely determined, but it appearecl
to be nearly perpendicular and. the coal to be badly crushed. At loc. B, as
already described, there is a natural outcrop of a coal bed which is thin

antl greatly crushed because it is in the upturnecl southern limb of the
syncline. It is so badly crushed that economic mining would be impossible.
The next prospect of importance is that on the lancl of T. C. Thompson (loc. 4). This prospect consists of an entry driven into the hillsiile
just above the level of the creek, for a d"istance of more than 100 feet.
The mouth of the clrift was closed by material cavecl from the roof, but a
litUe cligging enabled one to enter. The last work hacl been clone many
years ago and the coal appears to be badly weathered, at least it is very
much softer than fresh coal would be. owing to the extent of weathering,
especially of the upper benches, it did not seem worth while to cut a satnple
entirely across the bed in the ordinary way, but a small quantity of coal
was clug from the lower bench, which in normal times is uncler water, ancl
this was regardecl as sufficiently fresh to be worthy of analysis, particularly
as the object of the analysis was to determine the percentage of ash ancl the
rank 1 of the coai. The analysis of this sample, shown as number gb405
on page 1L3, inclicates that the coal is semibituminous in ran! though
somewhat harcler than coal of a similar rank-from the Pocahontas or New
Biver field of west virginia. A rough section of the coal bed measured.
about 50 feet from the mouth of the drift is as follows:
Sect'i,on of coal, bed,

shale,

roof.

Coal and shale
Shale

coar

at the Thompson prospect, loc.

Ft' In.

.
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The upper bench consists of about equal amounts of coal antl shale in
fve.layers. The coal of the bottom bench appears to be harder antl better
than that of the upper bench and therefore was samplecl as noted above.
The shale roof, although exposed to the weather for a great many years,
is excellen! showing only a few insignificant falls. The coal bed strlkes
east-rrest and tlips south 2?".
1914 Eowell visitecl the prospect of c. I-,esiie (ioc. 5) about 1 mile
Bland. The coal is much crushecl, but the following section was
of
east

In

obtained:
Secti'on of coal bed' at loc- 5.

Ft.

In.

Coal, hard

2
2

Shale

Coal, hartl
Shale

Coal

3

lr

I

.

Thicknesg of becl . i
Thickness of coal

3t
28

......

The coal, accorcling to report, was once prospected at loc. 6, but the oltl
prospect is cavecl and the coal can not be seen. A litiie farther west, however, at loc. ? on Crab orchard creek a clrift in the hillside onthe property
of D. 'w. D.unn, reyealed a yery poor coal becl, as shown by the following
section:
Becti,on of coal bed'

at loc.
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Ft. In.
Coal and shale interbedtletl
Shale

3

2Vz
6Y4
8Va,

Coal, hard
Thicknegs of bed ..

...

.

|Yz

This bed dips to the south 23". It is reported that a coal betl was once
opened just across the hill to the east of loc. ?, from which good coal was
obtained for the use o{ local blacksmiths. The coal was obtainecl from
pits in the bottom of the ravine ancl no one kno\rys the thickness of the betl'
These o1d pits were not visited, but, judging from the description given,
they appear to have been on a lower ancl better coal berl than that shown at
loc. ?. About one-quarter of a mile farther up crab orchard creek anil in
strike with loc. ? an olcl drift (loc. 8) shows the following section:
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on Crab Orchard, Creelc at loc. 8.
In.

tr't.
Coal
Bone
Coal

':::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Ttickness of berl .
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The next place at which the coal bed was seen is on the llowarcl Stowers

farm at loc. 9. Ilere a coal becl has recently been facecl up in the steep
side of a ravine where it d.ips south 22'. The upper timit of the coa] is
uneertain as the shale overlying the coal has weathered. to a tough clay.
The section here is as follows:
Section of coal
shale, carbonaceous

Coal,

shaly

Coal, laminateil

Coal..
Coal, hard

.....

Thickness of bed .
Thickness of coal

bed,

on the Howard Stowers farm, loc. 9.

(?).

x't'

a3

rn'
3
9
3
6

49
46

As the coal at this exposure appeared. fairly fresh, though dqubtless

more fi.rable than it would. be under thick cover, a sample was cut of the
bench markerl o for analysis. The result of the analysis is shown as number
95406 on page 113. The section of the bed given above does not resemble
in any respect the sections previously given ancl hence it is concluded that
the bed showing at loc. 9 is not the same as those seen farther eas! but
may be the bed that was mentioned as having been worked near loc. 7.
Southwest of loc. 9 the coal becl continues parallel with the main road
as far as the road which turns off from the main valley roarl near the
head of Town Creek and crosses the divide to Hunting Camp Creek. Immediately. after crossing this road the outcrop of the coal bed swings about
at right angles to its previous course and runs parallel to the Laurel Creek
road across the divide. The northwestward course of the outcrop is marked
a shod distance north of the turn by an old prospect (loc. 10) which now is
so badly slumped that the coal bed is not visible. A short clistance farther
on the outcrop crosses the road (loc. 11) and lies for a few hundred yards
on the east side of the roacl.
As indieated on X'ig. 24 the outcrop again makes a right-angled benil
and.'resumes a course parallel with, but about a mile farther northwest than
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its former course. Prospects were visited at locations L2, 13, and 14, but
all were so badly caved that no coal, except that showing on the old dump
heaps, coukl be seen. The coal bed here dips gently to the south at an
angle not to exceecl 15'.
At loc. 14 the outcrop of the coal bed is very close to the Shenandoah
limestone ancl it is probable that a mile or more to the southwest, as shown
on X'ig. 24, it is overriden and concealed by the limestone. Near loc. 15
north of Effna the outcrons of coal beds make a sharp bend to the northwest similar to, but much smaller than, the bend ul tnu head of Town
Creek.

X'ig.25.-Sketch section showing structure at loc. 16 in the Bland. coal field.r

At loc. 15 there have been a number of prospects on the coal, but all are
cayed now ancl inaccessible, but from this place southwestward, through
locations 16 and 1?, the southeast limb of the syncline is preservecl, though
badly squeezed. This limb of the fold is marked by a ridge of DevonoCarboniferous rocks on the northwest side ol which the coal bed has been
prospected.. The attitude of the coal becl at loc. 16, while not worked out in
detail, must be approximately that representecl in Fig. 25. The beil outcrops on the south slope of the main ridge at A and in overturnecl position on the north slope of the secondary ridge at B. In 1914 IIowelI
risited loc. 1? and measured the following sectionl:
Becti"on
Coal, soft and flaliy
Shale

Coal, hard
Shale
Coal

Thickness of becl .
Thickness of coal

of

coal, bed,

at

Loc. 77.

X't.
16
l-F
20
1-J2
8
60

In.

6-r
0-+'

1 Since the above
tlescription was written this prospect has been reopened and
a picked sample of the best coal furnished the following analysis: moisture, .8;
volatile matter, 21.6; fixed carbon, 63.1; ash, 14.5; sulphur,2.l; and. B. t. u.'s,

13210.
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Just southwest of loe. L? the overturneil limb of the syncline is cut off
by the Blanil fault, ancl it seems highly probable that the outcrop on the
north limb follows the main ridge, but if so it is well up on the slope ancl is
in such a position that it is doubtful if it could be minecl on a commercial
scale.

.
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At the ceres-Burke Gard.en roatl where this fielcl is arbitrariiy separateil
from the Bland field, a distinct faultecl syncline comes in, which splits
Brushy Mountain into two distinct riclges. The place where the ridge splits
is locaily called the 'Doubles." An old prospect (Ioc. L8) is near the roatl
mentioned above and from its associated rocks it undoubtedly belongs on
the southeastern limb of the syncline, though the rocks are.so badly crushed
that it is clifficult to separate one limb from the other.
Howell in 1914 visited two prospects about one mile southwest of the
'Doubles"; one on the head of Camp Creek (loc. 19) anct the other near
the summit of Brushy Mountain (loc. p0). The coal bed at roc. 19 is reported to be 5 feet thick but with considerable shale ancl pyrite. The
prospect is cavecl so that the coal is not now visible, but from the reports the coal is of cloubtful value.' The strike at roc. 1g is N. 45. E. and
the dip is 26o to the southeast. This coal becl is probably in the northwestern or Lick creek syncline anil if so, it probably cloes not extend downward. very far until it is cut ofi by the fault which crosery follows camp
Creek. The structure at this locality is shown in X'ig. p6.
The opening near the summit of Brushy Mountain (roc. p0) is in a
coal bed reported to range in thickness from 6 to g feet with the following
section:
Beported, secti,on

of coal

bed,

at loc. p0.
X't. fn.

l6
11
20

Coal

.
coal

Thickness of bed
Thickness of

26
6
. ....... 6

l-f

2_
0

rf the benches of coal reported in the section given above contain clear
coal this would be a most promising coar bed, but from the poor showing
in most of the prospect pits of this county it is clifficult to believe that
such a bed as this will be found here.
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The author in 1893 observeil 4feet o! coal and shale dipping 60' southeast at loc. 21. The bands of shale are so numerous that the coal betl was
regarded as of little value. The steep tlip at this prospect (60') indicates
that this outcrop is in the overturnecl southeastern limb of the Brushy

Mountain syncline.

F,ig. 26.-Sketch section showing structure
coal field.

at locs. 19 and 20 in the Lick creok

The coals on l-rick Creek have not been thoroughiy prospectetl ancl such
prospecting as has taken place was done so long ago that there is now litue
to be seen of even the prospect pits. Coal or gld coal prospects were seen
at locations 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and. 27, b*' nothing was seen that would inclicate the presence of a coal bed more than 18 inches thick. The coalbearing rocks are well exposed on the road across the ridge, on which loc.
24 is situated. On this r-ad, which crosses the Brushy Mountain syncline,
the rocks are well exposed, including the red shale of the Maccrady formation in the axis of the fold. The structure at this place is shown in Fig.
27. At loc. 24 therc are several beds of coal exposecl but none of the beds
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X'ie. 27.-sketch section showing structure

-

at

locs. 23 and 25

in the Lick Creek

coal ffeld.

has a thickness greater than 10 inches. As there are several of these becls
in a group, it is likely that they have been considered as one bed, and if so
the bed woulcl have a thickness of at least 5 feet, but about 75 per cent

of the

becl thus rlefinecl consists

this place is 40" S. E.

of

shale and

is worthless. The dip at
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Similar small benches of coal show in the road at loc. 22, b.lrt nothing
to indicate a workable coal bed. IloweII reports an old prospect
in this vicinity which he visited in 191-4. Several wagon-loacls of coal hacl
been dug here, but the bed is reported to have pinched out in a short distance, showing that the rocks here have been subjected to intense pressure.
The rocks strike N.48' E. and dip 60' SE. At loc. 23, coal has been rlug
in a prospect pit located near the base of the Maccrady shale, but the pit is
cavecl ancl only small fragments of coal were seen on the dump.
was seen

Fig. 28.-Sketch section showing structure on Lick Creek, at loc.

26.

Howell reports a coal bed 6 or 8 inches thick showing at loc. 25, and,
the arithor dug up some coal in a 'ploughed field at loc. 26, buf, ail that
was seen could have been in a bed less than 18 inches thick. The structure
at loc. 26 is shown in X'ig. 28. Coal was also seen at location 2?, but here,
as elsewhere in this district, the coal occurs in thin layers that can not be
considered of workable proportions.
Little is known about the coal beds in Smyth County west of Lick
Creek. Coal has been found in Marleys Top which is an isolatecl area of
the Price formation in the westwarcl extension of the Reecl Creek field of
Wythe County. As the outcrop of the Price formation is very iimited in
area and as the coal bed appears to be thin and full of shaly partings, the
occurrence is not of much importance.
Coal is also reported on Lick Branch, north of Chatham Ilill and at a
few places farther to the southwest towarcl Saltville, but the reports are all
vague ancl unsatisfactory. As the coal becls are known to grow thinner and
tlrinner toward the west antl as the quality of the coal certainly deteriorates
in the same direction, the chance of finding commercially valuable coal in
this field seems very remote indeed, so much so that the question will not
be pursued further here.
QUAT,ITY

W'ith only two analyses of the coals of Bland and Smyth counties at
it is rather clifficult to pronounce upon the rank ancl grade of the coal.
the samples which were analyzed consisted of fresh coal, then there

hand,
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woultl be no excuse for not being able to make a correct statement regarcling their quality, for the analyses could be relied upon to express the true
composition of the coal. No mines are in operation in either Bland County
or Smyth County ancl the only coal available for analysis was the coal from
the old prospect drifts or from natural outcrops. The next important question to decicle is whether or not coal uncler such conditions is weatherecl
ancl materially changed in its physical and chemical composition.
In coals of lower rank the question can at once be answered in the affirmative for, on exposure at the surface or in such positions that tle coal
is subject to alternate wetting and clrying, it will oxid.ize quickly antl
samples of such coal will no longer be representative of the coal in an unweathered condition; higher rank coals oxidize much more slowly and
probabiy are not much affected by exposure to the weather for a year or
more, but eventually such coal will yielcl to the invidious attack of the
elements.

During the course of the present wor\ the author had opportunities
weathering of the coal of the Valley fielcls antl
he has concluded that the coal on weathering will soon be affected mechanically so that the hard coal will break up into small lumps and the
originally jet-black glossy coal will become so friable that it may be crushed
in the hand. Even coal that has stood under water for ten or more years
will be similarly affectecl, though water is the best preserver of coal that is
known. Several samples of coal that were renclerecl soft by weathering have
been analyzed and found to be unaffected chemically, so that the analvsis
agrees almost perfectly with that of a sample collected in a near-by mine
where there is no question about its fresh ancl unchanged eondition. X'rom
several such experiences as this it is concluded that coal, no matter how
long it has been exposecl at the surface, will remain chemically unchangecl,
provided it is generalJ.y saturated with rvater either by being submerged. or
by being coverecl with an impervious cover, such as a bed of clay, that retains most, if not all, of the moisture in the coal.

to test the efiect of

Having reacherl this conclusion, we shall now see if it applies to the two
samples collected in the Blanil field. Sample 95405 (see page 1-13) was
obtained in an old drift (loc. 4) which was driven into the side of the ravine
only a little above the level of the creek. Mr. Thompson states that work
was abancloned largely because water stooil for most of- the year in the
lower parts of the drift, but at the time of sampling, owing to an unusual
and prolonged drought, the entry was dry. The writer studied the situation
carefully before attempting to secure a sample for analysis, ancl he con-

COAI, SAMPLES REGARDED AS REPRESTNTATIVE.
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clutlecl that the upper parts of the coal becl, where they have been above
water level for 15 or 20 years, were too much weatheretl to furnish a typical
sample of the coal, but that the lower benc\ which, judging from the'

water mark on the sicles of the ilrift, hatl been generally submergecl ancl
hence was probably little if any afiected. Accordingly, a sample of the
Iower bench of coal was cut ancl the cutting revealecl the fact that, although
the coal was comparatively sof! it still retainecl its blocky, cubical character, inclicating that chemically its composition was litUe if any changecl.
The sample obtainecl on the farm of lloward Stowers (Ioc. 9) furnished.
ana$sis No. 95406 on page 113. The coal at this location is exposecl in a
very different manner from that just described. It has been uncoveretl in
the side of a sharply cut ravine by a slight excavation which, when squaretl
up, exposed the entire coal becl on a flat surface. When the coal becl was
faced up all of the obviously weatheretl coal was removecl, Ieaving bright,
shining coal at the face and, though the coal was somewhat soft so that it
was easily pulverized to a degree of fineness to enable it to pass through a
screen with one-half inch mesh, it still had a fresh antl bright appearance.
The bank above the coal was composecl of a yellow, tenacious clay, whieh
appeared to be nearly impervious, and doubtless had greatiy aitled in retaining all of the moisture that the coal containetl. Under such conditions
the writer conclucles that the coal was practically fresh antl therefore
worthy of analysis.
The conclusion reachecl in regard to each of these samples seems to have
been completely verifed by the analyses, which are almost itlentical, despite
the different conditions untler which the coal hacl been preservecl. As these
eonditions are so different, it was expected that the analyses would be
dissimilar, but being similar proves that the coal in each prospect was in
the same condition, and this condition couid hardly have been very different
from the original contlition. It is true that both samples might have been
weatherecl and that in both cases the weathering hatl been carriecl to the
same point, but such an agreement woultl have been merely a coinciclence
and the chances are decidedly againsi it having occurrecl. The analyses
are therefore regarded as fairly indicative of the unweatherecl coal of the
Bland fieirl.
If analyses 95405 and 95406 are regarded as typical of the coals of the
Blanrl fiekls, the next point to be considerecl is the rank of the coal, or, in
other worcls, the degree to which it has been changetl by the heat of the
earth's crust. Is the Bland coal a semianthracite, as are most of the coals of
'Wythe
Montgomery, Pulaski, ancl
counties, or is it of lower rank ? As cle-
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fined on page 126, a semianthracite

is a

coal having

a fuel ratio-per-

centage of the fixed carbon dividerl by the percentage of the volatile matter
9.99 to 5, and as the fuel ratio of the coal of the Bland fielcl is only
-of
about 3, it is obvious that the Bland coal shoukl not be called. a semianthracite, but belongs to a still lower ran\ more nearly resembling the Pocahontas and New River coals of the bituminous f.elds to the west. The next
rank below that of semianthracite is semibituminous, and this rank is here

tentatively defined as coal having a fuel ratio ranging from 4.99 to 2.5.
The lower limit is not yet clearly d.etermineil, but, from the evid.ence. at
hand, it appears that most of the bituminous coals have a fuel ratio less
than 2.5 anil most of the semibituminous coals have a fuel ratio of 2.5 or
more. Classifying the Bland coal as semibituminous puts it in the same
rank as the Pocahontas and New River coals which are the so-called.
ttsmokeless" coals, and also among the finest steaming coals of
the workl.
The greatest drawback to the Bland coal, as shown by the few analyses
now available, is the large percentage of ash rvhich it carries. Ilere again
the comparison of the analyses of the two samples is most interesting for
analysis 95405 represents only a single bench of coal, whereas analysis
95406 represents practically the entire bed. It therefore seems reasonaMe
to conclucle that the results shown by these analyses are typical of the coals
of the field. Sample 95405 contains 49.2 per cent of ash and sample 95406,
46.9 per cent.

The percentage of ash in the Bland coals, if the two analyses given
above are typical, is entirely too great for these coals to be sold as a fuel,
and even if they could be cleanecl by picking and washing so as to recluce
the ash content to 10 per cent, it is doubtful if ihe operation of mining
could be macle'to pay, for with a coal containing 50 per cent of ash, at least
40 per cent is waste materiai that would have to be mined, loaded into cars,
hoisted to the surface, and then thrown away. AII of these operations are
expensive and they woulcl so add to the cost of operation that the coal coukl
never compete with coal from near-by fielcls, or at least could not be clisposed of at a profit until all of the better coal had been exhaustecl. Such
conditions are too remote to be considered at the present time.
The general conclusion is, therefore, that the coals of the Bland field,
as they can be judged by the samples collected in this wor\ contain
too much ash to be marketed, at least for a long long time to come, and
if they are ever placed on the market they should be called semibituminous
coal and not anthracite or even semianthracite.
as

far

COAIJ PARTLY CONCEAI"ED

BY TIIE OVERT]IRUST

LIMESTONX. 2I3

No analyses of the Lick Creek coals are available for comparison, but
since the fields are practically continuous, anil since the field observations,
as far as they go, seem to indicate much the same kind of coal, the writer
has tentatively concluded that the remarks regardi.ng the coal of the Bland
fieltl are equally applicable to the coals of the Lick Creek fie1d, anil consequently, this coal will be rankecl as a semibituminous coal but with such a
large amount of ash that it can hardly be consiclerecl as a commercial possibility at the present time or in the near future.
FIELDS OF ROANOKE AND BOTEIOURT COUNTIES.

By Mar,rus R. CeMpsnrr, axn Rar,pr 'W. Ilownr,r,
General description.
These fields are the northeastward continuation of the Brushy Mountain coal fleld of Montgomery County. The outcrop of the Price formation,
which is the coal-bearing formation of this region, follows Brushy Mountain northeastward to its termination at Millers Cove, but it comes in again
just east of McAfee Gap and follows North Mountain and Caldweil Mountain to the gap northwest of Fincastle, as shown in Fig. 29, where the coal
field ends, because of the termination of the outcrop of the Price formation.
As North Mountain is the m<ist conspicuous feature in this region, the fieltl
will be called the North Mountain coal field.
The field consists of the coal-bearing formation .irhich clips to the southeast and forms the southeastern slope of the mountains mentionecl above.
Near the foot of the slopes the coal-bearing rocks are concealed by the Shenandoah limestone which has been thrust over and now rests upon and conceals the coal-bearing rocks. This limestone, therefore, as far as surface
observations are concerned, limits the coal field in this direction, but in

reality the limeston. -.r.iy rests upon the coal-bearing rocks and it is
highiy probable that drilling would disclose the presence of the Price formation under the limestone at a consiclerable distance south of the trace of the
fault.
Geologic formations.

within the limits of the field described above coal was notecl at but four
localities, but it is probable that thin, irregular beds extend the full length
of the outcrop of the Price formation. As shown on Fig. p9, the coalbearing formation outcrops on the east flank of Brushy Mountain, North
Mountain, and the western part of its northeast extension, caldwell Mountain, in a relatively narrow band of southeastward dipping strata. The recl
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Maccrady shale, which farther towarcl the southwest overlies the Price santlstone, was not observetl in this freltl, though it may be present. It is alto-

gether probable that the Maccratly shale is concealecl by the Shenand'oah
limestone, which is faultecl over and rests upon the Price formation. The
fault (Pulaski) which brings the Shenancloah limestone upon the Price is
of great displacement and length and it undoubtedly cuts out the coal at
some point below the surface, but the exact place can be determined only by
a large amount of driliing. On account of the uncertainty regarding the
presence of the coal beneath the overthrust limestone mass, it is not advisable, in calculating the area of the field, to include more than that which
intervenes between the outcrop of the coal becl and the edge of the oYer.

thrust limestone.
Geologic structure.

In the North Mountain fieltl, as in all other field.s of Mississippian coals
in Virginia, the movements of the containing strata which occurred coincident with the folding and faulting of the rocks, have developed stresseS
within the coal beds which have broken and shatterecl the coal and in places
fairly ground the less resistant portions to a fine powder. The coal betls
in many places consist of an intimate mixture'of coaly debris and shat"
tered shale or bone partings. In some places the bed may be pinched out
and in other places the coal may have accumulatetl in a lense of great thickness many times the normal thickness of the coal bed. The simple statement that the coal beds are'generally thin and iregular in thickness and
that the coal is usually broken, soft and impure, hardly gives an aelequate
idea of the unfavorable conclitions that may be encounterecl.
The geologic structure in this field (fig.29), as worked out by Pro'
fessor llolden,l is that of a badly crushecl syncline which has been thrust
northwestward upon the great Sinking Creek anticline in the west antl upon
a syncline in Devonian rocks near James River. The southwestern end of
this crushecl syncline is Cove Mountain, just east of Millers Cove. This
ridge is formed of the Clinch sanclstone and its southern end is the point
of the syncline. The north iimb of the syncline is outlinetl by Cove Mountain for a clistance of about 2a/2 mlles, but beyond that the Ciinch sanclstone appears to be lacking for 5 or 6 miles and then comes in forming
Broad Run Mountain ancl is probably continuetl in Pierces Mountain to
wrthin 4 ot 5 miles of James River. The mountains are here broken, but
it is known that the Clinch sanclstone forms Caldwell Mountain, which is
'Unpublished data given in a personal communication.
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therefore on the southern limb of the syncline. This limb is faulted oft at
the gap northwest of Fincastle and there abuts almost directly against
the end of North Mountain, which is a Devono-Carboniferous ridge, ancl
therefore marks the axis of the syncline. The south limb of the fold is
gone from the gap northwest of Fincastle to McAfee Gap where the Clinch
sanalstone again comes in, but baclly crushed and broken, and unites with
the Ciinch of the other limb at the south end of Cove Mountain.

There is another area of outcrop of the Price formation in Roanoke
County which does not show on any of the maps in this report, for the
reason that

it is not supposed

to be coal-bearing, at least in a commercial

sense. The outcrop of the Price formation referrecl to occupies a narrow
zone on the south side of X'ort Lewis Mountain extencling from near I-aX'ayette on the west toward Salem, but is probably cut ofi by the Salem
fault before reaching a point opposite that town.

This outcrop of the Price formation occupies nearly the axis of the
Catawba syncline, the north limb of which is markecl by Paris, Catawba,
ancl Tinker Mountains, shown on PI. I and.Fig. 29. This great syncline is
abruptly terminatecl on the south by a fault which the authors are calling
the Saiem fault because it passes near, but a little north of that town. This
fault has completely obliterated the south limb of the syncline, especially
at the west enil, bringing the Shenandoah limestone in contact with the
Price formation, or where that is absent, with the sanclstones ancl shales
of the Devonian.
Description of aoal prospects.

in this field is that which was openecl
Coal Run (loc. 1), in the gap directiy west of

The best known coal prospect

many years ago on Stone
tr'incastle. This coal attracted considerable attention during the Civil War,
both because of its supposed value as a fue1, and because of its proximity
to iron ore and the Catawba iron furnace then in operation. The old numbers of TheVirgini,as (Vol.4, 1883), a newspaper published by Jed Hotchkiss of Staunton and devoted. to the exploitation of the natural resources of
Virginia, furnish some interesting material regarding the opinions of
eminent engineers of that time concerning these coal beds. Mr. Oswald J.
Ileinrich inspected the mines in these coal beds for the Confederate States
authorities ancl untler date of X'eb. 13, 1864, submitted the following re-

port:
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ON NORTH MOUNTAIN 3IELD.

The seam of coal, which has lately treen openecl, is the upper seam,
mentioned in my report of last year as 3 feet thick. An old.,tlrift has
been reopenecl since my former visit. The mouth of this drift is at
Stone CbaI Run, aboui 25 or 30 feet below the road; it has been
driven 40 or 50 feet into the hillside. The seam of coal is 10 feet
thick, divided into two benches by about 18 inches of hard shale. The
lower bench is from 3 {eet to 3 feet 6 inches of solid coal and the upper

from 4 to 5 feet of solitl coa1, making in a1l from 8 feet to 8 feet 6
inches of coal. The seam is openetl immediately upon the creek where
water ancl atmospheric influences have operated most vigorously ald
have destroyecl to a certain extent the character of the coal. Samples
which I procurecl yieldetl the following:
Volatile matter .
X'ixed

carbon

Residue ashes

Sulphur

.

.. ....

12.2
78.0
9.8

.....atrace

The ash is almost perfectly r,vhite. The structure of the coal i8
slightly.Iaminated, fracture uneven and slightly conchoidal, color pure
blac\ luster sub-metallic. No impurities are perceptible in the coal.
W. G. Atkinson l mining and civil engineer, untler date of October 1,
1885, reported to J. R. Anderson & Co., of the Tredegar Iron W-orks, Richmond, Va., who then owned the Catawba furnace lands, concerning these
coals, as follows:
The coal mines ancl the coal series extencl under a considerable
part of this property, the coal beds being openetl at various points
along a line, extencling for a distance of from 4 to 6 miles and d.oubtless farther, as subsequent researches may reasonably be expectecl to
show. There are from fi.ve.to seven separate and distinct beds, three
The thickest bed of
of these beinE workable and of value. . .
coal presents a breast of 5r/z to 112 feet of pure merchantable coal.
. This main bed is opened at two points by a clrift and by a
slope. The slope is driven down into and with the coal for ?8 feet.
It is well timbered and laid with a clouble track on an inclination of about 35 degrees, coincident with the lay of the coal.
Two bands of soft and friable shale oecur in the coal, thus divitling
the coal into three layers, the two uppermost ones forming the breast
clescribed above as 57/z to 7t/, Ieet thick. The roof of the "Big Vein,"
as it has been termed, consists of a hard black shale, ranging from 5
to 10 feet in thickness ancl above this is a strongly defined massive
sanalstone ? to 10 feet thick. No better roof materials can be found in
any coal mine of Virginia. The floor consists of a soft grayish shale
1

The Virginias, vol. 4, pp. 160, 1883.
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ancl sanclstone passing into a fireclay.
At an approximate
tlepth of 25 feet below the "Big Vein" occurs the Two-band coal which
measures 22 to 24 inches of coal in {wo layers, separatecl by a small
band of soft shale averaging 72 or 14 inches in thickness. In the several openings which have been made at points a mile or so apart, the
roof consists of a soft grayish shale, 3 to 4 feet thic\ on which rests
a massive sanclstone.

Judging by the condition of the Merrimac of "Big Yein" farther west,
it is now being mined on a commercial scale, it seems obvious that
neither lleinrich nor Atkinson was able to clistinguish pure coal from that
which is badly broken up by bony partings, as the latter condition is characteristic of this beil wherever it is being worked at the present time; therefore, the 5 to ? feet of "pure coal" reportecl by them should be taken with
considerable allowance, as well as the exceptional purity of the coal, as
shown by their analyses. Ilere again it is obvious that they have taken
only pickecl samples for analysis and the results do not in any way represent the material of which the becl is generally composed.
where

Search was macle by Howell in 1914 to fincl, if possible, the olcl mines
in the gap cut by Stone Coal Creek. Two cavecl openings were seen which
probably represent attempts to work the upper and the lower beds. The
etrike is about N. 55' E. ancl the clip, 34o to the southeast. The smaller of
the two becls, as judged from the size of the dump, appears to be the lower
bed. The material composing the dump is largely shale ancl bony coal, but
there are a few blocks of apparently good coal, 2 to 3 inchps in cliameter.
There are also fragments of small bright coal of about "buckwheatl' size.
The larger dump, presuniably on the upper becl, contaius approximately
twice as much material as the smaller one ancl is composecl largely of slack
coal or "coal dirt" through which are scattered small lumps of coal that
crumble readily between the fingers. ft is probable that these are the openings described by Heinrich and Atkinson. The two clumps, by their size
ancl composition, suggest two coal beds, the smaller of which probably contains coal better in quality than any of the benches in the higher ancl larger
bed. This relation of a lower, small becl of fairly solirl coal ancl a higher
antl larger bed of badly mixecl coal and bone is characteristic of the coal
becls of the Brushy Mountain field.

About a mile southwest of the Stone Coal Creek mines are several oltl
prospect trenches clug across the strike (here about N. 55" E.) for a distance of about 225 feet. The rocks here dio to the southeast about 35".

COA-L PROSPTCTS NEAR CATAWBA SANATOBIUM.
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of North Mountain ancl are iu
the vicinity of aband.onerl limonite workings. The lowest opening shows a
coal bed 5 or 6 feet thick, overlain by a dark fissile, carbonaceous shale
which gracles upward into a blue-gray sanclstone. Of the 5 or 6 feet of
coaly material, only the bottom 2 or 3 feet is reasonably free from shale.
The coal in this lower bench is erushed and broken ancl badly shearecl. It
is so soft that it can easily be crumbled between the fingers. It breaks into
small bright flakes whose surfaces are slickensicled by moyement which has
taken place in the bed. The upper portion of the bed is full of shale which
probably occurred originally as partings but which is now much broken and
intimately mixed with the coaly material. Approximately 30 feet stratigraphically above this becl, is a bed of barbonaceous shale that pinches down
in one place and swells in another place and its intimate structure is distorted. ancl gsmplex. It yaries in thickness from 3 to 5 feet and contains
a large number of small irregular laminae and lenses of coal in its bottom
part. About 40 feet above the bed just described is another layer of carbonaceous shale which is brittle anrl blue-black in color, due to the inclusion of small flakes of coal. The only coal bed showing any promise is the
lowest one in the section, anil even in this beil the physical condition of the
These trenches are on the southeast slope

coal is such as to indicate that the becl as a whole is decidedly poor.

by T. G. Chapman at loc. 2,
Catawba Sanatorium. The coal was founcl a short distance
below a relatively resistant sanclstone which makes a number of small knobs
about half-way up the southeast slope of North Mountain. This prospecting developed several small ancl irregular beds of coal which are badly shattered and. contain many shale partings that were originaliy interstratifiecl
Ljonsiclerable prospecting has been clone

northeast

of

with the nore carbonaceous parts, but now are broken and injected erratically through the coal. Most of the coal blooms provecl on prospecting
to be no more than carbonaceous shale which almost invariably contains
scattered flakes and small irregular seams of coal not more than half an
ineh in thickness.
The largest and best bed developecl by Mr. Chapman was visited by
in 191!, who reports it as being exposecl in a clrift about l5'feet
long. At the end of the drift the bed, striking N. 48" E. ancl dipping ?0"
to the southeas! shows the following section:
Eowell
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Section of I'ower coal' bed' at loc. 2.

Ft.

In.

Sandstone, hard smooth
8

Shale

Coal, shattered, some harcl lumps
Sandstone, variable thickness
Shale, hard

I

26

I

Coal .......

I

Shale
Coal
Shale

3

2
o
8

Coal, hard, crisp ..
Shale, hard, sandy .

Total

511
18

thickness

Total coal ..

The 3O-inch sandstone parting in the upper part of the betl shows local
faults which were not noticed in either the roof or the floor, ancl although
the small layers of shale and coal do not exhibit the usual clegree of crushing, the general aspect of the bed intlicates that much movement has taken
place and that possibly the upper half has been pushecl along out of position, between the roof and the lower benches of shale and coal.
A betl about 30 feet higher in the section has also been prospected by a
short drift at loc. 2, the section of which, at a point about 10 feet in from
the outcrop, is as follows:
Secti,ons of upper coal,beitr

at loc.2 at m,outh of ilri,ft.

Ft.
Sandstone.
Coal
Shale

In.

t
6

I

Shale, lenticular, broken and sheared

Coal .

Shale
Coal .

l0

.....:.

;. . ....

5
8

Sandstone.

Total

32
I7

bed

Total coal

Twenty feet from the owtcrop.

Ft.

In.

Sandstone.

Coal ..........

Shale, carbonaceous

.

l3

4
5

Coal
Sand.stone.

20

Total

Total

coal

I

TT+E SANATORIUM COAIT NOT

THE MERBIMAC

BED.
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The strike at this place is N. bB' E. and the crip ?8" to the southeast.
The gradual thinning of this bed as it was followed into the hill cliscouragecl
further operations and the work was abandoned. A few other small beds of
coal occur higher in the section, but the two beds of which measurements
have just been given are the largest clevelopecl at this locality.
The senior author visited the field on the south slope of North Mountain
in 1923 for the purpose of studying its geologic structure, and in connection
with this work he visited the chapman prospect near catawba sanatorium.
As he was quite familiar with conditions in Montgomery county, he was
able to make direct comparisons of the two fields, and these clirect com_
parisons resulted in the conclusion that all of the coal beds prospected by
Mr. chapman lie too near the rngles conglomerate, which is welr cleveioped
in the mountain slopes above, to be the equivalents of either the Merrimac
or the Langhorne coal beds, and that the shenandoah limestone doubtless
covers and conceals the more important beds.
The senior author did not visit stone coal Gap, ancl consequenfly can
not pronounce upon the equivalency of the beds there prospected, but he
sees no inherent difficulties in the supposition that along most of the south
slope of North Mountain the Pulaski fault cuts so crose to the mountain
that the uppermost coal beds are either cut out or are concealed, whereas
in stone coal Gap the fault has receded southward so as to leave the Merrimac coal bed exposed.
Reports are current that coal has been dug in Millers Cove, but no
openings could be found and none of the inhabitants could remember
coal ever having been mined or prospected here. rt seems hardly possible
that the rumor is correct, for the geologic formations exposerl there are uot
such as commonly carry coal beds.

The outcrop of the Price formation on the south side of x'ort Lewis
Mountain was not visited during the course of the present examination, so
the authors are not preparecl, on first hand information, to say whether
there are coal beds exposecl here or not. Professor Roy J. rlolden 1 informed the authors that he had visitecl some prospects in that area but the
most he found is a highly pyritiferous coal bed about 8 inehes thick.

rt seems rather strange that this outcrop 'of the price formation lying
so close to that of Brushy Mountain should be clevoid of coal beds, but it

must be rememberecl that these areas are separated bv the pulaski over-

TpJ*nur

communciation.
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thrust fault along the plane of which the Shenandoah limestone has movecl
northwestward at least 9 miles and possibly very much. farther, and that
originally the whole catawba syncline was many miles southeast of its

present position' Wi.th this ppeat movemerrt in mintt it is not difficult to
understand why the coaL beds are so large in Brushy Mountain antl so
poorly developed in the area south of Fort l-rewis Mountain'

Quality of the coal.
None of the exposures of coal in this field which were examineil presented sufficiently fresh surfaces to justify the taking of samples for
analysis, hence the only guirle to the chemical composition of the coal of
this field is that afforded by the analysis of a sample obtained by Mr. Oswald
1, fig' 29) and pubJ. Heinrich from a prospect on Stone Coal Run (loc.
.watson,
in Mineral Relished by the late state Geologist, Dr. Thomas L.
sources of Virginia, p. 348, 190?. 'Ihe small percentage of ash given i4 the
analysis makes it evident.that the sample was not obtained by making a cut
entirely across the coal bed from roof to floor, as is the custom at the present
time, but was made of picked specimens of lump coal. The analysis is as

follows:
Arw,lysis of coal, from Btone Coal' Eun (l'oc. 1).
(Reportecl.

carbon
volatile matter '
Sulphur
Ash ..
X,uel ratio
Fixed

)

"'"
'""'"

Per cent.
78'o

r2'2

"trace

9'8
6.39

As this analysis is given in the moisture-free form'it should be comwith the "8" fotm in the table of analyses, pp. 108-113.

parecl only

The fuel ratio (fixetl carbon rtivideil by the volatiie matter) of this coal
is 6.39, which compares favorably with the fuel ratio of 6.9? of the sample
obtained in the mine of Slusser antl Doss, near the east line of Montgomery
County (loc.9, PI. I). The similarity of the fuel ratios of the coal in
these two localities indicates that each hatl been subjected to about the same
stresses when the folcling of the rocks took place, ancl this conclusion seems
in general to accorcl with the structural evidenee, as far as that evidence is
understoorl at the present time.

coalJs IN NAqROW BACK MOUNTATN KNOWN FOE MANY YEA3S.
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FIELDS OF AUGUSTA AND BOCKIIIGHAM COUNTIES.

By Rerru W. Ilownr,r,
General ilescription.

For many, many years coal has been known to occur in the first ridge
on the northwestern sicle of the shenandoah valley in Augusta and Rockingham counties, and as its outcrop is on the drainage basin oJ North
Biver it has generally been referred to as the North River coal fiekl. rn
this feld the coal beds crop out on the northwest slope of Narrow Back
Mountain from stokesville in Augusta county to Rawley springs in Rockingham County.
The coal occurs as thin beds in the upper part of the pocono formation,
which is without much cloubt the equivalent of the price formation, as
recognizecl farther to the southwest. The pocono formation, as shown by
Dartonrl crops out in the crest and on the northwest slope of Narrow Back
Mountain and occupies the trough of an unsymmetricar syncrine whose
steeply rising eastern limb exposes the hard, conglomeratic basal member of
the formation at the crest of the mountain. rn places the rocks forming
the eastern limb of the syncline are vertical and in others they are slightly
overturned, dipping steeply toward the southeast. The west rimb clips
gently to the southeast and the gentle rise toward the northwest carries the
Pocono formation well up on the crests of the ridges that have been left
as residual masses by the streams which have cut deep ravines in the moun-

tain mass on the northwest.

Description of ooal prospects.

_

The various old prospects in this fiekl were examinecl by Howeil

in

1914.

In the vicinity of Rawley Springs he reports .two olcl prospects (loc. 1,
fig. 30) which are about 500 feet apart and distanf from the hotel
about one-quarter of a mile. At neither of these prospects was it possible
to

the coal in place, as the pits had cavecl and even the dump heaps were
by growing trees. These dumps contain much shaly mlterial,
but there are also a few small fragments of bright, but very fragile coal.
These olcl openiags serve lif,ile more than to clemonstrate, in the absence
of other exposures, that the upper, coal-bearing portion of the pocono formsee

concealecl

N. I[., Geologic-Ailas of the Unifurt States, Staunton trolio No,
.^^.lDarton,
1894, and X'ranklin tr'olio
N6. 92. 1896.
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BRIERY BRANCI{ GAP.
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in the Narrow Back Mountain syncline. No

prospects were found.nor were any reports heard

other

of coal having been dug in

the neighborhood.

coal has also been prospected in Briery Branch Gap, 4 miles southwest
of Rawley springs. Here a small clrift (ioc. z) had been clriven about 30
feet in a coal bed which strikes N. 38" E. and dips B0' to the southeast. As
the dip is to the southeast, the drift is probably on the northwest limb of
the syncline. A measurement of the bed exposed in this drift is as follows :
Bection of coal
Shale,

bed,

-carbonaceous, containing a

in d,rift at loc. g.

little

coal

F't.

In.

r7

6

I

4
2
5

3

almost bone

A

8
o

Thickness of bed
Thickness of coal

58
110

The benches of coal are all badry crushed and are intimateiy mixed
with
shale that formerly existed as partings in the coal. The composition
of the
bed varies greatly from place to place

in the drift, but the section given
{air average.
At loc' 3 on w'olf creek, two openings were made on coal beds at the
time of, or shortly after, the civil war, and it is reported that
coal was dug
here, put into sacks, and carried down to a small ]orge
that operated near
Branch Gap. The ord openings are badly cavei aod overgrown
with
P"ir-"y
but the dumps indicate that only a ritile material was taken out.
lrush,
rt
above appears to be a

is to be expected tha! considering the conditions uncler which
these mines
must have operatecl, only the best coar wourcl have been carried
away and
that the mine dumps would. show relativery large amounts of
broken and
impure coal. As a matter of fact the dumps are composed
largely of share
ancl bone and very little srack coal is pr.r.ot. This
would indicate that but
little coal was found in the bed, or that all of the coal found *",
;;;;;

superior to that Jound elsewhere

in the vicinity. At .one

place"fa limited
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exposure shows a bed of very impure coal, 12 inches in thickness. The roof
is sanclstone and the floor is a black, bony, carbonaceous shale. The betl
strikes N. 23. E. and rtips to the southeast 30o. Another badly weatherecl
outcrop of what is supposed to be the same beil, is 3 feet thick' The exporor. i* too poor to permit of a detailed measurement being macle, but it
is believed that the coal is soft and very impure.
At a near-by locality a prospect trench across the outcrop of the beds,
which strike N. 22' E. ancl clip 40' sE., exposes a few thin layers of coal
anrl carbonaceous shale. The best bench. of coal is only 2 inches thick.

The dump of another old mine in the idmecliate vicinity shows principally
bluish ancl carbonaceous shales. There were a few fragments of bright,
harcl coal with a maximum size of about one inch. It is reportecl that a
well was dritled a short distance southwest of this locality to test the untlerlying beds. The log of the well is not available, but it is reported that the
clrill penetrateil no coal bed of value.
The structural relations of the coal occurring at the five iocalities just
mentioned are not clear, but it is believerl that ali of the prospects ate op
the northwest limb of the Narrow Back Mountain syncline'
Considerable prospecting and some mining were done many years ago

in the vicinity of North River Gap which separates Lookout Mountain on
the southwest f"o* Narrow Back Mountain on the northeast. North River
ancl its tributaries drain this area and North River Gap affords a natulal
outlet for the region back of the mountains to Stokesville and to the lower
levels of the Great Valiey to the southeast. several attempts, according
to report, have been made to mine coal in this neighborhootl, but without
success. Dartonl in 1894 states that:
,rA semianthracite coal has been mined to a moclerate extent in
North River Gap, and the supply is sufficient for local use. The becls
are thin and the'coal is often'much crushed, but it is not clifficult to
obtain small supplies. several-attempts to find thicker beds have been
ma4e by .*.*odtiottr and deep diamond-drill borings, but without success."

watson 2 makes similar statements concerning the attemptetl development of this field:

"Attempts appear to have been macle-.both by di..u*oP{ drilling
near the axis of iLe sYncline a.nd by tunneling across the strike of the
l Darton, N. H., Staunton Folio, Geologic Atlas of the unitecl states, No. 14' 1894.
2Watson, Thomas L., Mineral Resources of virginia: virginia Jamestown Ex'
position Commission, P, 348, 1907.
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NORTH RIYER GAP.

strata, so as to reach the beds in the upturn of Narrow Back Mountain, to tlevelop coal beds of sufficient purity antl extent to warrant
developmen! but att such efforts were doubtless unsuccessful. Mintnq
in this- field was abandoned long ago and now all the coal that is usecl
in Stokesville and the surrouncling region is shipped in by rail."

The following prospects or abantloned. mines represent only a lew of
the attempts that have been macle to flnd coal here, but they presentetl all
of the eviclence that was available at the time the examination was made,
and, it is believed, they represent the characteristic aspects of the coal becls
in this vicinity.

At loc. 4 a tunnel was driven southeastward into Narrow Back Mountain, beginning at a point about 30 feet higher than the water level in I-rittle
River. The following section of the coal bed was measured in this prospect:
Section of coal bed, at loc. 4.
Coal, impure, soft . . .
Shale, broken
Coal and shale, batlly crushed
Shale, with stringers of coal .

X't. In.

......

j

I8

34

a

Coal, with some shale
Thickness
Thickness

of bed .
of coal ( ?) ..

o

8

.

66
58

About 20 feet beneath the bed just described, there is another drift,
now closed, which is reported to have been clriven in a lower coal bed, only a
few inches thick. It was hoped that the coal would thicken as the bed was
followed into the hili, bu! as no such thickening was encounteretl, the
tunnel was abanclonecl. The rocks here strike about parallel to the mountain and. clip to the southeast,.showing that they are on the northwest sicle
of the synclinal axis.

At ldc. 6 there is an olcl slope that was ilriven down a bed of coal which
here clips to the southeast into Narrow Back Mountain at an angle of about
20". It is one of a number of openings in the vicinity, presumably on the
same bed as that which was worked in the Dora mine (loc. 7). The prospect is badly caved but it was possible to get a measurement of the coal
bed a few feet in from the entrance which is as follows:
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Secti,on

of coal
!

Shale, carbonaceous
Coal, soft

bed,

at

I'oc. 6.

Ft.

.

Shale, carbonaceoos arrd borre'
Shale, sandy, blue ..

30

Coal, reportetl ....

Thickness of bed .
thickness of coal

.

... ....

In.

I
I

D

I

6-F

6
2

5-F
3-r-

It

is reportecl tha! farther clown'the slope, the dip steepens and the coal
bed pinches to almost nothing and again swells to several times its normal
thickness. Naturally, unaler such conilitions'the coal is soft ancl batlly
shattered. A cliamoncl drill-hole is reported to have been sunk to a depth
of 900 feet a little north of this slope, but without encountering any coal
bed of sufficient thickness to justify tlevelopment.

The Dora mine (loc. ?), accorcling to report, was the most extensive
mine in this distric! but it has been abandoned for so long a time that it is
completely cavecl ancl inaccessible. It is reported that much of the coal
taken from this mine rvas. solcl locally for the burning of lime, but jutlging
from the size of the dump, it woukl appear that operations had been rather
Iimited and short-lived. One of the men who formerly worked in the Dora
mine claims that the thickness of the coal bed is not more than 5 feet, ancl
that the bottom bench only, about 18 inches in thickness, coulcl be commercially mined. The coal of this bench was soft and impure and it may
be questioneil whether even this coal could be mined and marketed in competition with better coal from outside fields.
A few old prospects, much higher on the west slope of the mountain
than those just described, were visited, but at each place where it was
possible to examine the coal, it was found to be so greatly twisted and disturbed that measurements even of total thickness were impossible; and the
coal was crushed to a fine dust and intimately mixed with shale, so that
individual ben,ches ancl intervening partings could not be distinguishetl.
The relatively greater distortion of the coal at these higher prospects and
the general structural relations suggest that they.occur on the steepiy dipping or overturnecl southeast limb of the syncline. It is probable, antl the
prediction is borne out by such prospecting as has been done, that coal beds
so situated are generally bunched and faulted to such a degree that their
development is impracticable, and the physical condition of the coal itself
will preclude mining on a commercial scale under present market conditions.
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At loc. 8 a slope has been clriven southweqtward into l-ookout Mountain on the south side of North River Gap. This slope has long been abancloned. and is flooiled ancl badly caved. An examination of the coaly bed
showing near the mouth of the slope reveals little more than one foot of
coal, which is overlain by a hard black carbonaceous shale, grading upward
into sandstone. Conditions did not permit of a detailed examination of the
coal, but the dump, which showed excavated material to the extent of P00
or 300 tons, is composecl largely of shale. The indications are that no large
bench of unbroken coal was encountered, but the occurrence in the limited
area of Mississippian rocks on the south side of North River is in itself of
considerable interest.
At loc. 5 there are two old prospect drifts on difierent beds which show
that attempts were made to develop coal on-Coal Run. These prospects are
some clistance west of the synclinal axis ancl the beds are probably lower
stratigraphically than any on which the previously cleseribecl openings were
macle. It is possible that the prospects on Wolf Creek (loc. B) and the
prospects on the west side of Littie River are at about the same horizon.
The prospect on the higher of the two beds at loc. 5 was cavecl at the time
it was visited and the coal could not be examined, but the dump showeil
much shale ancl bone and only a minor amount of coal. The other prospect
is on a bed about 30 feet lower than the one just described, ancl though the
prospect was in poor condition, it affordecl an opportunity to examine
roughly what is probably the lowest coal bed exposeil in this field. At this
prospect the rocks strike N. 31' E. and dip 18o or less SE. The entry was
driven in the coal bed along the strike which swings more to the north as
the coal bed is followed into the hill. At one point on the west side of the
entry about 30 feet in from the outcrop the following section was measured :
Bact'i,on

of lower

coal, bed,

coal
impirre

Shale, with some
Coal, soft,

b.

..

Shale,withsomecoal
Thickness of bed .
Thickness of coal ::. .: : ::

at loc.

.

.

........

.:: :::. :. :: ::

T
1
B

5
I

rn'
l0
0
10

ro

About 6 feet southwest of the place where the measurements just given
were made, the coal is almost pinched out by a sag in the sandstone roof.

At

a point about 10 feet from the outcrop the bench of coal is only 1 foot B
inches thick and it is even thinner on the east side of the entry which is
here about 20 feet wide.
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The Dora mine has attractetl attention lrom a very early <Iate antl many
glowing accounts of it have been written, but there is a suspicion that many
of these were written for the purpose of selling stock rather than for the
legitimate purpose of tlevelopment. The earliest notice of which the writer is aware was publisheil in a book entitlecl Statistics of Coal, by R. C.
Taylor in Philadelphia in 1855. The statement here is as follows:

At a meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, May 1854, Mr. H. R. Schoolcraft brought forwarel a papel
on the Dora coal formation of Virginia, which was answered by Prof.
TV'. B. Rogers, a brief summary of whose remarks on the subject we
beg leave to subjoin:

This Dora betl is no new cliscovery. Twenty years ago it was exsome l-6 miles from Staunton, Virginia. It is a thin
ancl elusive coal bed. Rumors of its wealth have often stimulated
speculators to their ruin. Companies have often been formecl with
tle intention, first of working the stock; ancl, second, possibly, of
working the coal. I have heard of a seam of it fifteen feet thic\ but
the section I have seen is worthless. The rocks are pilecl up topsy
turvey, the older Silurian rock overlapping the Carboniferous limeIn one place the coal seam is four inches, in another,
stone.
four feet thick, antl in others you might call it fifteen or twenty feet
thick, consisting of shale and coal, accorcling to the ilirection of your

plored. It lies

measurement.

This scathing denunciation by Rogers did not settle the question, for
it was not based on sufficient evidence; for this Rogers did not have, although his conclusions were cloubtless approximately correct. In 1881 another effort was made to exploit this fieict, but fortunately at this time two
diamonrl clril holes were put tlown before mining operations were begun.
As is usual, howevet, even the cores of these holes were interpretecl to suit
the fancy or clesires of the one seeking to profit by them. Thus the Valley
Virg'i,ninn, of Stau:rton, Virginia, published in its issue of May 2+, 1883,
(as quoted tn The Vi,rgi,nias, Vol. 4, No. ?, pp. 105-106, July, 1883) an
article from a correspondent tlescribing the cores referrecl to above as
follows:
Quite near the surface the drill passed through a vein of excellent
fre clay ten feet thick; at25 feet a vein of 13 inch coall at' 40 feet a
vein of 21 inch coal; at 56 feet a vein of 36 inch coall at ?0 feet a
vein of coal eight feet thick, and at a depth of 125 feet another vein
fi.ve.feet. Thence down to the clepth of 914 feet. when reil sanclstone
was struck: several minor veins were passetl through.

fn

commenting upon this recorcl, the correspondent makes the followins statement:

LOG OF COBX DBILI, EOLE NEAR

'

TIIE

29L

DORA MINE.

This practical proof of the richness and quality of the tleposits in
the Dora field contradicts most emphatically the assertion of selfopinionated surface-guessers and bookworms, and is a decided victory
for the opinioris of the editors of the Valley Virginian antl the few
persons of thls antl Augusta eounties, who never wavered in their faith
of the mineral wealth o{ the North River Gap.

Fortunately the publication of the article quoted above ditl not conclucle the matter for it shortly appearetl that both of the cores mentionecl
had been examinecl by Mr. Fred C. Dewey, a thoroughly reliable engineer
and chemist who, accorcling to the editor of The Vi,rgi'nins, sent the follow-

ing communication:
Under .date of July 12, 1883, IVII. Dewey writes us: "I enclose &
slightly conclensetl copy of my notes on'Dora.' You may use my narne
as freely as you choose, antl you had better state that I examined the
cores upon the spot, before removal anywhere. The examination was
made in the air during a rain, so that the measurements can not be
considered to be nearer than one inch, ancl some of the rocks woultl
be more elaborately and perhaps clifferently namecl had there been time
and appliances to examine them carefully. Ilowevet, as you know, the
point I was considering was the presence or absence of coal, and that
point I think is fully settlecl by the figures I have given:

Log of d,ri,ll-hole No. 1 at loc.'1, as ,i,ntergtreted, by Fred, C. Dewey.

soil..

Sand.stone

....,{.

... T

320
65
4Vz
t8
1l
2g
410
B7

Shale

Coal; soft,. impure
Sandstone

Coal, soft

.

Shale. broken

... .. .

Sandstone
Shale

Sandstone ...;.,,
Shale, dark
Coal, soft
Shale

Coal,

10
D

10
3

soft

Shale

Sandstone and

rn'

2

shale

Shale

Coal, soft
Shale, black

..

.. ..

84

t0
T7

I

8
oYe

t0

Sandstone

DD

Coal, lump
Shale, with some coal
Sandstone, hard ..

3 try4
48

Clay, white
Sandstone

Shale

Shale,

.

with coal ..

52
35
r77

I

I

l0
01k
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"From the last item given above clown to a depth of 790 feet, the
tlepth attainetl at the time of my examination, December, 1881, there
is an alternation of shale ancl sanclstone, without the faintest trace of
coal."

Log of d,rill-h,ole No.2,loc.7
Sanclstone

Coal

with

a,s

interpreted,by Fred' C. Dewey.

X't. fn.

some shale

240
10
30
2
96
40
4
IO II
3
16

.

.

Shale
Coal
Shale
Sandstone

Coal

...

Shale and some sandstone . . , ..

Coal
Shale
Sandstone

with a little coal near top ..

.

t26

Considered in its general aspect, the North River coal field does not
present a promising opportunity for the development of coal mines. So
far as could be determined by the field examination and by the 1og of the
tlrill-hole as given by Mr. Dewey, there are several irregular and thin becls
of coal interbedded with shale ancl sanclstone in the upper part of the
Pocono formation and these strata are downfoldecl into a syncline whose
southeastern limb is steeply upturnecl or in places overturned ancl in consequerice of this upturning the coal beils are much broken anil squeezecl.
The coal outcrops on both sides of the syncline, dips toward the axis of the
trough where it is uncler considerable cover and might be mined if it were
of sufficient thickness and purity to compete with other coal in the general

uarket.
Ouality of the eoal.
The data at hand tlo not permit of a definite statement regarding either
grade (that is purity or impurity) of the coal or of its rank in the usually
accepted scale of coals. The facts collected seem to indicate that the coal
beds are not only thin, but that they are made up, as is generally the case,
of coals of this geologic age, of alternating layers of coal and bone, or
shale, ancl that in many places movement within the coal bed itself has
crushed the bone and coal and so intimately mixecl them that it woultl be
tlifficult if not impossible to separate them so that the coal might be marketetl in a fairly pure condition. It seems reasonable to conclucle, therefore,
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that the coal of Augusta and Rockingham counties is of low gracle, because
its ash content is probably large and that it might not be economicalry possible to recluce the ash to what might be regarded as a normal amount.
The coal in the old prospects is so badly weathered that it is not regarded as suitable for sampling ancl hence no recent analyses are available
upon which to base statements regarcling the two points specifiecl above.
The only analyses of which the writers are aware are some mad.e of coal
from the Augusta county field by Booth, Ganett and Blair of philaderphia,
and published in The Virginias, as follows :
Analyses of Augusta County coal by Booth, Garrett und, Blair.

rl2l3

Constituents
X'ixed carbon.

Per cent. I Per cent. I Per cent.
.

Volatile matter

Moisture.....

Ash..........
F

uel ratios . . .

89.47
6.00
.40

89.02
6.42
.50

e".t"nt. I o"'l*nt. I n.rl"n..
86.gb I 88^09
87.40

4.r3

4.06

87.65
7.58
.80
3.97

100.00

r00.00

100.00

100.00

I4.91

r3.86

I1.56

I1.88

7.27
.80
5.58

6.64
0.35

4.92
100.00
11.76

6.10
.45
6.05

l

r."l.ot.
85.85
6.20
.60
7.35

i00J0
r3.85

Nos._I and 4.-Opening on Briery Branch about 100 feet above the base of
Narrow Back Mountain.
No, 2.-Little Coal Run, from end of 100-foot drift in an l8-inch becl of 5.b
miles southwest of No. 3.
No. 3.-Near Briery Branch at foot of Narrow Back Mountain from a 4-foot bed
in a drift 5 or 6 feet lons.
No. 5.-Half a mile southwest of No. 2, from a bed 4 to 5 feet thick and 13 feet
lower than the one showing at No. 2.
Nos. 6 and 7.-n"rom the Schefier drift in North River Gap, near Nos. 2 and b.
Bample from a 6-foot bed.

Although it can not be assumeal that the analyses given above are
strictly comparable with those made to-day in the electric furnace, still
from them one may ariive at a fairly definite opinion regarding the rank
of this coal. The fuel ratios, as cletermined from the analyses, are given in
the table. They range from 11.56 to I4.9I, with an ayerage of 13.16.
rn the discussion of the subject of the classification of coals on p. rzT
it was stated that all coal having a fuel ratio of 10 or more shourd be
regarded as anthracite I therefore, this coal, with a minimum fuel ratio,
as far as present knowledge goes, of 11.56, must be regarded as anthracite
and is the only coal in the state of Yirginia, known to the writer, which
belongs to this rank. rt is probably true that were the analyses made ia

l!
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the electric furnace the yield o-[ volatile matter would undoubtedly be increaseil ancl hence the fuel ratio be loweretl, but it seems hardly likely that
such a proceclule woulcl lower the fuel ratio of any of the samples notetl
below 10, anrl therefore probably woulcl not throw them into the lower

rauk of semianthracite.
unfortunately the analyses given above throw little light upon the impurity of the coal, for it is perfectly obvious to one acquainted, with the
Mississippian coals of the Appalachian region that none of them are of
such purity as to reach the market with only from 3.9? to ?.35 per cent of
ash. These figures show at once that the samples must have consisted of
picked coal, ancl doubtless in picking the coal for the samples only the very
best lumps were selectecl. X'or this reason these analyses are worthless antl

percentage of ash,
impure ancl when
is
very
whereas all the eviclence goes to show that the coal
times as much
if
not
three
put upon the market would probably contain two,

misleadinS

for they indicate a coal wiih a very low

ash as the analyses inclicate.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
beginning the study of the coal of the valley fields of virginia the
writer was of the opinion that they are a valuable resource to the State
and particularly to the southwestern part of what is generally known as
the valley of virginia, ancl as the work has progressetl and as he has become better antl better acquaintetl with the coals, the feeling expressecl
above has cleepenecl and has now become an abiding conviction. From this'
it must not be inferred that he has lost sight of the bad points of the coal
or of the difficulties that may be.encountered in mining it and preparing it
for the market. These have all been tluly considered and weighetl as calefully as it is possible to do, until more information is available, ancl still the
writer finds himself very enthusiastic regartling the future of these fieltls,
provided they are developed in the proper way and the coal is handled in
such a,manner as to build up a large clientele of satisfied users who will
continue to use antl to demantl this coal as long as it is available'
The questions of the geologic occurrence of these coal betls and their
unrlerground extent have-been treated as fully in this report as it is possible
to clo with the information at present available. The writer has, therefore,
nothing to adtl to what has already been saitl.
The question of mining methods best adaptecl to the conclitions here
present is entirely an engineering question which can best be answered by

In
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well trained engineer who enters this fielcl with the intention of
it a stucly of a number of years' duration. Such a person, however,
ehoulcl be well acquainted with all of the more recent improvements in
methods of mining that have been found desirable in the anthracrte fi.ekls
of Pennsylvania, for they are the only fields in this country that have clifficulties similar to those which may be encountered in the valley fields of
Virginia.
The writer was recently very much impresseil with the manner in which
deep mining is being conducted in certain parts of the anthracite fields, ancl
as the possibiiity of deep mining is liable to become an important question in the valley fields it is perhaps well to call attention to a method that
has solved. some of the very serious difficulties that such mining is apt to
encounter. rn one of the deep mines of the sbuthern Anthracite f.eld where
some

making

the workings are 700 or 800 feet below sea level it was found that the pressuie was so intense that the gangways could with great difficulty be maintained. The difficulty was finally obviated by sinking the shaft and carry-

ing all of the important gang'ways in the underlying Mauch Chunk recl
shaie which, as the rocks are folded into a very deep synclinal basin, was
easily done. From these main gangways the coal is easily reachert by short
rock tunnels across the strike to the coal beds, and from each of these tunnels a panel of coal is mined out and then abandoned. This has almost
completely eliminated the question of the heaving of the floors of the gangways and in every way has been a great improvement over the old method
of clriving all of the gangways in the coal bed. such a procedute as that
just desgibecl might not be applicable to the cleep mines in this field, but it
is an expedient that might well be tried if trouble of the kind mentionecl
above is encounterecl.

The question of the preparation of the coal for market is one of the
rnost important problems to be considerecl by the operators in the valley
fields' Picking and washing have long been the proceclure by which such
coals were cleaned, but the latter, while very satisfactory in a general way
meant that most if not all of the coal must be crusherl before successful
washing could be accomplished. Recently some improvements have been
noted in the manner of washing which may be worthy of trial in the vailey
fields.

For a lo rg time float-and-sink tests have been macle in iiquids of different specific gravities for the purpose of separating the pure (light weight)
coal from the impure or dirty coal. such a separation can be made very successfully, but the great cost of heavy solutions made it prohibitive in a com-
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mercial sense. Recently this difficulty has been solved by making a heav-y
liquid of water and sand. As long as the sand is agitated it is saicl to act
perfectly ancl the density of the combination can be controlledbytheamount
of sanrl aclcled to the water. At present six or seven plants are said to be
in operation on a commercial scale using this method, so that it may be
considerecl as beyonil the experimental stage. The great advantage of this
methoil over ordinary washing is that the coal can be treated as it comes
from the mine without a preliminary crushing. This would be very aclvantageous in the valley fields where there are so many streaks of shale or

with the coal.
The writer woultl recommend that some up-to-ilate operator try this
method of separation of coal from bone to see if it woulcl not be suceessful,
for it is imperative that these coals be sent to market in only the best conclition that it is possible to attain, otherwise customers will be very ready to
try other coals or to change their heating apparatus to one that burns oil.
The writer has been severely criticised for stating that the aim of the
operators in the valley fields should be to put on the market a coal whose
ash content would not be over 8 per cent. In setting this figure the writer
was well aware that it is a very high stdndard, but he believes thoroughly
that the onl5r way to keep the output of the field up to its best is to set a
standard even higher than that which can be reached. in- most cases and
then to urge al1 to come as near this standard as possible. At present there
is no Goyernment inspection of coal, but the author firmly believes that
such an inspection ,.roi.. is sure to be established in the near future. By
t-his he cloes not mean that coal will be classified and graded by the Government, but that each car of coal wili be tested and the amount of ash in it
will be stampecl on the car so that the dealer may know exactly what he is
receiving. An operator uncler such a service may sencl very dirty coal to
,market, but it will be branderl and naturally a car of coal having an ash
content of 18 per cent will not sell as readily or for as good a price as coal
having an ash content of only 10 per cent. If such a service is establishetl
it will be to the interest of all operators to sencl to market the cleanest coal
possible, and if they are equipped in aclvance with the best washing machin.ry koo*o the task of shipping acceptable coal will be an easy on6 compareil
to what it would be if they were not so equipped.
unfortunately, up to the present time there has been no attempt to set
a limit upon the percentage of ash that an anthracite coal might earry,
and there has been abnost no information available by which such a stanilard coulcl be tletermined. In 1923, however, the Bureau of Mines, in orcler
bone mixed
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to assist the state of Massachusetts in administering a new quality law for
anthracite, collectecl a large number of samples of anthracite rfrom stock
piles in the yards of the d.earers. The ash content of these sampres,
as
stated in an article by O. p. Eood,l is as follows:
The weighted,averag^e-ash- content was: For furnace size, 13.2 per
cent; egg, 13.71stove, 18.?; chestntt, 16.2; pea, 15.6; ran€e,'fO; bu'ck_
y'nea! \o. 1, 18-.q per cent. fn the A sui"pi., of'f"r"?Je coal the
Iowest ash was 10.5 per cent and the highest, 1+.e per centl of
twenty-

nine samples of egg, t_he range was froh to.z to iz.l p."'ciirt; of iO
samples of stove coal, 11.8 tofu.g per.cent; of the pB sa'npres of
chestnut, 10.3 to 46.1 per c91t-; of p^0 jamplus of p.u, IZ to Zi.Z per centl
of 4 samples of range, 1B.l to 2g per clnt; of b .u-pf* oiiVo. 1 buck_
wheat; from 18.6 tiZig.f per cent.^
In the chestnut coal the highest six samples ran 46.I, +0.7,2g.8,
?!.9, 19, and 16.b per_ cent asli. The -six cleanest uu*piir-ruo fO.a,
12.21 12.9, L3, I9.2, ana fS.+ per cent ash.

x'rom the figures just given it is evident that some of the anthracite
is reaching the market in a very dirty condition and this should not be
imitated by the operators of the valey freld. such a procedure may
succeed for a time, but sooner or rater raws will be passed controlring
such
things ancl then it will be necessary to reform the practice. A much more

reasonable proceclure would be to anticipate such action by
the state or the

Government and to prepare the coal so that it would
-..i th. requirenents
of any reasonable law before that law is enacted. By proceeding in this
manner a clientele coulcl be built up which would be permanent an-cl a great
asset in times of stress. The author still maintains that it
shoulcl be the
aim of the operators in the Yalley fields to clean their coal so that the ash
contained in it woukl approach g per cent ancl that in no sizes should
it
exceed 15 per cent.
Another point that should be considered by every'operator in these

fielcls and by every one else who contemplates oceupying such a position
is
the question of the utiiization of alr the coal that is mined without any of
it going to waste, for the mining of coal costs money and if the coal is not
solcl it means so much loss to the operator. probabiy every
operator hopes
to sell all his coal as a domestic fuer, thereby obtaining tor ii ttre present
high prices in the domestic trade, but no matter how mirch he may *iru
to
so dispose of his coal, he is serdom able to do so, because much
of the output
of the mine is too fine to be used for this purpose. The operator in these

*

t

H"* *"ch

ash is found.

in commercial anthracite

?
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frelds who is most likely to succeed is the one who is on the lookout for every
means of selling his entire output and selling it at a price which will yield
a fair return on the money invested.

According to the present practice in the valley fields a noticeable percentage of the coal from the Merrimac coal bed finds its way to the dump
huap o, is washeal away from the washery as waste coal' What is neetledl'

is some means of utilizing most, if not all, of this waste procluct, which
seemingly is usable only for the production of power. To-day some of this
coal is used at-almost every piant in operation for the production of power
for pumping water, hoisting the coal, ancl operating the screens and washing.- But this is only a small percentage of the work that might be accomplished if better methods of firing were employed. and an outlet found. for
the excess power that might be generated.
The establishment of a super-power zone throughout the northern Atlantic states seems now to be an imminent possibility, and if thi.s should
be extended as far to the southwest as the vailey coal fields, it would presumably afforcl an outlet for all of the electric enelgy that could tre generated. while this may seem somewhat chimerical antl like looking far into
the future, the writer believes ihat it may be an accomplishetl fact before
many years, and he who sees it coming and plans to codperate with the
great producing companies is he who wiII reap the richest harvest for his
work.

is assured, the next probtable and washery into
picking
from
lem is how to conr,nert the ivaste coal
present time, but cerat
the
answered
electric power. This can not be fully
that look to
utilization
of
means
tain plants have clemonstrated ways and
in these
out
carried
be
the writer .very promising, and that certainly can
is
assured.
fields when the marketing of the resultant electric current
within the last y.* o, so the susquehanna collieries co. have built
at their Short Mountain mine at Lykens, Pennsylvania, a large plant for
the production of power; both steam and electric, for the operation of their
short Mountain and williamstown mines. This plant is using the dried
on
"slush" from the washery, which, as .shosrn by a single sample taken
composition:
followirrg
has
the
!g24,
August 7,

If we assume that a market for electric power

Analysis of "slush," from the washery of the Short Mountai'n rnine'
Moisture

Volatilematter...
Fixed carbon

Ash

.35
8.20
74.90
16.55
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The "slush" from the washery is first dried and then pulverizerl so it
pass through a 40-mesh screen, but in so doing about gz per cent is recluced so as to pass a 200-mesh sereen. The pulverized coal is then piperl
to the boilers ancl, after being mixed with air in a specially designed burner,.
is forced into the combustion chamber which was also specially designed for
the use of this coal.

will

Accorcling to a recently pubiished descriptionl of this plant the cost of
operation is as follows:

The cost of preparing ancl handling the coal at the Lykens plant

arrerages about 60 cents a ton over a twelve-month period- This includes operating ancl maintenance, rabor and suppries, including power
and superintend.ence, but not investment charges. Tire cost of-putver-

izing alone is about p4 cents a ton.
cost.of

and handling the coal here given mav at

_preparing
^ ,Thu
lirst
appear high, but when it is remembered that the p'lant is being
ope_rated considerably below capacily, u1-4 that the cost if p"ru.ririn!
and the maintenance charges on the mills increases rapidiv with thE
{.g1... of fineness-of pulveiization ancr the percentagu of uri (the coal
in this case is pulverized to a fineness of .g:p per
ttt"o"sh a p00-

mesh screen ancl contains-Z0 per cent ash) uod thut"&t
the pulve?ized coai
conveyecl a distance of 50-0 feet fiom'the preparatio'n piu"i to tt.
bunkers above the boilers, this cost is not excessiv:e.

is

This power plant has been running for three years and
officials of the company as a great success

it

is regarded by

The coal usecl in the Lykens power plant is of almost the same composition as the coal of the Merrimac becl in the price Mountain coal fieid,
except that it contains a lower percentage of ash. rf the waste
coal can be
successfully used at r,rykens the writer croes not see why the same process
could not be used in the Yalley fielcls of virginia, provicled a market could.
be found for the power generated. The one unknown factor in
the probrem
is the fusibility of the ash of the virginia coal. Does it fuse at such
a low
temperature that it could not be used. in powdered form under
a boiler?
The writer does not know of any fusibility tests on the
ash of this coal, but
even granting that it may fuse at a low temperature
and thus.not be in con_
dition to be used directly under a boiler, it seems possibre that
other coar of
-l srr.*"oanna Collie
Co' burns pulverized anthracite slush at Lykens, Pa.
Ooal Age, August rr, ,rrllut
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high fusibility might be mixetl with it oI some other mineral substance be
found that, when added, woultl increase the fusibility so that the coal coulil
be used in powclerecl form.
The power plant of the united Electric Railway of Proviclence, Rhocle
Island, has gone one step further than the Lykens plant for it is burning,
in an experimental way, Rhode Iqland anthracite in powdered form. This
anthracite, as shown by analysis Y on page 115, has reached a stage of
metamorphism beyonrl even the highest coals of Pennsylvania, and if this
coal can be successfully used in powdered form surely the semianthracites

of Virginia can be usecl in the same manner.

THE FORESTS OF THE VALLEY COAL
FIELDS OF VIRGINIA
By
D

istrict

X'nnn C. Pnlnnsow.

F or ester, V i,r g inia F o r e s try D e part m ent.

GENERAI DESCRIPTION OF TEE FONESTS.
Location ancl ertent of the
forests.-The northwestern part of the territory coverecl by this report consists of long unbroken
mountain ranges.
The central and southeastern parts are a long fert'e
varley, but onry part
of this is level or nearly revel rand. A large part
of it is decidedry roiling,
almost too steep for successful cultivation,lo
udaitioo to which there are a
number of srnall ranges or knobs in the va'ey section,
particurarly toward
the southeastern part. Both the long, high mountain
ranges and most of
the smaller isolated ranges or knobs are c'overed with
an almost unbroken
forest of some description. The reverer parts
of the valey
*r;;^;lt*
gether in cultivation or in good pasturagr,
"r" there are
bot even in this section
numerous small isolated patches of forest ranging
up to 25 0r 30 acres, particularly on the steeper and rockier soils.
General ch,aracter and, conditi,on of the
forests._The forests as a whole
consist of a mixture of hard.wood ancr softwtod
species, with the hardwoods
decidedly predominating except for certain small
areas.

The original forests as a whore consisted of a
dense stand of rarge trees
of excellent quality except on the hig', exposed ridges,
where the trees were
necessarily shorter and limbier. But since
the settlement of this section,
which dates back to before the Revolutionary war period,
a large percenrage of the area has been cut over once if not
several times, with the result
that there is practically no timber in this territory now
that could be described as virgin growth. Up until about
the y.u, tOO', tt tor.rtu *ur.
only lightly or moderateiy culled of the better species,
" the smaller
to meet
timber requirements of those times- The transformation
that has taken
place in industrial and economic conditions
since that period, however,
has made competition

for accessible standing timber o.ry't-.-.-f' ancr as a
result, much of the territory has been stripped
of most of its merchantable
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timber; from 10 inches on the stump upward. This statement is particularly true of the western part of the teffitory, in smyth and wythe counties. on the northern slope of Big Walker Mountain as far east as New
River the forests have been comparativeiy lighiiy culled, due to the greater
difficulty of getting timber out from that section, ancl stands with an estimated volume of four or five thousand. board feet to the acre are to be
found. These. stands are usually only in small patches,' howevet, anal are
only of sufficient extent to justify portable mill operations. consitlerable
merchantable timber is also to be found in the northern part of Pulaski
county, on the south slope of Big w'alker Mountain ancl on the north slope
of Litile W'alker Mountain, ancl here there is sufficient timber to make a
bancl

mill operation

feasible.

The forests of this region as a whole, except for the small isolated
patches, have suflerecl greatly from repeated forest fires in the past. These
fires, following the cutting of timber, have to a Yery large extent turnetl the
forests into scrubby, open stands of inferior quality. In Montgomery
county, while the forests have been severely culled in the past, making large
sawmill operations impracticable, the stancl of young growth ancl reprocluction is relatively dense, ancl bids fair to have great value in the future.
The fact that the forests of Montgomery county are in noticeably better
condition than those of W.ythe and Pulaski counties can be accountecl for
only by the fact that the forests of Montgomery county have been systematically protected from forest-fires since 1916.
Another factor that has contributed greatly to the present inferior
quality of the forests as a whole is the repeated cutting of the best species,
leaving the poorer ones to scatter seecl ancl occupy the ground. The black
walnut has been most heavily culled, followed by the yellow poplar and
the white pine. More recently white oak, linden, cucumbet, ash ancl the
other more valuable species have been cut more heavily than those of less
value, leaving the so-called "weed trees" which formerly had little if any
value. If this culling ancl the forest fires and the excessive damage by
grazing in certain localities continue, the black walnut, yellow poplar ancl
white pine

will

almost be exterminatecl.

THE I'OBEST TREES OF COMMERCIAL IUPOBTANCE.
Commom

Bcientifi'o Nume.

or Local, Nwme,

(Swgent's

Ma'rwml',

%iI Edti'ti,on.)

White oak

.....Quercus alba I'.
......Costanea' d'enta'ta Borkh'.
. .Quercus Montana .L. (formerly

Chestnut

Chestnut oak or rock oak . . .

e. pri,nws)
.....Pinus a'irgimiarta Mill.
Red oak (northern) or water oak ... ..Quercus boreuli's aw'. nnaoiilta
Ashe (formetly Q. rubra I'.)
....Quercus aelnti.na La,m.
Black oak
. ...Piruts strobus.
White nine
......Tsuga cano,ilenins Co'm.
Hemloci<
...Pi,nus ech'inata.
Shortleaf or "yellow" pine ..
...Robini'a psewd'oaca'c'i,u I'.
Black locust
. . .Nyssa syltsutica Munsh.
Black gum or tupelo
.Lirioilenilrom'tul,ipi'fera'
Yellow poplar .
. . .Querans coceinia Mumch'.
Scarlet oak or Spanish oak .
. . . . .Pi'nus ri,gida.
Pitch pine or black pine ..
Shagbark hickory or scalybark or
.Curga ovata K. Koch (fotmet'
shell-bark hickory
Scrub pine or spruce

pine

7y Hicoria" ooata

Bitternut hickory

....

Bri,tt.

Buckeye

.

Cucumber

White walnut or butternut

Black walnut

Recl

cerlar

.

.

)

Aesculus (species not deter-

.. .Jugluns

c'i'nerea L.
.truglans nigra' L.
. . . .. ..Querans palustri,s.
.

Pin oak
Sycamore
Red maple
Linden or lin or basswooal .....
Ilard or sugar maple
'

.. ..

.

......Platanus

.....Acer

occi'd,entali's L.

rwbrwm L.

Titria (species not determinetl).

..

.

Acer Soccha,rum Marsh (per'
haPs aar, gla'brum.)

.....Juni.perus

White a,sh ...
White elm

Bri,tt,)

.Corga cot'diformi's K. Kooh
(formerly Hi,ctvria,rm'imi,m,a

t:i,rgini'ano'.

..Fran'i,nus ameri,cana L.

.....Ulmus amer'icuna.
,. ..Betula Lenta I'.
....j....Pagus grandiflora Eh,rh. (per'
haps aar. curoliniana. )

Black birch

Beech

Post oak

......Quercu,s

stel,Iata'.

Other species of little if any commercial importance, which are to be
found in this region in considerable abunclance, are as follows:
Alternate-leaved

Sourwoocl
Sassafras
RerI burl

Chinquapin
Scrub oak
Ironwood

. . . ..Cornus alterni,folia, .
. .. . Oogd,md'rum arbmeum

.....,f!assafras

Striperl Maple .
Black willow
Smooth alder

dogwoocl

.......:

offi'ei,na"l'e

D a.

N onil E,

Oerci,s canad,ensi's L.

Acer pemsElt:ani.atm I'.

..

.Salia nigra Marsh.
.Ahnusrwgosa.

....Castanea pumila Mi,H..
... ..Juercus iti'cifolia Wang.
.. .. . .Cstrya oi'rginiana K. Koch.
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FOBEST TYPES.
Forest types, which are usually baserl upon the character of the site or
upon the dominant species, are the result of the division of the whole forest
into stands that differ from each other so greatly that they shoultl be
managed differenUy. But they often merge into one another by graclations
that are difficult to distinguish. In generai there are four clistinct forest
types

in this region.

is the most abundant species in this
type, but the chestnui oak or rock oak is uearly as abundant' Other less
abondaot species are black oa\ scarlet or spanish oak, black locust, hickory,
northern red. oak and white oak. Less common species in this type are
Ch,estnut ri,d,ge type.-Chestnut

black gum, scrub or spruce pine, pitch or black pine, antl such unclerbrush
u, ,ur*f"ur, witch hazel, tlogwooil, scrub oak (especially evident on badly
burned. areas), and laurel.
This type occurs on the exposed ridges or on the dry upper slopes just
below the ritlges, particularly on southern antl western slopes' The soil in
such situations is apt to be ihin, with only a small amount of humus an6
only a light covering of leaf-litter. As a result of these unfavorable factors evaporation is necessarily rapid, resulting in a dry soil, not favorably
adapled to the rapid growth of trees. The crown cover is apt to be open,
which cloes not encourage the growth of trees with long, straight, clean
boles, so desirable for lumber protluction. This type is better atlapted to the
production of mine timbers, chestnut extract wood ancl chestnut oak tanantl should be managecl with these objects in view.
Due to the dryness of the site, the fire hazard is greater on the ridges
and upper slopes than in the other types. Evidences of these fires are
abundant throughout the region, particularly on I-rittle walker Mountain

bar\

counties. The occurrence of these fres in the past
is shown by the fire-scarred bases of the trees and by the dense growth of
laurel, scrub oak, and other undesirable shrubs, which the opening of the
canopy has made possible. A ground cover of this nature exclucles for a
time the regeneration of the better species. The simplest and the only feasible remedy for this conditiorr is to protect the forest from fire, which will
allow the closure of the crown cover, thus ultimately shading out the un-

in wythe

ancl Pulaski

desirable and worthless species.

whi,te oah slope type.-The dominant species of this type is the white
oak. Associated with it on the upper slopes (just below the ridge type described above) are chestnut, chestnut oak, black and scarlet oakl on the

FOREST
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lower moist slopes, white pine, yellow poplar, cucumber ancl basswood, while
short-leaf pi"e, pitch pine, locust ancl northern red oak are found throughout the type. From an economic standpoin! this is the most important of
the types, as it covers a much larger area than any of the other types and
produces most of the merchantable saw-timber. rt produces tall. clearbolecl trees.

The best growth is to be found on the lower moist slopes, the quality of
the trees decreasing as the dry ridge,type is approached. A norihern exposure generally procluces better timber than a southern exposure. on
north slopes white pine reaches a height of 1p5 feet or *or. oo favordble
locations and is exceptionally free from clefecrs.

The small patches of woods on the farms
more apt to be of this type than any other.

in the rimestone section are

Yellow poplar coue type.-while yellow poprar has been severely cullecl
from this type of forest by past logging operations, its growth is so remarkably rapid in the coves that there is enough of it at present to designate the
type. Associated with it are white oak, which grows far more vigorously
here than in the other types, white pine, rinden, cucumber, hard and red
maple, beech, buckeye, black and white walnu! hemlock, black gum, black
birch, red oak, chestnut oak and black locust. rt is the most complex of
the types enumerated. The soil is deep and rich, containing a large amount
of humus; the leaf-litter is heavy, resulting from an accumulation of leaves
blo.,vn in from surrounding ridges or washecl clown the slopes. The
site is
proteeted from unclue exposure to sun ancl winil, ancl hence does not have
as
great a fire hazard as the slope and ridge types.

rt covers a much smaller area than the slope type, but produces the
greatest volume per tree of any of the types, and most of the upper grades
of lumber are secured in the coves. yellow poprar grows to r.-urturty

large size in this

type. cucumber

and white pine also thrive here.

Hemlock bottomlnnd, type._rn some places in the bottomland hemlock
occurs almost pure. Associated with it to a greater or less extent are red
maple, sycamore, black gum, recl ceclar, beech, black birch and hickory,
and

occasionally linden, white pine, yellow poplar and cucumber. This type

comprises but a very small percentage of the total area of the forest region,
and it could perhaps for practical purposes be thrown with the cove tvne.
rt produces valuable grades of lumber and a considerable amount of hem-

lock bark for tanning purposes.
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IIISTORY OF PBEVIOUS LUMBERING OPESATIONS.
As the fertile valley lands were settleal the timber was removed. to make
farms. W'ith the steatly increase in the clemancl for forest products,
both for use in the farming sections and for shipping outside, the nearer,
more accessible mountain areas were early loggecl over, only the larger
trees of the more valuable species being taken, however. This resulteil in
what might be calletl a "selection" system of cutting, since certain trees
were selected ancl the balance left. Such cullings, at first ligh! later
heavier, were gradually extended farther and farther back into the inaccessible parts of the mountains, but there are still to-day a few regions which
have been only lightly culled.
way for

This method, while clecreasing the percentage of the more valuable
species, evirlently left a co.ner of some sort. But the selling price of lumber
has aclvanced so greatly in recent years that the tendency now is to cut
almost all trees that are as large as 8 inches in d.iameter acrosB the stump.
As a rule the only exceptions to this are in the case of the most inferior
species, such as black gum, recl maple, sour wood, butternut and black jack
oak.

The writer was not able to ascertain when sawmills made their first apin the region, but it is known that mills propelled by water-power
were in operation as early as 18?5. Stearn sawmills appeared. in this region
about 1890. As far as the writer coulcl ascertain, the only band mill that
has ever been in operation in this region is the present one at Atkins, in
Smyth County. This mill has been in operation on its present site for the
past eight years, bu! clue to the depietion of the timber within its logging
area, it will have closecl down before this report is printed.
pearance

PRESENT MEIIIODS OF IOGGING.

With the exception of the bancl mill operation mentioned above, all the
cutting of seconal growth timber in the region is done by small, portable
mills, which have a capacity of from 2,000 to 4,500 board feet per tlay. Due
to the increase in the price of lumber, the number of these small mills has
been growing yearly, until to-day there are about 85 in continual or seasonal
operation in the mountains of this ilistrict. Steam is the sole means of
power, the fuel consisting of slabs, trimmings from the logs and sawclust.
These mills are usually operated by men who d.o not own any consiclerable
amount of timber, but buy enough to justify a setting.

MTTHODS OF PURCHASING TIMBER.
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In the western part of the district, closer utilization is securecl by the
use of crating machines, which are added to the usual sawmill equipment,
and make cabbage crates.
The average cost of lumber "from stump to sticH' is about $10 per
thousand board feet, of which about 95.50 is chargeable to logging and
skidding and about $4.50 is the cost of milling. Hauling is the most variable item in the cost of production. The cost will vary with the length of
the haul, the character of the roacls, the difierence in weighl of the various
kinds of lumber, and the means of transportation, whether by team or
truck. A team cannot usually draw over six or seven hundred board feet
tod load, even on'good gradecl mountain roads, and corresponalingly less on
unimprovecl roatls.
METIIODS OF PURCIIASING TIMBER.

Timber is bought by the "boundary" (tract), the acre, or on the basis
of the log scale or the mill scale. As a rule it works to the advantage of the
seller to dispose of his standing timber at a fixed price per thousand board
feet, either log scale, as measured in the log by the Scribner-Doyle rule (a
combination of the Scribner and Doyle rules, using the trighest yalues from
each), or as determined by the actual mill run. The latter methocl is
usually the more equitable, because of its accuracy.
A carefully written contract should goyern the sale. Among other
things the contract should stipulate the lowest diameter to which trees of
the different species may be cut, the.log rule, if any, by which the logs are
to be scaled, or if the mill scale is to be usecl this shoukl be specifically
stated; the size, number, ancl character of the trees of any d.esired. species
that are to be left for seecl trees, the closeness of the utilization that is to be
followed through leaving low stumps and preventing waste in the tops,
reasonable restrictions about the felling and skidding so that as little
damage as possible will be clone to the young growth, the exercise of care
relative to fires, the operator's liability in case of fire resulting from the
operation ancl the method of payment for the timber.
A written contract of this sort will insure that the buyer and the seller
unclerstancl eaeh other and thus avoid most of the causes of friction between

them'

sru*pa*E veruns.

Stumpage value is the market price of trees as they stand

in the woods,
by a great number of factors, the
most important of which are the distance from the market, the character of
or "on the stump."

It is determined
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the roails, the topography or "logging chance," ancl the character and.
quality of the timber. Ten miles ancl more from a railroad, stumpage
prices in this section range from 93.00 to 95.00 per thousand boarcl feet
regardless of species or quality. For more accessible timber the present
stumpage prices are approximately as follows (September, 1924):
Aoerage oa,lue

onthostu,m4tper M
bowil feet.

Bpec,ies.

Black walnut
Yellow poplar .. .. . .. .:

.

::::::::::.

Cucumber
White ash
Whiteoak
Whitepine
Chestnut oak ...
Redoak
Blackoak
Lindea.
.......
Scarlet oak ...
Shortleaf or "yellow" pine ..
Ilemlock
Hickory
Pitchpine
Beech.
Sycamore,:.....
Serub pine
.......
Chestnut
Blackgum

:: .. ::

:

:::..

$35
10

l0

8 -$f0

5-10
5- 7
4- 8
4- 8
4- 8
4- 8
4- 8
4- 6
4- 6
4- 6
4- 6
A- 5
3- 5
3- 5
3
Z- g

FOREST PRODUCTS.

a,. Lumber.-At the present time lumber is the most valuable antl
probably the most important product of the forests of this region. The
forests of this region supply the material for a considerable shipmeot of
lumber to the large manufacturing cities of the north, besides supplying
the locai demand for lumber of certain sizes and grades. It is likely, however, that after a considerable coal mining business develops in this section
all the lumber that can be produced locally, or eyen rnore, will be needed in
the coal mining business itself. The largest coal mining company in this
region at the present time estimates that it is using 30,000 board feet of
lumber to mine an acre of coal. The seam on which this company was
working at the time these figures were obtained produced 3,500 tons of
coal to the acre, on the average, indicating the use of 4.6 board feet of
lumber to mine one ton of coal. This ratio is higher than the average, because of the fact that in this case a "clouble entry" system is in use, and a
large proportion of the lumber used is for brattice work. When a '6sing1e
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entry" system is feasible it is saicl that from 15 to 20 thousand board feet
of lumber per acre are necessary for mining the coai.. These figures will
vary greatly with clifferences in mining eonditions and with f,he personal
element of management, but it is evident.that a large amount of lumber is
needed in the coal mining operation itself.

b. Ties.-Tie production is seconcl in importance to lumber production in this region. The market for cross ties, briclge ties and switch ties
remains active at all times. The railroad companies are the principal purchasers of ties, anrl information can be obtained directly from them as to
specifications, prices ancl terms of sale. Detailed information on this subject anil with regard to lumber markets, etc., which was obtained in the
field in connection with this report, is omitted for the sake of brevity.
c.

Mi,ne timbers.-The kinds and forms

of timbers in

demand for

mines are many, and while mixed oaks fincl a more ready market than exists
for the other hardwoods, the latter and to a smaller extent the hard pines
are usable for this purpose; The principal kinds or {orms of timber ancl
lumber used in this section may be listed as follows:

1. Mine props. Mine props may be in the round, sawed, or split; in
dianreter they vary from a minimum top diameter of 4 inches to 12 or 14
inches, ancl in tength from 3 feet to 72 feet. Most of the props used locally are 8 feet in length, and call for a 6-incb top, although smaller sizes
are u'sei[. Mixecl oak brings the best prices anrl forms the bulk of the
supplies

for this

purpose.

2. Motor ties ancl room ties. Material for this purpose is cut in fivefoot lengths, with a 4" x 5" face, either sawed or hewed. Untreated mixetl
oak ties are usetl to a large extent for this purpose.
3. Lagging. Lagging is rounrl timber or poles, about 3 inches in cliameter at the smali end and 7 feet long, used to fi1l in behind the props
and. caps to form the sides and roofing of the tunnels.
4, Mine caps. These are pieces of plank of varying sizes laicl across
the tops of the props as a support for the roof lagging, aud to tighten the
props up. A common size used locally is 3 x 8 inches, 18 inches long.
Mixed oak and other durable hardwoocls are used.
5. Brattice lumber. Brattice lumber (partition boards) is usecl for
building air chambers when a "clouble entry" system of mining is necessary.
It consists of 1-" stoc\ ranclom widths and lengths, preferably 10 or 12
inches wicle, ancl square edgerl. I-iarge quantities of No. 3 common lumber

T]ID
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for this purpose. The double entry system is employed to secure
better ventilation, ancl the brattice lumber is used to build the air chambers
that encircle the rooms.
d. Other yoducfs.-Other products of the forests of this region consist of poles, chestnut extract-wood, oak and hemlock tanbar\ piling, cordwood and puipwood. while the reyenue derived from these products anil
by-products is of no small importance, detailed discussion of them will
not be included in this report.
are used

FOREST FIRES.

Nuture anil entent of d'amage bg forest fres.-Forest fires have done an
incalculable amount of damage in this region. W'ith the exception of small
forest areas surrouncled by cleared fields or near the owner's lesialence, most
of the forests have been burnecl over repeatedly. of course the rid.ges ancl
dry slopes suffer more in this respect than the moister slopes or the coves,

which do not dry out so readily ancl hence do not burn so frequently' The
damage following cutting is much more seYere than be{ore cutting, be-

of the accumulation of inflammable slash and because of the opening up of the crown cover, which lets the sun and wind strike the grountl.
The result of the fires has been great loss to the mature timber from
rot and decay, (in many instances even the larger treets being killed outrighi), the death of the second growth ancl reprocluction, ancl the failure
of these burned-over areas to restock themselves with the more desirable
species, or at least a marked delay in this young growth getting established.
X'urthermore, fires severely injure the soil through chemical and physical
changes, open the way to extensive soil erosion, clestroy the seeds and seeillings of the more valuable species, reduce the density of the stands, ancl in
time so modify the composition of the stands that they have but very little
commercial value.
One o{ the most harmful results of fircs in this rdgion following cutting
is that they commonly result in a thick stanil of worthless shrubs, such as
scrub oak and laurel. These shrubs make it impossible for any timber
growth of any value to get a start until the f.res are excluded.
cause

injury by forest fires in the past are general
throughout the region, but particularly so in the mountains of Smyth,
Evidences

of

serious

Wythe and Pulaski counties. In Montgomery and Bland counties, where
a system of forest fire protection has been in effect for the past seYeral
veats, a markecl improvement in the condition of the young growth is evi-
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(A) The only band mill in this region, that of the Atkins Lumber Co., Atkins.
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dent even to the casual observer. rn these counties reproduction and young
growth of valuable trees are making a healthy start and shading out the
worthless shrubs which commonly occupy the cut-over areas to the exclusion of any valuable trees in the other parts of the region.
Means of protection agai,nst forest fired.-'rn the case of sman isolatecr
tracts of timber the fire problem is not serious, since the owner can protect
such properties himself. But the great bulk of the timber in this region
is in large contiguous tracts, where each owne/s property is exposed to
fires originating on the property of every other owner. under such circumstances organization for f.re protection is just as necessary as in a city.
The responsibility for organizing such a protective system rests with the
state forestry department, under the Yirginia laws, but at the present time
the forestry department is d.ependent upon the coiiperation of the Boards
of Supervisors of the various counties or of groups of owners of adjoining
tracts, and is not able to put a protective system into effect without such
local coiiperation. rnformation.on this point can be securecl from the state
X'orester, University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

DAMAGE BY INSECTS.
There are always a large number of difierent kinds of insects living in
the woocls, some of which clo more or less serious harm to the trees, while
some are indifierent and others beneficial. There are only three kinds of
insects doing very serious or striking harm to living trees in this region at
this time.
The soutltern pine beetl,e.-The most serious harm is done by the southern pine beetle, a small dark beetle which in its larval or grub stage attacks
and kills healthy scrub pines, short-leaf pines and pitch pines. Tnere was
a serious epiclemic of this beetle in this region in about 1g90, and there is
always tlanger of another epidemic unless proper remedial measures are
taken. There was a fairly serious outbreak in this region within the last

two or three years.

The work of the beeue is described and remedial measures are explained
in Farmers'Bulletin No. 1188 of the u. s. Dept. of.Agriculture, wriiten by
a. D. Hopkins, of the Bureau of Entomology, from which the following
quotation is taken:

"It attacks the middle and upper portions sf fhs flrnks of the healthy
pine trees, causing their death by excavating long, winding burrows, or
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egg galleri€s, which extentl through the inner layers of the living bark and
mark the surface of the wood. Eggs are deposited along the sides of t.hese

galleries, frorn which young grubs (larvae) hatch ancl then feed on the
inner bark until they have attained the size of the parent beetles, when they
mine into the outer bark antl transform to the dormant (pupal) stage, and
later to the adult or beetle stage. The beetle then emerges to fly in search
of other living trees, in which this process of attack and development is repeated."

The winter is passed in the bark of the living anil dying trees in all
stages of development. Remedial measures therefore consist of locating infested trees between November 1 and March 1, ancl destroying the broods
by burning the bark of standing or felled trees, or by converting the trunks
into fuel wood and using it before the beetles leave the following spring.
ff the trees are converted into lumber. the slabs and bark should be burned.
Investigations have shown that each patch of dying pine trees resulting
from the attack of this beeUe is a menace to the living pines within a raclius
of 3 or 4 miles. Efforts shoultl be made'at once, therefore, to d.estroy the
broods of this beetle, according to the suggestions outlinecl above, as soon as
a local outbreak begins. If these suggestions are fo11owed, the danger of
wide-spread killing of the pines is not great.

The locust l,eaf-miner.-The leaf-miner works between the upper ancl
the lower sorfaces of biack locust leaves, giving the leaves a brown color
before the fall frosts occur. While these attacks on leaves rob the tree of
much of its vitality, and in isolated cases result in kiliing the tree, as a rule
the attacks do not begin until sometime in the summer, after the trees have
had a chance to make a gootl growth during the spring. The damage from
this source is not expected to be very serious.
The locust borer.-The locust borer bores in ancl out through the wood
of black locust trees, particularly at the bases of the trees. In this region
it practically confines its attacks to the older trees, usually those over 30
years old, hence, the locust being a rapicl growing tree antl vaiuable whiie
very small, it is feasible to utilize the locusts while small ancl before they
become seriously susceptible to attack. In other states pure plantations
of locust have been ruined by the borer while very small, but the borers are

not abunclant enough to tlo this in this region, antl in any case it is believed that such damage can be obviated by growing locust trees in mixeil
stands instead of in pure stands.

FUNGOUS DISEASES,
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There are always a great number of clifferent kinds of funsi that work
in the woods, some of them doing more or ress sever€ damage,-but most of
them confine their attacks to dead trees, which they cause fu l.cay. serious
damage is done in the case of living trees where fungi gain entrance at
places near the ground where the bark has been killed by a fire, anrl decay

extencls upward. This kind of injury occurs wherever fires are allowecl to
burn in the woods. The only fungous disease which can be considerecl an
epidemic in this region at this time is the chestnut blight or chestnut bark
disease.

cltestnut bailc

d,isease

or ch,estrtut btight._This

clisease attacks

living

healthy chestnut trees, causing their death usualy within four years after
the time of the first attack. The disease does not attack any Lther trees
except chestnut. This epidemic originated in this country in New york
city in 1905, and it has been spreading in ari directions where chestnut
occurs since that time. Already the bulk of the chestnut trees in the northern half of Yirginia are dead or clying from fhis clisease, but it has only
reached the region covered by this report in the case of a few isolated spot

infections in a very few places.
so far as anyone can tell at the present time there is nothing to stop the
prcgress of this direase. rn all probability it will become more and more
severe in this region and will probabiy result in the almost complete extermination of the chestnut in this region. The problem in the case of
chestnut is how to utilize the present stands to the best aclvantage and to
try to get a satisfaetory stand of other varu4ble species to take the place
of the chestnuts which are killed.

INJURY DONE BY GRAZING.

A small number of horses or cattle ranging oyer a large area of woods
iittle damage, but if the number of head of stock is large in pro-

do very

portion to the area of the range the clamage may be quite serious. uqder
such eircumstances the cattle antl horses nibble and riu tne young seedlings

and trample a large proportion of what they d"on,t eat. Their-trampirng,
particularly at times when the soil is wet, makes the soil hard and compact,
which makes the germination of seeds difficult or impossible and makes the
rainfall run ofi the surface instead of soaking into the ground.

The damage is particularly severe in the case of seedlings of yellow
poplar, which stock are particularly fond of and which is from the stand.-
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point of lumber and pulpwood production the most valuable tree to grow
in the coves ancl on the moist slopes. Ilence it is often desirable to keep
stock out of such areas at a time when the stand is being reproclucecl, whereas the grazing may clo no harm a litUe later, when a thrifty young stancl
has goi beyond the reach of the cattle. It is often desirable to fence off a
small portion of the woods for shade for the cattle ancl keep them out of
the balance of the forest.
NECESSITY OF MORE CONSERVATIVE CUTTING.

Cutting has almost always been clone in this region in the way that the
operator supposecl woulcl give him the roost immediate prof.t, entirely disregardirig the condition in which the woods were left and whether another
cut woulcl ever be possible or not. Of course this has resulted in the steatly
cleterioration of the woocls. Even in the counties where a fire protection
system has been established, the young growth is not as dense or of as valuable species as it would have been if the cutting had been done always in
accordance with the scientific principles of forestry. The determination of
the right methotl of cutting in each case is the work of a professional forester, anal a careful examination of the forest in any given case is needecl in
order to enable the forester to determine how to apply the principles of forestry to the given situation. Only a general outline of the methods that
will usually be most applicable in this region wiil be attemptecl here.
Care in loggi'ng.-A.principle that shoultl be applietl in every case without exception is that greater care shoulcl be usetl by the workmen in logging.
In felling trees, cate should be taken not to throw them into the midst of
clumps of young trees, which may be seriously injured or totally destroyed.
By the exercise of a little care in skidtling the logs out of the woods, much
breakage, bending, trampling and skinning of young growth can be avoided..
It should always be kept in mind that this young growt\ often spoken of
as "brush," represents the first stage of tree growth, antl has great possible

value.
Closer supervision by timberlancl owners of operations on their properf,y
will pay them well.
D'ia,mater ti,mi,ts.-In certain types of forest ancl conclitions of operation it is consideretl clesirable not to clear-cut any given stand in one operation but to cut over a given stand a number of times at intewals of a few
years, each time taking out only the larger trees, thus leaving a stantl of
medium sized and small trees to occupy the ground and to grow to larger
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in forestry a ..selection,
..selection,
forest and such a cutting is known as a
cutting. It is rather
generally recognized that under eertain cond.itions cutting in this way is
clesirable anil many timberland owners have tried to keep their lancl more
or less productive by adopting this method instead of allowi:rg the pur.
chaser to cut every tree that he thought he could make any proft out of.
size before they are

cut.

Such a forest is callerl

This method is sometimes spoken of as the ..diameter limit, methocl,
it trees are usually sold. down to a certain diameter limit. But
in actual practice, selling in this way has seldom accomplished what it was
intended to or could accomplish, because the diameter limits have been
placecl far too low. The diameter limits have usually been 10 or even 8
inches measurecl across the stump, which obviously results in the cutting
of ali except extremely small trees. The limits should vary with the species
primarily, the most valuable tree species, such as yellow poplar, black walnu! white pine, cucumber, linden ancl white oak being sold only clown to a
diameter of 16 inches or preferably 18. on the other hand the least varuable species, particularly red maple, black gum, beech and scrub pine
shouid be cut down to as small sizes as can be marketecl without loss. This
would result in a larger proportion of the more valuable species in the next
cut and would also result in a much larger amount of the more valuable
species in the next cuf because trees between 16 and 8 inches in diameter
are too small to yieicl a great amount of lumber but are just at the period
of their most rapid growth, a time at which it is wasteful to cut them.
such diameter iimits for the clifierent species should not be rigid, but
should be flexible, and the trees should be selected. for cutting by a forester,
who would mark for cutting some of the inferior individual specimens that
are slightly below the normal diameter limit and woulcl save for future
growth some of the better individual specimens that are slighily above the
diameter limit.
Beed, trees.-The other method of cutting with provision for future
'growth which wili be most applicabie
in this region is the method of clearcutting the bulk of the stand, leaving certain trees to scatter seed tor a new
crop- obviously the trees selected to bear seed after the cutting of the
balance of the sland should be of the species that are most desired. in the
succeecling crop, whether from the standpoint of high quality of their wood,
their rapid growth, their particular aclaptability to the use for which they
will be wantecl, or their ability to thrive under the existing conditions, such
as the quality of the soil, the amount of moisture, and the insects and diseases with which they will have to contencl. The number of trees that need
since under
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to be left for this purpose will vary considerably, but
able that one or two trees to the acre, welr distributed,

in general it is probwill be enough in the

of species that have light seeds that are blown consiclerable distances by
the wind. such trees inclutle yelrow poplar, the pines, black locus! and
white ash. rn the case of trees with heavy seecr, which are not blown far by
the wind, probablv three or four trees to the acre, well distributeci, will be
nepded. such trees include all the oaks, the hickories, and the chestnut
(which, however, should not be selected as a seecr tree, because of the probability that the chestnut trees wilt be killed by the blight).
case

seed trees shoulcl have reasonably large crowns, to enable them to bear
alcl scatter fa rly large crops o{ seeds, and they shourd be healthy enough to
live for a number of years and scatter severar crops as insorance in case the
early seedlings should be killed by fire, but otherwise the seed trees neecl
not be the largest or finest individuai specimens. x'orkecl or limby trees
which would have little value for lumber may be maile to serve perfectly
well as seed trees. The selection of the seecl trees is the work of a forester.

SUMMARY.

rf fires are excluiled from the forests of this region and cutting is clone
conservatively, in accorclance with the principles briefly outlined above,
the
woocls of this region will be immensely productive, yielding a great
variety
of materials, but particularly the wood rvhich wilt be needed in the mining
industry itself as soon as the coal in this region is operated on a large scale.
otherwise the woods will degenerate into waste lands, practicalry worthless

for any

purpose.
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Fuel ratio, 119.

Fungi, damage to forests,

313.

of

coals,
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Geologic formations, knowledge
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8-9.

Government inspection of coal, 120-12I.
Graham's, Dr. John P., ProsPect, 247249.

Lesley, J. P., on the structure of the coal

fields, 64.
Leslie, C., prospect. 264.
Lick Creek coal field, coal prospects'
267-265.

geologic formabions, 257.
location, 255.

Gudheim, Curt 8., fieltl work, 7.
Gunton coal bet[, 231'232.

Ilardness of eoals, 1I7-118.
Ilayes, C. W., explanation of faults,

qualitY of th

6l'

betls

near Stone Coal Run, 276-277Eelderberg limestone, 20-21.
Hemlock bottom-land type

of

305.

22r.

of

strueture'

b/. 06.

Ilolden, Prof. Roy J., geologic stutly,

Ilonaker limestone, 16.
Ilowell. Ralph W., ffeld work,

tions, 258-262.
244'
Mountain, Plate
-belowshowing'
Peppers X"erry,
Limestone clifi
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forests,

Iligh Carbon Coal Co"s mine, 218, 220Hitehcock, Edwartl, itleas

structural rela-

'

62.

Ileatins value of coals, 123-124.
Heinrich, Oswaltl J., report on coal

7.

raPid weathering, 10, 12-14'
shalY fossiliferous, Plate.

'

showing, 102.

Linkous & KiPP's mine, 165-167.

Little Bett.

Bee Langhorne BecI.

Little Walker

Creek,

gap through - Big
Walker Moun-

6.

lill'J#:"'o"*-

work on the Price
Mountain coal
ffelil,

Mountain' drill hole near,
4l-42.

66.

plate showing,

Hurcl mine, 218'219.

6.

Ingles conglomerate member, 26'28. .
rn Price Mountain,
35.

oualitv of the coal, 213-216'
iant of the coal, 126-127-

quarrY,-Plate show-

sections

34.

ing, 34.

ing,

of coal

becls,

Plate show-

204.

structural relations, 195-I99'

36.

fenster' 4Z-49.
Tnsects. damage 1o forests, 3fl-3I2.
Iron, depositi6n along fault planes. 5556.

Location of the coal fields,

l,

3-6'

Locust Hill iron mine, coal prospect

tear.237.

Louis Creek syncline, contlition of rocks,
149.

James River, overturnecl anticline on, 80'
Juniata sandstone, 20-21.

Keister, J. B., mine, l70.
Kimball. Kent K.. fieltl work,

Kinzar mine,

Little Walker Mountain coal fieltl,
loeation,194-195'
mines and ProsPects, l9g'212'.;

millstones, Plate
showing,

Mountain'

e

eoal, 269-273.

| 88- |

7.

89.

Kipp mine, I88.
Knox tlolomite,

17.

Langhorne bed, condition in Montgomery County, I73.
conclition i n Pulaski'
CountY, L94,206,209'

2I0.
Langhorne betl, name, 145.

Lumber. forms marketect' 308-310.
Lumbering oPerations, 306-307.
Lvkens. Pia,,- power plant running on
drield "slush," 298-299.
Ilill mine, 179-180.
YalleY coal, rank, l2l-122.
Maccradv
- shale, 28-29.
formations above,29-30'

relation to faulting'
89.

88-

Map. seolosic, of the Valley coal fields in
' nlontg-omery, Pulaski, and WYthe
counties, Va., in Pocket.

Marketing the coal, l-3,

296-298.
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under the limestone, 139-140.

.

Max Meadows coal ffekl, coal mines and
pro spects,

surfaee

230-239.

coal

lransportation fa-

betls,

cilities, 135-r36.
Bee ulso BrushY

236-237.

location

and

surface
tures,

240.

rank of the
.coal,

128.

structural
lations,

re-

228-

230.

coal bed, 177-178.

condition in Mont-

in

field und Price

Mountain coal
Ilountain faults,

field.
94-95.

New River, plates showing, 6, 88, 150.
Noliehucky shale, 16.
North Mountain coal field,
coal prospects, 276-282.
geologic formatious, 273-275,

syncline, 37.
I'feadow Branch coal field, W. Va., 5.
Merrimac, section south of, 143-144.

gomery

Mountain coal

fea-

227.

quality of the
coal, 235 -

quality of the coal,

283-292.

location and seologic fpatuies,

County,

172-r73.

Pulaski County,

5, 283.

quality o f

fault cutting, 55.
na,me, 145.

southern limit,

l4l-

145.

the

ti"ll".r"i';36,

Gap, coal
252.

Nortons Lick prospect, 169.

mine, 180-184.

breaker, plate sho,rving,
r80.
supplied coal to the

Mill

282.

struetural relations, 27 5-276.
North River coal fleld, coal prospects,

I 93-1 94.

'

features,

l3I-135.

correlation of

Confeclerate frigate
Merrimac, 177.

Creek, Montgomery County, faulted structure near,54, L37-

Overthrust masses, rocks

Parrott, complicated. structure west of,
40-42.

mine,

of
I 08-t I l.

Montgomery County, analyses

ing,

Pine Mountain syncline,
Pine trees, reetocking an

ing,

plate

298.

show-

286.

young, near Wytheville, plate
showing, 264,

killed by fire, plate

:102.

coal

abandoned

second growth,

geologic structure,

possibility ot

38.

field, plate showing,

condition of for-

population and industries,130.

192.

Pepper Run, prospects near, l5I-152.
Peppers Ferry, faults near, 54.

coals,

137-r45.

6.

delta of coal refuse, plate show-

coal beds, 3, 145.

ests'

199-203.

plate showing,

prospects near, 153-156.

methods, 294-295.
use oflumber,308-310.

88-

thickness, 82.

138.

X{illers fault, 44, 80.
Millstones of Ingles conglomerate, plate
showing, 34.
Mines, faults in, 55.
Mining, depth limit for profit, 138.

in contact,

90.

showing, 210.

Plunkett & Wall's mine,

162-163.

Poverty Ga.p mines, f67-I69.
Preparatign of the eoal for market, 295296.
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Price formation, 23-2u.
mine, ) 89.
Mountain, structure,

Rank and grade of coals, 98, 116-130.
of the Valley coala, 122, f26-f30.
34-35,

south of,140.

.

Price Mountain coal fielcl,

Rawley Springs, coal prospects, 283-285.
Reed Creek coal ffeld, c o a 1- prospects,

t4t.

247 -254.

geologic

tions,

coal mines and prospects, 177-189.

quality of the
coal, 254.

rank of the

structural relation:a, 240, 242-

Price, Seymour, mine, f 63-165.

R. I., powereil anthraeite

,used for electric power, 300.

Pulaski, Va., plate showing, 222.
coal fiekl, coal mines anrl pros-

247.

forming, lI-12.
Roanoke County coaT field, 5,273.
Rid.ges, rocks

See al,so
North

pects, 218-221.

Mount,ain
coal field.
sections of coal beds,
plate showing, 234.

coal,

22t-222.

struetural relations,
2t6-2I8.

County, analyses of coals,
r12.

lll-

population and industries,190-191.
coal beds, f93-194.

Rockingham County coal fielil. Bea North

River coal ffeld.

Rocks that form mountains, ll-12.
Rogers, Ilenry D., classification of coals,
116.

and William B,

on
and
causes of APPalq4hian folds and faults,
57-6r.

sections,

the nature

plate showing, 234.
Bee al,so Pulaski coal
fi,eld, an d, Llttle Walker Mountain coal

William 8., citecl, 290.

on the structure

field.

Pulaski County coal fields,
location and surface features,

rIl-l92.

transportation,

l'ulaski fatlJt,

the coal fields,

193.

age, 90-96.
course and extent, 76-80.
north of Draper Mountain. 5l-53.
86-88.

plates showing, f02, I50.
surrounds Draper }Iountain and Price Moun-

tain,

85.

s'rrrounds the East Raclford fenster, 86.
Bmokeless Coal Co.'s mine. 232234.

Quartzites, formed along faults, 55-56.
Quartzite, resistance to weathering, 10,

'

Il.

of
63-

64'

3,

43-44.

origin,

coal,

128.

Priee Mountain fenster, cirigin, 85.

quality of the

241.

location, 240-241.

location anrl structure, 176-177.
quality of the coal, 189-190.
rank of the coal, 126.
sections of coal beds, plate sh.owing, 164. .
Providence,

forma-

Safrord, James M., explanation of folds
and faults, 61.
Sampling coal for analysis, 103-f05.
"Sand coal," plate showing, l16.
Sandstone, resistance to weathering, l0I 1-12.

Second

growth. inferior trees predominating, plate showing,
298.

pine, plate showing, 286.

difrculty of measuring,

Sections,

rol.

Semianthracite

'
Semibituminous

156-

coa1, characteristics,
ll7, l19,125-126.

heating value, 123-L24.
plate shoping, 74.

coal, c'haraeteristics,
lr6-rr7, rlg,124-125,

t26
heating lla}ue, 123'L24.
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Sevier shale, 20.
Shady limestone, 15.
Shale, slight resistance
10, l2-r4.

to

Timber of the Valley coal ffelds, 301-305.
methods of purchasing, 307.
weathering,

Shelby, core drilling, 185-186.
Shenandoah limestone, 15-20.

faults in.

80-81.

folcletl,'plate
showing, 60.

Shingle-krlocks, 33-34.

origin,

73-74.

\[alker Mountain and
others, 38-42.

Slusser mine, 157-160.
& Doss mine, 155-156, 173.
"Smokeless" coals, l16, 125.
Smyth County coal ffeld, location, 5,
255.

See al,so Lick

Creek

coal

young growth

County,

plate showing, 180.
Spur anticline, 3?-38.
Stone Coal Run, coal prospect on, 276'
278.

Stony I'ork, coal prospects on, 251.
Stowers, Iloward, farm, coal betl on, 265,
27t.

Stratigraphic clisplacement, 242.
S+resses, horizontal, efrects on r

oc

k

str:ata, 67-76.
Structure of the rocks, 30-56.

development of
knowledge, 5663.

Stumpage values, 307-308.

Suggestions

on mining and marketing

the coal, 294-300.

Surface features producecl
rocks, 9-14.
Syncline, meaning, 3l-32-

by difrerent

Tellico sandstone, 20.
Terraces along New River' 134-135.
Thompson, T. C., prospect, 263-264'

Thrusting, direction, 83.
heights passecl over, 83.
Thrusts. horizontal, effects on r o c k

strata,

67-76.

MontgomerY

Toms Creek syncline. 36.
Town Creek, coal prospect near,265.
Tract Mountain coal beds, 2lf-212.
Trees of commercial importance, 303.
Tufa, calcareous, plate showing, 88.

Valleys, roeks erocled in making, 12-14.
Vickers syncline, 36.
Virginia Anthracite Coal Co.'s mine, 167'
168.

Virginia Polyteehnic Institute mine,

163-

r65.

Walker Mountain, plate showing,

.

6.

shingle - block struc'

ture,

ffeltI.

"Splint" coal from Montgomery

in

County, plate showing, 252.
Time of the deformatioa, 95-96.

Walton syncline,

38-39.

36.

Waste in logging, plate showing' 276.
Watauga shale, 15-16. '
Water gaps, favorable for mining, 167.
Watson, Thomas L., citetl, 286'287 '
Weathering of coal, 270.
White oak slope type of forests, 304-305'
Willis, Bailey, on competent and incom'
netent strata. 62-63.
Wolf Creek, coal prospects, 285-286.
of coals, ll3.
analyses
!\'vthe Countv,'coal
"beds,

sections, Plate

showing, 234.
flelds.' coalbeds.225227.

location,

3-5,

223.

surface

tures,

fea223-

224.

transporta

-

tion, 224225.
population and indus'

tries, 222.
Wytheville, Va., plates showing, 244.

Yellow poplar cove type of forests, 305.
tree, plate showing, 286.

